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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

References 10 dollars($) arc to United States dollars, unless otherwise stated. 

Annual rates of growth or change refer to annual compound rates, unless otherwise stated. 
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Centre for Apicullural Mcchanizatiott an" Rural Tcchnolo1y (United 
Republic of Tanzania) 
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Peru) 
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Corporation. Colombia) 
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Corporaci6n de Dc•arrollo Jc Piura (Piura Oevelopmcnl Corpora1ior1. Peru) 
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Danish Agency for International De·.-elopment Assistance 
Dircccion General de Asn".>ramiento Tecnico ( Di•cctorate General for 
Technical Ass~tance. Regional Development Auth<>rity. Argentina) 
Fedcracion Nacional de Asociacione; de Pcqueilas Industrias (Nationa! 
Federation of Small Industry Associations. Peru) 
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of Germany) 
Inter-American Development Bank 
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of Germany) 
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Foreword 

Rural Sm;;.:1 Industrial Enterprise (RSIE) is a dominant feature of the 
industrial su ucture i ~ many develo;>ing countries. Past experience has shown 
that attempts to further the development of this subscctor have only met with 
limited success. In order to determine the potential and problems of RSIE and 
to establish the most effective means of promoting its development. the 
Government of the Netherlands, the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP). the lnternationai Labour Organisation (ILO) and the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) decided to carry out a 
thematic evaluation o!"Technical Co-operation Assistance to RSIE. 

Within the framework of this evaluation. a team of core consultants
James Kcddie. Subrahmanyan Nanjundan and Roger Teszler-dcsk-reviewed 
56 projects dealing with RSIE. studied the experience of RSIE in nine 
developing countries. to six of which missions were fielded. and by th~ end of 
December 1987 prepared and revised this final report. 

In live of the six field missions. donor and agency staff or consultants 
also participated: Hermine Weyland. Netherlands-Pakistan; Frieda Panis, 
UNDP-Senegal; Jan Versluis. ILO-Zambia; Adrie de Groot. UNIDO
lndonesia; and Oscar Gonzalez-Hernandez, UNIDO-Peru. In three missions 
there was also a national consultant: Khalid Aftab-Pakistan; Teobald0 
Pinzas-Peru; Sidate Gueye-Senegal. The mission tc the United Republic of 
Tanzania, the first one of the series. was undertaken by the three core 
consultants as a team. 

Based on the findings of this report, a programme advisory note (PAN) 
will be prepared tn facilitate the application of the major conclusions and 
recommendations of this study to the design and appraisal of RSIE-related 
projects and programmes. 

' 
l"I I 

I" 



Summary 

Origins and purpose Gf the Sludy 

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has embarked on a 
series "' thematic evaluations of areas in which important amounts of external 
assistance have been channelled to developing countries. This study is the 
eighteenth in the series. The aim of these studies is to pro\'ide policy and 
project officials with a series of manuals for the improved preparation, 
implementation and follow-up of programmes and projects in a number of 
areas. These manuals or programme advisory notes (PAN) are based on desk 
and field research. 

In order to broaden the scope and the usefulness of such studies. UN!:>P 
requests the collaboration of a bilateral donor and of one or more executing 
agencies actively involved in assistin1; :he area to be reviewed. Thus, towards 
the end of 1984, the Government of the Netherlands, UNDP. the International 
Labour Organisation (ILO) and the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) began prepar :tions for "l them.:.,ic e\'aluation of rural 
small industrial enterprise (RSIE). This study was to use projects implemented 
or funded by the sponsors as entry points for the analysis of policy and 
institutional environment of RSIE and of the sig11ificance of external assistance 
in this context. The aim was to arrive at conclusions and recommendations for 
future activities in this field. 

The choice of RSIE as a subject was guided by certain considerations. The 
promotion of large-scale industry, which had earlier been advocated by policy
makers in developing co:mtries and by providers of external assistance, had not 
provided the momentum essential for development. As a result, small industry. 
which had previously been somewhat n~e.'ected, came increasingiy to be 
considered as a viable alternative or at least 1s an essential ingredient of an 
integrated ir.ri 11strial structure, which in tu:n would promote economic 
development. n.e rural context derived further importance from two additional 
considerations; {i) small indusiry is less d~ptndent on the urban locational 
amenities which are a veritable life-line for 1arge-industry development, and 
(ii) the development of small industry in rur·1l areas can assist in stemming the 
migratory flow to already overcrowded urba.1 areas. 

Many small-scale industry and RSIE programmes were mounted or 
expanded from thi: mid-sixties onwards, assisted with funds and technical 
ex.,.::·;se from external donors and agencies, including considerable contribu
tions from the sponsors of this study. With the passage of years, the experience 
of such programmes and incrc·asing knowledge of RSIEs themselves indicated 
the need for the type of reassessment attempted in this thematic study. 

This study begins by analyzing the nature and significance: of RSIE ;;nd its 
economic environment (chapter Ill. This is followed by a review of three 
categories of intervention in RSIEs; (i) demand-side macro-policies (chapter 



Ill). Iii) supply-side ms1im1ional support (chapter (\"l. and fi/1J e\ternal 
assistance from donors and agencies 1chap1er \'). Chapter I aims i.1 ~el the 
scene by establishing the rationale for the study anci the modu.\ opa1indi of its 
authors. Chapter \"I highlights some conclusions and recommendations and the 
annexes provide some additional information on the methodology used and 
data tlbtained during the: course of the study. 

After some preparawry work at the headquarters of each of the four 
sponsors during the first half of 1986. a core team of three consultant!> was 
assemb:ed and the study was under way by August 191\fl. In the firs! phase 
(:\ugust-Sep1ember 19M6l a !Olal of 5fl project!> and other rele\ant informati('n 
(tiles. published materials. inteniewsJ were re\iewed. This n:sulted in a second 
phase involving the study o: RSIE in nine countries of which si\ were \isited 
(Indonesia. Paki~tan. Peru. Senegal. the Vnited Republic nf Tan1ania and 
Zambia) and rhree were ··desk-studied .. ( (. olombia. Kenya. 1he Philippines). 
The nine country studies (March-September 19X71 constituted the core input 
into this study (phase three. Occober-Decemoer 19S71. which abo benefited 
from interviews and published !>Ources from ..'.»nors and agencies (f:.rnding as 
well as executing) and from other-mainiy scientific-sources. 

RSIE and its economic environment (chapter II) 

:\s regards the role played by RSIE. in general about one-fourth of rural 
primary employment in developing countries is accounted for by non-farm 
acuvities and about one-tenth by ;nanufacturing. The '>hare of total manu
facturing employment located in rural areas decreases with the degree of 
industriali1ation. from 65-115'i in least developed countries. to -l5-flO'; in 
somewhat more developed. and to 10-30,.i in the newly industriali1ed countries 
I ~!Cs). RSI Es provide secondary employment for I0-201

; of the rural male 
labour force. The share of non-farm income in total income is t>igher for 
households with small land holdings. The incomt' share from rural manu
facturing is usually substantially larger than the employment share. In oruer for 
RS~E to be able to contribute lo economic de\clonment. it must ha\e the 
ability to link up with other sectors and a.:ti\·ities. Fi\e major focal poinh in 
RSIE development are reviewed here: 

(a) lnterlinkages of industry with •Jther sectors of the cconom\ are 
crucial for promoting RSI E. since the nature of rural de\elopment im ol\es 
attention to several sectors. enbracing a wide ran~e and mix of activities. 
including projects to raise agricultural output. to improve health and 
eJ•Jcation. to expand communications and to impro\e housing. In this muiti
sec:oral approach. industrialization is a m~ans of raising producti\i!y and 
incomes in all sector~ by providing forward and backward linkages between the 
\arious markets for goods. services and facl.ors of production (especially 
labour). In addition. trere are the very important "final demand" linkages 
between increases in rural incomes and the stimulation of RSIE. Linkages are 
stimulated hy economic development and growth in incomes and h~ the 
development of infrastructure and markets. In an underdeveloped subsistence 
rural economy. linkages are few and !imited to harter or informal arrangements 
within the village. The less developed an economy. the les' the effcc!s of 
linkages in stimulating RSIE. Available evidence (inra a/ta from India and 
Sierra Leone) indicates that final demand linkages are prohahl~ tne most 
important for RSIE: 

I/\' 



11>1 . .\s far a,. toreign tr..i.de is .;,1n.:erned. imp<irt linkages ••f RSll' are 
.c\erel~ restm:ted m nwst de\dopmg .:ountrie' due to foreign e'.:hange 
~h••rtage and ina.:..-essibilit~ ,if imp<'rted inputs. E'P•Hl linkages .ire imp.1rtant 
m su..:h se.:wrs as handi.:rafts. garments and leather g<Hids in !he ..\,tan 
..:ountries studied. Sub-.;,rntra.:tmg w rural artisan' takes pla.:e 1hr.1ugh a 
tradmg nexus linking urban to rural are;.,.. On the other hand there 1, :ilsn a 
tendency for artisans to migrate nearer w urban areas: 

rc1 With ag1 icultural development. tinal demand link~1ges for ..:nn,umer 
g•ll>ds through in.:rease in rural incomes be..:,1me far more imp,Htant than 
t«•rnard production linkages of agricultural pr.ice,.,.ing llr backward produ.:t1<1n 
linkages of man~facture of farm toob and e'}uipment. Where ,uhs1,.1en.:e 
farming is still important and agm:ultural gnrnth i" ,.1,1\\, RSlb are in\l•hed m 
f,1rnard linkages ,1f grain and <•ii-milling. wo,1d-processing et.: .. and hao.:k\\ard 
linkages of blacksmithing. forging etc .. rather than in the manufa..:ture 11f a 
range ,,f consumer g,iods. With more de\ doped a ;ri..:ultun:. large-,..:ak agrn
pr.ice.,sing shifts Ill urban area,. but .;mall-s.:ak proce,,ing of ,.1apk fond, I<• 

meet local demands continues in rurai ar:::as. 

td1 Linkages of RSIE to large-scale industries thr~'~gh s1!b-contrac11ng nr 
trade channels exist to a limited extent in the Asian countries sun·eyed. The 
de\elopment of such linkages will depend on th" one ha11J .rn the expan,inn nf 
rural markets and of the capacities ( inch:.'.:'1g engineering skills) of RSI Es and. 
,rn the other hand. the dnelopment ' infrastructure and cnmmunicatinns 
resulting in a rural-urban continuum. CHnernment initiati\es and in.:enti\e' 
may accelerate the development of link?ges. hut they ha\e to be s11'tained on 
the hasis of competitive advantages in the production cnsts of RSib. for the 
sub-contracted items. In this context. the positi\e experiences of .;ub
c.intracting exchanges m Peru .ire worthy of attention: 

(<') The development of rural infrastructure. hoth physical (transport. 
ekc1rifica11on) and social (education. healthl. is crucial for rural de\ehipmer. 
RSIE growth is stimulated hy access to markeh and inputs 1hr1n1gh road 
dc\elopment and the lower cost of production. higher qualit~ and di\er.;ifica-
110n of products made pns,ible hy electri:·ication. Social im·estmenh impro\e 
the 4uality of labour and skills and make rural areas attractive for non-farm 
occupations. Ir···astructure dt:\elopment should go hand in hand with macni
economic and sertoral policies fa\ourable to RSll'. growth. (The latter an: 
rc\iewed in chapter II I.I 

As regards the rural environment. its characteristic,, rather than a rigid 
'eparation of urhan from rural areas, delineate the location and scope of RSIL 
Variations in agricultural prosperity. population dcn,it~. degree of urhani1a-
1ion and developmcrit of rural infra,tructurc all have effect\ on RSI!-:. 
l.ocation- and 'ite-sprcad of RSIF increases with development. hut the \\eight 
of rural industry declines at high leveb of 11rhani1a1ion and indu.,1riali1ation. 

The target gro11,l of RSlb considered for c\a(ua110n include' micrn
enlcrpri.,cs 10-4 employee.; I and 'mall enterprises 15-25 employee' I located m 
\tllages and to\\ns where the population is at lea'I up to 20,000 (I'~ 

dcfinttion). hut " often higher Ill cases where larger urhan areas rciain the 
1;h..rac1cristics of 'mailer town,. 

There arc varying definitions-administrative and statistical-of RSI!·. 111 

rhc countries studied. Analysis confirms that 1his stud~·, own definition 11f 0-25 
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workers per enterprise in locations up to 20,()(){) or more population is in line 
with broad official usage. 

The overwhelming bulk of RSIEs are household and micro-enterprises 
employing less than 5 persons. Less than 10'"( of RSIEs employ 5-25 and very 
few indeed employ over 25. In terms of the numbers of persons employed, 
RSIEs account for between hundreds of thousands and millions in different 
countries. In terms of value added by manufacture. RSI Es' share ranges from 
5-50C:C in different countries. With the increase of industrialization. urbaniza
tion and economic development, the share of RSIE in total manufacturing 
gradually declines. Nevertheless, in most of the developing countries there still 
remains considerable :;cope for the expansion of RSIE in rural areas and small 
towns. 

Whereas prc~ucts catering to local markets and services remain in rural 
areas. others move to small towns. In the latter category there is a shift to 
higher value-added types of manufacturing, e.g .. in metals. wood and other 
materials. Howeva, the main branches remain much the same; food, wood. 
textiles. building materials and metal. 

Dominant characteristics of RSIEs include their small size. their private 
(or family) ownership, providing a source of supplementary income to 
agriculture. and lheir dynamic response to agricultural and rural development. 
New RSIE entrepreneurs originate mainly from the farming community, obtain 
on-the-job training, obtain capital from personal (or family) savings and prove 
responsive to technology chal'!ges arising from rural electrification (and other 
infrastructure) and improvements in farming methods. New entrants to PSIE 
include traders and artisans, but also professionals and civil servants. 

There is evidence that the role of women in RSIE ownership and 
employment is more important than in urban industry. For about half the 
women in rural areas it provides a supplementary source of income to farming. 
Women predominate in the f"'>d, garment and craft industries. 

To sum up on RSIE's strengths and weaknesses: 

RSIEs are mostly small. dispersed in area and concentrated in a few 
branches. They themselves marshal inputs and organize production. While 
usually passive with regard to innovation, they are good at exploiting market 
and technology opportunities once these are inrroduced to them. 

The policy environment of RSIE: the demand-side approach (chapter Ill) 

Successful rural industrialization presupposes a favourable economic 
environment in the rural areas engendered by a high agricultural growth rate 
and the development of infrastructural and social services. Such an environ
ment has been more favourable in the Asian countries studied during the 
evaluation than in the African or the Latin American ones. 

Country studies and other available res~arch point to two sources of 
demand-side policies: 

(a) Agrarian reforms and the more equitable distribution of land. 

(h) Price and market incentives to farmers. 

Both can lead to aggregate increases in disposahle rural income and a~ 
such they appear to have been more effective stimuli for RSI E development 



thar the (supply-side) prov1s1on of inputs to RSIEs themsel\·es. because 
increased rural income is largely spent on cor.sumer goods produced by RSIE. 
In the absence of increasing demand for rural non-farm products. supply-side 
measures may fall flat on their face. 

Demand-side or macro-policies should include; (a) investment in infra
structure and social services in rural areas. (b) price policies to ensure 
favourable terms of trade for the farmer, (c) wide distribution of benefits in 
rural areas so as to generate sufficient effective demand. (d) agricultural 
investments in irrigation, extension and research and provision of credit to 
farmers. 

Other macro-policies, particularly industrial and commercial. in develop
ing countries ha\·e generally affected RSIE adversely by favouring large-scale 
and capital-intensive industrialization and discriminating against small-scale 
industry and RSIE. Costs of production and product prices of small-scale 
industry and RSIE are adversely affected by higher costs of inputs, credit and 
marketing. compared to large-scale industries. Overvalued exchange rates 
diminish rural incomes arising from exports. Structural adjustment pro
grammes in some countries (e.g .• United Republic of Tanzania) have been 
favourable for RSIE growth. although. to take full advantage of liberalization, 
RSIE should be able to adjust to changes in pattern of demand through 
measures for improved productivity and efficiency. Agricultural prosperity has 
a fa ;ourable effect on RSIE and vice versa. However. there is no conclusive 
evidence on effects of business cycles. There is evidence from country studies 
that macro-policies relating to agriculture and the rural sector are more 
beneficial to RSIE than macro-policies relating to industrialization and trade, 
unless the general economic distortions created by the latter are severe. Serious 
distortions created by macro-policies for indus1ry (the Philippines and Zambia) 
and for virtually every sector (United Republic of Tanzania) led to economic 
crises, which stunted the whole econ0my, including RSIE and agriculture. 

Specific countervailing measures of assistance to RSIE could benefit only a 
very few enterprises. There seems to be considerable scope for promoting RSIE 
development through sub-contracting from large industries. which has been 
success~ JI in a small number of RSIE products in Indonesia, Pakistan. Peru 
and the Philippines through technological upgrading and trade links. Discrimi
natory measures in favour of RSTE, e.g., differential taxes, may compensate for 
benefits accruing to large industry, but in the long run RSIE should stand on 
competitive sucngth in the market. Supply-side measures (further discussed in 
chapter IV) while more difficult, arc important for upgrading skills and 
technology in RSIE. The effectiveness of supply-side support to RSIE is largely 
determined by the extent that macro-policies create a favourable cnv;.onment 
for RSIE. 

lns1i1u1ional supporl of RSIE: lhe supply-side approach (chapler IV) 

Institutional support of RSIE can be justified as a complement (or 
palliative) to the influence of the broader demand-side policy environment 
discussed in chapter Ill. Within this. another important objective is to give 
Governments, donors and agencies a better idea of what, and what not, to 
e:<pect from various types of institution and activity. 

Institutional support has largely been mounted to correct the perceived 
weaknesses of RSIE. Although weaknesses exist, they have been over-
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emphasized. as has the institutional support given, which has frequently 
become a supply-side palliative to unfarnurablc demand-side policies. or has 
resulted from the failure to recognize the role of RSIE in overall rural and 
industrial de\·elopmcnt. 

Neither planning bodies nor small-industry development agencies ha\•c 
generally had an imaginative approach to RSIE policy formulation and 
transmittal. Small-scale-indu.~try and RSIE policy has focussed on supply-side, 
direct-input support and has not been well-integrated into macro-policy
making. There arc signs that this may now be gradually changing. 

For th. . study. the following classification of supply-side institutions 
supporting RSIE has i>ccn devised: 

(a) Policy and general-purpose institutions 

• Policy-forming bodies (including policy-research bodies, and policy
transmittal mechanism); 

• General-purpose ;;mall industries development agencies (SMIDAs). 

(b) iimctiom and functionally based institutions 

• Marketing or rav. 1aterial supply schemes; 

• Publidy-contwlled RSIE or rural production centres; 

• RSIE co-operatives (i.e. production and marketing co-ope1 .ves, not 
savings and loan associations); 

• Industrial csta!cs, with or without common service facilities; 

• Financial services institutions or programmes, including 
commercial banks 

- development banks 
- savings and loans associations or credit unions 

• Business advice extension services 

• Technical service facilities located with RSIE, technical extension 
sen·iccs, mobile or on-location technical training 

• Formal vocational training centres 

• Technology development and diffusion centres 

(c) Other in.flitutionJ 

• Arca authorirics and development programmes, programmes for 
special target groups (e.g. women); 

• Small industry or trade associations; 

• Non-governrr.cntal organizations (NGO!), private voluntary organiza
tions ( PVOs). 

fa) Policy and general purpose institutions have in general not been 
effective at promoting RSIE. This is particularly true for the SMIDAs, the 
archetypal mechanisms for supply-side, direct-input support SMIDAs tend to 
he over-centralized. with a resulting urban bias. and to over-emphasize 
hardware inputs to RSIE. Individual SMIDAs appear to he progressively 
distancing themselves from this approach. but reforms arc long and difficult; 
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(b) Functionally hosed institutions in the countries and projects rc\·iewed 
appear to have a mixed record. Public intervention in the suppl~ of raw 
materials to R.;IEs and in marketing their products general!~ has a better 
chance of success if aimed at stimulating private enterprise to perform these 
functions. The same principle of self-reliance also applies to sub-contracting. 

Public-sector RSIEs arc few and far between and usually form part of a 
larger institution that combines. for cxamp•c, training with production. The 
record of such RSIEs was not found to be impressive. 

While successful examples exist of RSIE-promotion via co-opcrati\·cs. co
operati\·c organization is best seen as a complement to RSIE private 
proprietorship in particular circumstances. Clear-cut benefits to members and 
careful preparation arc essential. 

Industrial estates in general arc not cffccti\'C as RSIE-promotcrs. They may 
be useful in areas with a thriving small-to-medium industry sector. 

Traditionally-run commercial and development banks ha\'C not been 
effective promoters of RSIE. nor have RSIE-financing programmes initiated by 
non-financial institutions. Savings and loans associations (SLAs). or SLA-type 
programmes run by rural offices of banks, offer more promise. but arc multi
scctoral. not focussed on RSIE. Their effectiveness increases pari passu with 
their local outreach. 

Business advice extension services may be cffccti\·c in support of some 
other useful promotional effort such as SLAs. RSIE business advice is not 
much valued in its own right. 

Training centres have. with some exceptions, been ineffective promoters of 
RSIE. The centres arc often urban-based anrl -oriented, with little or no rural 
outreach and usually attract, with doubtful results. new entrants rather than 
those engaged in existing RSIE. 

On-location technical facilities. extension and training programmes arc 
very often well-received and effective. They must. however, offer realistic new 
commercial opportunities to their RSIE clients. Also, not all institutions arc 
cffccti\'C in delivering these programmes. 

Technology development and diffusion centres have generally been remote 
from RSIEs and ineffective at promoting them. A few have effectively served 
agricultural implement firms by developing close field contacts with them; 

(c) The final category of im.;itutions has provided mixed results. 

There ir. little evidence that area-based institutions and programmes arc 
effective at consciously promoting RSIE. They mostly pursue other sectors. 
such as infrastruccurc and agriculture. 

Small industry and trade 3ssociations arc observed 10 perform a useful 
range of services for rcgional-1own RSIEs in some developing councrics. They 
take time to build u:,>, but could be a promising target for more cxccrnal 
technical co-operation assistance (TCA). 

NGOs perform a range of RSIE promotional functions to a scill-limitc"l 
extent. but usually efficiently and with good rural fieldwork. Their special 
strengths arc the promotion of RSIE self-reliance through organi1ation, and 
their emphasis on autonomous local operations. Their weaknesses have been 
ovcr-rmphasis on welfare concerns, and undcr-t mphasis on technical input and 
upgrading. 

Although general rural growth is not an absolute prc-condicion for any 
supply-side RSIE support activity, it docs provide an environment m which 
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such institutional support can be used to full ad\1an1agc. Leaving aside 
considerations of inadequate management of an institution etc.. it would 
a;>pear that successful supply-side intervention in RSIE ~s ~st achic\·cd by only 
a narrow range of institutions and programmes. This range increases 1o1.ilh the 
size of RS!E. Th:is. the smallest RSIEs. the bu?k of the sector. arc best served 
by marketing schemes. sa\·ings and loans associations. on-location technical 
facilities. training and extension. If these RSIEs arc located in rural towns and 
regional cities. small industry and trade associations may be added to this list. 
The larger RSIEs. finaliy. may also reap some benefits from interventions by 
SMIDAs and formal banks. 

A strong local presence of the intervening institution and a strong 
in\·oh·cmcnt from the community (village. town. small industry associalion. co
opcrati\·c etc.) greatly enhance the effectiveness of the intervention. At present 
such support is best supplied. usually. by NGOs and PVOs. Highly centralized 
organizations arc not effective RSIE promoters. Strong field links. based on 
local presence and local autonomy of action arc essential. The need is for 
changes in public institutional policy. away from centralization. hardware • 
.. centres ... would-be comprehcnsi\·c institutions. and subsidized credit. The 
crucial issue for RSIE institutiorts is not whether they arc public or private. b•Jt 
whether they suppon mechanisms which v.ill involve the beneficiaries thcm
seh·cs and make possible transfer of technology. market opportunities. and 
development of viable credit. 

localization and geographical spread of effective types of institutions is to 
be encouraged. but the setting-up of new institutional types is not. Relatively 
few RSIE support institutions arc financially self-sustaining. For many 
institutions. the issue is mounting effective programmes which can secure the 
loyalty of staff and outside funding. Cost-effectiveness can only be assessed 
impressionistically. but the likely benefit-versus-cost per recipient should 
nevertheless always receive cool prior assessment. 

Self-monitoring by RSIE support institutions is not generally impressive. 
In any case, supervisory and plar.ning ag-encics have an external monitoring 
responsibility. the execution of which will keep them in closer touch with 
sectoral problems. linkages and broad policy options. 

The list of institutions that can provide effecti\;e support to RSIE is 
r~ •ativcly short and the effectiveness of this support is determined more often 
than not by the extent to which existing macro-policies famur RSIE. 

Exlemal assislance to RSIE (chapler V) 

bternal assistance to RSIE (as to any other sector) has been provided at 
three levels; (a) policy support (dcmilnd-sidc intervention) has only occasio:lally 
been provided. (hJ most emphasis has been laicl on institution-building (supply
side intervention) and the disappointing results thus achieved have led certain 
donors to emphasize (c) direct support to RSIE. 

bternal assistance for macro-policies is potentially the most effective level 
for assistance 10 RSIE because it can then be directed towards the creation of 
an RSIE-friendly economic environment and can reach all RSlfa more or less 
equally. Such assistance could cut across bureaucratic barriers at the top. 
llnfortunateiy, many countries consider such in1erven1ions as an unwarranted 
intrusion and will probably continue to do so if TC A policy is not handled as a 
mutually-persuasive dialogue. 
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Dor.ors and agencies ha\·c :i marked preference for external assistance for 
institution-building. bcl.'1Use. if such assislancc heirs an instituti<>n to take off. 
the latter can then continue its activi•ics without outside suppvrt. Many 
institution" nc\('r reach that stage and just sun·ive on outside sustenance, 
whereas already effectiH~ institutions make good use of external supp.->rt. RSIE
spcciiic institutions are feu and far between as arc new instirutions established 
\·ia external assi~tance. 

Fe" external assistance projects to RSIE arc dedicated cxcluswely to di!"ect 
assistance. The C<lmbination ol direct assistance and institution-buildmg is 
more cffccti\·e than either of these approaches separately. Donors have Deen 
knoun to opt for direct assistance because they feel that hos~-country agcndcs 
arc inadequate or because the duration of the required intervcnti.>n docs not 
justify the establishment of an institution. 

The mechanics of i>roject preparation. implementation and follow-up arc 
project- and n<lt RSIE-spccific. From an RSIE angle. spcciai importance is 
accorded t" the C<lmplcxitics of design (rural and industrial). the intricacies of 
management u here assistance to RSI E is but part of a larger project. and the 
need to de\'clop models of external as:;istance that become expendable in due 
course. Donors and agencies ha\·e not de\·elopcd a unified approach and field 
cO-(lrdination lea\ es much to be desired. 

Many problems of project management and follow-up can be reduced to 
errors in project design. but good project design in itself must not be considered 
as a guarantee <lf successful management and follow-up. Good project design is 
nther a precondition than a guarantee of success. An analogous line of 
reasoning is less \alid for the project document. Whereas inadequate 
identifo:ation and ( pre)feasibility studies will certainly result in a poor project 
document. good groundwork in identification and f:asibility analysis account 
for 90'; of a good project document. 

The di\'erse and mulrifaceted nature of the RSIE sector and its problems 
makes co-ordination and project management particularly difficult. Problems 
encountered arose from this complexity rather than from the nature of RSIE. 
Monitoring uas <>nly found in the more successful projects. 

Excessi\e donor or agency intervention stimulates donor dependency. 
throws up a barrier against future host country take-over and hence against 
sustainabil11:- and replicability in general. External assistance to RSIE is no 
excepti•>n. The p111en1ial 10 carry over external assistance experiences will be 
greater if cost-effecti\·eness is higher. 

Donors and agencies have different apprc;1ches and procedures in external 
assistance. There is some indicatio11 of an increasing preference among donors 
and agencit'i for policy assistance, although only few-mostly recent-projects 
prO\·ide assistance al this lc\'el. Differences arc found in approaches to RSIE, 
but 1he-.e mainly concern ways to bypass ineffective institutions. 

Re<;pon .. ihil11:- for field co-ordination of donor activities is. in theory, 
shared by the Resident Rcprcscntati\'e of UNDP who reviews external 
assio;1ance efforr-. annual!~. As co-operation in this exercise is voluntary, 
coverage is far from complete and C<>·ordination results arc usually not 
impres~i·•e. Donors might well agree to formalize the pivotal role of UNDP in 
field co-ordinarion. In the United Republic of Tanzania, the UNDP Resident 
Repre'ientltive recently took the initiative in setting up monthly informal donor 
and agency mcctingo;. This could be a first step towards the co-ordination of 
field efforts for a 'ipecific ~ubsector. 
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Rtt0mmmdations (dlaptrr VI) 

The final chapter re,,·iews some findings and recommendations that have 
resulted from this study. but do not always figure prominently in the text. Some 
of the major recommendations now follow. 

l. Macro-policy favouring the growth of rural income should be given 
priority in RSIE development strategics and should preferably precede supply
side measures of support to RSIE. 

2. The development of an 4gricultural surplus is a precondition for the 
stimulation of non-farming activiti~ '11ch as RSIE ir1 rural areas. If no such 
surplus exists. efforts should be pn,1~.lrily directed towards achieving such a 
surplus. 

3. Because RSIE provides a suppicmentary source of income for on average 
50CC of rural women engaged in ag!iculture, emphasis might be placed on 
expanding and adding ,,-alue to thi~ activity. Attention should be given to 
reducing drudgery and manual work and to training for new types of RSIE 
work (electrical wiring. electronic assembly etc.). 

4. Polic;es for the support 01 KSIE should concentrate on maximizing the 
linkages of RSIE with other sectors. 

5. In order to stimulate RSIE. more emphliis should be given to favcurable 
macro-policies and general strategics aimed at economic diversification. 

6. Sub-contracting from larger industry to ;ma1' -scale industry and RSIE 
should be promoted through policies for upgr;,·:." .echnical skills and special 
training and extension programmes for sm•11-scale industry and RSIE. Sub
contracting information exchanges are more effectively operated by industry 
associations than by extension agencies. 

7. Purchase. reservation and 1ax-ir,.:entive schc:mes for small-scale industry 
and RSIE should only be introduced as temporary measures. 

8. SMIDAs should concentrate on the functions which they can J)\:rform most 
effecti,,·ely and adjust their organizational structure accordingly. This usually 
involves decentralization and hiving off certain operations (industrial estates. 
pro,,·ision of credit). 

9. Common-services facilities should be hived off from industrial estates and 
be transformed into technology centres providing services to nearby small-scale 
industry and RSIE. 

10. Credit for small-scale industry and RSIE should be made available in as 
decentralized a form as possible. The role of non-bank financial intermediaries 
in this context should be enlarged. 

11. Because on-location. branch-specific technical upgrading programmes are 
often effective RSIE promoters, especially in more remote areas (mobile 
training units), they should be stimulated. 

12. In the promotion of RSIE development, increasing use should be made of 
NGOs and PVOs as agents of change because they tend to have a better grasp 
of the local demands of RSIE than national institutions. 
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13. In order to optimize its effccti• encss. suppl~·-side in)titutional supp•lrt for 
RSIE should be framed in a macro-policy "hich enhances the gro~th of 
di~.posable rural income. Comprehensi\·e inten·ention should be limi1cd 10 
situations •·here RSIE has to be built up from scratch. 

14. Donors and agencies should focus on persuading host counirics to adop1 
appropriate macro-policies that favour grass-rooi and small-enterprise dc\·c
lopmcnt in rural areas or insist on these macro-policies as a precondition for 
supply-side assistance. 

15. Every cffon should be made to make use of '!xisting institutions ra1her 
than bypassing them (direct assistance) or setting up new ones. '.'iational 
institutions of the SMIDA \·ariety might be streamlined through external 
assistance (cf. recommendation 8). 

16. Donors and agencies should make e\·ery effort to harmonize their c:xtc:rnal 
assistance procedures and co-ordinate their field acti\·ities. This is especial!~ 
imponant when i! comes to enterprises which arc often located in remote areas. 
as is the case with RSIE. 
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I. Introdndng the Study 

This introductory chapter bas three main sections. The first outlines the 
significance of attempts to assist rural small industrial enterprises (RSIE) in 
developing countries. With this as background, the second section states very 
briefly what the study tries to do. The third section summarizes how it was 
carri-:.i .>ut. A final section rccapiu.lates the chapter. setting the scene for what 
follows. The appendix to this chapter defines some of the terms used in this 
study. 

I.I RSIE ud RSIE assistuce 

Although the speed of dcvclopmctt~ tends to be outstrir pcd by the speed of 
urbanization in developing countries, many people in cLvcloping countrics
espccially the poorer and least developed ones-arc still "rural".lbcy live in 
villages and homesteads in the countryside, or in small- or medium-sized towns 
which have strong conncrtions with the countryside. This pattern at one time 
prevailed all over the world. With the Industrial Revolution-and the great 
growth in agricultu!-tl production that preceded and paralleled it in Europe and 
Nonh America-the pattern was broken over much of the Northern Hemisphere. 
Cities grew and multiplied, based on expanded manufacturing and trade. Vast 
numbers of people left the land and found urban industrial emplo)ment. n· 
countries thus industrialized, ceased after a time to depend much on agricultu,e 
as a source of employment or driving economic force. 

By and large, the developing countries of the South remained over
whelmingly rural and agricultural. After the Second World War. however, the 
South as a whole began to look on Northern large-scale industrialization as a 
model"' be followed for prosperity. 

Behind protective barriers, developing country <Jovcrnments and business
men attempted to duplicate many of the industries vf the Nonh. and thus to 
transform their economics. Where agriculture or technical skills were stron;. 
they sometimes achieved some success, e.g. in Brazil. Mexico and the Republic 
of Korea, all of which started industriali1.ation based on protected domestic 
markets. In most developing countries, however, the large-scale industrial 
sector was stunted by low incomes. low demand and a relatively low level of 
skills. Moreover, with capital-intensive techniques imported from the North, 
manufacturing employment grew even less than production. High protective 
barriers permitted hi&h industrial costs and prices. which still further restricted 
demand. The dcvelopina economics weri: mostly not transformed. 

Nevertheless, with improved public health programmes, populations grew 
very rapidly. People moved off the land much faster than could be absorbed by 
the slow arowth of large and medium industry. The migrants found 
employment in small "informal" firms-manufacturing, trading, services-in 



the .:itie,.. "hc>Si'. pupula•ion began Iv increase at alarming rate:.. E>.1~1ing 
physi.:al and so.:ial infrastructure q1Jickly prO\ed \\holly inadc:'lualc: .mJ nc:w 
.:on~1ru.:1ion \\as undertaker. on a far too limited scale. Large-scale m,:iJem 
industry \\as only able to absorb a fraction of the rapidly s\\c:lling p,>•>: of 
urban labour. 

The: resu1c was-especially in the larger cities of Asia and Latin 
Amcrica•-a girdle of shanty towns around the big cities \\here info~ma! 
economic acti\ities ha,·e much in common with already established S:!'~ll fir.ns. 
which already prO\idcd most manufacturing employment. 

~forc:,wer. a large proponion of the small firms and their employment 
were outside the big cities, and their industrial acti\·itics were: a significant 
source of employment for the rural population at large. One sunc:y has noted 
that in 13 of the l-1 dc,·eloi;ing countries co,·ered. small-scale firm:. accounted 
for more: than 50''i of total industrial cmploymem (the a\cragc: \\as 71'.( ). 
furthermore. "ithin the small-scale sector (taken by the sur.-cy to comprise 
enterprises •>f 1-'9 employees). \·cry small firms of 1-9 employees comprised 
t\\o-thirds of all manufacturing enterprises. The suncy also found that in most 
de\cloping counmcs the vast majority of small industries are in rural areas. 
!\ttore.ner. in 13 countries co,·crcd. 63'( of all manufacturing employment was 
rural (alm,>st certainly predominantly in small cntcrprises). 1 

~1uch of this rural enterprise had achic\'cd these results with little or no 
outside inten·ention. Often. it was considered not to form part ,>f the nati,mal 
economy (the so-called modern economy) and. hence. was either negkctcd or 
approached \ia the occasional institution. specifically e~tablished f >r that 
purpose. Small rural industry did not qualify for bank loans at lo\\ interest 
rates. nor for foreign exchange. import licenses. im·estment licenses. tax 
incenti'..cs. buildings. industrial training. export bounties. indeed for none of 
the pri\ileges accorded to larger industry in the industrialization dri\'C. 
However. if the small-sca!c industry ~cctor could be exp3nded. employment 
gains would probably be very significant. and a large part of them might be in 
rural areas. in the RSIE sector. This might reduce the disturbingly high !low of 
migration into the cnies. and augment the incomes of the rural poor. 

So. starting roughly in the middle 1960s. de\·eloping country Go\crn
mc:nts-followed and sometimes prompted by the community of deh:lopment 
donors and agencies-de\'eloped a heightened concern for promoting ancl 
assisting small-scale industry. and within that :.ector. RSIE. 

Programmes to assist small-scale industry and RSIE were elaborated. 
Oi\'isions or units responsible for small-scale industry or RSIE were set up in 
planning agencies and mini:.tries of industry. Banks were directed or capled. or 
e\·rn specifically established, to make loans to small-scale indus,r) and RSIE. 
Vocational training programmes were mounted. Small-scale industry industrial 
estate~ were built. often in smaller cities and rural towns. Publicly-owned 
handicraft marketing agencies were formed. Small business advisory ser\'ices 
were 'iet up. Rural technology development centres were established. Some
times. \'arious endeavours were united within a general-purpose: ~malhcalc 
industry development agency. In short, a wide range of mea~urcs were 'ct in 
motion to promote small-scale industry, with RSIE r\!ceiving more or less 
emphasis as a subscctor. 

··nu. rr•>CC" g;uncd mnmcnlum m Africa \Omc 11mc la1cr 

(' I mlho1im dn1I I> ~cad. "Small-•calc md11•111c• m dc\Cl••J'llOjl '"""""' (01Jllf1< .. I 
C\ldtncc dnd rnhn 1mphra11nn\' (Wa•h1ngtnn. I>('. l 'n11cd S1alt\ Agcnn fur lnlcrn.all••n.ai 
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The de,·clopmenl donors an<! agencies have subslanlially supported lhesc 
de,·doping counlry efforts wilh exlemal assislance. External assis1ancc may be 
pure funding. but usually includes 1echnical co-opcra1ion assis•ancc (TCA). 
TCA is lhe effort lo transfer expertise direct lo lhe small-scale induslry and 
RSIEs lhcmscl\"es ( .. direcl support TCA""). or lo a de,·eloping country 
instilulion assisling small-scale induslry and RSIEs 1 .. iasliu•1i,,n-building 
TCA .. I. 

We may illustrate the extenl of external assislance and i.:chnical co
opcral!on assistance from the programmes of lhe present sludy"s sp.msors f'iec 
OollCS). 

The Ewelutlon Study'• Sponsors 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is the funding and 
co-ordinating agency for TCA developmen! in the United Nations (UN) 
system. Until recently it generally did not ..:.:-:ecute TCA projects itself. but IP.ft 
this to specialized .. executing agencies ... In the RSIE sector. the principal 
executing agencies are the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). On the other 
har.d. tne Government of the Netherlands. as the representative of a 
sovereign people. is a ··donor" in its own right. As with many donors. it:: 
external assistance contains a larger admixture of pure funding than external 
assistance from the UN system, which co.1centrates primarily on TCA. 

The Sponsors' Extemal-aullt.nec lnvolwement In RSIE 

What has been the sponsors' external-assistance involvement in the 
RSIE sector? 

UNDP 

Up to 1985 from the late 196Cs. UNOP has funded 642 pro1ects in the 
small-scale industry and RSIE sectors. These have amounted to a total of 
$277 million. Approximately two thirds have been completed. while one third 
were still in implementation in 1985. The data are based on descriptions in 
the projects· objectives and titles. as follows: 

.. Small business. small enterprises. small-scale industry, rural industrie!I. 
cottage-industry ... 

The t.vo largest UN programmes in the field are those of UNIDO 
($98 85 million) and of ILO (S.d0.97 million). Their programmes cover such 
areas as rural and sm211 inoustry development institutions. industnal estates. 
the enterprises themselves. entrepreneurial development. management and 
technical training. rural employment and co-operatives. More details of the 
UNIOO and ILO programmes are given below. 

UN/DO 

UNIOO's rural industrial developm. ·nt programme has the following 
basic themes: 

• It is primarily to assist the decentralization of industry; 
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• It attempts an integrated approach. i.e. creation of appropriate 
institutions to assist entrepreneurs all the way through implementa
tion of their industrial projects; 

• It emphasizes training and upgrading of local promotional staff and 
entrepreneurs. 

The target group for this programme is the rural popul::ition living m 
provincial towns or agglomerations of villages where mi· num adequate 
infrastructu~e exists for industry to be developed. 

Technical 'lSSist:nce provided under this programme to Governments 
includes: 

ILO 

• Formulation of policies and strategies; 

• Identification of rural industrial projects and entrepreneurs to 
implement them; 

• Assistance in establishing and strengthening appropriate promo
tional agencies. rural industrial estates or clusters. and extension 
services; 

• Establishment of common service facilities (e.g. for repair and 
maintenance) connected with industrial processing; 

• Assisting in the choice and use of appropriate technology; 

• Designing training programmes to develop national capabilities 
requh!d in rural industrialization; 

• Conducting workshops and seminars on related matters. 

ILO's involvement in RSIE started in the early 1950s with technical 
assistance to cottage industries and handicrafts. The scale of activities and 
the range of means used have since ex1-1anded considerably. With the 
launching of the World Employment Programme in the early 1970s. much 
reseJJrch has been done on factors inhibiting RSIE development. notably 
with regard to policies. strategies and institutions. 

ILO interventions in the sector range from improving illstitutional 
capacity and the policy framework. to grass-roots promotion of employment 
and incomes. Although ILO has generally worked with national Government 
institutions. NGOs such as craftsmen's trade associations and voluntary 
non-profit private agencies. have recently received increasing support. 

The main types of assistance provided have been the following: 

• Policy formulation assistance; 

• Development of new. or expansion of existing. small industrial 
activities; 

• Improving pro\!<Jctivity through skill development and introduction 
of appropriate technologies; 

• Infrastructure such as training and technology support institutions; 

• Promotion of suitable organizations among RSIEs themselves. 

Although ILO activities have generally focussed on the small enterprises. 
several recent projects have been targetted on people-the rural people. 
particularly women-to help them become self-employed in industrial 
activities. 



Government of the Netherlands 

In the 1960s, the Netherlands' contribution to industry was concentrated 
on medium-sized and non-rural, rather than small rural. industrial enter
prises. Vocational training institutes were also supported. 

The Netherlands' assistance to promotion of micro- and small-scale 
enterprises started in the early 19i0s. Eventually, assistance came to focus 
on industrial micro- and small-scale enterprises, in both urban and rural 
areas. Netherlands NGOs and the Netherlands Development Finance 
Company (FMO) have also been important contributors. 

Industrial infrastructure, development of skills, appropriate production 
techniques. and access to credit, have been stressed. The assistance has 
been seen as remedyin;, deficiencies considered to prevent micro- and 
small-scale enterprises functioning successfully. Netherlands projects have 
included industrial service centres. often located on small-industry estates. 

The Organization of Netherlands Volunteers (SNV) and Netherlands 
NGOs have concentrated on rural non-farm employment, aiming at stimu
lating village groups into productive self-help activities. FMO, on the other 
hand. has started small-scale enterprise credit projects with local develop
ment banks. 

Within an integrated approach to rural development, including RSIE, the 
following elements have been considered vital: 

• Commercial viability. which inter alia requires infrastructure; 

• Access to capital; 

• Management training; 

• Emphasis on labour-intensive activities; 

• Transfer of appropriate technology; 

• Facilities for maintenanr.e and repair of machinery; 

• Access of potential entrepreneurs to project services; 

• Use of local rather than imported resources. 

Given the diverse sources of Netherlands assistance. it is extremely 
difficult to estimate any global total. Suffice it to state that the 13 
Netherlands' projects reviewed in the desk phase of this study alone 
amounted to external assistance of $32.7 million. 

It will be evident from the boxes that the sponsors have made a 
considerable effort in the sector, alike in terms of expenditure, numbers of 
projects, and range of programmes and approaches supponed. Some of this 
effort has been directed specifically to RSJE-promotion, but much has 
supported small-scale industry or small-scale enterprises generally, with varying 
attention to RSIE in particular cases. In all these respects, the sponsors' 
external assistance has broadly resembled the developing country efforts it has 
aimed to assist. 

In this sector as in most others, the sponsors have monitored their effort. 
They have evaluated their individual external :1ssistance and TCA projects. 
They have compared notes, informally or formally, with other donors and 
agencies, and with developing country Governments and institutions. They 
have followed, and on occasion commissioned, general research into the 
workings of RSIE and the rura' economy in developing countries. The box 
"Introducing RSIE" provides so,me insight into these workings, th:cugh brief 
profiles of three RSI Es visited in ~he course of the present study. 

5 
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Introducing ASIE· ·Th'" Protl,.,_ 

This study is about when and how to promote RSIEs and the people 
who work in them. 

So here. at the outset. are three of those people. each of them working 
partners or owner-managers of RSIEs. A brief glance at their enterprises 
should give a better idea than many statistics. of the range of people this 
study was commissioned to help. Names and a few details of the enterprises 
have been altered to prEServe the anonymity of the firms, but the essential 
characteristics have not been changed at all. 

1. Maruja Torres, wire netting, Peru 

As if being the mother of nine children is not enough, Maruja Torres is 
also a small-scale industrialist in her own right. In the backyard of the family 
home. situated on the outskirts of a regional market town in northern Peru. 
her husband has designed and built a simple machine for transforming wire 
into wire netting of various types. Being a mechanic with the national oil 
company PETROPERU. jobs like that come easy to him. He has done 
wonders with the house that he built himself. Now he has turned his hand to 
capital gc-ods. The machine, coupled to a small electric motor. is a marvel of 
simple ".,;enuity. Whenever one of the frequent power failures occurs. 
Maruja simply switches to manual operation. 

Maruja runs a one-woman enterprise, which she has taken the trouble to 
formalize (two years. countless forms and signatures, much haggling and 
even some money under the table for the privilege of having a license, 
paying taxes legally anci being Allowed to pro-Juce in peace). She does her 
own buying, producing and selling and when her husband is not around she 
can even do minor repairs. 

When business is brisk. the children-her own as well as the 
neighbours'-will lend a hand. But. lately. things have not been going too 
well. Basically it is all the fault of SIDERPERU (public sector steel producer 
and monopolist) that simply canr.ot produce enough to meet national 
demand. and what there is is grabbed up by the big national steel consumers 
and the smaller ones in far away Lima. "And when there is some steel you 
must buy it at once and pay cash", she says, "do not go to the bank for a 
loan; by the time you can s~e someone there, there is no steel left". So 
Maruja has to rely on quick and expensive informal credit, just like most of 
her colleagues. 

Maruia's heroine is Rosa Galvez. the dynamic president of FENAPI, the 
Peruvian Small Industry Association, who has done so much to bring tne 
plight of 'he Peruvian small entrepreneur to the forefront. Mrs. Galvez is now 
working on a bulk purchasing scheme for raw materials for small entre
preneurs like Maruja Torres. 

2. Mr. Ali Harjono, woodworker, Indonesia 

Mr. Harjono is in his forties. He is the sole owner of the woodworking 
business in which h-a works with eight other men and youths. His workshop 
adjoins his house in the village of Cisaat, near Sukabumi in West Java. 

Even on Sunday, officially a holiday, Mr. Harjono a1 :S some of his 
employees are working. The workshop is rather ill-lit. The crude shutters put 
up each night are quite small. It is also rather cramped, about five metres by 
three metres. Tools and pieces of wood are all over the floor in apparent 
disarray. Along one side, run a couple of turning-axles. These are 



electrically-powered, driven by a small gent!rator in a sunken alcove at the 
back. Mr. Harjono·s house is connected to the electricity grid. but only for 
300 watts. not enough to drive his turning tools. In fact. his generator 
(bought second-hand with his own money) has barely enough power itself. 
One day. he will replace it. Why not get a bank loan? He has never tried. for 
that purpose or for anything else. 

Mr. Hariono is a carpenters· carpenter. He grew up in the trade. He spent 
a time working for a bigger firm in Bandung. His main product is a traditional 
cooking implement carved from softwood. These he sells himself to shops in 
Sukabumi. Jakarta and Bandung (not to the big ones. too shy'). He is 
dressed in working trousers and T-shirt. Urged to dress up and try. he only 
smiles. 

Of late. new business and products have come his way. A Jakarta 
organization has export orders to meet from an international charity. They 
are for toys which can be made with much the same skills as his traditional 
products. But won't exports require properly-dried wood? Mr. Harjono is 
working on that. He has his own dejign for a drying kiln. but hasn't yet built 
it. 

In return for the business put his way by the organization. Mr. Harjono 
has agreed to give on-the-job training to some local youths. They will come 
later this month One has to train people young in this business. or they 
won·t take to it ... 

3. Mpiza and Partners. farm implement manufacturers, 
United Republic of Tanzania 

Mr. Mpiza is in his thirties. and a mechanical engineer. He is one of five 
partners. all working in the firm. of broadly similar ages and professional 
qualifications. The firm. located a few miles from a re~1onal town with about 
50.000 inhabitants. was established in 1982. when it was desired to put idle 
public-sector metalworking equipment to use. This was made over to the 
new firm after rigorous screening and a probationary period. The partners 
ha\l also to contribute start-up capital from their own pockets. 

The firm nas done well. rapidly expanding its sales. assets. employment 
and product range. It now employs about 30 people. When it started. there 
were just the partners and three other workers. It now has two buildings. 
One 1s old with lean-to extensions added by the firm. Here. all availacle 
space hums with the activity of hammers and small machine tools. mostly 
wielded by youngish men. Hardly any of them even glance up at visitors. 
Some were trained by the firm. some at local technical schools. Parts and 
odd-bits of steel are everywhere. on the floors and stacked against the walls 

The other building is new. soon to be opened. It was partly financed by 
a recent bank loan. The bank also gives credits for raw materials. but not 
overdraft facilities. Much of the expansion capital has come from profits. 

The firm started with ox-cf' rt wheels and frames, and this is still a major 
product. For near-by customers, the carts are delivered complete. Further 
afield. the firm delivers knocked-down sets. These are assembled and 
serviced by local mechanics. who have received special training from the 
firm. The ox-cart was originally developed by a local technology centre. but 
since then Mpiza and Partners has itse!~ developed several successful 
products. among them a range of oil-presses. The new building will be used 
for expanded pro:juction of these presses. 

The firm has started exporting to neighbouring Rwanda. Burundi and 
U11anda. Export sales are for hard currency, which can partly be used for 
raw-material imports. a very useful bonus. 
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It becam~ clear that RSIE is an imponant manufacturing subscctor with 
considerable development potential. It is also very complex and heterogeneous. 
hs dynamics and how to promote or assist it might ~ more complicated than 
had been thoul!ht. Many RSIEs arc hard to reach and help. even given the wide 
range of institutions trying to assist them. It is possible that external assistance 
and TC A-whether .. direct support .. or .. institution-building .. -might not be 
achie\·ing significant advances in RSIE promotion. 

The RSIEs themseh·es w.-re increasingly perceived as very numerous and 
di,·erse. often widely dispersed. operaur.g i11dependently of any institution, 
subject to pressures of markets provided er denied by developments in other 
sectors (including agriculture), and frequently in direct competition with one 
another. In short, the picture glimpsed was of .. the entrepreneur who goes it 
alone". 

With these four elem~nts of concern; fa) that RSIE is an important sector, 
(b) that there is a major developing-country and external assistance and TCA 
effort to promote it, fc) a sense that the sector and its promotion arc still 
imperfectly und::rstood and handled, and (d) doubts about the effectiveness of 
the sponsors· own external assistance and TCA contributions, the case was 
made for this general .. thematic" study or evaluation of RSIE-promotion in 
general. and of external assistance and TCA contributions in panicular. 

1.2 What this study tries to do 

The aim of this study is to provide systematized information and 
guidelines (based on research and field experiences) for developing country 
Go,·ernments and private institutions, together with development donors and 
agencies (including the study's sponsors), to improve the planning and 
implementation of RSIE promotion.• It tries to do this at the levels of policy, 
of institutions, and of activities in direct support of RSIE (although direct RSIE 
support will normally be the province of the developing-country institutions, 
not of the donors and agencies). 

The study aims to do this by linking practical experience of specific RSJE
promotional activities to the increasing knowledge of RSJEs (how they actually 
work, where they are, what they do, what drives them, how they arc affected by 
economic trends etc.). 

This expla;ns the outline of this report. Chapter II examines RSIEs 
themselves; their numbers, size, nature, locations, practices, linkages with the 
rest of the economy. strengths and problems. This is absolutely essential if one 
is to understand the effect of policy and other interventions on th"m. 

Chapter Ill then evaluates the effect of broad economic policics
financial. industrial, agricultural-on RSIE. Since RSIEs arc agents in, and 
linked to, the economy as a whole, the influences of broader policies may well 
be profound. 

Following on this. chapter IV outlines the policy for RSIE which has thus 
far predominated in most developing countries, i.e. that of supplying inputs 
and services to RSIE via a range of institutions. It considers the RSIE
promotional effectiveness of the several types of ihcsc "supply-side" assistance 

•for the llnated Nations syuem. the fiur step rn this process will be the preparation 'lf a 
programme advisor} note (PAN) on RSIE promotion. addressed to IJNf>P representative office.• rn 
developing countries and project officers at headquarter. of IJNDP. UN uecuung agenci1 • and 
hilateral donor•. 
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institutions and programmes. This complements chapter III, which highlights 
.. demand-side"' policies and interventions and gives Governments. donors and 
agencies a better idea of what-and what not-to expect from various types of 
institution. 

Chapters 11-IV thus deal with the RSIEs themselves and the effects on 
them of the whole range of developing-country policies. intervention and 
specific assistance. Chapr~r V examines the role and effectiveness of donors' 
and agencies external aS!. . .stancc and TCA in assisting these developing-country 
acti\ities. This chapter is of course the most immediately relevant to the study's 
sponsors: \\·ho however feel that reither they nor any other interested pany can 
proper!~· plan RSIE-promotion activities without first considering the issues 
raised in chapters II to IV. Finally. Chapter VI summarizes some conclusions 
and recommendations. 

1.3 How this study was carried out 

It would not be appropriate to give here any more than a bare outline of 
the study"s de\·clopment and methods. 

UNDP has embarked on a series of thematic evaluations of areas in which 
important amounts of external assistance have been channelled to developing 
countries. The aim of these studies is to provide policy and project officials 
with a series of manuals for the improved preparation, implementation and 
follow-up of programmes and projects in a number of areas. These manuals or 
programme advisory notes (PANs) arc based on desk and field research. 

In order to broaden the scope and the usefulness of such studies, UNDP 
requested the collaboration of a bilateral donor and of one or more executing 
agencies actively involved in the subject matter to be reviewed. Thus, towards 
the end of 1984, the Government of the Netherlands, ILO and UNIDO began 
preparations with UNDP for a thematic evaluation of external assistance to 
RSIE. This study was to use projects and programmes implemented or funded 
by the four sponsors as entry points for the analysis of policy and institutional 
environment of RSIE and the significance of external assistance in this context 
in order to arrive at conclusions and recommendations for future activities in 
this field. 

After some preparatory work at the headquar.ers of the four sponsors of 
the study during the first half of 1986, the study was effectively launched in 
August of the same year. This was accomplished by bringing together and 
briefing a team of three "core consultants" (the authors of this report) 
providing them with a background paper• (jointly produced by the sponsors) 
governing the objectives ~.nd conduct of the study, and arranging for a series of 
meetings at intervals of a few months between the core-consultant team and a 
Steering Committee of representatives of the sponsors. 

This achieved. the study fell into three main phases; (a) desk review, (b) 
field missions and their preparation, (c) synthesis and finalization of rcpor:~. 
These spanned respectively Augu.-,t-Deccmbcr 1986, February-September 198i. 
and September-December 1987. 

The desk review covered two kinds of material. First, a survey was made 
of the research literature on small-scale industry. with particular reference to 

•The terms of reference for the thematic-evaluation study. excerpted from this back1round 
paper. are 1iven a. annu V. 
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RSIE. The literature included published books and articles. and repons and 
surveys of particular topics conducted for (and by) donors and agencies 
intere-;ted in policy for. and promotion of. small-scale industry and RSIE. Most 
of the literature focussed primarily on small-scale industries and RSIEs 
themsch·es. their prac1ices and place in de\'eloping-country economics. How
e\·er. some of it dealt with institutions invoh·cd in policy-making and assistance 
for small-scale industry and RSIE. 

Secondly. 10 emphasize practical experience of RSIE promotion. the desk 
rc\·iew co\·ered the files of 56 of the sponsors· external assistance and TCA 
projects in 1hc sector. Aboul half of these projects were in the six countries 
subsequen1ly visited in the field missions (Indonesia. Pakistan. Peru. Senegal. 
Unired Republic <>f Tanzania. Zambia). The remainder were drawn from 12 
further developing countries and a number of regional projects invoh'ing more 
than one country (in Africa: Botswana. Burkina Faso. Ethiopia. Kenya. Liberia 
and ~igeria: in Asia: Bangladesh. Nepal and the Philippines: in Latin America: 
Argentina. Colombia and Haiti). Care was 1aken in selection to emphasize 
projects with a strong rural component. to focus as far as possible on projects 
which were neither long-past. nor too recent to have yielded much useful 
experience. to cover the functional range of RSIE-promotion ~ ctivities, e.g. 
strategy. 1raining. credit programmes. industrial estates etc .• and to achieve a 
wide spread of geographical location, developmental level and project size. The 
list of the 56 projects is reproduced as annex II I. 

Each project was reviewed through rhe headquarters files at the Hague 
(Netherlands Governmenl), at Geneva (ILO) and Vienna (UNIDO), supple
mented where possible by discussions with project staff and backstopping 
officers. The reviews focussed on such matters as project design and 
implementation. perform'lnce of the host-country institution and of the donor 
or agency. and lessons to be learnt about RSIE promotion and external 
assistance of such promotion. Each review was recorded on a standard format, 
the project data and assessment sheet (PDAS). which is reproduced as annex 
IV. 

The literature survey and PDAS were synthesized into an interim report in 
December 1986. presenting tentative findings and issues to be further 
investigated in the field missions of the second phase. (For a summary sec 
annex II.) 

Preparations for these missions began in February 1987. They centred on 
surveys of the literature available on RSIE, policies and institutior.s in each 
country to be visited, summarized as "country briefs" for the field ~ission 
teams. Also. the question of effectiveness criteria for RSIE promotion and 
supporting external assistance or TCA was extensively examined. It was 
concluded (and confirmed during the field missions) that quantitative assess· 
mcnt of economic benefit or cost-effectiveness was not to be expected. The 
range of impinging factors and promotional activities was too wide to permit it, 
nor would the necessary base·line data be a\·ailaulc. 

Field missions were mounted to Indonesia. Pakistan, Peru, Senegal, United 
Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. Each of these countries contained some of 
the pre\·iously desk-reviewed projects. The field mission strategy was to use 
these projects as points of entry for a survey of the broad range of RSIE 
conditions and practices. relevant macro- and sectoral policies. institutions. and 
external assistance and TCA in each country. This involved field observations 
(but not formal sun·cys) of operating RSIEs and discussions with policy
makers. private and public institutions. and donors and agencies (including. b11t 



by no means restricted to. the study's sponsors). Many of these bodies pro,·ided 
materials on their operations. which were also often observed in the field. 

The field strategy was tested and found satisfactory by the core consultants 
as a team on the first mission to the United Republic of Tanzania in May-June 
19117. The core consultants then split up to lead the remaining fi\·e field 
missions during June-September 1987. These missions always included a staff 
member or representative of one or other of the sponsors. and in three cases 
included a national consultant from the country concerned. 

Each mission wrote a country report on RSIE conditions and RSIE 
promotion and experience of external assistance and TCA. These reports were 
for later use as material in writing the present report. They were not intended 
to yield recommendations specific to the country concerned. Three further 
country repcrts-on Colombia. Kenya and the Philippines-were also written 
by one or other of the core consultants. These were desk reviews based on 
written sources. but followed as far as possible the same outline as the field 
mission reports. A summary of the data and findings of these nine country 
reports is given in annex I. 

All nine country reports. together with the interim report of December 
1986 and the PDAS and literature on which it was based, were then synthesized 
into the present report by the core team in September-December 1987. During 
that period. the core team had helpful comments on drafts from the sponsors' 
Steering Committee. They also had useful discussions with headquarters 
specialists at the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB), the Organization 
of American States (OAS), the United States Agency for International 
Devc:opment (USAID) and the World Bank. These dicussions were parti
cularly valuable on the subject of TCA at the policy level, and provdcd access 
to further. mostly very recent, written materials. 

Thus, this study owes much to many sources at many levels all over the 
world. with RSIEs themselves not least among them. It is n0ped that the 
study's design and the blend of its sources will have produced two particular 
contributions. 

The first is the linking of practical RSIE-promotional experience to 
knowledge about RSIEs themselves and how tncy operate in the economy. In 
other words, the viewpvint of the cntcrpr;:;es is brought together with the 
viewpoint of those who arc trying, from the outside, to promote them. 

Second, by focussing on RSIE. the study will hopefully introduce a group 
rarely considered or addressed separately. There arc many programmes for, 
and studies of, small and medium industries generally, small-scale industries 
(urban and rural) generally, urban micro-enterprises, non-farm rural activities 
generally, and rural artisanal micro-enterprises. It may be that some of these 
programmes and studies have been too broad, some too urban-focussed, and 
some too narrow, for realising the full potential of RSIE-promotion. In short, 
RSIEs have not been notable as a specific development topic or as a focus of 
concern for policy and assistance. The treatment of them in this study may 
therefore be helpful to policy-makers in Governments, donors and agencies, 
and to RSIEs themselves. 
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DEFINITION OF SOME TERMS USED IN THIS STUDY 

The following dcfini1ions are working dcfmitions only for lhc purpose of dais study. 
Though no1 official. 1hey would not appear 10 contradict any official ddinilions 
established by UNDP. ILO. UNIDO or the Govunment of1he Nctbcrlands . 

.. SMalr" and ··nnaf' 

The 1arge1 group bas been defined for 1he purpose of this study as miao
enterpnses with 0-4 employees and small enterpriV-s with S-25 employees. located in lhc 
countryside and in villages and 1owns. All these enterprises are regarded as RSIE. 
provided Ibey are '"ind1JStrial .. (see below). 

While 1he United Nations defines 1be term ··rural .. 10 include locations with up to 
20.000 population. the practical definition will vary from counuy to country. Where 
transpon infrastructure and the marketing and trade network are well-developed. or 
where general urbanization is very marted. larger urban areas may be regarded as 
locations for RSIE. as long as such areas provide a comparable environment 10 small 
towns. 

"" /ndrntriaf" 

"Industrial" indicates manufacturing. the 1ransformation of ma1erials inro finished 
or inrermediate physical products. It also includes a few activities, such as metalworking 
repair shops, which use much rhe same equipment and stills as 1heir counterpans in 
pure manufacturing (production and repairs are often carried out by the same RSIE). 
Dryina of raw agricul1ural produce~.g.. of grains and robacco-bas been excluded. 

·• Ellt,rpris,·· 

''Enterprise .. means an organization primarily for production and commercial sale 
of industrial products. in a:most all cases for the pecuniary or other material bcnefil of 
the enterprise's owner or O*ners (the proprietor, par1ners, or members of a 
co-operative). 

•• Ex,,rMI assistanu·· 

The cransfcr io uveloping countries, of financial, physical or technical resources to 
assist those countries' dcvclopmenl. To qualify as .. assistance", such 1ransfcr is made on 
terms which arc gcnen .. lly agrcett ;o be concessionary . 

.. T"hnical co-op"ation assistanu·· (TCAJ 

A form of cx1ernal assistance (sec above) concentra1ing on the transfer of technical 
(or other relevant) Cllpcrtisc, accompanied by such physical assets (e.g .• equipment) as 
arc necessary for the effective transfer of that Cllpcnisc. 

""Institution·· 

A dcvclopina-country organization (public or private) whose accivicics-usually by 
dcsian-affcct or auempt to alTccc 1hc fonunes of the target group. (h is assumed that 
conscious auempts co affect such fonuncs, are bendicially-inrcndcd.) 

""Institution-building projtrt'" 

An external a.uistancc or TCA projci:I 1ha1 aims ac cscablishin1. dcvclopin1 or 
s1rcn11hcnin1 institutions in order to funhcr a development objective (in this cue the 
development of RSIE). 
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•• 1u1i1111i011-sm1~c~ pro.feel .. 

Institution-building project wba'e the maintaining ol the institution concerned bas 
for all practical purposes become a long-term objccti\-e. 

··Propa-·· 

A wcO-cstablisbed a.ctivity (or complex of activities). rdcvant to tbc target group. ol 
an institution. 

""Profec-1 .. (almost invariably in this study an external assista=ic:e or TCA project) 

An undertaking designed to achieve certain specific objectives 'lrithin a given budget 
and within a specified period of time. In this study. such objectives are (or should be) 
related to the promotion of RSIE or the strengthening of institutions attempting to 
promote RSIE (or $OIDC closdy-rdated target group). 
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II. The Economic F.nvironment 
of Rural Small Industrial Enterprise 

This chapter is concerned with the economic environment impinging on 
the development of RSIE. its role in the economic structure and irs linkages 
v.-ith the rest of the economy. Firstly. e\-idcnce is reviewed-from both 
empirical studies and data gathered in the field-of the role played by RSIE in 
pro\·iding non-farm employment and manufacturing. T;1is revie11; is follo"ed in 
the second section of the chapter by a consideration of the characteristics of the 
rural cn\-ironment which delineates the location and scope of RSIE The third 
section follows with an analysis of structure and trends of RSIE Co\·ering scope 
and definition, size. extent and types. women's role. and other characterisrics. 
The founh section of the chapter revit -"S the important issues of linkages for 
RSIE <ie\·elopment provided by foreign trade, agriculture. large industry and 
urban areas. and growth of infrastructure. The final section of the chapter sums 
up the strengths and problems of RSIE in the light of the preceding analysis. 

II.I Role of RSIE ia employmeat and manufacturing 

In gtntral about ant-fourth of rural primary emplo_i·ment in Je,·eloping 
CoJuntrits is accounted for by non-farm activities and .Jbout one-tenth by 
manufacturing. Tht share of total manufacturing employment located in rural 
areas decrtases 14·ith the degru of industrialization-from 65-8Yi- in least 
developed countrits to 45-60% in somewhat more developed and to JO-JO'( in the 
ne"-1}' industria/iud countries (N/Cs). RSI£ provides secondary employment to 
10-Wo/c of the rural male labour forct. Tire share of non-farm income in total 
income is higher for households k'ith small land holdings. The income shart from 
rural manufacturing is usually substantially larger than the tmployment share. 

A recent review of the role of non-farm activities in the rural economy 
concludes that RSI Es constitute a significant part of the rural non-farm sector. 
They "productively absorb a large quantity of rural labour and provide a major 
source of income to a majority of rural households. Because they are rhe source 
of a particularly large share of sustenance to the rural poor, they have a 
substantial impact on reducing income inequality ... Non-farm activities are 
nol only efficient contributors to GDP but they stimulate agricultural growth 
through effects on income, farm productivity and marketing Cl>Sts". i 

Many developing economies have recently seen growth of RSIE bo1h in 
numbers and in combined output, although the experience in different 

'P- Kilb~ and C. Laedholm ... The role of non-farm ac11v111u 1n 11K rural ecnn.imy ... Paper 
prepared for the E11h1h World Con1rcn of 1hc ln1crna1ional fcon••mic A1so.:1a1inn. Ne ... Delhi. 
India. December 19116. 
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counuics has been unc\-cn. This gro,.1h has occurred mainly in response to 
increased demand for manufactured goods. particularly within major con
centrations of population. In some countries. small-scale enterprises collccti\·el~ 
constitute a major share of total installed manufacturing capacity and of the 
total industrial work-force. A significant proportion of such acti\itics is located 
in rural areas. 

Many de\·cloping countries ha\c had a tradition of artisan crafts anJ 
trades ,.ilich th~\-Cd in pre-modem societies. but suffered a decline under pre
indcpcndencc regimes due to concentration on commercial crops and mining 
for export, denuding rural areas of cheap labour for these export-oriented 
acti\ities and the import of cheap manufactured products from the factories of 
the ruling country. After the Second World War. thert ins an emphasis on 
rapid modernization through promotion of large-scale industries resulting in 
accelerated urbanization. Rural crafts and manufacturing enterprises cominucd 
to decline ur.til recently. It is only during the last decade or so that a seriou~ 
concern has evoh·ed to stop and, if possible. to re\·ersc the increasing flo~ of 
rural-to-urban migration by pro\iding employment opponunities in the rural 
areas througii the development of agriculture and of non-farm activities. 

The role of RSIE in rural de,·clopment may be illustrated by data from 
selected dc\·cloping countries on (a) share of manufacturing and of non-farm 
acti,.·ities in rural employment (table I) and (b) percentage of manufacturing 
employmcn1 in rural areas (table 2). These tlata arc from published sources. 
The target group of RSIE for the purposes of this report is defined in 1he nex1 
section. 

TOie I. Sbre of ....rKt.n.c ad__,..,. KtiYities 
.. selected comtries 

( Perccntaacl 

,..,,,,,,,_ of,,,, "'",, 
/llbow (MU nt•t't/ llf 

·-----.. ,,,..,.,. ... 
C_,.-,fTttTJ . tl-ftKtunlff 0<tnr11,., 

AJUI 

Banpdcsh ( 1913114) 7.7 JJ.S 
India ( 1981) 6.S 19.0 
Indonesia (Java) ( 1980> 9.S 37.9 
Malaysia (1980) 10.S 49.J 
Nepal u9nn11 14.0 n.a. 
Pakistan (19821131 9.4 J2.J 
Philippines (1982) 7.0 31.9 
Sri Lanka (1981 I 8.4 4S.ll 
Thailand (1983) H n.a. 

A/nco 

Kenya ( 1971)) 2110 
Sierra Leone ( 1976) 7.6 19.0 
bmbia ( 1980) 2.7 22.J 

'-""" ""'""'" 
Colombia ( 1970) 7.6 23 0 

It t1i.llf. ltt1••f t•1mllf1:•11"" """f.,,.pfnn•""' '" 411• !New Oclho. ARTF.P, 19R11 

011,,,. Incept Z.mbi•I locdhnlm anJ Mead. -~"'•fl·r:•I' l•rt/1""'" "' f),.,,fnp•"t rn"""'" 
F.:"P""•' F.•rtlnru lllfd fof1q /,..pf1t•11""' 1W11h1n11on. 0 C . l:Sl\lf>. 19Mlll 

7_.,..,,.. Durr Tlt11:I Five Year Plan. N C 0 P 11.u••k•. 7.ambia. f9All1. 
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Tiii* 2. Percelltqe of .....rkhrillc a.,lo,_.a 
ill..ral~ 

(In descimdin& order) 

c_, rnir l'rrttrtt~ 

Siena Leone 1976 86 
Indonesia 1976 IO 
Sri l.aJlb 1971 iS 
Jamaica 1980 7" 
Gllana 1973 72 
Bwftlhdrsh 1974 61 
Zambia 198S 64 
Philippines 1976 61 
India 1967 S7 
Patiswt 197S 52 
Taiwan Province of Chin' 1976 49 
Malaysia 1970 46 
Republic of Korea 1975 30 
Colombia 1971 10 

S-u: licdllolm lUld Mead. as cited in table I. c:lttp( Colombta . ..-bod! 
is from die enluatioe team"s counlr.' study oa Colombia. 

"Rani clefiacd as aD localities ,lftdcr 20.000 iababitanis. 

The share of manufacturing and non-farm act1\1t1cs \·arics bct1"ccn 
countries depending on the degree of development, agricultural modernization 
and productivity, the extent of urbanization, the de,·elopment of rural 
infrastructure etc. In general about one-founh of rural primary employment in 
developing countries is accounted for by non-farm activities and about one
tenth by manufacturin,, although there arc country differences. Funhermore, 
in general the share of total manufacturing employment located in rural areas 
decreases with the degree of a country's industrialization and development. The 
range is from 65-85% in the least industrialized countries (e.g .• Bangladtsh, 
Sierra Leone). to 45-60% in the somewhar more industrialized countries (e.g., 
India, Pakistan), and only 10-30o/c in the so-called newly industrialized 
countries (e.g.. Colombia, Republic of Korea). There arc exceptions like 
Taiwan Province of China-which ranks as high as the Republic of Korea in 
the degree of industrializ.ation-where. due to well-devclopccf rural infra
structure, manufacturir.g employment in rural areas accounts hr about half of 
the total. The influence of urbanization and rapid expansion of factory 
manufacturing may be seen in Colombia, w~ .;re the share of rural areas in 
manufacturing employment has conrinuously decreased from O\·er (>()t;f in 1918 
to 10% in 1978. • 

Besides providing primary cmploymcr.t, RSIE also creates secondary 
employment over slack periods of the agricultural cycle. About I0-20'/i: of the 
rural male labour force undertake small enterprise activiti:s as a secondary 
occupa~ion.' 

RSIEs arc particularly importanl for rural households with little or no 
land. As farms become smaller. the share of non-farm income in 101al 

•er. Caunlr) Repcn on Colombia. chap1er I. (The nine councry reports are no1 yet puhlished 
bu1 may be obtained by 1n1eres1ed panics from any or 1he ~ponsoo or 1his s1udy: Ne1herlands 
Governmen1. UNDP. ILO. UNIDO.) 

'Tiit 1'mmntimr n/ ."imall-."iralt and MtJ111m·."iiud F.nttrprisr.r (Geneva. 11.0. 19116). 
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household income becomes larger. There is an inverse relationship between size 
of land-holding and the share of non-farm income in total rural household 
income.~ 

The share of non-farm income in rural household income ranges from 28cr 
in Northern Nig,..:-1a to 341.1 in the Republic of Korea. 361"( in Sierra Leone. 
43C( in Taiwan P1ovincc of China and Thailand. The income share from rural 
manufacturing is usually substantially larger than the employment share.~ 

In order to a.:hicvc a good understanding of the objectives of and target 
groups for RSIE development. it is necessary to take account of the 
composition and character of the RSIE sector. This sector cncC1mpasses 
numerous heterogeneous types of industrial activities. displaying widdy 
different operational characteristics. and respr .1ding to a wide range of market 
opportunities. This diversity makes it difficult to establish any system of 
universal catcgvrization or ready comparison of performance between enter
prises. subscctors or countries. 

Any analysis of the problems of the RSIE sector is also complicated by 
differences in official definitions of small enterprises and ambiguities in the 
common terminology employed to distinguish the sector. Many authorities 
define the sector in terms of size of employment or amount of capital 
employed. Such arbitrary limits are used by Governments for regulatory or 
statistical purposes, as well as for establishing eligibility for official assistance. 
Elsewhere. other definitions arc used for analytical purposes to measure 
performance etc .. with reference to functional characteristics such as type of 
management, ownership, product specialization. production technique or even 
market orientation. 

While RSIEs consist of numerous heterogeneous types. there is a lack of 
basic commonality and consensus 1>-twcen countries and agencies in the 
rationale for the definitions employed. The size ranges and types of RSI fa and 
their appropriate location for developing countries and different !>tages 01 

development arc considered in the following sections. 

11.2 Rural environment 

Tire characteristicf oj the rural environment rather than a rixid separation of 
urban from rural areas delineates the location and scope of RSIE. Variation.f in 
agricultural prosperity, population density. del(ree of urbanization and de~·elop
ment of rural infrastructure all influence RS/£. The location- and size-spread of 
RS/£ increase.f 1..-ith development, but the K'eif(ht of rural industry decline.s at hiKh 
levels of urbanization and industrialization. The target f(roup of RS/E.f considered 
for e~·aluation include.f micro-enterprise.f (0-4 employee.f) and small enterpri.feJ 
(j-15 employees) located in vi/laxes and towns with a population not exceedinf( 
10.000. Often newly settled urban areas (.shanty town.s) retain many of the rural 
characteri.ftic.s of the mi~rants from the country.side. Sil:..! in Juch an enl'ironment 
Jhould also he considered a.f RS/£.f. irrespective of ah.wlut'' populationfi1<ureJ. 

The rural environment varies with (a) agricultura1 prosperity, (h) popula
tion density, (c) degree of urbani7.ation. and (d) development of rural 

'K1lhy and l.1edholm. np Cll. 

'/htd 
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infrastructure. as can be seen from the basic l i the abll\"e relating Ill the 
countries studied. which are included in ta, . 3. These \'ariations and 
consequent effects on RSIE are different for the African. the Asian and the 
Latin American countries studied. 

Agriculture does not provide adequate sustenam:e for the rural p.:ipulation 
in Senegal and Zambia. To some extent this is due to the relati\'ely greater 
importance of commercial agriculture and of industry and also a rellection of 
the degree of urbanization. In Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania. the 
extent of urbanization is the least and the dependence on subsistence 
agriculture and non-farm activities the greatest among ihe countries studied. 

The Asian countries reviewed-Indonesia. Pakistan and the Philippines
are similar in regard to high population density and high proportion of 
population living in rural areas. Rural non-farm acti\"ities and rural manu
facturing are important in the three countries. Overall rural pO\erty is greater 
in the Philippines than in the other two countries. where the growth rate of 
agriculture as well as of GDP ha\·e been higher in recent ye:>rs. 

It has been noted in Indonesia that where agriculture can pro\"ide a 
reasonable (j,·ing for most of the population-as in most of the settled areas of 
the outer islands-participation in ether sectors is minimal. Where agriculture 
cannot do this-as in Java. Bali. and Lombok-more people make or 
supplement a li,·ing by intensive participation in non-agricultural sectors. It 
may be presumed that agricultural production in these areas has already 
reached the maximum levels that existing conditions will allow. 

In Colombia and Peru. less than one-third of the population depends on a 
rural livelihood. Both rural population and RSIE have been declining in the 
long run. From the point of view of RSIE. an important characteristic of 
agriculture in these countries is the big difference between the modern 
agricultural sector (producing for national and international markets) and 
traditional agriculture that is basically self-sufficient and only manages to 
produce marketable surpluses on occasion. Modern capital-intensi\'e agri
culture is found mainly in or near urban areas. Traditional atriculture is mainly 
limited to highland Andean and jungle areas. It is characterized by low 
productivity which in <urn is the result of climatic and cultural conditions. The 
major source of employment in rural areas outsiJe agriculture is found in 
public works. Handicrafts are an important source of livelihood in the highland 
regions. At the same time many RSIE activities have sprung up in new•y settled 
urban areas (shanty towns). 

The less developed a country. the sharper the distinction between rural and 
urban. In Zambia there is a sharp distinction between the urbanizing "line-of
rail" provinces and the more remote rural provinces. Beyond 50 kilometres 
from the railway lines, everything has remained completely rural. In Senc~al. 
everything outside the P:ikar-Cap Vert area has rural characteristics. 

With improvement in agricultural production and productivity and 
de\clopmcnt of rural inf.astructure. rural townships and small towns develop 
inio market centres and rail and road junctions around which \'illages cluster or 
group together. The development of transport and rural infrastructure often 
provides employment opportunities in such towns and market centres for 
people living in nearby villages. 

Thus the characteristics of the rural environment, rather than a rigid 
separation of urban from rural areas. delineates the location and scope of 
RSIE. The range of locations and si1cs of RS!Es increa~es with development. 
Smaller sites and more rural locations arc seen in the African countries. 
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Tablel. Basic data on rural dnelopment 

lukalOl(llltil) Colombia lnd011tJio Ktnyo l'oku11111 ,,,,,, l'hilipp1nti Stnt111/ 
U11i1td Rtpublir 

of T11n111n111 l11111h111 

Rural population as percentage 
of total 198S (%) 33 7S 80 71 32 61 64 86 S2 

Population arowtb rate, 1980-1985 t"f) 1.9 2.1 4.1 3.1 2.3 2.S 2.9 3.S 3.S 
Population density per km' (number) 24.9 84.9 34.9 119.6 14.4 182.3 33.6 23.4 8.H 
l.&bour force in aaricuhure, 1980 (%) 34 S" 81 SS 40 52 81 86 13 
Annual aruwtb of labour force, 1980-SS (o/r) 2.8 2.4 3.S 3.2 2.9 2.S 1.9 2.8 3.2 
GDP annual aro,.tb rate, 1980-!IS (%) 1.9 3.S 3.1 6.0 -· 1.6 -0.S 3.3 0.8 0.1 
Apiculture annual arowtb rate. 1980-8S (%) 1.8 3.1 2.8 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.8 O."' 2.9 
Apiculture share in GDP. 198S (%l 20 24 31 2S II 27 19 SB 14 

Sow«: WOllll ~I lttflO'I 1987 (Washi!!l'On, o.c .. World Bank). 
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Somewhat bigger sizes and location in small towns are seen in the Asian 
countries. In the more industrialized and urbanized Latin American countries. 
RSIEs arc more similar to other small-scale enterprises and are located near big 
metropolitan urban towns. the overall importance of RSIE declining at that 
stage. An exception among developing countries of this category ( !"lCs) is 
Taiwan Province of China. where the role of rural industry has not decreased 
with industrialization and de\·elopment. This is due to structural changes in 
rural areas (land reform) contributing to more equitable distribution of rural 
income and accelerating rural demand. and the dc\·elopmcnt of rural 
infrastructure (transport and electrification)_ 

11.3 Structure and trends 

Questions relating to scope and definition of RSIE (3.1 ). size. extent and 
types (3.2). role of women (3-3) and some characteristics of RSIE l~-41 arc 
analysed below. 

There are varying definitions. administrative and statistical. of RSIE in the 
countries studied. Furthermore. the differences in development. urbaniLation 
etc. between these countries do not permit uniform cross-count!')· definitions 
(cf. box on "definitions"). 

The overwhelming bulk of RSIEs arc household and micro-enterprises 
employing less than fi\•c persons. Less •ban IO'( of the total are in the 5-25 cm
pioyecs category and very few indeed employing over 25. In terms of 
numbers of persons employed. RSIEs account for hundreds of thousands or 
cv~n millions in different countries. In terms of value added by manufacture. 
RSIEs' share ranges from 5-soc; in different countries. With industriali1ation. 
urbanization and economic development. RSIEs decline over a long period as a 
proportion of total manufacturing. However. in most of the developing 
countries there is and will be considerable scope for expansion of RSIE in rural 
areas and small rowns. 

Types of RSIE activities evolve with agricultural and infrastructure 
development and urbanization. Products catering to local markets and ser .. iccs 
remain in rural areas. uthcrs move to small towns. There is a shift to higher 
value-added types of manufacturing. e.g .• in metals. wood and other matcriab. 
However. the main branches remain much the same; food. wood. textiles. 
building materials and metal. 

There is evidence that the role of women in RSIE ownership and 
employment is more important than in urban industry. For about half of rhc 
women in rural areas, it provides a supplementary source ,,f income to farming. 
Women predominate in the food. garment and craft industries. 

Some dominant characteristics of RSIE are private or family ownership. 
small ~ize. source of supplementary income: to farming. RS!Es have pro• ed 
dynamic in response to agricultural and rural development. New RSIE 
entrepreneurs originate mainly from the farming community. obtain on-the-Job 
training, invest small amounts of rheir own capiral and respond to rechnology 
changes :\rising from electrification and improvement of farming methods. 
Traders and artisans also become RSIE owners and so occasionally fo 
engineers and civil servants. 
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!!.3.1 Scop~ and d~jinition 

Statistically. the definition of .. small-scale" varies frum a maximum of ten 
workers in an enterprise to a maximum of between 20 and 50. For 
administrative purposes, the term is defined by numbers employed or capital 
im·ested or turnover of output or sales. "Small .. is a relative concept, being 
largely dependent on a country's level of industrialization at any one point in 
time, thus leading to different threshold values of numbers employed or capital 
invested in different countries at different times. 

The target group for the purpose of this study ;s micro-enterprise (0-
4 employees) and sm .. 11 enterprise (5-~5 employees) and locations in villages, 
small towns and those larger urban concentrations that still retain many rural 
charac!eristics. 

Colombia: 
(official) 

Indonesia: 
(official) 

Kenya: 
(official) 

Pakistan: 
(RSIE mission) 

Peru: 
(official and 
RSIE mission) 

Philippines: 
(official) 

Definitions of Small-scale Industry 

Cottage shop (0-9 workers) (before 1983: D-4) 
Small industry (10-49 workers) (before 1983: 5-49) 
Medium inc .... stry (50-149 workers) (before 1983: 50-99) 
Smail and medium are often considered together. 

Cottage industry (1-4 workers) 
Small industry (5-19 workers) 

Rural or micro urban (1-2 workers) 
Medium and small-scale (3-50 workers) 

Small rural industry has been arbitrarily defined by the 
mission as units located outside towns of more than 
50,000-75,000 inhabitants, that have less than 25 workers 
and use less than 50,000 rupees (approximately SUS 3,000) 
worth of ma~hinery and equipment per worker (although, 
typically. machinery and equipment per worker will be a 
fraction of this). While the large rural industries are to be 
found mainly on the trunk roads. small rural industries 
include; (a) household or cottage units, conducted within 
domestic walls. mostly employing between one and four 
workers. (b) visible small workshops, facing a road. 
employing between two and (say) 15 people-usually all 
male-including the owner. but most often between two 
and six people. (c) large workshops or small factories. 
usually built around an enclosed yard. employing 15-
25 workers. less exclusively male than the small. visible 
workshops. Categories (a) and (b) are legion in numbers. 
both in urban and rural areas. Category (c) is far rarer as 
a rural industry, i.e. in towns below 75.000 inhabitants. 

Small-scale enterprises are defined as those employing 
less than 50 wor"e" and micro-enterprises as those 
employ:ng up to five workers. RSIE has been defined to 
includa all small and micro-industry (aJ outside the Lima
Callao area. and (b) in the "pueblos jovenes" (recently 
settled areas) of Lima and Callao. 

Cottage-industry enterprises are defined as those with 
four or less workers and assets of 250,000 pesos (approxi-
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Senegal: 
(official 
SONEPl)a 

United Republic 
of Tanzania: 
(various 
official 
sources) 

Zambia 
(official) 

mately $US 12,000j or less after financing. Small
industry enterprises have 5-99 workers and assets of 
2 million to 5 million pesos (approximately $US 96,000 to 
$US 240.000) or less after financing. 

(i) Artisanat (often informal) with a workforce of one 
to five and an investment level of no more than 
5 million CFA francs (approximately $15,000); 

(ii) Small industry with a workforce of 5-50 and a'l 
investment level between 5 and 25 million CFA 
francs (approximately $US 15,000 to $US 75,000); 

(iiil Medium-sized industry with a workforce between 
50 and 250 and an investment level of more than 
25 million but less than 250 million CFA francs 
(approximately $US 75,000 to $US 750,000). 

Small-scale industry has been defined differently for 
different purposes, viz: 

• As units whose control is within the capability of the 
people (individually or collectively) in terms of capital 
and know-how required (starting definition of the 
Small Industries Development Organization (SIDO) 
in 1974) 

• As located in villages. with fixed assets not exceeding 
1 million Tsh. (or 2 million Tsh. in urban areas) or 
$US 17,000 ($34,000) at the May 1987 rate of exchange 
(Bank of Tanzania defi11ition) 

• In terms of employment; (a) non-factory small-scale 
industry (up to ten workers). (b) factory-type small
scale industry (10-50 workers) 

• Rural outside industrial estates; urban on industrial 
estates 

The last two are both used by 5100. 

A small-scale enterprise is defined as one having capital 
assets of less than 250,000 kwacha (350,000 Kwacha for 
ancillary enterprises) (approximately $US 30,000. and 
$US 42,000). Village industries are def;ned functionally. 
but capital investment is generally not above 
150,000 Kwacha (approximately $US 18,000). For the 
purpose of granting loans under the Special Fund for 
Rural Development (SFRO), ru1al enterprises are those 
established 50 kilometres heyond line-of-rail locations. 
Small loans, presumably for RSIE, range from 500 Kwacha 
to 50,000 Kwacha (approximately SUS 60 to SUS 6,000). 
Large loans under the guarantee scheme, providing for 
small-scale enterprise in general. range from 5,000 Kwacha 
to 500,000 Kwacha (approximately SUS ffOO to SUS 60,000). 
The 1985 country-wide survey of rural small-scale enter
prises in Zambia defined small-scale to encompass 
enterprises with employment of up to 50 persons. 
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TUle '· Sm ..... ..uen or RSIEs llS clefiMd 
i• diffem11 comtries 

Colombia 
Indonesia 

Kenya 
Pakistan 

Peru 
Philippines 

Senegal 
United 

Republic or 
Tanzania 

Zambia 

S persons or less (rural)" 
1-19 workers (rural) 

1-2 persons trural +urban) 
S and less (rural) 

Sand less (rural+ urban) 
Less than S 
S-10 workers 
l·S workers (rural +urban) 
Artisans (rural+ urban) 
S-9 employees (rural + urban) 
10-49 employ~ (rural+ urban) 
Up to SO persons (rural) 

"Ad1us1cd officially'" 10 persons or less in 1983. 

11.3.2 Size, extent and types 

.'ilUflbn of nttnprisu pB!IOIU 
_,,o_v~ a.I dotr of mfonr111t1011 

143,000 persons ( 1978) 
I.I to 1.2 million enterprises. 

3 million persons ( 198S) 
14.000 enterprises ( 1986) 
S00.000 enterprises. 2.JS million 
persons ( 1984/BS) 
30,000 enterprises ( 1980) 
907.000 persons (1976) 

700.000 persons( .. ) 
ISO.OOll ;"'~RS (1978) 
4,3S9 persons 11978) 
20,141 persons (1978) 
170,000 enterprises (I 98S) 
270.000 persons ( 198S) 

As a result of industrialization, urbanization and economic development. 
RSIE in the long run gradually declines in numbers, employment and value 
added as a proportion of total manufacturing. In Pakistan, the percentage of 
the rural labour force engaged in manufacturing declined from 12'/C in 1968/69 
to 9.4lie in 1982183.6 In Colombia, employment provided by manufacturing in 
rural areas decreased from 18o/c in 1970 to I0.1% in 1978. 

While the trend in the years to come will be towards a shift away from 
RSIE in rural areas and small towns to small-scale and medium-scale 
enterprises in urban areas and towards increasing the size of manufacturing 
enterprise with improvements in technology and productivity and product 
development, it should be noted that in most of the developing countries there 
is still considerable scope for expansion of RSIE per se in rural areas and small 
towns. 

Types. RSIEs typically emerge from traditional artisan crafts involving 
either the use of local materials and resources, or the making of tools, 
equipment, and consumer goods (based to some extent on raw materials from 
outside the area) to meet local demand. The initial RSIEs range from 
blacksmithing, carpentry and pottery to food-processing, beverages, textile
spinning and weaving, garment-making, tanning and leather-working. car
pentry and furniture-making, welding and metal-fabrication. 

Traditional household activities progress to cottage shops and small 
workshops engaging some hired labour, having work premises, simple 
machinery and equipment and a formal organization (proprietary or family, 
partnership, co-operatives). Some of the artistic craft production moves from 
rural to urban areas-to the urban informal sector-to cater to the tourist and 
souvenir market. Some activities, e.g. blacksmithing, decline due to changes in 
agricultural technology from manual ploughing to animal-drawn ploughing 

•R. hlam. Rural Jndu1mof1tatinn and f:mpfrJymrnt in A1ia (New Delhi. ILO, ARTEP. 19117). 
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and then lo machine ploughing. Welding shops and tractor repair shops replace 
blacksmilhies. Power-operated grain mills replace manually-operated mills. 
New products-furniture. building materials. garments. shoes. sheet-metal 
fabrication etc.-bcgin to receive more emphasis. 

The composition of RSIE output and its e\'olution through different stages 
of de\'elopment may be gleaned from the situation in the different ~ountries 
studied. In the United Republic of Tanzania. four industrial branches-food 
products. textiles. wood products and metal products-accounted for 88';l of 
the \'alue added and 75'iC of employment in manufacturing enterprises with 
5-IO workers in 1978. In Zambia. in 1985. the primary industrial group of 
enterprises in rural areas were forest-based (sawing. furniture, ~rafts, charcoal) 
and secondary enterprises included garments and foods (baking. brewing. food
proccssing). In rural townships and small towns, the forest-based enterprises 
came third after garments and food. In Senegal. 20'7c of artisans are in artistic 
trades (e.g .. jewellery and Wta\ing), 50C( in Utility trades (clothing, metal, wood 
and leacher) and the remainder in a \"ariety of ser\'iccs. Non-household grain
milling is a recent activity in which rural women arc engaged. 

Kenya is somewhat similar to Zambia. Data for the Central Province 
indicate that wood products accounted for 34.4q of non-farm employment in 
rural households and 14.2C( in market centres. In rural households, food and 
bc\'erages were next in importance ( 17 .2c;( ). followed by plant and animal fibre 
products and clothing ( 12.30( ). The last category was the most important in 
market centres (33.90{), followed by repairs (220(), food and beverages (13.4<iC) 
and metal products (7 .5Cf ). 

In Indonesia. according to 1974 data, five branches accounted for 850( of 
the total ,·alue added in RSIE; food (44o/c), wood. 'attan and bamboo products 
c21r;. ). structural clay products (9CJc ). textiles and :lothing (6CJc ). and metals and 
machinery ( 4'( ). These proportions probably need some secular adjustment
food has almost certainly declined relativeiy. and textiles and clothing and 
metals and machinery advanced-with the intervening growth of prosperity. 

In the Philippines. RSIEs predominate in products with local markets; 
bakeries. garment-making. furniture, fabricated metal, concrete products and 
rice-milling. Over the years 1961-1972, employment seems to have declined in 
food-processing. held steady in textiles, clothing and furniture, and increased in 
metal trades. 

The changing effects of agricultural growth, development of infrastructure, 
trade and markets can be clearly seen in Pakistan. Over a 20-year period, the 
share of yarn and leather decreased from 58-I0'.7<. the share of clothing, 
footwear and leather products increased from I0-30<;(. that of wood products 
remained about the same ( 13-IS'7c:;. food products increased from l.4-7.9l"/c and 
metal and engineering from 2.8-7.3%. RSIEs changed over time from producers 
of agro-based intermediates (yarn, leather, food, wood) to exporters of a 
variety of finished consumer and producer goods. Furniture was the first 
branch 10 de\."elop, after which clothing and footwear took off. The most 
importani change took place in the sixties, during che green revolution, when 
farm income and investment had a marked effect on production of consumer 
and producer goods. This pa11ern stabilized in the seventies when the share of 
intermediates was decreasing even further and rural industry continued to 
diversify. Metal-goods production then seems to have lost its impetus relative 
to the export-oriented activities (carpets, leather goods. garments). 

Jn Peru. the range of RSIE is rather narrow, wearing apparel and furniture 
accounting for 70% of all establishments. The role of food-processing in micro-
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industry has been continuousl~· declining. In Colombia. on the other hand. 
food and bc\·cragcs arc more important than textiles and leather in the conagc
industry sect<':. 

RSIE is thus an evolving and dynamic sector. Products catering to lc-.:al 
markets and services (including repair) remain in the rural areas. other 
manufacturing. catering for wider markets. moves to small towns and market 
centres. There is a shift from food-processing and agro-bascd intermediates 
(which tend to be manufactured in small and medium enterprises and large
scalc industry in rural towns and urban are~s) to furniture, clothing. building 
materials. metals and engineering. Despite these trends. the main branches 
remain much the same; food. wood. textiles and clothing. building materials, 
metal and repairs. 

11.3.3 Roi~ of wom~n 

In view of the predominance of household and cottage industry in RSIE, 
female participation is high, both as owners and as employees. The share of 
ownership is perhaps greater in rural than in urban areas. Indeed. in rural areas 
the share of ownership may be greater than the share in employment, although 
country experiences differ. Women in rural households are also engaged in 
agriculture and. for about 40-50% of them. RSIE provides a supplementary 
source of incomr. In RSIE, female proprietorship tends to be concentrated in 
the food-relatej, garment and craft industries. 

Projtcts for the development of women as rural entrepreneurs involve a 
number of activities in the rural sector ranging from pottery, basketware, 
tailoring, weaving. dressmaking to food-processing, palm-oil extraction and 
fishery-proccssin~. In one project in Senegal, millet mills were introduced into 
villagr,s on a co-operative basis, both to reduce drudgery and time devoted to 
home chores as well as to produce for the market. One hundred or more groups 
were equipped with machines and organized and trained to engage in profit
making activities. 

In recognition of the important role of women in RSIE, emphasis might be 
placed on expanding and adding value to women's mainstream economic role 
(e.g., food-processing). On the other hand, agricultural mechanization and 
technological development may reduce the drudgery and manual work, 
especially harvesting and post-harvesting in which women have been involved. 
Education and training of women should provide opportunities in new types of 
RSIE, e.g .. electrical winding, radios, electronic assembly etc. 

The Role of Women In ASIE Differs From Country to Country 

The RSIE country visits brought to light interesting differences with 
respect to the role of women in RSIE. 

In Indonesia there is no lack of female participation in RSIE. Men were 
observed by the mission to dominate such sectors as wood-working, metal
working and rattan furniture, and women to predominate in weaving and 
food-processing, while some sectors like clothing haCI many of each sex. 

In Pakistan. workshops are almost entirely the domain of men and 
cottages the domain of women. The earnings of trained male labour vary 
from 40 to 100 rupees a day (approximately $US 2.3 to $US 5.5) that of skilled 
female labour from 15 to 40 rupees a day ($US 0.9 to SUS 2.3), depending 
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mainly on the degree of isolation. alternative 1ob opportunities and personal 
aptitude (quality and speed). Where the demand for labour is increasing 
rapidly. women also enter into the more formal industrial units where their 
earnings are substantially higher than in isolated cottage industry. It may 
also be noted that the mission saw not a single enterprise which was headed 
by a woman. 

In Senegal. at the artisan level a programme has evolved where-as 
already stated above-mills and decorticators for millet and other grains are 
provided via the Ministry of Social Development to women·s pre-co
operatives in rural areas. 

In Tanzania. the role of women is not very significant. Most enterprises 
are male-dominated and even in women·s groups or women-owned enter
prises. the men play key roles as accountants. foremen or managers. 

In Zambia. 7 women constitute 37% of the working population in rural 
areas. as against only 19.1% in the urban areas. In the rural areas. women 
are dominant in the vending sector (71"ftl of enterprises and 64% of 
employment) and in manufacturing (64°fil of ownership and 57% of employ
ment). Within the manufacturing enterprises. garments. food. beverages and 
ceramics are all predominately female-owned. All these enterprise groups. 
except cP.ramics. are traditionally women-operated. Enterprises owned by 
women tend to be small; 650/o of all enterprises in the 1-5 workers group. but 
only 44"1a in the group with more than 10 workers. are female-owned. It 
should be noted that small-scale-enterprise activity is only an additional 
source of income for two-thirds of the women (and one-half of the males). 
The principal income source is agriculture and '•'lated primary activities 
(crops. poultry. livestock etc.). 

11.J.4 Some characteristics 

Important characteristics of RSIE-some of which ha\·e already been 
referred to abov.:-are: 

(OJ The overwhelming majority arc in the micro-enterprise size range (0-
4 per.~ons employed per enterprise}; 

fh) The structure of RSIE as a sc.:ror changes over time (declining food
processing. increasing metalwork and carpcn1ryl: 

(c) The great majority of RSIE arc privately-owned. mostly proprietory. 
but also some partnerships and co-operatives; 

(dJ Owners and family-workers arc the largest component of the labour 
force; 

(e) In most cases the average person employed docs not work full-time 
over the entire year. but is also engaged in farming and related activities, e.g .• 
live~tock. forestry, fishing etc. 

According to a survey carried out in Zambia.• nearly soc;r of the 
enterprises arc operated from the home of the owner. Powered machines a.c 

'M1hmo and !'Mela. Rural Small Sr·a/t" f.'lr1upmri 111 /.amh1a R,.u/11 of a /YKJ Cnu111ri-W1Jt" 
,.,,,.,., 1M1ch111an S1a1c 1 ·m,cr-11,1t:SAID. 19Hfll 

"Hen Wht1t'. Rural /ln1'111pme111 Rhm,,,r a11<1 R<'n/111 ; I he llaguc. ln•lllUlc of Social S1ud1c•. 
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not used by small-scale enterprises to any extent. More than half of the 
enterprises identifi-:d raw-material supply as a major problem for their 
operation. Problems related to transport were most frequently mentioned after 
ra" materials. Other major problems related to tools. spare parts and 
machiner~. The problems nried from total shortage to poor qua!ity of 
a\·ailable items. Finance ins fifth among the problems mentioned. Fifteen per 
cent of the proprietors said they had no problems. 

While sources of entrepreneurship for RSIE \·ary among countries and at 
different lc\·cls of dc\·clopmcnt. in general it is the farmer or someone from his 
family who turns to RSIE, from a part-time to a full-time occupation. He 
obtains informal on-the-job apprenticeship training in a craft or trade. and 
either joins the unit which trains him or starts on his own. Other main sources 
of entrepreneurship are traditional artisans or traders. whose sons either carry 
on the same or related occupation or di\·crsify. e.g .• from blacksmith to welder. 
or from trader to processor or manufacturer. Some other examples found were 
of accountants. ci\·il sen·ants. engineers and trained mechanics. who set up 
RSI Es. after training or after accumulating savings. Women entrepreneurs. who 
also mostly originate from the farming sector. tend to concentrate on 
handicrafts. garment and food-related industries. 

'.\lost of the capital invested in RSIE originates from personal savings. and 
most of the remainder is borrowed from friends and relatives. External 
financing as yet plays an insignificant part. but as will be seen in chapter IV. 
there is definite scope for savings and loan associations-which in many 
countries increasingly finance small farmers-to provide capital and credit 
requirrd for expansion and modernization of RSIE. In some countries of Asia 
and Latin America. where agricultural development has been rapid, rich and 
middle-income farmers arc beginning to become an important source of RSIE 
entrepreneurship and capital. especially in agro-proccssing industries and 
agricultural equipment manufacture. 

The extent of capital stock and its investment in fixed or working capital 
depends on the type of enterprise. its size and the technology employed. In 
general. hand tools and manually-operated equipment were predominant in 
African countries. power equipment and more modern machinery were 
beginning to be installed in areas which have been electrified and connected by 
road 10 small t0wns and other urban areas. 

Besides infraslructurc (lranspon and clcctrificacion), che improvement of 
agricultural technology (e.g., from manual to animal-drawn to machine
operaced ploughing) has influenced the adoption of new technology in RSIF.. 
These questions arc considered in lhe nexl section on .. linkages ... 

11.4. Linkages 

lnterlinkaxeJ of industrialization M:ith other sectors of the econom~· are 
crucial for promotinx RSIE. In this section. pouible effects of such linkaxe.f 
throuxh export and import. axricu/tural development. larxe and urban indu.my 
and infra.ffructura/ development are reviewed. 

The nature of rural development involves attention to several sectors 
embracing a wide range and mix of activities including projects to raise 
agricultural output, to improve health and education, to expand communica
tions and to improve housing. In this multi-sectoral approach, industrialization 
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is a means to raise producti,,ity and incomes in all sectors by pro,,iding fon.-.ard 
and backward linkages bcn11.-ccn the \o"arious markets for goods. scniccs and 
factors of production (especially lab<>ur). In addition. there arc the very 
imponant .. final demand .. linkages between increases in rural incomes and the 
stimulation of RSIE. Linkages arc stimulated by economic development and 
growth in incomes and by the dC\o·clopmcnt of infrastructure ;anti '114lrltcts. In an 
undcrdc,,·clopcd. subsistence. rural economy. linkages arc few and limited to 
bancr or informal arrangements within the village. The less dc,,-eloped an 
economy. the less the effects of linkages in stimulating RSIE. The box below 
lists the policies required to enhance such rural linkages. 

Policies for EnhMctng Rurll L.lnbges• 

• Policies to promote agricultural production. including policies to-
wards agricultural prices and credit. and investment in infrastructure 

• Land reform 

• Aet"'1oval of any artificial encouragement of mechanization 

• Encouragement of high-value. labour-intensive crops 

• Development of rural infrastructure. both productive (electrification, 
roads and rail) and social {schools. hospitals etc.) 

• A balanced provision of credit (in quantity and terms) as between 
urban and rural. large and small-scale activities 

• Support for small-scale local companies for forward-processing 
activities. as against the large-scale integrated plants of th ; multi
national corporations and Government. (This involves assistance in 
technological upgrading and technical information serYices. as well 
as policies towards infrastructure and credit.) 

"Gustav Ranis and Frances S:ewart. Rural linkages m ,,,. Ph111ppmes and Ta1.,,an. on 
f Srewart. MM:10-Po11c1ef for App1opria1e Technology '" Developing C<wnt11es (Boulder. 
Colora?o. Westv1ew Press. 1987). p 167 

11.4./ Expon and impon 

Import linkage.s of RSJE are se~·erely restricted in most developing countries 
due to shortage off oreign exchange and inacceuibility of imported inputs. 

Export linkage1 are important in such sect:Jrs as handicraft, garments and 
leather xood.r, in particular in the Asian countries studied. Sub-contncting to 
rural artisam takes place through a trading nexus linking urban to rural areas. On 
the other hand. there i.r also a tendency for arti.rans to migrate nearer to urban 
areas. 

RSIEs arc mainly dependent on local markets and on direct contacts with 
local or domestic raw-mat:rial purchasers. Export and import linkages arc 
generally low and when they take place they arc indirect. via sub-contracting. 
or purchases by tourists. mostly for the supply of handicrafts. Moreover. the 
foreign-exchange constraint in many developing countries. together with the 
limited trade nexus, increases the dependence of RSIE on locally available raw 
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materials and inputs. For example. in the United Republic of Tanzania. some 
RSIEs shifted to the manufacture of wood-based items (from textiles •·hich 
needed imponed inputs) and in Zambia (nonh •·est) the use of iron nails. 
hinges etc .• has bttn eliminated. minimized or replaced by wooden pans in the 
manufacture of wooden furnitur-e. due to se\·ere foreign-exchange constraints 
and the lack of access to imponed inputs. 

The cxpon of handicrafts manufactured by RSIE depends on a nexus of 
trade links to urban areas and (\'ia middlemen) to the sou\·enir and expon 
markets. However. it has been noted in the United Republic of Tanzania and 
Zambia that rural craftsmen catering to the artistic crait trade hu·e moved to 
shanty towns in urban areas. i.e. nearer to the markets. Partly this is a 
reflection of the underdevelopment of trade and communication links between 
urban and rural areas. The situation is somewhat different in the Philippines 
and Pakistan. In the former there arc hundreds of thousands of rural women 
involved in the garment export industry througn sub-contracting from urban 
traders and exporters. In Pakistan. rural craft centres have flourished and 
undertake manufacture for exports. Urban traders take care of the supply of 
high-quality materials and the marketing oi the finished products. Further
more. the liberalization of the economy and the export incenti\·es pro\·ided 
during the last decade or so ha\·e facilitated the export of traditional 
handicrafts e.g. carpets and leather goods. and benefited rural cottage industry. 

In Indonesia, RSIEs arc beginning to dc\·clop linkages with the export 
sector in handicrafts. furniture and clothing. usually \·ia larger companies who 
negotiate with foreign buyers and sub-contract work to RSIEs. although a few 
RSIEs graduate to the medium-scale and deal direct with the foreign customers. 
These patterns prevail in wooden and rattan furniture. baskets. batik and 
made-up clothing, principally in Java and Bali. Nevertheless. the extent of such 
business is still very limited. 

In Senegal, most industry outside Dakar relics heavily on purchases in 
Dakar (though not necessarily of goods produced in that city). As far as 
smaller industry and artisans arc concerned. they face a similar dependency on 
Dakar. but the bulk of their activities is determined by local markets. with the 
notable exception of some small-scale metal-product manufacturers from 
St. Louis who arc gaining a foothold in markets in Mali and Niger. 

In Colombia and Peru. RSIEs largely depend on local markets and 
resources. Exports of RSIE products arc insignificant and more than 80'/i- of 
inputs of small-scale enterprise arc of local origin. Ir: Colombia. the Export 
Promotion Fund (PROEXPO) docs bring small quality producers together in 
co-operative export efforts. inter alia. of leather products. 

11.4.2 Unkages with agriculture 

With axricultural development. final-demand linka/(tS for comumer xoods 
throuxh increasin/( rural income.~ have become far more important than 
for14·ard-production linka/(t.f of a/(ricultural proce.uin/( or hac.'<14·ard-production 
linka/(es to manufacture of farm tool.r and equipment. Whrre sub.ti.Hence Jarmin/( 
i.t .rtill important and a/(ricultural /(mwth i.r .rlow. RS/Et are invofred in forn·ard 
linkaxe.t of /(rain and oil-mil/in/(. wood-proceuin/( etc .. and bach·ard linkaxe.r of 
b/ack.tmithin/(. for/( in/( etc .. rather than in the manufacture of a ranxe nf consumer 
xoods. With more deve/fJped a/(riculture. lar/(e-scale axro-proct.uinx shifts to 
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urban ar,,as. but small-scale processing of staple foods w mt'et Jo,:a/ demanJ 
continues in rural areas. The ,·ombint'd Je,·e/opment of agricultural 1t•clrnolog_1 .in.! 
infrastructure. tOKetlrer ""itlr rhe intermediar.r role of traders. hon· redun·1/ tht· 
importance of_fina/-Jemand linkages to RSIE in Pakistan and insreaJ inat•ased 
the role oj agro-too/s and equipment manufacture as "·el/ as rural-aa_ti 
production. both linked in complementaritr to large enterprises in urban area_.,_ 

The primary demand for RSIE products arises from agricultural gMwth 
and rural incomes generated thereby. both throug11 production and through 
income linkages. There is considerable e\·idencc that in rural housch.1lds the 
income elasticity of demand for raral industrial growth is positi\·e and that 
agriculture generates the la•gest share of rural income. 

Final-demand linkapcs through consumer demand pro\ide the mo~t 

important linkage between agriculture and RSIE. since farm househ,lld .. spend 
JO-WC-( of their incomes on non-food items and around IO- I 5"i on goods 
requiring substantial prc>r~sing. Production linkages come second It> 10c,1me 
linkages. Agricultural-pr .. ·.::cssing ac1ivi1ies (for\loard-production link.ages) may 
be dispersed in small-scale establishments. because crops arc bulky and heny 
anJ often perishable. and 1ransport costs can be greatly reduced if agricultural 
prc;essing is done close to the source of supply. Backward-produclion linkages 
occur through the manufacture of tools and farm equipmcn1-often traditional. 
but sometimes modern-in villages and rural towns. 

Empirical ;1ud1es confirm the conclusion that consumer demand pnwidcs 
the major impetus for rural industrialization. In Sierra Leone. forward and 
backward linkages with agriculture pro\·ided only a second source ef demand. 
growth in income be;ng the major source.~ A comparative study of relationship 
between rural industrialization and agricultural growrh in different states of 
lndia 1•) concluded as follows: 

.. The performance of the rural industrial sector in different state" (of 
India) is found to be broadly related 10 the le\'els of agricultural 
producti\·ity. and more closely to the growth rate of agricultural output. 
T'ie relationship. however. is direct in terms of input-supplying and 
output-using linkages only to a limited extent. Mostly. the relationship 
seems to be rather indirect, through rise in income lc\"els. purchasing 
power and also to some extent. invcstiblc surplus generated by agricultural 
growth giving a general fillip 10 r.he existing indus1ries and partly leading 
to emergence of new and dynamic ones. That is why 1he rural ir.dustrial 
s1ruc1ure of even the agriculturally better developed and fasl gro\lo ing 
regions is not necessarily dominated by agro-based indusrry or indu~try 
producing and repairing agricultural implements. bur. like that of the less 
developed stares. mos1ly by textile-based. forest-based and. to a lesser 
extent. by agro-bascd units-all traditional industries ubiquitously found 
in all regions. The difference between rhe faster growing agricultural areas 
and others is primarily in terms of the productivity and income lc\els in 
rural indu!>tries. and. only marginally in terms of the composition of 
industrial products." 

'Chula and C. l.1edholm. J.mpfo1mr111 <>r,,-..tl, 111 .\mal/-Sraft' lf11luurl 111.0. :lolo1cm11l.an. 
l'IH~I 
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This confirms the findings from statistical analyses in chapter 11.3.2 that 
the main branches and types of RSIE remain ! .. food products. wood and 
products. textiles and clothing. building materials. 1netal and repairs. 

In China. a rapid increase in agricultural productivity pm\·idcd the 
imJl'. . .is for rural industf)· by generating a substantial increase in demand for 
their products . 

.. The interlinkage between agricultur~ and rural industries followed 
the classic pattern of enlarging the market for the latter's products and 
helping the former's growth through a more efficient supply of inputs. 
including labour. The very rapid growth of rural industries that took place 
since 1978 is also ascribed partly to a high growth of agriculture. It is 
reported that pro\·inces showing the fastest rates of industrial growth tend 
to be areas where rural economic reforms are well ad\·anced and 
agricultural growth levels high." 11 

The predominance of the income or consumer demand linkage of 
agriculture to RSIE has been confirmed o\·erall in the country studies made by 
the evaluation team. In Indonesia. the main products of RSIE-food. clothing. 
furniture, wood (for construction). bricks and tiles-were in strong rural 
demand, linked to a 45Ci( increase in agricultural output over the past decade. 
Similar is the evidence from the Philippines. where about 60<;( of the increase in 
rural non-farm employment in Luzon come from an increase in consumer 
demand for clothing. building materials, furniture. metal products etc . 

.. The consumption sector is larger and its elasticity of employment to 
agricultural production higher than agro-industry. Moreover, in keeping 
with the concentration of industry and trade in market-towns, elasticities 
are highest in the local urban centre, next highest in a rich village and 
lowest in a poor village." 12 

In Indonesia (rattan), the Philippines (garments) and Pakistan (agro
equipment), RSIE-upgrading with increased income and demand was very 
evident to the country evaluation mission. 

In Taiwan Province of China. all the linkage~ t.:ited by Ranis and Stewart 
(see box above) have been favourably employed to increase rural incomes and 
achieve employment in manufacturing of about 50<;( of the total in rural areas. 
According to Ran is and Stewart, reform of the agrarian structure (land reform) 
was crucial in increasing rural incomes and consumer demand. In Thailand, 
consumer-demand linkages to agriculture constitute the major source of 
demand for non-farm goods and services. followed by forward and backward 
linkages in agriculture. 11 

While increase in consumer demand arising from growth in rural incomes 
provides the major impetus for RSIE growth. this is less evident when 
subsistence farming still dominates the rural scene and marketable surplus is 
low. This is the case ir. Senegal and Zambia and. to a lesser degree. Kenya and 
the United Republic of Tanzania. Subsistence agriculture and relatively slow 
growth in agricultural production increase the importance of forward-linkage 

"Samual P. S. Ho. Tl" .~ua11 1.'tptrttll(t' 111 Rural .\.rm-af(m·ultural l>t'•rlnpmt'lll 011tf ''' 
Rt'lt.-011u for 011110. World Bank Srarr Workma Paper:-.;., 7S7 (Wa•hmaron. l>.C .. 19Kll). 

"A. Gibb, Sn"" fHJC'flU "" tht lmpao nf Af(rtrultural Mr1Ju111:011n11 "" .\.rlfl·df(rtc·ultural 
/ll(flMt'f Ill A/(rt(llltllrOI .Warktllflf( Crntrt'f (lmlllUIC or Econom1c Dnclopmcnr anJ Rt\C~rch. 
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industries invoh·ed in processing small quantities of grains or oil seeds for the 
local markets. The manufacture of agricultural implements and tools required 
for impro\'cd productivity generally takes place in urban areas and small to'A"ns. 
the role of Maclcsmiths in villages declining with the change in agricultural 
technology. In Senegal and Zambia. RSIE grain-milling was evident. In the 
prosperous agricultural area of Moshi in the United ~epublic of Tanzania. 
RSIEs were springing up in wood-working. oil-milling and metal-repairing. 

The case of Pakistan is special in some ways. Here traders. by pro\·iding a 
link between urban markets and RSIE and small-scale enterprise in general. 
seem to have reduced the importance of final demand for consumer goods. The 
farm household has been mm;ing away from subsistence farming into 
commercial farming. Consumer demand is largely met from urban goods 
imported into small towns and villages. On the other hand-as already 
noted-rural craft centres manufacture goods for the urban and the export 
markets. The backward production linkage provided 10 supply of machinery 
and equipment and services seems to be very significant in Pakistan RSIE. 
which has been able to capture a substantial part of the market for machinery 
and equipment and industrial services. Small enterprise has assumed a 
complementary role vis-a-vis large emerprise. after the latter has taken the lead 
in producing the more sophisticated equipment for irrigation and mechaniza
tion. Se,;eral clusters. both large and small. of RSIEs producing agricultural 
tools and machinery were observed in prosperous agricultural areas of Punjab 
and the North-West Frontier Province. Shops to repair and service tractors and 
other equipment were even more widespread. RSIE appears to match well with 
the small-farm sector. It is able to offer the appropriate goods and services in a 
manner that the illiterate small farmers can cope with. Thus. RSIE functions as 
a technological intermediary at the lower farm level. 

Agricuhure's forward linkage through agro-processing is carried out 
generally in large-scale enterprises in Pakistan and in other coumries. such a!. 
Int::~. where la!'ge surpluses of agricultural products generated by the green 
revolution necessitate processing on a larger scale. However. agro-proce~smg 
merges with consumer-demand linkages for dietary staples, and RSIE process
ing of the local staple (maize, wheat. rice etc) takes place to meet local 
demand, even when most food- and agro-processing (of marketed surpluse-;) 
has shifted to urban areas. 

In the comparatively more developed countries of l.;.tin America. e.g .. 
Colombia and Peru, commercial agriculture is more developed. except in the 
highland areas, where !>ome limited agro-processing for local markets take!i 
place. Otherwise, agricultural modernization has bypassed RSI E. resulting in 
linle or no linkages. 

11.4.3 Linkages witlt large indllstry and 11rban areas 

Linka!(es of RS/£ 10 larxe-scale industries throuxh .mh-contrac11nx or trat/t• 
channels exist to a limited extent in the Asian countries Jurw·.1,•d. lhl' dt'\'1'/opml'nl 
of .ruch linkaxe.r will depend on the one hand on expansirm <~(rural markeH and ol 
capacities (includin!( engineerinK skill.r) of RS/£ and. on the other hand. 
development of infrastructure and communicatiom rem/tin!( in a rural-urhan 
continuum. Government initiative.rand incentfre.t may accelt•ro1,· th1• clt•i·t•lopmt•nt 
of linkaf(eJ, but they ho~·e 10 he .ru.uained on the basiJ of competilH't' ad1·ontox1'I m 
co.m of production of RSIE.f for the sub-contracted itemJ. 
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Linkages with large-scale industry can be an important source of demand 
for small-scale industry products_ Such linkages usually take the form of sub
contracting from large to small enterprises. Such sub-contracting rcquir.:s a 
certain lc\·cl of development of small-scale metal and engineering industry. 
Usually linkages take place in urban areas and more rarely between urban and 
rural industries. Linkages between RSIE and large industry will require. in 
addition to a le\·cl of engineering dc\·elopmcnt. development of infrastructure. 
transport and communication facilities. 

Among the countries surveyed. RSIE-to-largc-industry li11ir.c!.~cs have been 
strong in Pakistan. RSIE in Pakistan is an inseparable part of ~ong-standing 
manufacturing tradition of nurturing the large and the small. Sub-contracting 
was already practised sc\·cral ccntunes ago and traditional products such as 
carpets. garments and footwear arc still produccJ according to that old trade 
system. Thus. it is common practice to work along a vertical chain of inputs 
and outputs. consisting of both large and small units. which together produce 
the final product. The choice between large or small is purely a matter of 
economics of scale-which vary with the process and the product-and the 
nailability of cheap labour in the countryside. The better the trade channels 
arc. the further one penetrates into the countryside. and the more farm 
households and landless families arc engaged in handicrafts or some other 
activity that can easily be standardized and con,rollcd. The efficiency of this 
network of activities depends entirely on the accumulated knowledge of 
merchants. traders and transporters. Up to the present time. Pakistani traders 
still fulfil the crucial role of development agents. They arc not only involved in 
business but also in production. One trade leads to another. and ;f one knows 
the market. one finds a producer. or starts pr.,duction oneself. Thus. wool 
trade may lead to leather trade. and then to tanning and the garment industry 
(as for example in one medium-scale leather firm visited in Kasur in the 
Punjab)_ The extended family scouts for workers and sub-contracting potential. 
Credit drc often given by the large suppliers and buyers. 

In the engineering industry in Pakistan there arc sub-contracting relations 
in certain special field~. e.g .. cutlery and surgical instruments. In others there is 
specialization among small-scale manufacturers themselves of different stages 
of production. e.g., in the Daska slow-speed diesel industry. 

Sub-contracting to RSIE is strong also in labour-intensive branches in 
Indonesia (e.g .. batik. rattan) and in the Philippines (e.g .• garments)_ Japan is 
the example. par excellence, of sub-contracting from large urban to small rural 
enterprises. The Japanese model works well because of special features; 
expanding demand. limited capital of large companies. low basic skills required 
(in. for example. garments) and paternalistic relationships. The Japanese model 
is not replicable elsewhere without adaptation. 1

• 

Sub-contracting is weaker in Africa, where the record of the large 
industrial parastatals in the United Republic of Tanzania is particularly poor. 
contrasting strongly with the active programme of a Tan1.anian small-to
mcdium private farm-equipment producer in establishing satellite contractors 
to assemble its products in distant markets. In Senegal. the United Republic of 
Tanzania and Zambia, large public-s ·ctor enterprises were set up to undertake 
all operations from raw-material processing to manufacture of the end product. 

"S Wat;inahe. /'r,-h,,11/0111. .\f11rA 1'/lfll/ 1md lfl1l1111rwlt:111111fl I mA11~1·• ht·111 ,.,.,, / 11ri:1· 11nd 
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Despite the apparent potential for expanding sub-contracting. formal 
efforts to do so have been rare, and only successful where the initiamc: has 
been taken by private firms or their associations. In Indonesia. a large enginc:
manufacturcr. Kubota Diesel, has developed a successful network. of both small 
and medium sub-contractors, with the initial assistance of the local industry 
department. Governmental attcmp:s to press other manufacturers to follow 
suit, ha\·e not so far proved successful. 

Large firms may sometimes act as centres of technological diffusion and 
upgrading of RSIE. particularly public-sector firms or private firms induced by 
go\emment initiati\·c. (Sub-contracting practices also frequently transfer 
technology. so the two categories overlap.) This takes place in India and is 
encouraged by credit facilities, tax incentives. lower labour costs of sub
contractors and government purchase programmes. 

In Peru. small-ir.dustry associations serve as sub-contract-promoting 
exchanges for their mcml:>crs. In rare instances, as with the private Tanzanian 
firm. Sherif Ceramics. this function is deliberately undertaken as a philanthro
pic though effccti\·e endeavour. Perhaps more often-thoug!-! there arc still only 
a few documented cases-the same effect is produced by enlightcd self-interest. 
as with the foundry facilities and training provided by the large Punjabi metal 
Iii rn. which has pmmotcd a small-firm rural engineering industry producing at 
th·.: lower end of the mark.ct, or the practice of SISMAR, the Senegalese farm
implemcnt firm. in training local artisans to scn1ice its products. In both cases. 
the diffusion has probably gone farther than the large firms intended, through 
spin-offs of their own trained staff and copying of final products by the RSIEs. 

In 111ost of the developing countries surveyed, sub-contracting from large 
to small industries is confined to urban areas. India-like Pakistan-has 
cxampleo; of trade and marketing links extending to distant rural areas for 
organizing manufacture and purchase of handicrafts and marketing them 
centrally. In general. however, su!>-contracting to small enterprises takes place 
mostly near the urban centres. This is true also in Indonesia and the 
Philippines. 

The development of linkages between urban (large and small) industry and 
RSIE will depend, on the one hand, on expansion of rural markets and of 
capac.ities of RSIE entrepreneurs (including engineering skills) and. on the 
other hand, on development of infrastructp-• and communications resulting in 
a rural-urban continuum. Even so there m~_, only be limited possibilities; e.g .. 
between large agricultural engineering firms in urban areas and repair or 
servicing centres in rural areas, between semi-processing of primary prnducts in 
rural areas and downstream activity in urban areas. between artisans (e.g., in 
specialized weaving or printing, such as "batik" textiles) or garment makers in 
rural areas and traders or middlemen from urban areas. Both facilities and skill 
levels in rural areas have to increase considerably for worthwhile and 
sub~tantial sub-contracting to take place. Furthermore-as will be seen in the 
next chapter-government policies and countervailing measures. have con
siderable influence on stimulating rural location. 

11.4.4 Infrastructure 

The development of rural infrastructure, hoth physical (transport. dectrifi
cation) and wcial (education. health). is crucial fnr rural developmc•nt. R.\'ff: 
Kro11·1h iJ Jtimulated by acce.u to marketJ and inputJ thrnuKh road dc•relnpment 
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and /o\\'er cost of production. higher quality and product dil'ersi/ication made 
possible by electrification. Social im·estments impro1·e quality o( lahour and skills 
and make rural areas attractfre for non-farm occupationJ. ln(rastructure 
de1·elopment should go hand in hand with macro-economic and sector policies 
farourab/e to RS/£ growth (the latter are re1•ie•1·ed in chapter Ill). 

The development of rural infrastructure, both physical (electrification. 
transport network) and social (education, health). is crucial for rural 
de\'elopment. It provides a critical linkage for RSIE promotion. The limited 
development of physical infrastructure in Senegal. the United Republic of 
Tanzania and Zambia has restricted the possibilities of expansion of agri
cultural production for the market, growth in incomes and linkages with RSIE. 
Similarly. the shortage of educational facilities limits the de\'dopment of skills 
and quality of the rural entrepreneurial class and encourages migration to 
urban areas. The development of roads and electricity. education and health 
have, on the other hand. stimulated the trade and marketing network and 
helped the growth of manufacturing industries in certain rural areas of 
Indonesia. Pakistan and the Philippines. 

Ranis and Stewart have, in the study cited at the begir.nmg of the section. 
compared the experiences of Taiwan Province of China and the Philippines. 
The development of infrastructure (roads, electricity. health care. education. 
banks etc.) has been denser and greater even in rural Taiwan Province of China 
than in the rural areas of the Philippines. Thus, despite a slower growth rate in 
agricultural output in Taiwan Province of China as compared to the 
Philippines in the relevant periods, the increase in non-farm activities was 
stronger in Taiwan Province of China (6-7% per annum in the sixties) than in 
the Philippines (3.3o/r per annum in the seventies). However. even in the 
Philippines. the development of rural roads was strongly associated with RSIE 
development, since it stimulated access to inputs and markets. 

An example of the effects of rura~ electrification in the Philippines has 
been cited in the same study. In an area with 397.000 people. rural 
electrification resulted within a year in more than a hundred new enterprises. 
including rice mills, welding shops. bakeries, meat plants and banana-cracker 
plants. The World Bank Re1·iew of Rural Electrification in /ncloneiia ( 1986) 
concluded that benefits to productive users (including RSI Es) were modest. the 
principal stimulation to RSIEs being lower costs and increased profits from 
better quality and longer hours, and from a few new lines of production like 
ice-making and battery-charging. This latter advantage of new lines of 
production was also observed by the evaluation team in rural areas of the 
United Republic of Tanzania. 

It is necessary to caution here that mere provision of roads and electricity 
without the development of other comple:nentary factors. e.g., agricultural 
technology, skills in RSIE, marlrets, financing etc., may have negative result~ in 
reducing RSIE output and employment, by making it easier and cheaper to 
obtain inputs from urban areas. 

Finally. it should be observed that a network of rnral roads facilitates 
bringing in consumer goods to remote areas. Non-availability of such goods 
can act as a disincentive for rural development (including RSIE). The RSIE 
mission to Zambia observed how a honey factory in a remote village pavs the 
bee-keep'!rs partly in kind (salt, soap), these consumer goods being brought in 
by the organization in charge of moving out the hone» 
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Finally. Taiwan Province of China provides a unique example of 
favourable conditions with respect to all the local linkages enumerated by 
Ranis and S!ewart: size of farm and land dist.-ibution. mechanization and 
labour absorption in agriculture. organization of forward processing acti\"ities. 
and extent and distribution of infrastructure. The policy environment and the 
development strategy of realistic factor prices and competition-considered in 
the next chapter-made this possible. 

11.S RSIE: strengths and problems 

RS/Es are mosr~r small. dispersed in area and concentrated in a fe11· branches 
of production. They rhemsefres marshal inputs and organi=e producrio'I. While 
they are usually passfre. they are also good at exploiting marker and technology 
opportunities. once these are introduced to them. There are promising potentials 
for co-operation among themselves in groups or associations for facilitating 
financing and technology transfer. These are examined i.'I chapter IV RS/Es need 
abo,·e all a farourable policy em·ironmenr to create demand conditions for growth. 
a subject discussed in chapter III. 

Most RSIEs are very small indeed, employing only a very few people. say 
from one to five or ten. including their owners. Their dispersion beyond the 
rural towns and smaller cities varies. However. there is a tendency to cluster 
and to be more varied in centres of about 5.000 and more inhabitants than in 
smaller villages. 

RSIEs are concentrated largely in a few branches, usually food-processing. 
garments or textiles. woodworking (including rauan and bamboo in warm 
climates). building materials and metal-working, including repair shops. This 
pattern illustrates their typically strong dependence on rural i.:onsumer demand. 
They sometimes have links with wider-city. or even export-markets. They 
also usually use. and sometimes become exclusively dependent on. trade with 
other enterprises (middlemen or larger industries) to market their products. 
This can occur even within local market~. but is more marked in marketing 
over long distances. 

Notwithstanding such links. RSI Es themselves marshal most or all of their 
essential ingredients. They themselves supply-or privately contract from 
private sources other than formal promotion and assistance institutions
start-up and working capital, premises, material inputs. labour and its 
(preJominantly RSIE-trained) skills and. quite frequently, capital accumulation 
for progressive and significant expansion!>. 

Despite this, the majority of RSIEs can fairly be described as passive. in 
the sense that they are not particularly good at seeking out new markets. 
products, technologies, or technical skills. Probably the risks of radical 
innovations ab initio appear too high to them. However, if profitable new 
markets or technical opportunities arc introduced into. or self-generated by. 
some RSI Es. many of the others within reasonable distance and in the same or 
related branches, are often very good and quick at taking up and further 
diffusing these innovations, including the necessary expansion of skilled la hour 
by poaching. splitting-off new enterprises. and in-house training. However. 
these profitable innovations should not require steep and immediate increases 
in capital assets. 



The potential of RSIEs co-operating among themselves through their 
associations has not yet been exploited to a sufficient degree ir. the countries 
studied. Generally the associations are in urban areas and form part of the 
local Chamber of Commerce. Possibilities of associations. groups or co
operatives as \·chicles for transmission of technology and for financing arc 
examined in chapter IV. 

RSIEs need abO\·e all a favourable policy environment, the subject 
considered in the next chapter. Not only are favourable demand conditions 
required through development of agriculture and rural infrastructure. but 
policies have to be favourable and non-discrimatory to RSIE in regard to 
access to inputs and finance and effects of trade, tariffs and protection. 
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m. The Policy Environment of 
Rural Small Industrial Enterprise 
(demand-side approach) 

The necessity of a favourable economic environment for successful rural 
industriahzation in the countries studied is reviewed in the introduction to this 
chapter. The next two sections analyse respectively (a) macro-policies related to 
agriculture and the rural sector, and (b) other macro-policies, particularly 
industrialization, and their effects on RSIE development. The final section 
reviews specific policies toward RSIE and :heir role in supporting or 
complementing demand-side policies. 

III.I Introduction 

Successful rural industrialization presupposes a favourable economic en
~·ironment in the rural areas engendered by high rates of agricultural growth and 
the development of infrastructural and social srrvices. Such an RSIE-favouring 
environment has been found more in the Asian countries studied during the 
evaluation than in those of Africa or Latin America. 

Development c11:pcricnce indicates that RSIEs arc more effectively pro
moted by government policies influencing agriculture, infrastructure and social 
services positively than by policies and measures which arc biased against the 
non-rural sectors or which give direct assistance per .re to RSIE. In other words, 
successful rural industrialization presupposes a favourable economic environ
ment in the rural areas engendered by high growth rates, especially in 
agricultural and other rural activities, and development of infrastructure and 
social services. Declining living conditions in the rural areas accompanied by 
denuding of rural resources and migration out of the area arc not conducive to 
the development of RSIE. Stopping such a decline and ensuring growth is a 
policy prerequisite for rural industrialization. 

The nature of the rural development problem, and consequently the type 
of policies required, differs among developing countries, depending on the ratio 
of rural to urban population, the pressure of population growth, the growth in 
the ratio of working population, agrarian structure and production systems, 
and other aspect-; of the rural environment. The extent of urbanization is 
greater in Lstin America (65-70%) than in Asia and Africa (20-40%), with some 
exceptions. Zambia is enc of the special cases among comparable developing 
countries where urban population is nearly 50% and rural areas have a low 
population density. However, the population growth rate, ratio of population 



of working age and rate of growth of the labour force in Zambia are similar to 
those in other African developing countries. 

Among the counirics studied, the economic environment has been more 
fa\'ourablc for rural development in the Asian countries than in the African or 
Latin American ones. The reasons include realistic agricultural pricing and 
other macro-policies, besides improvements in agricultural technology and 
im·estmcnts in rural infrastructurcY However, after a long crisis period since 
the mid-sc\·cntics. the rural environment has begun to improve within the last 
fi\'C years or so in Senegal, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. with 
better agriculture growth rates and investment in infrastructure and social 
scr\'iccs. The crisis in the three mentioned African countries was caused by an 
accumulation of general macro-economic and industrial policies which turned 
the terms of trade against the rural areas. These effects in tum were 
exacerbated by drought and adverse conditions fnr agriculture in general. 
Kenya-among the African countries studied-was different. since policies 
towards agricultural and rural development have been more favourable. A few 
other African countries, e.g., Cameroon, and Malawi also followed policies 
famurable to agricultural and rural development. 

The economic environment for rural development and RSIE is also 
influenced by exogenous factors. i.e. external constraints from the international 
economy. The impact of such exogenous influences depends on the vulnerabi
lity or dependence of the economy. Among the countries studied. the Ahcan 
ones have been more affected by the international economy than the others. 
because of their dependence on exports of one or two primary products and on 
inflows of foreign aid and capital. Even though oil-price fluctuations ha\'e been 
important for Indonesia and foreign remittances and investment for Pakistan. 
these economics arc sufficiently diversified for rural areas not to be so severely 
affected as in the case of Africa. In the case of Colomb:a and Peru, the 
importance of the urban economy is so much greater than of the rural that the 
latter is not directly affected by influences from outside the country. 

111.l Macro-policies related to agriculture and the rural sector 

Country .uudies and other available research ::hou·ed that demand-side 
policies resulting in an aggregate increase in rural incomes. have, been more 
effective in stimulating RSIE through an increase in the demand for consum~r 
goods than merely supply-side provision of inputs and technical assistance sen•ices 
to RS/Es themselves. In the absence of increasing demand for rur~I non-farm 
products, supply-side measures may /al/flat on their face. : 

Demand-side macro-policies sho:dd include: (a) investments in infrastructure 
and social services in rural areas. (b) price policies to ensure favourable term.t of 

"In adduion to country reports of the team: 

(OJ Islam. op. m .. 

fhJ World Bank, op. m.: 

fcJ Ranis and Stewart, "Rural linka1es in 1he Philippines and Taiwan··. in f'. Stewari . 
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rrade for the farmer. (c) "·ide distribution of benefits in rural areas so as 10 

generate sufficient effecrfre demand. (d) agricultural im·esrments in irrigation. 
extension and resear.:h and pro,·ision of credit to farmers. 

Historically. in the post-World War II period. development strategics were 
followed in many developing countries. whic'1 tended to concentrate on public 
in\·estmcnt and ownership to promote large-scale industrialization. accompa
nied by im·estmcnt in social sectors, e.g .• education and health. Agriculture and 
other rural activities were often neglected or subordinated to the pursuit of 
modernization through large-scale industrialization and urbanization. The costs 
of such dc\'clopmcnt in terms of increased dependence on imports of food and 
raw materials and of rural poverty only came to be gcncrall:i. appreciated in the 
SC\'cntics. At this stage some countries. particularly in Asia. turned to 
emphasizing agricultural development (the green revolution) and food sclf
sufficicncy. In the African countries surveyed. the imperative of adopting 
policies in fa\'Our of agriculture has been realized only in the eighties. 

A dc\'clopmcnt strategy could either be based on achieving structural 
transformation in the rural areas resulting in po\'crty-reduction and dynamic 
growth. generating income demand for rural industrial products. or on supply
sidc pro\'ision of inputs to increase the capacity of rural people to engage in 
industrial acti\'itics. The country studies carried out during this evaluation 
showed that demand-side policies (whether arising from agrarian reforms and 
more equitable distribution of land and incomes or from price and market 
incentives to farmers) resulting in an aggregate increase in rural incomes have 
been more effective in stimulating RSIE through increase in the demand for 
consumer goods (food, clothing. housing, durables etc.) than merely supply
sidc pro\·ision of inpllts and technical assistance services. As will be seen in 
chapters IV and V, the demand-influencing strategy has to be complemented by 
supply-side assistance selectively provided to target groups which can be 
effectively reached. In actual practice. however. in many developing countries. 
industrial policies favouring large-scale industries have been balanced by 
institutions and measures (as virtually the only policy) for providing inputs and 
technical assistance for small-scale enterprise and RSIE. Supply-side stratcgy
skill-training programmes. appropriate technology diffusion. small investment 
credits. and industrial infrastructure development-serves an important sup
porting role, but docs not by itself generate self-sustained employment. In the 
absence of increasing demand for rural non-farm products, supply-side 
measures to increase the production of such items may prove self-defeating. 

The contrasting development results in the Asian and African countries 
studied illustrate the influence of macro- and related sector policies. In 
Indonesia, Pakistan and the Philippines. rural non-agricultural and RSfE 
development has followed growth in agriculture and rural infrastructure. High 
growth rates in the agricultural sector in Pakistan since 1977 were achieved 
through increas.-d acreage, adoption of appropriate pricing policies and 
institutional support to farmers. The increase in agricultural prices led to an 
improvement in agriculture's terms of trade and in incomes. This has 
accelerated the adoption of modern agricultural technology by the farmers. Jn 
particular, increased use of agricultural machinery and implements has opened 
opportunities of entry for the small-scale metal firms. This had also led to an 
increase in repair and maintenance work. which is often undertaken by 
workshops and small firms in the rural and urban areas. In Indonesia. the 
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gowrnmem policies on the agricultural sector ha\·e largely favoured the rapidly 
increased agricultural production to a level where Indonesia is virtually self
sutlicient. Coupled with the relatively high and stable prices in real terms for 
lhe pmducts (mainly rice). this has pushed up incomes in rural areas and 
increased the buying power of the rural population. in turn stimulating small
scale industrial prt)duction through consumer demand as well as generating 
surplus capital for inwstment. In the Philippines. flourishing non-agricultural 
de\·elopment in the rural areas has accompanied growth in agriculture. In 
Thailand. in Taiwan Pro\·ince of China and also in \·arious regions of Malaysia 
and India. exceptional non-farm growth has been experienced in the wake of 
rapid imprm·ements in farm incomes and farm production. 

On the other hand. in the African countries studied. de facto policies until 
recently had the effect of depressing agriculture and turning the terms of trade 
against rural areas. It is only since the early eighties that price incentives. crec;it 
facilities and more competitive marketing ammgements ha\·e led to increasing 
agricultural production for the market. In response to this. the last two or three 
years ha\e witnessed a spurt of RSIE in Zambia and especially in the United 
Republic of Tanzania. 

The case of the Latin American countries studied is somewhat different 
because of the dominant position of commercial agriculture and the high 
degree of urbanization. The demand for RSIE products in the Andean 
highlands is strictly at the rather depressed local or district level and RSI Es are 
rarely integrated in the national economy. Dualism is a basic characteristic of 
the structure of agricultural production in Peru. Food industry and food 
consumption are only moderately linked with domestic agricultural nroduction. 
with massive food imports supplanting the potential of Peruvian agriculture. In 
Colombia. dualism is also strong in agriculture. though import dependence for 
food is less. 

Recent Chinese experience1
" illustrates how development strategy can 

influence rural development through area planning. investments in rural 
infrastructure. the upgrading of agricultural technology and the increase of the 
market demand for RSIE products by-to use Chinese terminology
encouraging ··sideline" production on the one hand and township-village 
industrial enterprises (TVIF.s) on the other. The idea is that, apart from rural 
households specializing in crop production, there will be more and more 
speciali1ed households in forestry. fishery, livestock and sideline production. 
The establishment of non-agricultural sideline activities viz. handicrafts. 
commercial food and beverage services, repairs, transport and house-renovation 
undertakings is encouraged by individuals as private industrial and commercial 
activicies in rural areas. The deliberate expansion or establishment of small or 
rural towns enables promo1ion of somewhal larger-sized processing industry. 
input industries (e.g .. scaled-down fertilizer and cement plants), agricultural
equipment manufacturing units and consumer-goods industries. A counter
magnet is thus provided to stem rural-to-urban migration by creating rural 
growth centres. In the other countries studied, market towns and sr.lall towns 
around which \'illages cluster have the potential to be developed similarly as 
centre' of non-agricultural economic activities. This is already happening to a 
greater extent in the Asian counlries studied than in the African countries. 

"111; ·\. Saith. ··c ·nntrA,ttng c\~ncn'c' in rurAI mJ11,tr1ah1at1nn: arc the 1-.a•I A•1an 
"""""C' !r•n,,crahk'"". 111 R hlam. R11rt1l lnd111tr111fl:t111on and 1.mp/t11mrn1 m ~1111 (~Cl> lklh1. 
II o. \RI I I'. l'I~ ·1. 
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Rani lnduatrr In China 

Rural non-agricultural development has beeome a key component of 
China·s development strategy. The Government wants to shift rural workers 
from agricultural to non-agricultural activities. but it also wants to achieve this 
with only a limited amount of rural-urban migration. The slogan is: "Leave the 
land but not the countryside. enter the factory but not the city". Non
agricultural activities in the countryside are expected to promote agricultural 
production. generate funds for agricultural mechanization. create employment 
opportunities. help to narrow rural-urban income differences and avoid a 
concentration pattern of industrialization and urbanization. 

Chinese policy is to transform its agriculture from .. self-sufficient and 
semi-self-sufficient" production to .. large-scale commodity production". This 
involves increase in farm size and a substantial share of agricultural population 
moving out of cultivation. Specialization of households in crop production. 
forestry. fishery. livestock and sideline production (handicrafts. commercial 
food and beverages. services. repair. transport. house renovation) is 
encouraged. Private undertakings in these lines are helped by local 
Governments with credits. tax concessions. technical assistance and fa
vourable prices. Besides individuals. community and brigade enterprises 
(CBEs). hitherto owned collectively by members of a commune or brigade, are 
being encouraged since 1984 under different forms of ownership arranye
ments-e.g .. joint ownership by individual houset>olds. ownership by several 
brigades or communes. equity and dividend distributed according to capital 
contributed etc. Communes are now in townships and brigades in villages. The 
term CBE has been replaced by either township-town enterprise or township
village enterprise (TVE). Peasants involved in commerce. services or industry 
could establish household registration in market towns. while continuing to be 
responsible for their own food-grain requirements This is part of a general 
policy to revive market towns. Market-town development is regarded as 
essential for agricultural commercialization and rural non-agricultural develop
ment. Market towns provide the sites for most TVEs. they are the centres for 
rural-urban trade and provide essential services to agriculture. The 53.000 
market towns eicisting in China are not classified as urban areas. they are being 
developed as alternatives to urban cities. with provision of schools. hospitals 
and cultural amenities. The principles governing policy are to control the size of 
large cities. rationally develop medium cities and actively develop small towns. 
Future urban growth is expected in the 126 cities with populations between 
20.000 and 200.000 and the more than 3.000 small market towns where TVEs 
are being located. It is projected that by the year 2000 the share of the rural 
labOur force in non-agricultural activities should increase (from 11% in 1982) to 
44%. Activities that serve local needs or produce non-traded goods, e.g .. 
commerce. services. service-type industries. are regarded as prospective for 
dispersed rural locations. As regards TVEs. ther& is good development 
potential in agricultural processing (foodstuffs and processed feeds). building 
materials (tiles and bricks). energy (small coal mines and small hydro-power 
stations). and processing or producing components and parts for large 
enterprises. An example of successful development is that of Taiching County, 
in Southern Jiangsu and adjacent to the municipality of Shanghai. Between 
1978 and 1983, the percentage of rural labOurforce engaged in non-agricultural 
activities increased from 23 to 37 and per-capita rural income increased 
21/4 times. 

Sourc• Semu.i P S Ho. Th• A11•n E ·~'••nee m Rurel Non-Agr1cullur.i D.,,.,opmenr end •ti 
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h is dear that macrn-policies influencing rural de,·elopment in general and 
agricultural gro\\th in particular ha,·e resulted in significant RSIE growth. In 
market economics. such policies would include sufficient im·estments in 
infra:.tructure and social services in rural areas. and ensuring that prices of 
agricultural outputs sold by rural producers in relation to goods purchased by 
rural households !inputs to agriculture. tools. building materials. consumer 
goods I. result in fnourable terms of trade for the rural people. Furthermore. in 
order to be effective. such policies ha\·e to be f'galitarian. benefiting a large 
number of smaller farmers and low-income rural households. Land tenure and 
agrarian-reform policies which effect an income redistribution will enhance the 
incomes of the poorer sections and generate an increased demand for products 
of RSIE and will also promcte increased employment. It was noted in chapter 
11.4 under •tinkages· that Taiwan Pwvince of China pro,·ided an outstanding 
example of successful land reforms (together with other macro-policies) 
contributing to growth and continued importance of RSIE in the economy. 1

• 

Distribution of landownership. and lanJ reforms are of course vast and delicate 
issues. from many standpoints other than RSIE. Suffice it to say that. in 
Pakistan. one of the reasons commonly adduced for the rural industrial 
backwardness of Sind is the highly unequal ownership of land in that pro.,·ince. 
Thi.; draws off a ,·ery large part of the surplus to rich landloras. reducing the 
disposable income of the local population and their demand for RSIE products. 
'.\foreo\"er. concentration of landownership in the United Republic of Tanzania 
Uhrough communal ownership in Ujamaa .,·illages). in Zambia (through 
commercial farmingl and in the Latin American countries. has not contributed 
farnurabl~ to agricultural growth and RSIE de.,·elopment. 

Policies which influence agriculture will have powerful effects on the non
farm component of rural development (and this includes RSIE). Such policy 
measure~ \\ould include-besides agrarian reform-im·estments in physical and 
social infrastructure. adequate agricultural support prices (as well as providing 
for a system of C<)mpeting buyers rather than monopoly procurement) and 
rural credit programmes that are both effecti\·e and efficient. As regards 
agricultural price policies. these should not distort producer incentives against 
agriculture in generai. the desired crop pattern or against labour-intensive 
production. Thus. a tax on cash crops may well be te..-ied on middlemen or 
exporters. but the real burden is borne by the small farmer and hence rural 
income creation is adversely affected. Industrial and trade protection may 
increase the price of inputs and therefore of the consumer goods produced by 
the rural population. Another example may be subsidized imports of food 
grains or other agricultural products from developed courtrics, for example. 
the United States of America or the European Economic Community. intended 
to benefit the urban consumer in z. de..-eloping country but adversely affecting 
rural incomes by providing a disincentive to the farmer to expand cultivation. 

111.3 Other macro-policies 

lndu.urial and trade pnficieJ in developinf( countrie.f have f(enerally affected 
RS!f aJ,·erJef.r hyfa,•nurinf( large-Jca/e and capital-intenJive indu.uria/i:atinn and 
diffriminatinf( af(ainJt Jma/1-Jcale indu.ury. RS/f: prnductinn COJf.f and product 
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prices are ad,·erse(1· ajlecteJ by lri_f(her costs of inputs. credit and marketing, 
compared to large-scale industries. Incidence of prore<·tion also helps large-scale 
industry \·is-il-\·is small-scale industries and RSIE. 01·en·a[ued exchan.f(e rates 
diminish rural incomes arising from exports. Structural adjustment pro
grammes in some countries (e.g .. the Cnited Republic of Tan=ania) ha,·e been 
fa,·ourable for RSIE gro,ah. ffo,1:e,·er. on('· 11·ith measures for impro,·ed 
produafrity and efficiency 1\"ill RSIE be able 10 toke full ad1·an1age of 
liberali=ation policies and adjust lo changes in demand patterns. Agricultural 
prosperity has a farnurable effect on RS/£ and \'ice 1·ersa. Howe,•er, there is no 
conclusfre e,·idence about the effects of business cycles. There is e,·iJence from 
country studies that macro-policies relating to agriculture and the rural sector 
(chapter 11_1) are preferred (as far as RSJE are concerned) 01·er macro-policies 
related to industriali=ation and trade unless the general economic distortions 
created by the faller are se\·ere. 

Beside the macro-policies affecting demand for RSIE analysed above. 
others relating to structure and effects of protection. exchange rate. interest 
rate. credit. licensing. import quotas. prices of factors and products etc .. also 
influence rural de\·clopment and hence RSIE. These policies have to be 
unbiased and neutral in their effect and should not discriminate between large
scale and small-scale industries or between urban and rural areas. Often 
government policies arc biased in famur of urbar.. large-scale and capital
intensivc industrialization and the distortions created arc definitely a disincen
ti\·c for small-scale and rural industrialization. 

It would appear that Governments have limited broad. inccnti\·c-typc. 
policies to the public sector and large-scale formal industry. Small-scale 
enterprise and RSlt: were presumed to be taken care of through projects for 
institutional and direct assistance. Thus. statements of government policy pay 
lip service to favouring small-scale enterprise and RSIE through establishing 
projects and programmes. wifhout realizing that by excluding them from 
broader policy consideration they in effect become discriminated against and 
put in a disadvantageous position 1·is-ti-vis large-scale industry. 

Such discrimination takes place in access to inputs (i.e. availability of and 
prices for raw materials. iolermediates and services. local or imported. to small
scalc enterprises as compared to large-scale enterprises), access to credit (both 
short- and long-term). access to markets (government purchases, bulk 
purchases. exports). It thus affects costs of production and prices of products. 

Industrial policy in developing countries has generally fa~·oured large-scale 
industry in various ways. Tariff protection, licensing and acces.o; to credit. 
imported materials and equipment at favourable terms combine to provide 
monopolistic markets for large-scale industry. Foreign financing and 
development-bank financing are available at favourable rates of interest. 
Overvalued exchange rates increase the real value of their benefits by providing 
inputs at prices below national market prices. On the other hand. overvalued 
exchange rates diminish the income of farmers producing export crops. by 
making them uncompetitive. as happened in the United Republic of Tan1.ania. 

While in theory some of the above benefits for large industry may also be 
available to small-scale enterprises. in practice they remain beyond their jZrasp. 
For example. credit from banks usually does no! reach small-scale industry and 
RSIE because of the smaller size of loans required (often below the minimum 
sizes provided by development banks). insufficient collateral and the high 
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administrative costs of such loans to the banks. Furthermore. the policy of 
financial repression. i.e .• ceilings on interest rates (and subsidy) tc provide low
interest loans to small-scale industry and RSIE limits the a\·ailability of funds 
and lowers the supply of suings. further hurting RSIE at the lower end of the 
credit queue. 

The structure of tariffs often discriminates against small-scale enterprise 
and RSIE by lc,·ymg higher import duties on parts and components. services or 
raw· materials. than on finished products. in order to protect large-scale 
domestic manufacturers of intermediate products. An example is duty on steel 
but not on agricultural tools (Zambia). Supplies of such inputs from domestic 
large producers to small-scale industry and RSIE are often scarce and available 
only at a premium on the notified selling price. Foreign exchange allocations 
for imports of inputs arc usually only anilablc to large industry and not to 
small-scale industry ar.d RSIE. 

1.\-idcncc has been found in the Philippines of high cffccti\·c rates of tariff 
protection ( L)-500'() for sectors where large-scale enterprises predominale. 
compared to ncgati\·c rates for sectors which provide two-thirds of small
industry cmploymert. u In Indonesia. a similar ncgati\·c correlation was 
observed between the sha:-c of small-enterprise production in an industry and 
the effective p1otcction rate. A study sponsored by the World Bank on the 
United Republic of Tanzania19 concludes that small-scale industrial enterprises 
have been penalized through (i) lower import content in foreign-exchange 
allocation (hence less subsidization through overvalued exchange rates). (ii) 
higher price paid for domestic raw m<'rerials. (iii) less subsidy on capital for 
equipment (from overvalued and subsidized exchange rate). and (fr) lower 
prices for outputs. because of marketing problems. The World Bank found that 
small-scale enterprises employing less than 25 workers are more efficient, 
having an economic return on capital of JI'(. as compared with a negative 
return for firms with over 250 workers. But small firms enjoy a rate of effective 
protection below 1001:;(. as against 2.000'( for large firms (over 250 workers), 
thus reducing their financial rate of return to less than half that of the large 
firms. 

Similarly. in Zambia the development of the industrial structure has not 
been conducive to the growth of small-scale industry and RSIE. It has not 
provided basic and intermediate materials. Capital intensity. import depen
dence and the type of products have not encouraged linkages. Some products 
made by large-scale industry compete with small-scale-industry and RSIE 
products. Some examples of specific effects may be cited. While considerable 
expansion in the establishment of small-scale maize mills appears to have taken 
place. the economics of operation depend on adequate prices for the end 
product. This is because the system of administered prices involves a subsidy on 
the price of mcalie meal produced in a large plant in Lusaka. In the case of 
oil-pressing, there is competition from the large-scale parastatal, which has 
excess capacity. Regarding farm implements and tools. as well as products such 
as wire nails and wood screws. it was found that the structure of tariffs makes it 
cheaper to import the finished products than the raw materials. These issues of 
administered pricc.s, differential prices and producC'r prices on the one hand, 

"() Ander"'" and S. Khamhata. Small fntrrpr1'r< and l>rrrlnpmrn1 /',, 1 '" 1hr /'h1/tppmt1 
I W<1•hm111on. l>.C. World Rank. 19H I l. 
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and of structure of tariffs on raw materials. intermediates and finished good!> 
on the other hand. arc important for RSIE and small-scale-industry den:lop
ment in Zambia as in other de\·cloping countries. 

Many of the countries studied ha\·e undertaken structural adjustment 
programmes during the last five or six years to remo\·e or reduce the effect of 
distortions. liberalize the economy and increase the influence of market forces 
in determining product and factor prices. More realistic exchange rates and 
higher producer prices for rural products hne on the whole stimulated the 
rural economy and had beneficial effects on the terms of trade for the rural 
sector. 

The structure of tariffs and effects of protection are being made more 
equitable. The effect of liberalized inputs is to increase competition for RSIE 
and small-scale industry products. This has produced mixed results. On the one 
hand. liberalization has meant elimination or reduction of large-sector licensed 
industries· monopoly and encouragement of small-scale industry and RSIE. 0,1 
the other hand. in the absence of attention to the structural adjustment 
problems of RSIE. competition from cheaper imports or large-scale-industry 
manufactured goods could ad\'ersely affect existing RSIEs. The demand-push 
from liberalization provided incentives to certain RSIE products but affected 
others adversely. depending on each country's situation. 

Export production emanating from rural areas via urban traders or sub
contracting, as in the case of carpets in Pakistan or garments and rattan 
furniture in the Philippines, benefits from liberalization through a more 
favourable exchange-rate regime and availability of capital equipment and 
intermediate goods at more competiti~·e prices. 

Among the countries which have adopted liberalization measures. Sri 
Lanka has had the longest experience. ILO has studied the effects and has 
concluded that on balance the impact on RSIE has been adverse: 

4(, 

.. A preliminary analysis of this case indicates that while a few cottage 
industries have benefited from trade liberalization. in general the impact 
has been rather adverse. Liberalized import of finished products has led to 
dumping at below-cost prices against which small-scalr units could not 
compete. It has also shifted demand away from domestic goods to 
imported products. Technological upgrading of production in small-scale 
units did not take place due to limited access to foreign technologies and 
financial constraints on new investments. Secondly, liberalized import of 
raw materials and capital equipment has benefited primarily the larger 
enterprises who took advantage of the economics of scale by expanding 
their production and buying raw materials in bulk. Thirdly. small firms 
could take advantage of incentives to er.port promot;on only indirectly 
through middlemen or as sub-contractors to larger firms. However. the 
export growth of the larger firms has been very limited. Finally. small 
firms were discriminated against in \·arious ways by commercial banks, 
and hence, they could not benefit from the increased financial-re,ource 
mobilization. Factors mentioned above, indeed, helped the large and 
medium indus.trics to strengthen their competitive position ~·iJ-o-vif the 
small and cottage industries. Many of the owners of the latter category had 
to discontinue their manufacturing activities and switch over to trading.":" 
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The experience of Sn Lanka does not necessarily invalidate what has been 
stated earlier about the O\erall beneficial effect nf liberali1ation on small-scale 
industry and RSIE by ensuring more equitable access tn inputs and markets at 
a competitive level. It is clear that s.1me distortions and discrimination 
continued in Sri Lanka benefiting the larger of the small-scale industry rather 
than RSIE. Furthermore. in order to benefit from a liberali1ation regime small
scalc industry and RSIE ha\c: to be respnnsi\c: to changes in the pauc:rn of 
demand arising from an increase: in incomes and would have to improve 
producti\·ity and efficiency in order to compete effo:ti\·c:l) in terms of quality 
and price. RSIE may well react to such competition by changing their 
technology. design or quality of product demanded by the consumers especially 
in those sectors which fan1ur small-lot production. e.g .. certain food products. 
garments. shoes etc. 

As regards thi: effects <lf businc:~s cycles on RSIE. the direct link between 
agricultural and rural prosperity and RSIE de\"c:lopment was c:\·ident during the 
field studies. A period of agricultural depression in the United Republic of 
Tanzania from mid-sixties to late: se\·c:ntic:s hari :id\·c:rsc: effects on RSIE. 
Booming agriculture in Pakistan during the same period had farnurable effects 
on RSIE. There has been no opportunity to \erify the linkage between a 
general or industrial depression and its effects •>n RSIE. although it is known 
that as far as urban. sub-contracting. small-scale enterprises arc concerned they 
tend to be the first \"ictims of any business recession which leads to a decline in 
demand for industrial products. On the other hand. in industrialized countries 
severe unemployment and 1ecession in the late se\"enties and early eighties led 
to growth of the .. black economy .. of clandestine: small enterprises and services. 

To conclude this section. industrial and trade policies and incentives 
(tariffs. exchange rate. licenses. interest rates. credit and access to inputs and 
markets) should be non-discriminatory anu unbiased between sizes and 
location of industrial enterprises and should arnid distortions which affect the 
agricultural and rural sector and RSIE adversely. The distortions have not been 
extreme in Indonesia and Pakistan. unlike in the Philippines. the United 
Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. where they led to crisis situations. 
Favourable agricultural policies in Pakistan and Indonesia boosted RSIE 
despite distorted industrial policies, thu~ confirming the primacy of macro
policies for agriculture (chapter 11.2). On the other hand, serious distortions 
created by macro-policies for industry (lhe Philippines and Zambia I and for 
virtually every sector (United Republic of Tanzania) led to economic crises. 
which stunted the whole economy. including RSI E and agriculture. 

111.4 Policies towards small-scale industry 
and RSIE (supply-side measures) 

Sprcific cnuntena1/in.i: m1·arnre1 of au1Jfana fo R."i/f." rnuld h1·ne/lt onlr a 
very few t'nterprift'J. There .1r1•m1 fo he mmidaah/1• .1rope fnr promoting RS/f," 
dnr/npment fhrough .mh-cnntraning from /argl' indu.Hrie1. 1rhirh ha1 h1•1•n 
.1ucce.ufu/ in a .1mall numher ol RS/f.' producff in lndonl'1ia. J>aki.ffan and th1· 
Philippim•1 fhrough tl'chnologirnl up,l(rcJclin.i: and fradr link.1. l>iwriminmor_1 
mea1urn in /amur ol RSI/-.'. e.g .. d1//i·rcn11a/ 111.\1'1. may mmpen.wf1• /i1r hl'nl'/tfJ 
accruing fo large indu.Hrr. huf in fh1· long '"" RS/f 1nould 1fm1d on if1 mrn 
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c.?mpemn·e strength in the market. Supply-side measures-further diJcussed in 
chapter /V-h·hi/e more difficult. are important for upgrading skill and rechnologr 
in RS/Es. 

The macro-policies discussed in chapter 111.2 create a conduci\e en\irnn
ment for agricultural and rural development. Such policies are designed with 
the economy as a whole in perspccti\'e. including RSIE and other groups. The 
industrial and trade policies discussed in chapter 111.3 are again not meant for 
RSIE only. but for the industrial sector as a whole. These policies alone may 
not s·.Jffice in some cases to generate a process of ru:-al non-fa .• m and RSIE 
development. because of the effects of distortions over a long period and 
structural problems of poverty. 

Thus many developing countries have positive policies oi mcenti\·es. tax 
concessions. credit facilities. product reservations. government purchase pre
ferences etc. Some of these act as .. countervailing .. measure~ to the otherwise 
favourable policy treatment of large-scale industry. In most cases. howe\'er. the 
benefits of such positive measures go to small-scale enterprises at th(: upper enc 
of the definition and hardly affect RSIE or micro-enterprises. Generally. 
reliance is placed on provision to small-scale industry and RSIE of \arious 
inputs, as described in chapter IV. Their effectiveness is also analysed in that 
chapter. Suffice it to say here that such assistance can cover only a very small 
number of small-scale industries and RSI Es within the reach of the institutional 
m~chanisms. as compared to policy measures which could have a widespread 
effect. 

Demand for small-scale-enterprise and RSIE products can be consciously 
stimulated through encouraging sub-contracting and the development of 
ancillary industries. The experiences of China (Taiwan Province), India, 
lnaonesia, Japan, Pakistan, Peru and the Philippines indicate that there is a 
considerable potential for exploiting the sub-contracting linkage for small-scale 
enterprise and RSIE to share in the benefits that large-scale and medium-sized 
industries derive from import-substitution and export-promotion policies. The 
nature of sub-contracting relationships has been analysed in section 11.4 of this 
report. The extensive development of such linkages requires a level of 
development of the engineering industry and sufficiently developed inira
structure. Differences in inter-sectoral and inter-locational wage rates are also 
essential. There are more examples of urban small-scale industrial enterprises 
benefiting from sub-contracting through sub-contracting exchanges. ancillary 
industrial estates, supply of blueprints and designs by large firms etc .. than of 
RSIE's benefiting in this way. RSIE examples relate to the garment industry in 
the Philippines, carpets in Pakistan, rattan furniture in Indonesia, metal
working in Peru and "shibori" silk in the Republic of Korea. Besides 
development of infrastructure, competition among!>t con·ractors and sub
contractors might encourage improvement of quality and cost-effectiveness. 
The Governments' role should be to ensure prompt payment by contractors, 
encourage credit programmes as well as productivity, and quality improvement 
through groups or clusters of RSIEs. as in carpet weaving in Pakistan, batik 
and rattan furniture in Indonesia and garments in the Philippines. 

A policy tool developed in Indonesia is the "Bapak Angkat" I Fo~ter 
Father) Scheme. Under this scheme, large enterprisi.:~. both public and pmate. 
are expected to be active in developing small-scale industries as supplier~ 11f 
parts. Recently. the concept has been extended to a more general approach 
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where large-scale industry is also expected to assist small-scale enterprises that 
have no relation to the branch of the large industry (e.g. petrochemical industl}· 
supporting rattan furniture-making). The support of the large-scale industry 
may include assistance in supplying raw materials. training and technical advice 
as well as in marketing of products. It is still too early to judge the effectiveness 
of this approach. 

On the question of trade-offs between producti,·ity improvement in small
scale enterprise and RSIE leading to the generation of additional rural income 
and thus to additional demand for RSIE products. and potential emplo.yment 
increase in rural areas. the team could not discern a policy approach in the 
couo.tries studied. In general. labour-intensive technologies were favoured for 
small-scale enterprise and RSIE. but urban and larger small-scale enterprises 
within the reach of institutional assistance tended to become capital-intensi,·e 
by caking advantage of low-interest loans for equipment purchase. To the 
extent urban small-scale industry benefited from common-service facilities. 
training programmes etc .. improved technology did lead to improved producti
vity. Also. in the countries studied, there have been sectoral approaches to 
improve productivity, particularly related to equipment for agriculture suitable 
for raising agricultural productivity. In some countries. for example. the United 
Republic of Tanzania, this has had the effect of displacing rural blacksmiths. 
but in others. for example. Pakistan. considerable additional employment has 
been created in tractor and equipment repair and maintenance workshops. The 
cluster approach in Indonesia has also had the effect of improving producti,·ity 
by encouraging specialization and co-operation in technology absorption. but 
policies or the lack of them have perpetuated out-dated technologies or led to 
stagnation in remote rural areas of Zambia. In general. in the countries studied. 
technology upgrading and the improvement of productivity in small-scale 
enterprise and RSIE has been taken up as a programme and project 
component. rather than as a policy approach. The~e questions are further 
discussed in chapters IV and V. 

Other specific policy measures in support of small-scale enterprise and 
RSI E which have been adopted in some co!lntries are preferential government 
purchase programmes. product reservation schemes. and tax reliefs or 
differential tax rates. All these measures have in fact benefited urban small
scale enterprises rather than RSIE. Government purchase programmes could 
provide assured markets and initial stimulus for new products or new de~iJ?r•s. 
For example. in ~he Cnited Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. edu\.atton 
departments in rural province~ obtained school furniture from RSIE. In the 
long run, however. RSIE products should be competitive and should have cost 
advantages to be able to compete in the market. Reservation of products for 
manufacture by RSIE assumes a totally-planned industrial licensing system and 
could be beneficial only as an "infant industry" approach and not on a long
term basis. Tax advantages, for example, differential excise or sales taxes or 
income tax relief. may tend to perpetuate the cost disadvantages of small-scale 
enterprise and RSIE. They should be employed to compensate for specific cost 
advantages of large-scale industry i•iJ-ti·i'iJ small-scale industry. rather than 
merely to subsidize the smaller enterprises. 

Policies can take care of the demand for RSIE by ensuring the right 
environment for RSIE development. A dynamic approach requires continuous 
attention to reducing income inequality and expanding the market through. for 
example, the infrastructural and locational incentives discussed earlier. How-
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e\er. suppl;.-side measures play a crucial role in upgrading skills and 
technological capabilities. Such measures tend to be more effecti\·e once general 
demand-side policies have been adopted. Where the prevalent institutional 
system in rural areas is inegalitarian-as in many de\·eloping countries
unqualified reliance on the market mechanism will not by itself generate rural 
non-farm employment and growth of RSIE. As a matter of fact much 
agricultural de\·elopment has itself been the result of a mixture of demand-side 
{price) policies and supply-side intervention (technology. infrastructure). With 
RSIE more di\·erse and local in its inputs and markets than farming. and also 
thmner on the ground. supply-side assistance to RSIE through institutional 
support is likely to be more difficult. Its origins. its limitations. and its 
appropriate extent and organization, arc looked at in chapter I\'. 
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IV. Imtitutional Support of Rural Small 
Industrial Enterprise (supply-side approach) 

This chapter reviews the instruments of institutional support to RSIE. 
considers the effectiveness of the several types of institutions and their 
activitie:;, analyses some cross-institutional topics bearing on effectiveness. for 
example, centralized versus local oprations, and recapitulates the record on 
effectiveness. 

The chapter's overall ohjective is to examine the justification for 
institutional suppon of ~SIE, as a complement (or palliative) to the influence 
of the broader demand-side policy environment emphasized in ..:hapter Ill. 
Within this. another imi:.->rtant objective is to give Governments, donors. and 
agencies a better idea of what-and what not-to ~xpect from various types of 
institution and activity. 

IV.I ne policy of institutional support 

institutional support has largely been mounted to correct the peraii"ed 
"·eaknesses of RS/£. Although weaknesses exist. they have been m·eremphaJi:ed. 
and ·with them so has the need for institutional support. which haJ frequent(r 
become a supply-side palliative to unfavourable demand-side policies. 

Chapter Ill has shown that, in many developing countries, the broad 
policy environment was for a long time unfavourable to RSIE. In the pursuit of 
modernization, large-scale industry was favoured, while agriculture was 
relatively neglected, indeed often constrained by low prices paid to farmers. 
Over the last fifteen years, agricultural development has been progressively re
emphasized and agricultural pricing policy has been ameliorated. This, 
combined with the recent trend toward lit-eralization of the industrial sector, 
and of trade, exchange rates, and interest rates generally, should increase 
demand for RSIE products and stimulate RSIE development. 

However, the present revised policies and their effects have been relative 
late-comers to the scene. The effects of the previous policies were already a 
mauer of concern by around 1970. At that time, too, the full potential for 
accelerated agricultural development using the new technologies of the "Green 
Revolution" was not yet universally apparent. 

Thus, policy-makers were faced with sluggish growth, sub~.tantial rural
urban migration, rapid population irrowth, and very s:ow expansion of 
employment in modern large-scale ind•1stry. They were also faced with strong 
vested interests-which in many countries persist to this day-supporting 
existing landownership pauerns or prc,tecting large industries, and with the 
parastatal produce-marketing bodies and low urban food prices, that in some 
countries contributed to low prices paid tn farmers. 
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Thus. although there were mo\·es to relieve rural-urban migration and 
create employment by ameliorating the relative depression of the agricultural 
and small-enterprise sectors. there were severe obstacles to achieving this using 
mainly demand-side (macro-economic and agricultural de\·clopment. including 
land reform) policies. These obstacles were increased by an imperfect 
perception of the problems and potentials of small enterprise (RSI E included). 

Apart from the difficult~ of admitting that RSIE problems stemmed \·cry 
largely from poor demand conditions b10ught on by entrenched broader 
policies. RSIE-and small enterprise generally in de"·eloping countries-arc 
generally not very pretty to look at. They often produce relati\·ely low-quality 
goods. arc frequently run by people without much formal education. in 
homes. backyards. or 'lthcr semi-dclapidated buildings. using hand-tools or 
knocked-about equipment, with a limited range of skills, without formal 
production layouts, storage facilities. or account books. They also often have 
difficulties securing raw materials and marketing their products. without 
recourse lo traders and middlemen. who certainly charge handsomely for their 
services, and for the credit which such services frequently involve. 

In short, small enterprises and RSIE could easily be (and in fact were) 
perceived as simply "weak". and in need of improvement. And of course many 
of them were. and arc, in need of such improvements. Few enterprises-large 
or small-arc above criticism. The mistall.c-which was very natural-was to 
attribute RSIE's depression primarily to its endemic "weaknesses" and further. 
having focused on these. to assume a primary need to remedy most of them by 
outside supply-side intervention. often without conscious recognition of the 
relevance of demand-side policies. RSIE and micro-enterprise in general were at 
the time not considered to be integrated in the national economy. but 
continued to be seen as separate phenomena beset by mainly social problems 
and requiring specific support. 

This was the origin. or at least the sustaining force. of the primary thrust 
of support for RSIE in developing countries over the last two decades, namely. 
the creation or expansion of institutions to channel inputs to RSIE to remedy 
its deficiencies. Such inputs have included credit, buildings and other 
infrastructure. technical training, new technologies. management training, 
extension advice on how to run small businesses. marketing. raw-material 
purchasing and organization into co-operatives. 

Sometimes a range of institutions has been set up to provide these inputs 
and services on functional lines. Sometimes a multi-functional insritution has 
attempted to provide them all by itself. The range of inputs provided. and the 
ownership of the institutions, has varied somewhat from country to country. 
However, the institutions-even if not publicly-owned-have usually been 
subsidized out of public funds. Moreover, the policy of wide-ranging 
institutional support has been pursued in countries of widely-differing 
ideologies. To illustrate this, one r.ecd look no further than the East African 
neighbours. Kenya and rhe United Republic of Tanzania. The former halt 
avowedly pursued private enterprise policies. the latter socialist ones. But, 
despite differences of organizarional detail. Kenya Industrial Estates. the Rural 
Industrial Development Centres and Programme and the Village Polytechnics 
broadly parallel the efforts in the United Republic of Tanzania of SIDO. the 
Rural Hire Purchase Scheme and the Post-Primary Technical Centres. 

There were two further related factors in the swell of supply-side 
institutions. First, it is easier politically fm a Governn. nt to point to an input 
or service-supply programme or institution as evidence 1hat it is doing 
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somelhing for small emerprises or for RSIE. lhan il is to say that il has created 
lhe righl demand condilions for RSIE products. The lauer claim can always be 
questioned. particularly in the short and medium term. even if it is justified. 
Secondly. as far as RSIEs arc concerned. demand-side policies to promote them 
specifically are hard to come by. The promoting policies arc mostly \'cry 
indirect. and inrnlve the parallel or even the prior enrichment of other groups. 
Often. these others arc better off than many RSIE participants. It is very easy 
in such circumstances to view supply-side RSIE promotion as a superior 
.. direct .. solution to the pO\·eny of land-deficient rural people. forgetting that 
their strongcsl RSIE demand will come from their slightly-richer neighbours. 

Thus. for a whole range of reasons. Governments have until recently 
placed primary emphasis on a policy of wide-ranging supply-side institutional 
support of RSIE. and indeed of small-scale industry and small enterprises 
generally. 

It may be appropriate at this point to amid a misconception. We have 
referred to a .. mislake .. about the weakness of RSIE and its causes. and by 
implication also aboul policies. However. we neither assume nor imply a total 
wrongness. The mistake has been one of emphasis. Thus: 

• We do NOT argue lhal RSI Es have no room for internal improvements; 

• We do NOT say lhat they will develop optimally with only demand-side 
policy support .. getting prices right .. ; 

• We do nol conclude that there is NO role for :.upply-sidc institutional 
support to RSIE promolion. 

However. in lhis and the preceding chapter. we do question a primary 
emphasis on m·er-wide and unse/ective supply-side institutional support. which 
is an ineffective palliati\·e for RSIE problems. The implications arc: 

• That if policy-makers wish to promote RSIE effectively, they should 
pursue some mix of macro-economic and 2gricultural-dcvelopmcnt 
policies which sustains an expanding, largely rural, demand for RSIE 
products; 

• They should search for and support only lhosc types of supply-side 
aclivitics and institutions. which arc really effective in further pro
moting RSIE. 

It is lo assisting in this latter endeavour that the remainder of this chapter 
is devoted. 

JV .2 Effectiveness of institutions and their activities 

Although this study is concerned with RSIE, it is worthwhile remembering 
that relatively few of the institulions to be discussed were or arc set up solely or 
primarily :o promote RSIE. Most of them have wider target groups, ,..,r 
example. ~mall or medium industries or enterprises, or rural small enterprises in 
general. This is understandable. given the claims of these other enterprises and 
the general policy thrust behind nearly all support institutions, namely, that 
small and medium enterprises generally arc in need of remedial supply-side 
assistance to overcome endemic weaknesses and disadvantages. 

A judgement that an institution is ineffective at promoting RSIE docs not 
imply that such an institution is ineffective in all of it5 other activities. The 
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reader may judge that the institution is or is not also ineffective at promoting 
urban small industrial enterprise or non-industrial rural small enterprises. 

Ha\·ing thus restricted attention to RSIE. the basic criteria for effectiveness 
are that promotion should possess· 

(a) Outreach-the promotional assistance must be on offer in practice to 
enough of the right people in the right places. including. where appropriate. 
specially-targcttcd disad\·antagcd groups such as women; 

(bJ Assimilability-it must be in forms which can be taken up by these 
people: 

fcJ Impact-it must significantly raise their material well-being by 
increasing their industrial employment and incomes; 

(dJ Low cost and non-redundancy-it must neither be costly out of 
proportion to its probable impact, nor merely perform a function which would 
anyway be performed in a low-cost way by RSIEs themselves or other private 
commercial parties; 

(eJ Progressive-it must be a progressive system in nature or target 
group. not repeated year after year for the same people; 

(I) Sustainable-it must achieve independent financial self-sufficiency or 
generate sufficient confidence and morale to assure the long-term motivation of 
competent staff and goodwill of reliable funding sources. public. private or 
philanthropic. 

These criteria arc set up with the following objectives in mind: 

• The diversification of RSIE markets and branches and the upgrading of 
product lines. skills. technology, quality and productivity within 
branches: 

• The extension, in some branches. of RSIEs' :conomically viable range, 
for example, from larger rural towns to smaller towns, villages and the 
countryside: 

• Encouraging the rural location of "footloose" industrial activities with 
non-rural markets, whether in small factories or dispersed in sub
contracted shops and households; 

• The di\ersification ,>f financially sustainable sources of capital for RSIE 
1me,tment and operations: 

• The ~111\\ ing-down of rural-to-urban migration. 

These objectives mirror the findings of chapter I on the strengths and 
weaknesses of RSIE. For ready reference, these arc reproduced here (sec box). 
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RSIE-Many Strengths and Sonw Weaknea ... 

Most RSIE are very small indeed, employing only a very few people, say 
from one to five or ten. including their owners. Their dispersion beyond the 
rural towns and smaller cities varies. However. there is everywhere observed 
an understandable tendency to cluster and to be more varied in centres of 
about 5.000 or more population. 

RSIEs are concentrated largely in a few branches, usually food
proce&sing. garments and textiles. carpentry, building materials. and metal-



working and repair shops. This pattern illustrates their typically strong 
dependence on local rural consumer demand. Despite this. they sometimes 
have links with wider city, or even export. markets. They also usually use. 
and sometimes become exclusively dependent on. trade with other enter
prises (middlemen or larger industries) to market their products. This can 
occur even within local markets. but is more marked in marketing over long 
distances. 

Notwithstanding such lfnks. RSIEs themselves marshal most or all of 
their essential ingredients. They themselves almost always supply-or 
privately contract from private sources other than formal promotion or 
assistance institutions-start-up and working capital. premises. material 
inputs. labour and its (predominantly RSIE-trained) skills. and. quite 
frequently. capital accumulation for progressive and significant expansions. 

Despite this. the majority of RSIEs can fairly be described as passive. in 
the sense that they are not particularly good at seeking out new markets. 
products. technologies. or technical skills. Probably the risks of radical 
innovation!> ab initio appear too high to them. However. if profitable new 
market or technical opportunities are introduced in, or self-generated by. 
some RSIEs. many of the others within reasonable distance and in the same 
or related branches. are often very good and quick at taking up and further 
diffusing these innovations. including the necessary expansion of skilled 
labour. by poaching, splitting-off new enterprises. and in-house training. 
However. these profitable innovations must not require steep and immediate 
increases in capital assets. 

Reflecting these strengths and weaknesses. the effectiveness criteria and 
objectives have been set up in a positive way. That is. given that many millions 
of RSIEs exist in the developing countries, promotion should aim to assist the 
RSIE sector to flourish within a wider process of industrialization and rural 
development. Thus total RSIE numbers would rise. many of them would grow 
(a minority quite sharply). RSIE overall productivity and product range would 
increase. and institutional programmes would complement appropriate demand
side policies in promoting these developments. 

RSIEs are thus viewed neither as endemically weak economic agents 
needing continuous propping-up. nor as some kind of deuJ ex machina for 
supplementing low rural incomes rcgr~dlcss of the external conditions 
necessary for their economic viability (primarily agricultural growth. or 
proximity to city markets). Rather. thty are seen as valid and normal 
participants in broad rural and industrial growth. 

A final word on the application of the effectiveness criteria (outreach. 
assimilability. impact, low cost and non-redundancy, progressive and self
sustainablc systems); the information available on the various types of 
institutions and functions reviewed below is of varying depth and depends to a 
larg~ extent on personal observations by the authors during field visits. The 
data certainly docs not permit each type of institution to be judged formally. 
still less quantitatively, on each of the effectiveness criteria. Given the diversity 
of the sources of data, the empha'iis is on overall, qualitative assessment, 
broadly based on the criteria and objectives set out above. 

Ohviously, too, judgements are formed on the weight of the available 
evidence. An unfavourahle assessment of a particular promotional function or 
type of institution does not imply that no effective instances were found. 
Nevertheless. to maximize guidance. a judgement one way or another is given 
wherever possible, with qualifications and conditions as appropriate. 
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The framework for the analysis is the following list of types of institution 
or function: 

I'o/icy and gmeral-purpose instillltions 

(a) Policy-forming bodies (including policy-research bodies and policy
transmittal mechanisms); 

(b) General-purpose small industrial development agencies (SMIDAs); 

Functions and functional(•· ba~d institutions 

(cj Marketing or raw-material-supply schemes; 

(d) Publicly-controlled RSIE or rural production centres; 

(e) RSIE co-operatives (i.e. production and marketing co-operatives. not 
savings and loan associations); 

(J) Industrial estates. with or without common service facilities; 

f.V Financial services instit1>tions or programmes. including 
• commercial banks 
• development banks 
• savings and loans associations or credit unions; 

(h) Business advice extension services; 

(i) Technical service facilities located with RSIE, technical extension 
services. mobile or on-location technical training; 

(j) Formal vocational training centres; 

(k) Technology development and diffusion centres; 

Other institutions 

(i) Arca authorities and development programmes for special targct
groups (e.g. women); 

(m) Small industry or trade associations; 

(n) Non-governmental organizations (NGOs). private voluntary organi
zations (PVOs). 

(a) Po/icy-forming. -research. and -1ransmi11al bodies 

Neither planning bodief nor small industry development agencies have 
generally had an imaginative approach to RS/£ policy-formulation and 
-1ransmi11al. Small industrial enterprise and RS/£ policy has focussed on supply
side. direct-input support. and has nor been we/I-integrated into macro-policy
making. There are isolated signs that this may now be gradually changing. 

Broad economic policy-making has largely ignored RSIE-at least on the 
demand side-in most developing countries (cf. chapter Ill). Macro-economic, 
agricultural and ir.dustrial policies for long created an unfavourable environ
ment for RSIE. Through renewed emphasis on agricultural and rural 
C:cvelopmcnt. this has been somewhat ameliorated in many countries over the 
last dozen years or so. But these changes were generally not effected with RSIE 
in mind. For example. a World Bank evaluation of its experience with 
integrated rural development over the last two decades concentrates almost 
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cxdusi\cly on farming target groups and contains no section on-indeed. 
hard!~· any reference to-RSIE or e\·en to producti\·e rural non-farm 
acti\·ities_: 1 

Where policy-makers ha\"e consciously sought to redress an unfa\·ourable 
em·irnnment. it hb practically always been anemp~ed through seuing up 
formal institutions to supply inputs-industrial accommodation. training. 
credit. technology etc.-bascd wholly or partly on public funds. and usually on 
subsidized terms. Moreo\·er. despite some exceptions such as Kenya·s Rural 
Industrialization Programme. these programmes have usually focussed on small 
or medium industrial enterprises generally. rather than specifically on RSJE_ 
The acti\·ities of Ministries of Industry. Finance. f<lational Planning etc. with 
respect to small industrial enterprise and RSIE hu·c been almost entirely 
restricted to formulating. funding and monitoring such supply-side. direct-input 
programmes. 

In some countries. for example Kenya and Indonesia. substantial funds 
have been committed to these programmes and to their rural components. In 
others. such as Zambia and the United Republic of Tanzania. funding has been 
general!~- insubstantial and in practice often restricted to small industrial 
enterprise in the larger towns_ A common feature is that top-le\"el multi-sectoral 
planners usually lack a clear strategy for RSIE based on monitoring of field 
conditions and of the supply-side programmes. At the national le\"el. Kenya 
may be an exception because national policies early recognized the importance 
of small-scale industry and RSIE. But otherwise, the only multi-sectoral 
planning agency observed to have a well-informed grasp of conditions and 
strategy was at the le\'el of a (large) province-the Punjab Planning and 
De\'t .>pment Department in Pakistan_ In national Ministries of Industry. 
small-industry di\'isions-if they exist-tend to comprise a small section with a 
tiny complement of staff. Nowhere did they. or the supply-side institutions they 
supervise. seem effectively integrated into the wider policy-making nexus 
generally centred on the Ministry of Finance and the authorities concerned with 
large-scale industry and general rural development. A specific example of this 
has been noted in a recent Asian Development Bank (ADB)/ILO report: 

··Policies for rural employrreflf creation 

Although BSCIC (Bangladesh Small and Cottaj!e Industries Corpora
tion) and the most recent Five-Year Plan in Bangl .. -esh both emphasize 
non-farm employment promotion \'ia rural industries. the Government 
allows imports of inexpensive cottage industry products from the People's 
Republic of China. It is difficult for the unorganized rural industry sector 
in Bangladesh to become viable and sustainable under such circumstances. 
If BSCIC were linked to a national policy of reserving certain products 
exclusi\lely for the small-scale and cottage industry sector. sustainability 
would be enhanced.":: 

While this is a good example of the failure to integrate RSIE supply-side. 
policy and promotional institutions into broader policy-making. the protective 

"World Rank, "World Rank e~penence wnh rural de.-elopmenl. 19M-19Kti'• !Wa\hmgton. 
D.C. 19K?1. in pamcul;ir p. -IK. -..here "employmen1 cru11on flhrough rural -..ork• and rural 
indu•lnc•J'' arc cued aOl<'nJ! o•·cr .10 olhcr <cctor. which were upcc1ed In be cn•·crcd by in1egra1ed 
rural 1lc\clopmcn1. 

"A<ian l>eHlopmenl R;ink/ll.O. Rural fmplmmmt Crratrnrr rrr Aua arrtl thr Parrfir !Manila. 
19K7t. p. 2. 
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policy apparently ad,·ocated by ADB and ILO is debatable. particularly as a 
long-term measure (cf. chapter 111.3). 

Sor have general-purpose small-indust~· de\·dopment agencies (SMIDAs) 
had a better record in policy advice. Although Governments either formally or 
informally look to them for sm:.dl-industrial-cnterprise and RSIE poiicy
formulation. in Bangladesh. Seneta-1. the United Republic of Tanzania and 
Zambia. for example. the SMIDAs have failed to offer imaginati,·c and 
c-onstructive advice on RSIE. generally confining themseh·es to ad\·ocacy of 
their own (often urban-focussed) direct-input programmes. or at best trying to 
secure the co-operation of other agencies offering similar or complementary 
programmes. 

It has been left to others even to conduct policy research. An example is 
the Centre for Socio-Economic and Technological Research (CINSEYT). a 
Peru\·ian NGO supported by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation. which 
conducts research for the Peruvian Ministry of Commerce. Tourism and 
Industry and for an association of small-scale industrialists (FENAPI). This is 
one of the few instances of direct input of such research to bodies concerned 
with making policy or influencing it. Within GO\·emment. observed examples 
of a broader outlook in promoting RSIE are equally rare. Two examples are: 

(a) The subnational Planning and De\·elopment Department of the 
Punjab Province Government in Pakistan commissions policy research. notably 
from local research institutes. It is also, in marked contrast with other 
pro\·ir.cial Governments. ,·cry much aware of the important role that demand
side factors. such as infrastructure :an have in promoting RSIE: 

(b) The Thailand National 1'conomlc and Social Dcvelcpmer.t Board 
participated ii! 1980-81 with the World Bank and Thai uni\·ersiti~s in research 
into the role of non-farm activities in the rural economy. The research reached 
very similar conclusions to those of the present study. \·iz. supporting 
agricultural development and prosperity is a prime requisite of promoting other 
rural productive sectors. including RSIEY 

With the progressive change in policy atmosphere. there is hope that policy 
and planning agencies can become more effective as small-industrial-enterprise 
and RSIE promoters. 
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Polley Formul8tion for RSIE-A New Approach 

• More recognition of the role of demand-side policies and of the need to 
consider the needs of RSIE and rural non-farm activities generally in 
formulating macro-policies for industry and agriculture. 

• A more effective integration of small-industrial-enterprise and RSIE 
needs within overall government policy-making. Perhaps this might be 
achieved through periodic task forces from organizations such as the 
Ministry of Industry, the Central Bank, the Ministry of Agriculture. the 
Ministry of Finance and the national planning agency, assisted by private 
small-industry associations, where these are well-developed. Periodic 
task forces may be preferable to standing co-ordinating bodies, which 
lose their freshness and have difficulty achieving constructive long-term 
co-operation-as the dissolution of the Commission on Small and 
PAedium Industries in the Philippines indicates. 



• Less reliance on SMIOAs for policy advice. Such reliance will tend to 
over-emphasize supply-side direct-input policy. 

• Encouragement of independent policy-research bodies. like those used 
by the Punjab Government in Pakistan and CINSEYT in Peru. which is 
now beginning to assist the Peruvian Ministry of Commerce. Trade and 
Industry on policy for small and medium industry (not specifically for 
RSIE). In using such bodies. policy-makers would probably gain from 
participation by their own staff in the research. Some research topics 
might be: 

(i) The integrated rural economy (agricultural and non-agricultural); 

(ii) Experience on which RSIE branches and products have flourished 
best in more developed or prosperous areas of the country, to 
assist in establishing prii:rities for selective supply-side direct-input 
RSIE assistance: 

(iii) Sub-contracting potentials for RSIE near large towns and export 
centres. 

(b) General-purpose small industrial de,·elopment agencies (SM/DAsJ 

General-purpose Jmall industrial de,·e/opment agencies (SMIDAs) are the 
arcketypal mechanisms for supply-side direct-input support. The approach has not 
bec·n ejlectfre at pwmoting RSIE. It has suffered inter alia from o,·er
centrali:ation. rigidity. o'·er-emphasis on hard11.·are inputs and a largely urban 
focus. lndfridual SMIDAs appear to be progressfrely distancing themsefres from 
the approach. hut ref or ms are long and difficult. 

SMIDAs are frequently found. They may be branches of the Ministry of 
lndustr~ (e.g. Small Industry Support Programme (BIPIK) in Indonesia). or 
parastatal organizations (e.g. SIDO in the United Republic of Tanzania or 
Zambia. SONEPI in Senegal. the Small Industry Corporations and Boards in 
Punjab. Sind and the North-West Frontier Province in Pakistan). 

SMIDAs provide the archetypal mechanism of the policy of institutional 
supply-side direct-input support aimed at remedying a perceived general 
weakness of small industrial enterprise and RSIE. The SMIDAs' collection of 
programmes varies from country to country. It might include the provision and 
management of industrial estates, training centres and programmes, technical 
service facilities. extension services, credit schemes, production units and 
handicraft-marketing arms. Such programmes, whether offered by SMIDAs or 
other institutions, are considered in various sections below. Here we comment 
on the overall effectiveness of combining them within SMIDAs. 

b, :ctiveness is not high. There are two main reasons, both linked to 
SMIDAs' nature as large formal institutions without an overriding incentive 
(such as a commercial incentive) to service difficult clients. first, SMIDAs arc 
usually urban-based. Second, their involvement in so many types of programme 
is usually more of a hindrance than a help. 

Their urban base generally stunts their effectiveness for more rural RSIE. 
For e:ir.amplc, in Zambia, SIDO does little outside the main towns, and whereas 
Village Industries Services (VIS) is more activ~ rurally, many of its activities arc 
in support of small industrial enterprise in L,usaka. In the United Republic of 
1 anzania. SI DO's loans and extension scrvic~s arc overwhelmingly concentra
ted in Dar-es-Salaam and in the regional ccritres. In Indonesia, the bulk of 
BIPIK's funds in recent years have gone to the provision of industrial estates, 
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mostly on the outskirts of large cities. The same is true of Sind Small Industries 
Corporation. 

fa·cn where significant activities do take place away from the larger towns. 
they are limited to structured. discrete inputs such as formal training 
programmes and equipment grants or hire-purchase loans (e.g. inter alia BIPIK 
and the Punjab Small Industries Corporation (PSIC)). True extension work and 
follow-up. inrnlving extensi\·e mobility and autonomy for operational staff. is 
\'Cry rare. The funds ha\·c gone elsewhere. into urban estates. centres. an~ 
offices. whose effectiveness C\'Cn in the towns is \·cry patchy. 

Second. the multiplicity of functions is usually not lived up to in practice. 
Few sustainable RSIEs need all the inputs of a .. comprchensi\·e·· package. 
Except in attempts to promote less developed RSIE. such as Tanzanian country 
blacksmiths. women carpet-weavers in Baluchistan. or in highland Andean 
villages in Peru. where industrial de\·elopmcnt practically has to start from 
scratch. the comprehensive package either is not delivered as such or tends to 
dampen the motivation and initiative of RSIE. The industrial estate accommo
dation goes to small or medium formal enterprises in towns. who really do not 
require outside intervention on a comprchcnsi\·e scale (for example. the 
Industrial Estate in Dakar (SODIDA)). Many smaller RSIEs or RSIE
candidatcs rccei\·e training, as in Punjab, the United Republic of Tanzania and 
Indonesia. but do not receive equipment loans or effective marketing 
assistance. On the other hand. some receive equipment but no adequate 
training. as is the case with many recipients of SIDO rural hire-purchase loans 
in the United Republic of Tanzania. 

Many established RSIEs do not need a comprehensi\·e package. at least 
not all elements simultaneously. Comprehensive supply is hard to resist. 
howc\·er. and thus much is provided that is not essential. Often. too. the 
SMIDA-over-confident of its own powers-embarks on initiatives which 
only make sense if follow-up can be guaranteed. Typical examples are training 
in unfamiliar techniques or branches, and the equipment necessary for 
commercial utilization, or introductory training which should be followed up 
by problem-solving extension \·isits to the RSI E's premises. 

Caught between conflicting staff interests, a mulli-function institution runs 
the risk of mis-budgeting the various functions, overemphasizing some 1t the 
expense of ot~crs. Even if this pitfall is avoided, the o•ganization gets bloated 
from its multifarious functions and becomes departmentalized along their lines. 
The specialist departments become isolated from each other and from the local 
offices which ma)" have to refer requests to them. The various scn·iccs build up 
their own clicntclcs which do not overlap. For example. of nine sampled clients 
of SIDO's Small Industrial Counselling and Training Assistance (SIC AT A) in 
the United Republic of Tanzania. only two were on SI DO industrial estate~ and 
only four had SIDO loans. 

There is another bureaucratic hazard facing even the most effective 
SMIDAs like the Punjab Small Industries Corporation (PSIC). It has several 
relatively effective programmes, notably its rural artisan training programmes 
and its branch-specialist technical institutes. It also has others which arc 
ineffective or at best redundant because they arc better left to the private sector. 
such as industrial accommodation, carpet-weaving training and handicraft· 
marketing. But many interests. both of staff and clients. have become vested in 
these programmes. So it is difficult to divest or halt them, the more so because 
the Corporation is effective in some other ways. It is probably easier to cut 
ineffective programmes which arc isolated in specialist institutions. 
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In \iew of all the abow drowbacks. it will not cause much of a surprise 
that S~tlD . .\s sometimes ha\·e measurably low producti\ity. For example. 
SIDO in the L·nited Republic of Tanzania established only 0.5 small industrial 
enterprises per staff member per annum between 1978 and 1983 that are still 
operating. More serious. howe\er. is the illusion that the more acti\e SMIDAs. 
such as those of Punjab and the North-West Frontier Pro\ince in Pakistan and 
BIPIK in Indonesia. which can in theory count many .. heads .. -thousands of 
trainees. hundreds of enterprises (or at least. occupied lots) on their estates-are 
thereby achie\·ing something on a scale commensurate \i.·ith the small
industrial-enterprise and RSIE sectors they are set up to serve. But RSIE 
numbers in Pakistan and Indonesia run into the many hundreds of thousands. 
dwarfing the direct outreach of even the active SMIDAs. 

herything then depends on the spread effects from the RSIEs directly 
sen·iced. but basic craft-training programmes and accommodation on industrial 
estates are not likely \ehicles for rapid and extensive spread effocts. Yet the 
.. prncessing .. by acti\·e SMIDAs of apparently large numbers of clients may 
com·ince their Governments that they ha\·e .. done their duty .. by the small 
industrial enterprise and RSIE sector. ceasing to be concerned about demand
side policy. not to mention the much larger resources channelled to large-scale 
industry. For example. in the first 37 years of Pakistani history. only 34r; of 
industrial credit went to small industrial enterprise. urban or rural. Howe\·er. 
although SMIDAs are not the answer to RSIE-promotion. some positi\e steps 
are possible. 

Existing SMIDAs may become more .:ffective by distancing themselves 
from the comprehensi\·e supply-side approach. They may keep the same names. 
but cease in practice to be full-blown SMIDAs. They may. as SIDO in the 
L'nited Republic of Tanzania and National Cottage Industry Development 
Association f~ACIDA) in the Philippines. no longer offer credit. They may 
hi\e off their handicraft-marketing arms. as has been done in Senegal and is 
being considered in Bangladesh with the Bangladesh Small Cottage Industries 
Corporation ( BSCIC). They may de-emphasize or hi\e off their industrial 
estates. as in Argentina (Directorate General for Technical Assistance (DA Tl in 
Rosano 1. and Senegal. or decentralize their operations. as in Senegal. Kenya 
(Kenya Industrial htates fKIE) and Rural Industries Programme (RIP)) and 
Punjab and the ~orth-Wesl Frontier Province in Pakistan. They may 
increasingly emphasize on-location training. extension. and technical services. 
as in Indonesia and Kenya. In this way. by concentrating on the more effective 
func11ons and organizational forms. institutions which were once full-blown 
SMID:\s may become more effective promoters of RSIE and indeed small 
industrial enterprise generally. 

Such progressive dismantling and re-vamping is often a long and difficult 
process. II should not be abandoned lightly. but Governments would be well
advised to set limits tn their patience at reform efforts. If effective reform 
prO\es impmsible in particular SMIDA cases, policy-makers will probably wish 
to scale down or even terminate their budgetary support. at least as far as the 
SMIDAs' RSIE·promotion functions are concerned. If. however. policy-makers 
are beginning with a clean slate. experience indicates that it is best not to set up 
general-purpose SMII>As for RSIE promotion in the first piace. 

(c) .\.farkcting ar.d rt111-mat1•rial wpp~r Jch1•m1•J 

/'uhltc intcrrcntwn tn thl' mpply of raw material\ to RS/F.\ and mark1•ttng ol 
thl'lr proc/11rH gcncralh ha\ a h1•11er chance ol Jllff('H il aimt•d at Jtim11/ating 
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pri,·are enterprise to perform these f'um·tions. The same principle t~( n•/f~rt'lia11,·,· 

also applies to sub-contracting. 

There are numerous examples of failure. or al besl of extreme!~ limih:d 
suci:ess. in public auempls lo h3ndle RSIE markeling or raw-malerial supply 
directly. SIDO in lhe Uniled Republic of Tanzania is nol able lo supply rural 
blacksmilhs effecli\·el~ wilh slerl. BIPIK in Indonesia finds thal distribulions of 
raw material to bamboo weavers. for example. are rapidly dissipated. The 
Baluchistan small-scale industry department is unable to suslain rural carpel 
weavers by supplying raw materials and markeling the finished carpels. The 
Tananian state handicraft-marketing company. HANDICO. has small opera
tions and large losses. NACIDA in the Philippine!' and the Punjab Small 
lnduslries Corporation in Pakistan succeed in markeling onl~• a liny fraclion of 
the output of the relevant branches. All these operalions seem to be costly. with 
high o•·erheads and bureaucratic procedures. 

Nor is a switch to NGO management a guarantee of success. The 
handicraft-export oper:itions of the People's Handicraft Foundation ( PEK ERTi) 
in Indonesia are still very small. and lhe marketing co-operati\ e associalec! wilh 
the Kenyan NGO, Maendeleo Ya Wanawake Organization (MYWO). is a 
commercial failure. 

S0me public or NGO handicraft-marketing operalions do succeed. for 
exar.iple, OXF AM's world-wide trading arm, various parastalal companies in 
India, and the bartering of rural honey for urban consumer goods handled by 
the North Western Province area programme in Zambia. Th.: SIT'"ll-scale 
Zambian case excepted, they have significant volume aod are profitable. even if 
lheir operations are still relatively small compared wilh lolal privale-seclor 
exports. The OXF AM and Indian posilions hav1: been buill up by many years 
of professional application. product adaptation. and market lesling. A fully 
professional and commercially realislic approach seems lo have underlain lheir 
success. Even so, even in India, the parastalals have nol been successful in 
marketing non-handicraft RSIE products for lhe domestic market. Moreo\er. 
their most valuable contribulion to the handicrafl trade seems lo ha\e been 
initiating its modernizalion and thus encouraging the inflow of pri\·ate traders 
and exporters. 

Thi~ is consistenl with the generally better record where instilutions restricl 
themselves to promoting marketing and raw-material supply, as wilh Peruvian 
small-induslry associalions organizing common purchasing for the members. 
Other examples include lhe effective export marketing promoted by the Central 
Java Enterprise Development Project (not strict:y a permanent institution) in 
Indonesia, the export exhibitions mounted by the Center for International 
Trade Expositions and Missions (CITEM) in the Philippines and partly paid for 
by the small-industrial-enterorise clients, the permanent sales fairs for 
handicraft traders found in Mexico, Peru, and Colombia for example, and the 
stimulation by a provincial industrial estate in Senegal. SODIZI. of private 
group-purchasing of transport and raw materials by local RSI Es. 

It thus seems that marketing and raw-material-supply schemes ~hould 
re~trict lhemselves to stimulation. This has two advantages. Firstly. il reduces 
handling costs and. secondly. the RSIEs stimulated into doing something for 
themselves will have greater long-term viability than those which have it done 
for them by llssistance institutions. 

Self-reliance aho seems to be the firmest basis for promoting sub
contracling. Neither lhe Ministry of Industry Sub-contracting Office (MDSO) 
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noJr the publicly-controlled sub-contracting exchange. SUBCONEX. in the 
Philippines ha,·e had much success in bringing orders to small industrial 
enterprise. Small industrial enterprises surveyed in the Philippines note that 
personal contacts the} ha,·e made: with larger firms. have brought them most of 
their sub-contracting business. In Peru. a successful sub-contracting scheme has 
been sponsored in Lima by one of the small-industry associations. which is now 
ex.tending it to other and smaller cities. 

(d) Puh/ic(r-control/ed RS/E production centre; 

The establishment of public/y-01rned RS/Es cannot be recommended as a 
useful substitute for. or augmentation of the prfrate sector's productil'e 
capacities. 

Only a few of these exist. relative to the vastly greater number of private 
RSIEs. Ne,·ertheless. they are not infrequent features of public promotional 
institutions. In the United Republic of Tanzania, SIDO operates several 
training-cum-production centres, as do the Punjab Small Industries Corpora
tion and the North-West Frontier Province Small Industries Development 
Board in Pakistan. In Indonesia, some of the regency mobile training centres 
(LBKs) undertake production iO\olving the disabled. Production units for the 
disabled have been set up in Kenya and Nigeria. Again. in the United Republic 
of Tanzania, there are various RSIEs set up and run by the district authorities 
and the agricultural technology centre, CAMARTEC, as well as the common 
service facilities on SIDO's industrial estates, which now devote a large part of 
their resources to production for sale. Finally, in Pakistan, the North Western 
Frontier Province Small Industries Development Board (SIDB) operates a large 
furniture factory in Peshawar known as Pak-German Wood. 

Thes.e units do not have any generall} impressive production record. The 
thriving Pak-German Wood at first sight would appear to be a notable 
exception. But Pak-German Wood is a large concern located in a city of over I 
million people. It is not an RSIE, nor does it sub-contract any significant worl.: 
to RSIEs. Moreover, though productive, it enjoys a protected public-sector 
market. Local officials. cc,nfirm that it• private competitors can !Jroduce to th'.: 
same quality more cheaply. Public ·oduction units almost always exhibit 
lower productivity than their private '_,IE counterparts !cf. CAMARTEC and 
th.: common services facilities of th industrial estate compared with Themi 
Farm Implements in the United Republic of Taniania), or find it difficult to 
compete with private RS!E. even when subsidizeti or lavishly over-capitalizt.:d 
(as in the North-West Frontier Province SIOB's training and production 
centres). Further, being sluggishly-run or endowed with relatively capital
intensive equipment beyond tht means of most RSIEs, they provide no useful 
demonstration examples to the private sector. 

Apart from over-endowment with inappropriate equipment, the basic 
reason for tllis poor recorct is that public management has been unable to find 
effective substitutes '.n RSI E for the financi&I clisciplines and incentives of the 
private sector. The: participants have eithe1 felt that the whole enterpri~e was a 
gift from the (iovernment, or at least that losses and wages would continue to 
be underwritten, while they would get little benefit from burgeoning profit;;. 
There is always the possibility that some participants may skim off funds to 
their own benefit, but to the detriment of the enterprise. 

Most of the public-sector RSIEs ventured into production eitlltr to serve 
special i~.terest-groups, notably the Kenyan, lndonesiari and Nigerian Ji,abled. 



or to increase the effectiveness of training (e.g. the Tanzanian aud Pakistani 
training and production centres). or were forced into production to survive, 
their government budgets having been cut (CAMARTEC and the SIDO 
common service facilities in the United Republic of Tanzania). 

None of these reasons appears compelling. except perhaps for the special 
case of the disabled. where the evidence is not yet sufficient to indicate the part 
to be played by publicly-sponsored production centres within a poliq· of 
returning the disabled to productive roles within their own communities. (A 
very successful publicly-sponsored enterpri!>e for the disabled at a LBK in Bali 
is. however. now run by the disabled themselves, who. as a co-operative, have 
secured a sizeable loan from a private bank). 

No general evidence was found that the training at training and production 
centres is more effective. Rather. the trainees are thereby encouraged to remain 
in the centres-which either fail to operate for lack of funds (United Republic 
of Tanzania) or operate only with continuing subsidy (Pakistan)-rather than 
leaving to enter private establishments of higher productivity. Furthermore, 
removing key people from a small-scale industry or RSIE even for a brief 
training course can put the continued existence of the small firm at risk'. As for 
semi-subsidized production for survival in the face of inad~quate government 
budgets. this may be a temporary stop-gap and superior to merely letting the 
assets lie idle, but it has low productivity, introduces unfair competition to the 
private ~SI Es who are the target group. and does not in fact support significant 
services to RSIE. (In the United Republic of Tanzania the common service 
facilities sell to large enterprises.) 

Thus, the endowment of public centres with self-sufficient productive 
assets cannot be generally recommended. even for other reasons than 
deliberately promoting public-sector RSIE production. 

(e) RS/£ co-operatfres 

While successful examples exist of RS/£-promotion l'ia co-operatil'es, 
co-operatfre organization is be.H seen as a complement to RSIE prfrate 
proprietorship in particular circumstances. Clear-cut benejitJ to memhen and 
care/ ul preparation are essential. 

RSIE. small-industrial-enterprise and small-scale-enterprise financial co
operatives (savings and loan associations etc.) arc considered under financial
service institutions below. This section is concerned with co-operatives that 
undertake or participate in purchasing, production and marketing. 

Although the.ir numbers are relatively small. ~uch co-operatives are found, 
and some operate successfully. Sometimes the co-operative itself is the RSIE. as 
in various oil-milling, tailoring or metal-working co-operative enterprises in the 
l''1itcd Republic of Tanzania and large numbers of recently set-up women's 
milling co-cpcrativcs in Senegalese villages. Sometimes a co-operati\e will go 
into a successful joint venture with a private manufacturer. as in a furniture
making partnership in Indonesia. 

More frequently, RSJEs, while remaining independent producers, club 
together in a co-operative for marketing or raw-material purchasing. Such 
arrangements can be made by extremely rural micro-enterprises, for example, 
some Zambian carpenters. Indonesian blacksmiths and mat-weavers, er 
Peruvian hC>'1dicraft artisans. Or they can be made in a more formal way by 
more advanced producers, as in Kcdcnsari, a developed Javanese industrial 
village whit:h sells bricf.-cascs and other leather goods all nver Indonesia. In all 
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th~se casei.. the producer-members retain their independence. They may buy 
and sell indi\·idually. as well as through the co-operative. 

Whilst successful instances thus exist. it docs not seem that co-operati\'e 
organization is any more than a complement to the prcdominam proprietorship 
and partnership forms of RSIE. For example. in Pakistan and the Philippines. 
co-operative RSI Es hardly seem to exist. In the United Republic of Tanzania. 
co-operatives arc said to be the worst rcpayers of rural hirc-i:- :.irchase loans. In 
Indonesia. a country with a hea\'y commitment to co-operati\'e:>. they are 
frequently held not to work. panicularly if organized in responsr. to pressures 
from abo\·e. In such cases. the co-operatives sometimes turn out to be fakes. set 
up in order to attract cheap credit or some other benefit from the authorities. 
Moreover. even if they really operate. as do the Government-sponsored ri<;e
trading and milling village co-operative units (KUD). they do not diversify 
iildustrially. The s!rongcr KUDs may set up retail stores. but almost never 
venture outside r;ce-mil!ing in the industrial sector. In Haiti. neither artisan 
steel-purchasing co-operatives nor handicraft production-cum-marketing co
operatives were found to be beneficial or financially sound. nor was a 
handicraft-marketing co-operative in Kenya. In Senegal. co-operative bakeries 
set up by trade unions have had great difficulties in staning up. nose that 
C\'Cntually succeeded in becoming operational are quite successiul, however. 

Thus. no general case can be made for promoting co-operatives on a 
widesprc<sd scale to remedy the weaknesses of RSIE. but co-operatives may be 
worth stimulating in particu:ar circumstanc.:s. They seem to work best when 
offering clear-cut advantages to members. e.g. access to relatively costly 
powered equipment and a ready local maricet. as with Senegalese women's 
milling cc-operatives. or access to wider markets. as with the Kedensc1ri leather
goods co-operative. or Indonesian blacksmiths selecting one of their number as 
their itinerant seller. It also seems to help if their commercial operations are 
readily visible and understandable by the members, if costs and benefits are out 
in the op~n and not buried in complicated book-keeping and distant points of 
sale. To to-operative managers. this probably matters more than, for example. 
training in "management techniques". 

Careful preparation-including assessment oi markets and technical 
competerace, :ind usually at least som~ simple book-keeping training-is 
e~sential. It is, for example. unclear whether the Peruvian highland villagr 
enterprises sponsored by the Programme of Micro-regional Development 
(PRODERM) will prove sustainable. Besides this. particularly with outside
sponsored co-operatives, the motivation and mutual trust of the members needs 
careful building-up. All these measures re~uirc consiciernble promotiona! 
resources and there is still J risk of the co-operative breaking-up or 
malfunctioning. That is why. in promoting co-operatives. the comparative 
advantages over proprietorships in each case must be both evident and 
attainable. 

(fJ lnduJtrial e.HateJ with ar l!'ith(lut common service facilitieJ 

lndu.mial estateJ are not effective RSIE-promoters. They may he useful in 
medium or /ar!(e cities with a thrivinK Jmall or Jma/1-to-medium indu.urial 
enterprise sector. 

The tl~ .. ory on which industri;il estates and common service facilities are 
erected is plausible. The industrial estates will provide small indu ·trial 
enterprise and RSIE with economical access to well-located land indisputably 
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set aside for industrial purposes. appropriate premises and efficiently supplied 
utilities. with common service facilities to pro\'ide useful production sen ices 
which the small industrial enterprise and RSIEs cannot individually afford nor 
justify th': required investment for. 

In practice. industrial estates do not usually secure these benefits. except 
sometimes in thriving industrial cities with 200,000 or more inhabitants. The 
record from different countries ~·aries only in detail. For example. some 
countries and areas-such as the Pakistan province of Punjab or Peru-may 
experience greater demand for industrial estates in medium-sized cities than 
oth:rs. such as Indonesia. Sind and the North-West Frontier Pro\ince in 
Pakistan. and the United Republic of Tanzania. But these differences are 
marginal. The main trends arc clear (see box). 

Industrial E1htte1: Fe• Benefits for RSIE 

Industrial estates do not unifnrmly secure a good location. In Pakistan. 
for example. many estates arE. located several kilometres from the towns 
they serve. and this alone makes it difficult to attract enttlrp~ises. 

2. Even the acquisition of land. together with obtaining building permits 
and approving building tenders. customarily takes several years. Desk and 
field studies revealed cases of this in Nepal, Pakistan and Peru. 

3. Where erection of premises is undertaken or is closely regulated by the 
industrial estate, the buildings are over-specified at least for the purposes of 
small or medium enterprises. The industrial estate factories tend to have 
fully-enclosed high masonry walls and unifor1n concrete floors. Private 
premises. r.ven of meaium-sized firms. away from industrial estates have 
partially-open or corrugated iron walls and their height and the type of 
floorinq vary according to the use of the space involved 

4. The required extra building investment is not recouped by the industria' 
estates Even where the building is tenanted. it continues to be leasea at 
uneconomic (subsidized) rents to the fortunate occupants and the replace
ment cap1ta1 of the industrial estate is eroded. 

5. Provision of utilities is not particularly efficient. In one case in a small 
rural town in the North-West Frontier Province in Pakistan. a 20-lot industrial 
estate had two tenants, with two p:ivate factories just outside its gates. The 
private factories could me.re easily ensure a steady supply of utllities than 
the tenants on th~ estate, wt.o had to settle supply problems through the 
provincial capital. Peshawar, via the industrial-estate management. 

6. Except in some b•anch-specialist industrial estates-for example, in 
Magetan. a medium-r. zed tannery town in Indonesia-the common service 
facilities do not serve n,arnly the small industna1 enterprise and RSIE on the 
estate. instllad deriving their business from firms-often large ones-off the 
estate 

7 The mdustrial estates frequenfly suffer from lack of industrial demand. 
They either take 20 years or more to be "colonized", as in Pakistan generally, 
or remain indefinitely poorly-utilized. as in most of lndo:iesia. and the 
smaller cities and rural towns of the United Republic of Tanzania, Pakistan 
and Senegi>;. This pattern is accentuated by political pres5ures. If the 
i'ldustrial estates are provided by 'I national or large-provincial body. 
typically a SMIDA. no region wishes to be left out of the industrial-estates 
programme. so industrial estates are provided in areas with no industrial 



tradition anj little prospective demand. Sometimes, too. poor industrial 
utilization is partly masked by allowing buildings to be used as warehouses 
or for other trading purposes. as, for example. in some Senegalese. Pakistani 
and Indonesian indust• ial estates. 

8. Industrial estates do not effectively serve or stimulate RSIE in small 
towns and the countryside. There is little evidence that industrial estates 
stimulate demand and industrial development as opposed to merely 
following it. The small rural industrial estates in Punjab and Sind are the 
leas: colonized. The hoped-for promotional effects of a long-delayed 
industrial estate in the Surkhet Valley of Nepal have bee'l superseded by a 
bank credit prograr.ime in the area. Kenya Industrial Estates (KIE) t1as found 
that its m..>st successful clients are found in smaller towns. but not on its 
industrial estates. KIE is accordingly emphasizing extension work and 
indl•strial-promotion areas, rather than the provision of further premises on 
industrial estates. 

9. Finally, even if in particular cases. the industrial estate has some degree 
of success-i.e. is reasonably full of effectively operating industrial enter
prises either paying an economic rent or occuflying buildings put up on the 
est&te by themselves. as in the medium or large Punjabi cities in Pakistan. 
and some Kenyan estates-it remains open to doubt whether the deliberate 
promotional effort is necessary or produces benefits commensurate witti the 
costs. Near the very cities of the Pakistan Punjab where th~re are thriving 
industrial estates-Sialkot, for example-one can :;ae many small-to-medium 
factories being privately erected away from the industrial estates. the latest 
of which ~re not full. 

These conclusions. reached on the oasis of the present study's field
mission observations and desk-reviewed projects. corroborate at every point 
the conclusions of a study of ten years ago specifically on industrial estates.· 
That study found that industrial estates might be useful for relieving 
congestion within towns. and for agglomerations of branch-i;pecialized high
technology industry. Otherwise, it found the same drawbacks and cnti::isms 
as those expressed above. with-if anything-even more force and emphasis 
on the lack of benefits for rural industry anc' its development. 

'The Effectiveness of lndusrnal fsrares m Developing Counrnes (United Nations pubhcat1on. 
Sales No E 7811B11) I 

...... ~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-__J 

We may conclude that industrial estates are not generally effecti\e in 
promoting RSIE. They may be considered in medium or large cities where 
small irdustrial enterprise and small-to-medium industries are already thri\ing, 
and are prepared to put up their own factories on an "estate" if the authorities 
(or perhaps their own small-industry a-;sociation) c2.n pr;Jvide cleared and 
serviced land. The proposed industrial estate in Villa Salvador (Peru) telongs 
to this catego!"y. 

Common service facilities might then be con:.idered as a later fraturc. in 
response to definite demand from thr ocrupants of a thri\ing e~tat.~. 
Alternatively, their establishment might be divorced entirely from tha1 of the 
industrial estate, being planned as servi.:e facilities to a l.>cality rather 1han to 
an industrial estate. This became the de facto role of some of the workshops ni 
DAT in P.osario in Argentina, and i.• possibly becoming the role of common 
service facilities on some of the Senegalese industrial estates. In some future 
cases, a market and feasibility ana:ysis might show that an area common 
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scr\'icc facility could be justified, while an industrial estate could not. Howc\·er. 
as with industrial estates. it is probable that in most cases common service 
facilities would follow existing industrial demand rather than stimulate new 
industrial activities. 

(g) Financia/-sen·ice institutions and programmes 

Traditionally-run commercial and de,·elopment banks ha,·e not been effectfre 
promoters of RS/£. nor have RSIE-financing programmes initiated by non
financia/ institutions. Sa,·ings and loans associations (SlAs). or SU-type 
programmes run by rural off ices of banks. offer more promise. but are 
multisectoral. not focussed on RS/£. 

Among the financial institutions that can and tio provide ~upport to small-
scalc industry and RSIE. the following will be reviewed: 

(i) Formal banks; 
(ii) Non-financial institutions; 

(iii) Savings and loans associations (SLAs). 

(i) Formal banks (commercial and development banks) 

These have been generally ineffective at promoting RSIE. They have either 
made no significant l..>ans to RSIE, or have not been able to mount financially 
viable loan programmes to them. They have almost always preferred to make 
loans to urban enterprise, to large industry, and to commerce. Within the 
small-industrial-enterprise sector, they ha,·: generally been more active and 
successful with tl-e larger and more urban small industrial enterprise. This 
pattern is observed in all countries visited and studied, although in Indonesia 
the picture is more complex. 

In Senegal the banks have made few smali-industrial-enterprise or RSIE 
loans. In Kenya, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia this is true of 
the commercial and large development banks. The smaller development finance 
instiuaions, Small-scale Enterprise Promotion Ltd. (SEP) in Zambia. for 
example, have so far confined themselves. within the small-industrial-enterprise 
sector, to urban and "line-of-rail" loans in Zambia or to a few dozen RSIE 
loans mostly near Nairobi and Mombasa (for example, the Small Enterprise 
Finance Corporation (SEFCO~) in Kenya. In Pakistan, the banks-commercial 
or development-arc all !argc, and nearly all state-owned. and the vast bulk of 
their lending has gone to large non-industrial and industrial cnter.,1 iscs. 
Encouraged by successive World Bank credits, they have begun to make loans 
to smaller industries. but most of the loans arc in the medium and larger cities. 
and arc of $50,000 to $ 100,000 or more, which in Fakistan typically means 
enterprises with 30 or more employees. The one formal financial institution 
which docs make small loans is the Small Business Finance Corporation 
(SBFC), but i1s clients arc mainly urban and non-industrial. 

In Peru, the private commercial banks have not made small-industrial
enterprise or RSIE loans. The public development banks have done so in 
various progr immes, often (but not always) funded at "soft" rates by external 
donors and agencies. These programmes have addressed varying target groups, 
from formal small-to-medium industry (avi:ragc loan size $ 100,fl<>O) to artisans 
(average loan size $200), and have a fair geographical spread over the larger 
and smaller urban centres. However, the programmes comprise only a small 
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fraction of :he lending of the formal banking system, which is itself of relatively 
minor importance in Peru c0mparcd with informal credit. The long-term 
financial ,·iability of these frogrammcs remains unproven. 

!n the Philippines, the picture is rather similar. The banks have lent the 
\·ast bulk of their funds to large enterprises, with the majority in and around 
Manila, reflecting the pattern of Philippine industrial and commercial 
concentration. However, over the last decade, World Bank loans have funded 
programmes aimed at the smaller and non-metropolitan industrial enterprise, 
handled alike by commercial banks, private non-bank financial institutions, 
p11blic development banks, and small private rural banks. The participation of 
private and commercial banks was secured, as it has also been in Colombia, by 
.1 publicly-controlled loan guarantee fund. These programmes have achieved a 
fair spread outside Manila, particularly through the public and rural banks. 
Their arrears rates, originally very high, have been reduced to an average of 
6C(. This reduction is paro.Iy attributable to a tightening-up of loan appraisals 
and procedures by all types of banks, but is also associated with a trend 
towards larger loans. Smaller loans ($2,000 to $15,000) have had a much worse 
arrears record (25-700() than medium-sized loans ($50,000 to $100,000) where 
the arrears were 2-15Sf. The rural banks, making the smallest and most rural 
loans, have had very high arrears and are not in good financial shape. As for 
the other banks. despite having made several thousand Sr.lall-industrial
emerprise loans and reduced their arrears sharply, they still find the costs of 
administering such loans too high to make them attractive. 

In Indonesia. the Small Investment/Working Capital Credit Scheme 
(KIK/KMKP) programme has since 1974 made hundreds of thousands of 
small-enterprise loans averaging a few thousand dollars each. These loans, 
handled largely by the state commercial banks which dominate the banking 
syst~m. have had a wide regional and rural outreach. They have been funded by 
the Government through the central bank and the srate loan-insuran.;e 
company (ASKRINDO), which underwrites the programme's mounting had 
d~bts. Since the 1983 reform of the financial system ana the drying-up of 
further government funds, the KIK/KMKP portfolio has hardly increased, in 
sharp contrast to preceding years. The banks now r.:gard ;~ as marginal to their 
lenJ!ng, and unprofitable (arrears appear to be very high). !<..1K/KMKP was 
envisaisc~ as supporting new e.;terprises and particula::ly industrial one~. In 
fact, the bulk of lending has been to existing enterprises and trade, a favourite 
sector with banics. 

Recently, one of the Indonesian state banks, th" Peoples' Bank of 
:.1donesi:i (BRI). has launched a programme that promises a more sustainable 
rural outreach. It is not a "credit" programme, powered hy external funds or 
government lending directives to the bank. Ratt.er, it is more of a vast savings 
and loan programme, with 4 million small savers and 1.3 million small 
borrowers, administered through over 2,000 rural sub-branches. It is largely 
financed by rural savings. Interest rates on both savings and loans are relatively 
high (I 5'7r and 24'7r or more respectively). Arrears are low-about 3o/r-and 
the programme is profitable and :xpanding. It serves micro-enterprises. with a 
maximum loan of about $1,000. Although very rural. it has limitt>d direct 
impact on RSIEs, which form perhaps 2-4% of its borrowers. Trade is the 
predominant sector, and s-.:cond is farming. Nevertheless. the programme holds 
out promise for RSIE. 

Why have formal banks in general proved so uniformly ineffective in 
making small-industrial-enterprise and RSIE loans? Basically, because of high 
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o\·erheads and .. entralizcd decision-making. Large loans are cheaper per dollar 
to de\·dop. appraise. disburse, supen·ise, and collect. They arc also usually 
made only <o well-known clients who offer good collateral. Therefore. given 
equal quality of projects and honesty of borrowers. large loans will be les" 
cost!~ and risky than small ones. Loans. obviously. are subject to economies of 
scale. 

High overheads arc found in both state and private banks, in markets with 
several competing banks as well as in those where one bank has an effective 
monopoly. The banks thus have the incentive of survival, not merely of 
profitability. to concentrate on the lower-cost large loans. This has been 
reinforced by lending-interest-rate ceilings which do not permit the recovery of 
the higher costs of smaller bans. 

Banks' lending proced'.lres are usually highly centralized. Often small loans 
ha\·e to be authorized by the regional branch, medium loans (say $50.000 and 
up) by the pnwincial or even national head office. The crntralization allegedly 
guards against slopp:· and corrupt lending by lower-level branch managers. In 
practice. it may move the locus of corruption upwards. Wha•cver the balance 
of moti\·es. the effect is the same. The loan becomes more costly for the bank to 
make and the implicit costs of delay, travel, and uncertainty to the small 
would-be borrower become prohibitive. Moreover, physical distance often goes 
with :.,1cial distance. The bigger and grander the office to which the small
industrial-enterprise or RSIE applicant must go, the less inclined he feels even 
to enter the place. 

Given all these factors, it is not surprising that if there is one sentiment 
uniting nearly all RSIE, it is that, "banks arc for big people". Although in time 
something probabiy can and ought to be done to remedy this - first and above 
all by permitting interest rates to rise to realistic levels and eliminating policy 
bias in favour of large industry, thus encouraging the banks to look for new 
lending markets among small-scale enterprise-it will be a long and uphill 
journey to significant RSIE lending. Even given the right incentives, changing 
the set ways of instituiions is not easy. 

Meanwhile. for the present and for the medium tern •. traditionally-run 
formal banks are not and will not be significant RSIE promoters. At best, they 
may effectively reach some of the larger and more formal RSI Es in the smaller 
cities. 

(ii) Financing programmes initiated by non-financial in.flitutions 

These are generally run or initiated by SMIDAs dissatisfied with t'1e 
banks' RSIE-lending performance. They cannot be said to improve on it. 
Although they may temporarily achieve more outreach to smaller and, 
sometimes, less urban enterprises, they remain financially sustainable only-if 
at all-by continuous subsidized re-fundin~. 

In the United Republic of Tanzania, SIDO has managed !cw-interest-rate 
equipment hire-purchase loan schemes to small industrial enterprise. The vast 
bulk of these l~·ans have gone to small industrial enterprise in the towns. The 
equipment is procured centrally by SIDO's headquarters. This has frequently 
resulted in delays ar.d inappropriately-specified equipment. The programnaes 
arc not financially viable or expanding. Arrears are high, and collections 
appropriated to operating expenses rather than re-lent. It is planned to transfer 
collection resporisibility to the National Bank of Commerce, a body which
like most banks-has shown very little interest in co-operating with non-
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financial agencies like SIDO. In Kenya, Kenya Industrial Estates (KIEl has 
operated a programme of 630 loans. This has had mixed resuhs. The best 
clients are small and in medium-sized towns. 

The experience has been no better in programmes where the technical 
agency chooses the types and recipients of loans, while leaving disbursement 
and collection to a bank. This has been tried in Indonesia in the Provincial 
De\·elopment Programme, and in Pakistan in the 1970s by consortia of the 
small industries corporations and the banks. In these programmes, the 
borrowers' credit-worthiness was not determined solely (sometimes. not at all) 
by the banks. The banks were not in control of the programmes, and felt absolved 
of the responsibility for financial success. Many of the borrowers. too. may have 
been unwisely chosen. The results have been a high incidence of bad debts and 
financial non-sustainability. Experiences of BSCIC in Bangladesh show similar 
results. 

While these programmes actually reach and sometimes benefit some 
hundreds or even thousands of smaller artd more dispersed RSIEs on a one
shot basis. without self-sustainability they usually run down without having 
achieved a long-term, widespread impact. There is no evidence that the 
subsidized direct recipients are particularly dynamic or promote marked spread 
effects in other RSIEs. 

Such programmes cannot, therefore, be regarded as generally effective 
RSIE-promoters. The '.Cason is probably that they have regarded their clients 
as a favoured group without very much regard to their credit-worthiness. Since 
they have also usually been based on ''outside" government or external funds, 
both the programmes and their clients have tended to regard the loans as 
SOMething cf a gift. 

If such programmes are to find support in future, they probably should 
(a) tie :ocaliy administered, (b) be at least partly fina11ced by local saving-;, (c) 
charge l'ealistic (higher} interest rates. (d) focus on the character of the 
entrepren.~ur as opposed to the SUi>posed developmental benefits of his or her 
projec!, (e1 emphasize existing RSIE, while not absolutely excluding new ones, 
and (j) con1:entrate first on short-term loans, extending to longer-term loans as 
clients builc up their credit-worthiness. 

(iii) Savin ?Sand loans as.rociations 

These show more promise. although their widespread effectiveness for 
RSIE remains unproven. 

In Pakistan, Senegal and the Philippines, no evidence was found of strong 
rural savings and loans associations (SLAs). In the United Republic of 
Tanzania, rural co-operatives are only beginning to be re-established, after their 
dissolution by the authorities in the 1970s. 

In Zambia, there is a strong system of local rural credit unions and savings 
associations (CUSAs), which, however, service farmers rather than RSIF.s. 
There is a similarly strong system of SLAs, the Co-operative Credit C:ntre 
(CCC) in Peru, based on inter:st rates ; l exce~s of very high inflation, which 
make short-term loans to individuals, primarily for productive purposes in any 
productive sector including trade and service~. As noted above, BRl's new 
programme in Indonesia is n~n on similar principle~. although managed by the 
bank, not by SLAs. The same is true of the highly successful Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh, which, however, unlike BRI, has always based itself on these 
principles. 
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Other Indonesian e:<1amples arc provided by the Sub-district Credit Institu
tions (BKK). which are SLAs run by the local authorities and assisted and 
monitored by the prc\"incial dc\·elopmcnt bank in Central Java. However, 
attempts to transfer the BKK model itself to other pro\"inces ha\"c not been 
successful-the provincial development banks there ha\·e not been effective 
supervisors. There are also numerous SLAs set up with assistance from 
Indonesian NGOs. These. like other SLAs. concentrate on small savers and 
loans. have high interest rates and short loan terms with frequent re-payments. 
Some are multiscctoral. but some are based on RSIE in villages v.here high 
RSIE-concentrations are found. 

Summarizing. it seems that in some countries. SLAs have be::n able to 
prosper in small savings and loan. high-interest rate. markets-both urban and 
rural-neglected by or debarred from the formal hanks. and that a few banks 
are beginning also to move into these markets. The SI.As disburse quicker and 
with Ies~ formality than the traditional bank lending programmes. Their stock
in-trade is short-term loans. usu<i.lly used for working capita!, to already 
operat'.ng businesses. 

However. they are not RSIE-specific. except in rare cases. They serve 
whoe\"er in their locality can save or borrow effectively. While RSIEs can 
probably use and bcnelit from SLAs and SLA-type bank programmes, they 
must do so based on their own prior strength. 

On the above e\"idence. the percei\"ed credit-worthiness of RSIE-and the 
range of credit instruments a\"ailable to them-will continue to be more limited 
than many observers would wish. 

It is an open question how much this matters. Many RSIEs only seem to 
want credit from their known suppliers or cuslomers. Entire RSIE sectors in 
Pakistan and in Peru get along rather well in default of effective service from 
the more formal financial institutions. The bulk of small bminesses everywhere 
rely primarily on their own capital and that of the parties with whom they 
trade. 

Despite this, improved financial intermediation is to be hoped for. Many 
farmers and rural traders seem to have benefited from programmes such as the 
Grameen Bank·s in Bangladesh and CUSA's in Zambia. 

These reflections are largely paralleled by those cf the World Bank/ 
Thailand study of rural development and rural non-farm activities mentioned 
above in connection with policy-formulation: 
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··The Kasetsart/Michigan State/Ohio State team has found very little 
indicati,>n that credit is a major problem faced by the existing (rural) 
enterprises. Indeed, especially in manufacturing and handicrafb, final 
demand was almost inevitably identified as the overriding constraint. The 
World Bank/Thailand National Economic and Social Dev~!opment Board 
l~ESDB) profiling studies and field trip came to similar conclusions. 

It is thus clear that non-farm activities are primarily carried out in 
households or small firms, require limited fixed capital, are largely self
financed and often obtain short-term credit from traders of inputs or 
outputs. The features just described may WC'll represent adaptations of 
economic activity to the higher transaction costs of credit in widely
dispcrsed rural areas compared to large cities ... 

Improvements in rural financial intermediation which lead to lowered 
transaction costs for formal lenders may well accelerate rural growth in 



general, or non-farm growth in particular. and allow the enterprises to 
become more capital intensive."~· 

(h) Business-ad,·ice extension sen'ices• 

Business-advice extension services may be effective in support of some other 
useful promotional effort such as SLAs. RSIE business ad,ice is not much valued 
in its own right. 

Business-advice extension services have a mixed record. In Zambia, they 
have no effective rural outreach. In Peru, the National Industrial Training 
Service (SENA Tl) docs not service small industrial enterprise and RSIE in this 
way. On the other hand, the small-industries associations in the medium and 
smaller cities assist small industrial enterprises in formalization procedures and 
loan applications and offer business assessments and advice in the process. 
Similar services are offered by the Association of Colombian Small-scale 
Industries (ACOPI) and by the Small Enterprise Development Corporation 
(CFP) in Colombia, and by KI E's rural industrial programme in Kenya (which 
has had only limited outreach beyond the towns). In the United Republic of 
Tanzania, SIDO's SICAT A service is not impressive. Few of the sampled 
clients-all of whom were in towns-received constructive advice, and none 
seems to have adopted it. hl Liberia, the small business division of the National 
Investment Commission has some rural as well as urban outreach, but confines 
itself largely to producing over-optimistic loan applications on behalf of its 
clients. Jn the Philippines, not much more can generally be said of the Medium 
and Small Industry Co-ordinated Action Programme (MASICAP) and the 
Small Business Advisory Centres (SBACs). The SBACs s'!em unable to 
mobilize other, more technical, agencies in response to small industrial 
enterprise and RSIE clients' needs. In Pakistan, the Small Industries Corpora
tions (SICs) used to assist with loan applications, but the banks no longer co
operate with them. The same is largely true of SIDO's regional offices in tne 
United Republic of Tanzania. 

Effective support of this nature has only been observed as part of an 
otherwise successful wiC:er effort: 

(a) In Senegal, the Ministry of Social Developm.!nt offers effective book
keeping and organization-building advice as part of a wider promotion of rural 
women's food-processing co-operatives which also includes technical training 
and equipment grants; 

(b) A different, though also effective, approach is taken in Java by the 
Organization for Economic and Social Science Education and Extension 
(LP3ES), an Indonesian NGO. LP3ES offers book-keeping and organization
building advice as part of a wider ;>romotion of rural producers' savings and 
loan associations. It promotes technical upgrading by encouraging introductory 
contracts with more advanced local RSIEs, relying thereafter as much as 
possible on the clients' own initiative. Over time, it reduces the extension visits 
to any particular RSIE client-group. 

•Insufficient evidence wa• available on the RSI E-prorr.01ional effeclivene.s of rntrrprrnrum1/ 
dnl'lopmrnt programme.. The one definite report noted-from a programlt'e in Pala"·~n. a rural 
province in the Philippine•-wa~ negative. 

l' fh1d.. pp. I 35- 1.16. 
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Summarizing. it appears that business-extension ad\·ice is rarely valued or 
effective in its own right. but only in support of some other promotional effort. 
such as bank loans. sa\·ings and loan associations and technical upgrading. It is 
a means to some specific end. Only if the end is achie\·able and useful. is 
supporting busines~-extension ad\·ice justified. RSIEs do not want and will not 
often benefit from outside advice on how to run their businesses better in 
general. 

(i) Technical training centres 

Training ce:ttres have. M:ith some exceptions. been inejfectfre promoters of 
RS/£. The centres are often urban-based and -oriented. \rith liule or no rural 
outreach. and usually attract. with doubtful results. school lea1·ers or othe'"·ise 
unemployed rather than those engaged in existing RSIE. 

Technical training can be effecti\·e. But all too often, formal programmes 
only offer introductory vocational courses at training centres. They either 
deliberately eschew or fail to attract trainees from existing small industriai 
enterprise and RSIEs, concentrating instead on young labour-market entrants. 
Sometimes, for lack of funds. the courses are too short. or the centres have too 
little facilities, to be of any significant use to the trainees. On the other hand, 
courses with real content in well-equipped (invariably urban) centres prepare 
their trainees for wage-employment in large firms rather than self-employment 
in small industrial enterprise or RSIE. Both these characteristics are observed 
in the United Republic of Tanzania. where the National Vocational Training 
Centres turn out skilled wage labour, while SIDO's training centres and the 
distric:-run rural Post Primary Technical Centres are too ill-funded and 
quipped to give their inexperienced trainees sie.nificant marketable skills. Both 
t'nese characteristics have also been observed by Watanabe and his contributors 
as regards small industial enterprise anri RSIE in Egypt and Ghana. Apart 
from the inappropriateness of equipment and curricula. the centres' effective
ness was reduced because people from existing small industrial enterprises 
could not afford \he time or money to attend the courses. 21 

In Kenya, the Kenya Industrial Training Institute is geared towards larger 
indu~!ries and has very little RSIE outreach. Although the 400 Kenyan Village 
Polytechnics have trained about 40,000 people over the years, the graduates
possibly because they were not already engaged in existing RSIE-have had a 
marked tendency to migrate to urban informal sector enterprises and jobs. 

In Peru, SENA Tl's training courses for small-scale industry and RSIE run 
at centres all over the country, have inappropriate curricula and are not very 
useful to their recipients. Whereas in Indonesia, BIPIK's on-location training 
courses in established RSIE clusters are effective. the same cannot be said of 
their cour;;cs run at remote rural and at relatively advanced urban centres, 
which appear to impart skills inapplicable even ty experienced RSIE trainees. 
Again in Indonesia, the Manpower Department's vocational training centres in 
the smaller cities are also ineffective. They give only two-month courses, 
located at the training centres themselves. They are idle ten months of the year. 
They train new entrants, and the placement rate of the ex-trainees is low. 

In Coiombia, the National Apprenticeship Service (SENA) has had more 
success by running three-month sandwich courses for employees of existing 
~~"II industrial enterprises. These courses are &iven separately from those 

:•w 11anahc, op. Cll. pp. 6J-65, H7-H~ and 221>. 
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aimed at larger industry. However. their outreach to RSIE is not known. In 
Burkina Faso. the RSIE outreach of the National Training Centre for Rural 
Artisans (CPNAR) has been \·cry limited despite its title. 

In Nepal. the placement rate of the National Volunteer Training Service's 
(NVTS) conventional training courses is lower than NVTS achie\·es with 
Training for Rural Gainful Activities (TRUGA). an on-location rural training 
scheme. In lhe Philippines. the Institute of Small-Scale Industries (ISSI) 
emphasizes business training courses which are aimed at the larger and more 
formal small industrial enterprise and have little if any outreach to RSIE. A 
recent attempt by ISSI to extend such courses to a rural area in the Palawan 
Integrated Area Development Project (PIADP) has met with no notable 
success. 

Finally, in Pakistan. the more advanced training institutes-such as the 
Leather Products Development Centre in Karachi. the Institute of Leather 
Technology in Gujranwala, and the Metal Industries Development Centre in 
Sialkot-each appear to have effectively trained I0-50 skilled t.:chnicians per 
year. However, most of the ex-trainees find work in medium to large firms in 
medium to large cities. The small industry corporativ11!; train much greater 
numbers-some thousands per year-in more rural courses and centres for 
artisans and carpet-wea,•ers. In areas without an industrial tradition. like 
Baluchistan. the imparted skills are rarely used. In more developed provinces, 
such as Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province, lhe training seems well 
and economically executed and is afterwards used by a large majority of 
trainees (carpet-weavers perhaps excepted). However. since Pakistani RSIEs are 
notable for their ability to impart basic vocational skills on-the-job to their 
apprentices, the need for public programmes doing the same thing for a small 
fraction of the total required numbers. is very doubtful. 

Most of the observed formal training programmes conducted at centres 
have been very little use in promoting RSIE. One may speculate, however. 
that- provided they are adequately equipped-dispersed systems like Kenya's 
Village Polytechnics or Punjab's Rural Artisan Training Centres could be more 
effective RSIE promoters if they c0nce.1trated on short sandwich courses to 
those engaged in existing RSIE. 

(}) On-location technical facilities, exrenJion and training 

These programmes are very often v;e/1-recei\·ed and effecrfre. They must. 
however. offer realistic ne11 commercial opporrunirieJ to their RS/£ clients. Al.w. 
nor all institutions are effective in executing the programmes. 

On-location programmes are mainly directed to already-operating small 
industrial enterprise and RSIE. Clients thus already have some technical 
knowledge and business experience and are able to build further on that base. 
Also, they can, by and large, choose to use the services as much or as little as 
they wish. 

The location of such programmes allows them to remain in clo~e touch 
with the needs and conditions of the small industrial enterprise or l\.SIE. 
Finally, on-location training is often associated with new but readily 
exploitable market or other commercia! opportunities being introduced \0 the 
enterprises. 

Technical service facilities, such as equipment ava;lable for use b> local 
small industrial euterprise and RSIE, were in use and in demand in rural 
Indonesia (rattan tanning, leather-working), anA in Pakistan (metal-working. 
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leather-working). in an urban context. In both countries. there is a tendency for 
the facilities to outlive their usefulness if not periodically upgraded. As the 
surrounding small industrial enterprise and RSIEs develop. they buy the 
rele\·ant equipment themseh·cs. 

In Zambia. the on-location training is mostly also urban. It is executed by 
SIDO under contract to the Zambian Federation of Employers and the Small 
Industries Association. and is aimed at existing small industrial enterprises. 
whose productivity it appears to enhance. Rural outreach is very limited. 

Rural on-location training in metal-working. followed up by extension. is 
given in the Nonh-West Frontier Pro\·ince in Pakistan by SIDB through the 
mobile units of the Pak-Holland project. Wide geographical coverage and 
relatively large numbers of trainees are achie\·ed by gi\·ing part-time short 
courses. on the truck-borne units. to already-operating RSIEs. New products 
and techniques are introduced. Neighbouring RSlfa. who ha\·e not yet 
enrolled. now wish to do so. having observed the results achieved with the 
ex-trainees. The service-planned with considerable pre-feasibility work-is 
only 18 months old and still has heavy expatriate commitment. !t is thus too 
early to sa~ whether this strenuous but productive programme has a long-term 
future. The same can be said of TRUGA. an I LO-assisted programme in rural 
Nepal of the National Vocational Training Service. Unlike most on-location 
facilities. TRUGA works with new entrants. based on careful pre-analysis of 
local opportunities and specific training needs. To date. it has achieved higher 
employment or self-employment rates than NVTS' more conventional training 
programmes. but there is some doubt whether NVTS has the resources to 
continue it on a long-term basis. NVTS. having prior technical competence has. 
howe\·er. been more effecti,·e with TRUGA than the Bangladesh Rural Skills 
Service which lacks this competence. 

Sustainability is not a present worry with the Senegalese Ministry of Social 
Development's successful programme of rural "·omen's food-processing (milling) 
co-operatives. This too is partly based c,n new entrants-the co-operatives 
themselves and their male mill-operators-but the back-up training in machine 
fabrication and maintenance is given to existing blacksmiths. foundrymcn and 
mechanics. Herc. too, careful pre-feasibility work was done on market and 
technical aspects. After four years. several hundred co-operative~ arc operating 
successfully. Although the programme has always been assisted by foreign 
funds. the expertise is for all practical purposes Senegalese. 

In contrast. programmes to upgrade rural handicrafts in Burkina Faso and 
Haiti have failed. because insufficient attention was paid to markets and 
economic viability (Burkina Faso) or to careful prc-organi1ation of new co
operatives (Haiti). In both these cases. the promoting institution had a far 
weaker tradition of local presence than in Senegal. 

In handicrafts and furniture, further successful examples come from Peru. 
the Philippines and Indonesia, where Peruvian small industry associations. 
BIPIK. NACIDA and the Small and ~cdium Enterprise Development (SMEDI 
project of the Philippines Ministry of Trade and Industry have all executed or 
sponsored on-location training or consultancy to introduce upgraded products 
and techniques in rattan and other branches. These have resulted in expanded 
income and employment in the rural centres concerned. In lndor.c~i:i, at leaM. 
the direct effects have been multiplied by further diffusion of the improvement' 
among the RSIEs themselves. 

On-location technical upgrading programmes arc thus often effective as 
RSIE promoters. However. the motivation of instllutions to mount them tends 
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to be more limited. They form. for example. only a very small part of Zambian 
anJ Indonesian promotional efforts and arc not mounted by SIDO in the 
United Republic of Tanzania or SENA Tl in Peru-both national-level. urban
bascd institutions. Often. they arc associated with external assistance. as with 
the ILO United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) in Senegal. ILO 
in Nepal. Netherlands" aid in the North-West Frontier Province. and UNIDO 
and USAID in the Philippines. Probably the only insti:utions which can sustain 
such programmes in the long-term arc those which ha\'C a tradition of 
decentralized rural operations. Provided that they have technical ccmpetcr:cc, 
such operations can then benefit from putting more emphasis on on-location 
technical programmes. More bureaucratic and centralized institutions, on the 
other hand. seem likely to give such programmes only minor or temporary 
support. 

(k) Technology dev'!lopment and diffusion centres 

These centres ha,·e general(r been remote from RS/Es and ineffectfre at 
promvting them. A fe11· ha'·e effectfre(•· sen•ed agricultural implemem firms by 
dere/oping close field contacts 1,·ith them. 

Effective technology diffusion by on-location technical training pro
grammes and service facilities has already been covered above. Herc, the 
experience of centres set up to do technical research. develop improved 
technology and diffuse it to industry is considered. 

Few of these arc effective as far as RSI Es arc concerned. In Indonesia, the 
Metal lnd!Jstrics Development Centre in Bandung has a good technical 
reputation, but has no outreach to RSIE. The same is true of the Technology 
Resource Centre in the Philippines. In the same country, the branch-specialized 
research institutes similarly have no rural or even regional outreach and arc 
reportedly not well-equipped or -staffed. 

In Burkina Faso. the Centre for Appropriate Technology has achieved no 
commcrcially-applicablc technical development work or rural outreach. Nor 
has the Kilimanjaro Industrial Development Centre in the United Republic of 
Tanzania. nor the lraJustrial Development Centre in Oshogbo in Nigeria. nor 
the Rural Industrial Development Centr-.:s in Kenya. 

CAMARTEC in the United Republic of Tanzania has been a little more 
cffccti\·e. but-after a period of stagnation-is only now beginning to move 
beyond its successful oxcart and coffee dccorticator developments to fresh field 
research and tc~ting of new products. Meanwhile, it has been outstripped m 
technical innovation by the local private firm, Thcmi Farm Implements. 

In Kenya, a regional tool-development centre has produced some useful 
designs for agricultural implements. in response to demand from a multi· 
country rural extension and training programme. Further evidence that close 
links to clients' real needs arc essential, comes from Argentina. There, DA T's 
Technical Centre at Rosario has substc.ntially upgraded the product lines of, 
quite sophisticated, local agricultural-implement firms via an active extension 
service. 

The low average effectiveness of research centres ''iNi·nJ RSIE would 
appear to stem from a combined lack of incentives from target group and 
institution alike. The former arc not tempted to approach large, formal and -
from their point of view-often remote centres staffed by civil servants with 
whom they feel little "rapport" and the latter sec no obvious reason why they 
should serve RSIE clients on whom they arc not financially dependent. 
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Gi\·en the strong linkages of RSIE with technically-simple rural consumc:r 
products. compared to weaker linkages to agricultural implements and 
processing. it is in any case doubtful whether extensi\'e technology-de\·elopment 
programmes are much use to them. (E\'en in Pakistan. where the links with 
agricultural implements seem tc be at their strongest. a Swiss-• ssisted 
agricultural light-engineering centre of SIDB in the North-West Frontier 
Pro\·ince has had little success in introducing new technology to its RSIE 
clients.) 

(/) Area-based and targer-group based in.Hiturions and programmn 

There is /i11/e eridence that area-based institutions and programnrt•s are 
el!ectfre at consciouJ/_r promoting RS/E. The.r moJt/_r punue otha ft'cton .. ~uch 
~; infrastructure and agriculture. Hm1 e\-er. the /inkagt•s from Juch t'.Oi1rt.f can 
indireuly promote RSIE f.fee chapter 11..1,. 

The lack of prominence gi\"en 10 RSIE in World Bank integrated area 
(rural) de\'elopment programmes (IADPs) has already been noted.:" This 
indicator is confirmed by e\'iden.:e from sc\·cral countries. IADPs and area
based institutions generally-like the district authorities in Pakistan. Peru and 
the United Republic of Tanzania. and IADrs in Pakistan and the Philippines
gi\·e priority to other sectors. such as agriculture. irrigation. roads. sch<lols and 
clinics. 

Deliberate efforts 10 dernte significant attention 10 RSIE within an area 
programme hne shown occasional success. as with wood-workers in the IADP 
in the North Western Pro\'ince in Zambia. But other attempts-the Kilimanjaro 
Industrial De\'elopment Centre in the Kilimanjaro IADP in the United 
Republic of Tanzania. and the Palawan IADP in the Philippines. and the 
PRODERM and Herrandina projects of the Cuzco Dc\·elopmcnt Corporation 
in Pcru-lia\·c not yet bc!en successful. They ha\'c found it difficult 10 co
ordinate the industrial sab-programmes with the other sectors anJ ha\·c found 
limited RSIE opportunities compared with their hopes. which were based on 
the supply of forest and agricultural resources of their areas. rather than on 
local consumer demand. 

Programmes based on social (as opposed 10 sectoral) target groups show 
\cry mixed results. The successful Senegalese rural women"s food-processing 
ce-opcrati\·es programme concentrates on rural women and thus blends food
proccl>sing and the sectoral and social-group approaches. Its succcss is bal>cd on 
a strong extension network. careful pre-feasibility study. planning. and as much 
reliance as possible on the target groups· own (and other l<Y.al) resources. Sone 
of these were present in the enterprise prnject aimed at Senegalese trade unions, 
or the industrial homes programme for Pakistani rural women. which ha\'e had 
\Cf) limited results. 

Elsewhere. 1:11· expericn..:e of the Provincial De\"elopmenr Programme 
(PDP) in Indonesia confirms the need for strong local presence. There was 
uniform failure where the Industry Department had no )Uh-regency office. PDP 
also. b~ concentrating on poorer groups. avoided the almost total neglect of 
RSI!: usual in IADPs. The agricultural inrere!>ls of the richer. landed, 
smallholders were not the focus of PDP. which in the e\'ent dern11·d a rclati\·ely 
high 20r; of its funds to RSIE. 
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Training and therapeutic programmes for the disabled arc hardly a fair test 
.:if the target-group approach. They may be more successful where based on 
rapid return to and support from the community, as in Indonesia and the 
Philippines. Retaining the ex-trainees in institutions merely perpetuates their 
dependence. It is unclear as yet what role is to be played by workshops ~pun off 
from institutions. 

Despite some successes. institutions and pro&rammcs based on areas and 
social target groups offer no general cffccti,•cncss as direct RSIE promoters. 
Perhaps. with mor.: careft I selection and plannirg, the target-group programme 
can be a useful tool, P• rticularly if the group has significant local social 
cohesion and motivation. However. the same cannot be said of area-based 
approacb,_-s. The claims o:· other sectors and the difficulties of co-ordination 
appear g.:nerally too formidiable. 

fm) Smail indusrry and rrade associarions 

Small indusrry and rraJe auociarions are obsen·ed 10 perform a useful range 
of sen·ices for regional-ro"·n RSIE in some dei·eloping counrr;es. They rake rime 
10 build up. bur could be a promising rarger for more exrernal TC A. 

On tlae evidence nailablc. these associations are not yet powerful small
scalc-ir.dustry or RSIE-promoting agents c~ccpt in Peru and Colombia. 
Associations of inriustrialists. businessmen or C"tportcrs arc mostly strong in the 
national capitals or the larger cities of developing countries. Where they exist in 
the smaller cirics and towns, they seem generally to be weak and limited to 
rather narrow lobbying functions. There is also evidence from the Philippines 
of strong disagreements between .issociations, both at the national level and 
between local associations and national ones trying to set up or affiliate h.x:al 
chaptcrs.r 

The same source indicates that in the Philippines the local associations arc 
mostly Chambers of Commerce. i.e. multi-sectoral business associations 
dominated by iandowners and traders rather than by RSIE.u Indeed RSIE. or 
c\·cn small industrial enterprise generally, seems often to be an aftcnhou~t of 
wider industrial or business associations. at the national or even local levels. 

Nc\·enhelcss. small industry association.s do exist, as in Zambia, and in 
Kasur. a small specialized. tanning city in the Pakistan Punjab. One used to 
exist in the United Republic of Tanzania, an association of the small mctal
wor~ing firms in Moshi town. Associatirns of artisans also cxi~t in the regional 
towns of Senegal (Chambres des Mcticrs). but have been established there by 
government decree. 

Although the Zambian small ind;1s111 associations do some vocational 
training. small industry associations generally confine themselves to lobbying 
for the alleged com111on intereus vf their r.icmbcrs, e.g., a technical service 
facility for Kasur. or access to steel imports for Moshi. They arc by no means 
uniformly effecti\·c in this. After three years of lobbying, there is no facility in 
Kasur, and the Moshi small industry a!lsociation broke up after failing to secure 
import facilities from the Government. 

From Peru and Colombia there i~ more promising evidence. In both 
countries, national small-industry-association federations exist and although 
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their effecti\·eness and presence is most clearly felt in the na<ional capital cities. 
FENAPI tPeru) and ACOPI (Colombia) have regional offices in a large 
number of smaller cities and regional centres. The small industry associations 
pro,·ide information and. sometimes. organize common purchasing for their 
members. They also assist non-mC'mbers with formalization procedures. at the 
same time pro,·iding them with assessments of their businesses. They arc in 
close rapport with the locai authorities on the need for strengthened 
infrastructure. They co-operate' with NGOs who provide sector research and 
seminars. They are starting to act as dfccti,·c sut--.:ontracting exchanges 
between their members. At the national lc,·cl. they arc important as pressure 
groups and ha,·c played an important role in bringing about the establishment 
of other instituti1.ms that can and d~ provide effective assistance for RSIE. 
(ACOPI was instrumental in the co;tablishmcnt of SENA. CFP and the 
National Guarantee Fund in Colombia.) 

It is dangerous to generalize from experience in rclati,·cly-dc\;clopcd. 
urbanized Peru and Colombia. However. recent evidence' from Senegalese 
regional towns is promising. Their artisans' associations arc beginning to 
organize common parchasing and transport facilities among their members an~ 
to press the local authorities for impro,·ed infrastructure. 

While a v. idc range of functions for small industries associations must be 
regarded as unprO\·en outside Peru and Colombia. and while they cannot be 
expected to finance costly services. they seem to be a promising target for 
external TC A. till now largely neglected by donors and agencies. The Philippine 
experience indicates that. as with RSIE co-operatives, extensive preparation is 
essential by outside agencies trying to help start or strengthen local business 
associations or small industries associations. Among the factors requiring 
attention arc: (a) Whom do existing associations represent? (b) If th::y do nol 
presently represent RSIE. is it better to work with them to extend their 
activities, or to promote new local and RSIE-spccitic associations? 

Ncvcrlhclcss. more attempts in this field may well repay the effort. If the 
Philippine. Senegalese. Pcru\·ian and Columbian experiences arc anything to go 
by. belh:r results can be expected via local NGOs or cxtcr1al (international) 
business foundations as promotional agents. rather than governmental bodies. 
Howcv:r. outreach is likely to be restricted to small cit·· or rural town RSI Es. 
as opposed to RSI Es dispersed in the countryside. 

(n) .\"on-J:o'·ernmental orf(ani:ations (;\"liO.r), nrher than 
small indu.uries auoc1at10ns. SI.As ere . 

. \'(i(h perform a ranf(e of RSIE-prnmotional function.s ro a still-limited 
extenr. hut usual~r efficiently and "·irh f(ood rural fieldwork. /heir especial 
rtren/(lhs are rhe prnmorion of RSIE Jelf-reliance throuxh orf(anization. and their 
emphasir rm auronomous local operationJ. fheir n·eakneueJ have hten "ver
emphasis on "11·elfare" concerm and under-&'mphaJiJ on technical input and 
upf(radinf(. 

NGOs perform a variety of functions, as noted at various point~ above. 
For example. rhcy do small-industrial-c:ntcrprisc research. as in Peru. They 
market RSIE handicralt products, as with PEKERTI in Indonesia and the All 
Paki:otan Women's Association (APWA) in Pakisran, or help upgrade rural 
handicraft quality and marketing, as in Peru. They hctp gcncratr rural project 
grants-in various sectors-from international NGOs. as Jocs Community 
Development Trust Fund in the United Republic 0f Tanzania. They conducl 
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technica: trammg. like Village Industry Service in Zambia. They even fund 
small credit programmes. as with the Presidential National Trust Fund for Self
Reliance in the United Republic of Tanzania and various foundations in 
Colombia. 

NGOs do all these things to a limited extent. but within those limits. they 
usually perform at least as effectively as-and often considerably better than
govemmental institutions. Tl:is is largely because they are more enthusiastic 
about field-work and tend to fund it appropriately. thus attracting more 
mot;,·ated staff an-1 using them more effectively. and panly because they know 
they will not be paid for doing very little. whereas in Government offices there 
is a greater tendency for both the active and the inactive to be retained on the 
payroll. 

Their other distincti\·e contribution seems to be promotion of self-reliance. 
They do research for the national small industries association in Peru. they help 
set up or strengthen local chambers of commerce in the Philippines. and local 
small industries associations in Peru. They help SLAs and RSIE co-operatives 
to stan in Indonesia. and strengthen SLA operations in Peru. They suppon 
!echnical UJJgrading in Indonesia through inter-RSIE contacts. They are not 
uniformly successful in these activities. Ne\·cnheless. their localized. low
o\·crhead. focus on helping the RSIEs to help themselves seems to be 
appropriate. It i!> significant that PEKERTI. a national-level NGO in 
Indonesia. has cho!:cn to expand its connections outside Java by assisting local
lc\·cl NGOs. ra1hcr than attempting to control distant branch offices. 

In two areas. NGOs seem as yet generally ineffective for RSIE develop
ment. They concentrate mostly on .. groups" and on the .. poorest of the poor··. 
rath•;r than on those RSIEs with the largest potential. In other words, NGOs 
can suffer from a tendency to put welfare above effectiveness. Nor do they offer 
much direct technical upgrading training to established RSIEs owned by 
individuals. although there arc exceptions. such as the Engineering Centre for 
labour Dc\"clopmcnt tCIPDEL) in Peru. an NGO working with entrepreneurs 
in a shant;; town near Lima. and the Carvajal Foundation working with small 
cnrrcprcneurs in Cali. Colombia. These weaknesses lessen the NGOs' effective
ness in promoting diffusion of improvements from innovating RSIEs to their 
neighbours. Howc,·cr. there arc now signs that some NGOs-PEKERTI and its 
local affiliates in Indonesia. for example-arc beginning to move towards 
upgr-iding training and away from an exclusive concern for specific groups. 

IV .3 Particular aspec!s bearing on effectiveMss 

Section IV.2 has considered the RSIE-promotional effectiveness of various 
types of irstitution and function. This :;cction deals with the bearing on 
~ffccti\"cncss of some other aspects of institutions and their relations with RSIE. 
Since most of :he dala has already been covered above. this section is a 
rccapitulatory regrouping of the- c\idcncc. 

The questions considered arc (a) the appropriate conditions and cxtcrt~ of 
supply-side assi!;tancc to RSIEs, (h) the qur~1ion of how the effectiveness of 
assistance is affected by the way in which 11 is organized, and (c) wme other 
instituiional questions. 

Under (a). arc included such questions as the demand conditions 
facing RSIE. th~ role of community involvement, whether comprehensive 
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or partial assistance is more cffccti,·c. and what types of RSIE it can reach 
and help. These questions arc highly interrelated. 

Under (b). arc considered whether assistance should be organized on 
the area. the multiscctoral. or the sectoral basis. whether institutions 
should be centralized or localized. and what should be their provenance. 
public. private. or NGO. 

Under (c). are included co-operation between institutions. new 
institutions. sustainability and cost-effectiveness of institutions. an<.* 
monitoring by institutions of their own operations. 

(a) The appropriate CiJnditions and e:ctt'nt of supp~,·-side assi.ftance 

Alth,,ugh general rural groK·th is not an absolute pre-condition for an_r 
supp~r-side RS/£ support activity, lack of such groM·th severely limits oppor
tunitit'.f. particu/ar~r in poor and sparsely populated regions. Community 
inrnfrement should particularly be sought in RS/£ promotion for diJOJ,·antaged 
region.f and scda/ groups. 

lncrcasir g rural prosperity and demand usually promotes the sp:>ntancous 
growth of RSIE and makes certain types of supply-side sJpport more 
appropriate. Examples arc technical upgrading aimed at local markets. and 
savings or credit schemes based on local savings. 

Howncr. conditions of generally increasing demand arc not absolutely 
necessary for effective supply-side support. For example. the Senegalese rural 
\1;omcn's grain-milling co-operati•·es arc not in particularly dynamic local 
economics. nor arc the small industries associations and their members in 
Colombia and Peru. However. in these cases. even if the local economy is not 
evidently growing. there is a relatively high level of locally accessible demand 
for small-industrial-entc:rprisc and RSIE products. Ir the Peruvian and 
Colombian situations. this comes from popula:ion density (and in this respect it 
may be significant that BR l's rural savings and credit programme in lndoncsi3 
has been more successful in densely-populated Java than in the more sparsely
populatcd t'~tcr islands). In Senegal. it is because ground millet is a daily staple 
which accounts for a substantial fraction of total rural consumption. The 
manner in which ii is consumed in Senegal. furthermore. 1equircs daily milling 
and thi'i is considered by the women as drudgery when done by manual 
pounding. 

Similarly. the only successful RSIE yet set up by PRODERM in the 
poorly-developed Peruvian highlands is a maize-mill. maize flour being a local 
food staple. In contrast. PRODERM's brick and tile RSIE is not dmng well. 
Allcmpts 10 sci up tile-making and pottery RSI Es in rural Senegal and Burkina 
fa'\o, and 10 upgr:tde basketry in rural Burkina Faso, were also not successful. 
It would seem that in poor. remote and spa1·scly-populated areas. only staple
food-proces~ing can generally be stimulated, although other branches (e.g. wood 
products in the North W"stern Province of Zambia) may also be lo~ .lly fea'\ihle. 
One may speculate that stimulation of wood products, then tailoring. huild;ng 
materials. and upgraded metal-working, might later successively become ,·iahle, 
driven by consumer ~emand as local agricultural prosperity increases. 

II can he concluded that conditions for effective supply-side RSIE i;apport 
may e"isl even ""here agricultural prosperity is not eviden1•y increasing. hut 
only for slaple-food-pro('essing RSIEs. or in dens~ly populated areas. (Whether 
stimulating food-processing in sparsely-populated regions is cosr-cffectivC" is a 
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fcnhcr question which should be carefully examined in each region before 
launching the cffon.) At the other end of the scale. in strong rural economics. 
institutions should be wary of supponing or trying to help create run-of-thc
mill simple RSIEs. by. for example. basic technical training. The cffon will 
probably be superfluous, as such enterprises will multiply spontaneously. 
Supply-side suppon should in such conditions concentrate on technical 
upgrading of selected or clustered RSIEs. and perhaps stimulating SL As. 

The Senegalese grain-mills prO\·idc an example of the \'aluc of community 
im·okcmcnt. The programme was preceded by careful surveys to find out and 
check with local people what was in strong local demand. and to identify the 
technical obstacles to its supply. A similar approacn was adopted by NVTS 
with TRUGA in remote Nepalese areas, also with fair success. The other field 
in which community inrnh·cmcnt seems valuable, is in programmes aimed at 
disad\·amagcd social target groups. for example women. Jf the menfolk arc 
deliberately excluded fro;n such cffons. in many cultures the chances of success 
will be reduced. 

Partial-input support is much more like~l' to be ef/ectfre than comprehensfre 
support. If tn'! lauer is needed at all. the risks offailure and rost-ineffectfreness 
are high. 

Should supply-side suppon to RSIE be comprehensive (multi-input) or 
panial (minimal or "missing-ingredient" input)'? 

There is one notable example of success achieved by near-comprehensive 
support. the programme for rural Senegalese women's grain-milling co
opcrati\'"S. fa·cn these. howc\'cr. had to provide their own buildings and 
working capital and, in the extension of the programme. will also probably 
have to pay for the locally-fabricated parts of the mills.. However. the great 
bulk of the evidence-from the United Rcpu~lic of Tanzania. Pakistar. 
Indonesia. Peru, Zambia and the Philippines-is that comprehensive support is 
difficult to deliver. unnecessary :n most cases. and unsuccessful in promoting 
thos .. RSIE who possibly "need" it. The poor record of SMIDAs in trying to 
deli\ ~r comprehensive support directly. and of business-advice extension 
services in marshalling such support from di\·crsc agencies. and the withdrawal 
of some: SMIDAs (such as KIE in Kenya) into more partial support arc 
instructive. On the other hand. partial support-such as small loans in 
Indonesia and Peru. or technical upgrading for spcc.ific new markets in the 
Philippines. Indonesia and Pakistan-is very often cffccti\'c. 

This presents a dilemma which impels one toward caution in the extent of 
supply-side support to RSIE. The poorer and less versed (in relevant aspects) 
the target group and their region's population is. the more likely it is that 
several types of input-for cxam!Jlc. training. machinery supply. crcdi1 and 
organization-building-will be required in combination. if effective production 
is to be started. However. the risks and costs of such comprehensive support 
arc very high. There is the risk that the suppe>rt will not be dcli\·crcd in an 
effectively balanced manner, the more so if the location is rcmo1c. There is 1he 
risk 1hat delivery will in a~y case gencrati= dependence on the supplying 
institution, rather than self-reliant ~SIE. There arc the risks of enterprise 
failure that always mount with the novelty and extent of 1hc innovation. the 
risk that rhc RSIE will not be economically viable in a backward environment. 
and the qu.:stion of whether, even if all these obstacles arc surmounted. the 
promotion h'ls been worth its probably considerable costs. 
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RSIE supply-side support in unfavourable target-group ... r demand 
envir•'nments may .. need"" to be comprehensi\·e. but requires very careful and 
sceptical pre-appraisal. including cool assessment of the assistance institution"s 
capacities. Most RSIE support shm;ld be partial. to existing RSIEs. in more 
promising economic and infrastructural environments pr .duced by prior 
agricultural development. Such partial support should be .. made to measure .. 
rather than preconceived from a comprehensi\·e range of acti\·ities. 

RSI Es and their support are not a 1-:ading or widely-\·iablc acti\·ity in least
de\·eloped em·ironments. This is well expressed by ISSI of the Philippines. 
commenting on its attempts with other agencies to promote rural industry in 
under-developed Palawan pro\·ince: 

•• .. _ the development of infrastructure. markets. agriculture. and 
other bases for the industrialization of a rural area ... strengthens 
complementarities and optimizes utilization of deHlopment resources. 
There is indeed no reason for trying to promote or develop industries in an 
area where no preconditions to industrial de\·elopment arc in place:·:• 

Smaller RS/Es-rhe bulk o( rhe RSIE secror-art• wn-et! t'.{(ecrfrt'ly by on~r 
a narro"· range of insrirurions ond 11rogrammes. These n·ntrt' chit'f]y on marker or 
technical upgrading. sa\·ings and loan programmes. and srron.~ tie/d-1.-rJrk. 

There is the further question of what the range of institution .• is. which-if 
reasonably well-funded and organized. within the range of ob.;.-· ved experience
can contribute to the effective promotion of "·arious types of RSIEs. 

For this purpose. three classes of RSIE can be distinguished. fiJ more 
de\·eloped RSIE. usually employing between 15 and 25 people. in rural town.; 
and small regional cities. (it) smaller. artisanal or household. RSIE in those 
towns and cities. and (iii) village and countryside RSIE. almost invariably 
smaller. artisanal and household-based. 

Evidently. this classification-like most others-has its grey areas. In 
particular ... more developed'" RSIEs are frequently successful former artisanal 
enterprises which may retain man} artisanal characteristics such as informal 
accommodation and labour practices. However. the classification does help in 
determining som-: limits to the outreach <>nd assimilabilit• of certain types of 
supply-side assi!>lance. The ranges of institutions which may be able to promote 
the \·arious classes of RSIE effecti\'ely can ihen be more clearly seen. 

Supply-side assisrance to clas~ (iJ RSIE is probabl} best carried out by 
well-organized institutions or proy,rammes of the following types (not necessarily 
in this order!): 

• SMIDAs (in the sense 1hat such RSIE arc likely to be the traditional 
SMIDAs most farnurrd RSIE clients); 

• Marketing and raw-material-supply stimulatory schemes; 

• RSIE co-operati\'es (with the neces .. ary qualifications. e.g. the benefits 
to members must be cllar-cut); 

• Formal commercial and development banks (but in man} cases insuf
ficient I y J; 

• Savings and loans as'ioc1atmns or programmes; 
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• On-locatio'l or near-location technical facilities and technical upgrading 
training; 

• Sma!I industry and trade associations. 

For the smaller RSIEs in rural towns and regional cities (class (ii)), tht. 
range of possibly useful institutions or programmes is reduced. because the 
smaller RSIEs are less formal, appear less credit-··,onhy to banks. and are more 
difficult to organize: 

• Marketing stimulatory schemes; 

• RSIE co-operati\'es (with the necessary qualifications); 

• Savings and loan associations or programmes; 

• On-location or near-location technical facilities and technical upgrading 
training; 

• Small indus~:-y and trade associations (less certain); 

• NGOs. 

Village and country,;id:: RSIEs. usJally very small, are more dispersed 
(class (iii)). They are thus less likely to associate fruitfully in small industry 
associations. On the other hand, a well-organized target-group programme may 
benefit some of them, as the case of the Senegalese rural grain-mills shows. 
Thus. the potentially effecti\'e institutions of programmes for this class become: 

• Marketing stimulatory schemes; 

• RSIE co-operatives (with the necessary qualifications); 

• Savings and loan associations or programmes; 

• On-location rechnical facilities and technical upgrading training; 

• Social target-group development programmes; 

• NGOs. 

The smaller and more remote RSIEs-classes (ii) and (iii)-are served 
effectively by a considerably narrower range of institutions and programmes 
than the more-developed rural town or regional city enterprises. 

Since classes (ii) and (iii) comprise the great majority of RSIE, this in itself 
illustrates the severe limitations and unconscious bias of supply-side assistance. 

Nevertheless, there remains considerable scope for a supply-side approach 
to the development of RSIE. The effectiveness of such an approach, however, 
will increase considerably, if such institutional support can be implemented in 
the conducive en\'ironment of a demand-side policy that favours the creation of 
disposable income in rural areas. 

Supply-side intervention is no substitute for the proper macro-policy. It is 
no effective palliative for economic conditions unfavourable 10 RSIE. In such 
circumstances, supply-side intervention only stands a chance of success, if: 

• The intervention is exceptionally dedicated and competent at all levels; 

• The target group can be and is clearly delimitated. 

Most supply-side intervention will not 1 ;se above the level of a second-best 
solution without the benefit of an environment that stimulates the purchasing 
power of RSIE customers. 
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(b) The organi=arional form or assistance 

The pure art•a-hased mulrisecroral organi=arion has li11le 10 oOer RSlE. On 
the other hand. _financial-sen-ices rru.tt1·.immes art• more i·iable ~r based nn a range 
of productfrt' rural seaors. nor just on RS/E. Bur non~financial assistance seems 
most t'jfecrfre !f Targeued at speciji1 . ;:hJenors 1.-ithin RS/£. 

The following general tendencies are observed: 

• Area-based organizations (di~trict councils. development corporations. 
IADPs) have no been effective direct-input. supply-side promoters of 
RSIE. Most oft .em have agricult~re and other non-industrial sectors 
as priorities. and their f!w anemp1i-usually in backward areas-to 
include RSIE components are more often guided by well-intentioned 
hopes than by effecti\·e demand based on agricultural surplus ano in
comes; 

• The other type of rural multisectoral programme-savings and credits 
schemes-may help RSIE among other sectors. So far. most of their 
customers have been farmers and traders. Howeve::. while they may 
place littlr- emphasis on RSI E. these multisectoral rural financial
services schemes are the only ones with proven financial viahility and 
; .. us expandability. Credit programmes directed 1urely at small 
industry ( RSIE included) at best barely survive; 

• Small industry programmes serving all small-scale industry. whether 
they are financial (credit), non-financial (training. accommodation etc.) 
or comprehensive (SMIDAs or institutional consortia). have usually 
devoted the bulk of their resources to urban small-scale industry, with 
very limited outr ·3ch to the majority of RSIE (i.e .. the smaller ones); 

• Am.mg non-financial programmes. o;ubsectorally targetted ones work 
best. usually focussed on upgrading existing RSIE in selected branches. 
It helps cost-effectiveness and spread effects if such RSI Es ar..: found in 
clusters. In all cases, careful selection of the target group with respect to 
its economic viability c:.nd capacity for upgrading is very important. 

llighly et>ntrali:e.I nrxani:arions are nnt effecrfre RS/E-,.,rnmoterJ. Strnnx 
field lin/.:J. ha.wd nn local preJence and !neat c·utonnmy of acrion art• euential. 
llnu·e1w. locali:ed operations muJI he rechnica//y competent. 

Institutions with a strong local presence, and usually with strong l.:>cal 
autonomy, arc necessary for effective RSIE-promotion. RSIE cannot be 
serviced by offices and staff based at a distance. The costs arc too great. the 
pressures to remain in or near urban offices too acute, the local knowledge of 
the staff too small. Centralized institutions thus end up serving few RSI Es, and 
mo!!tly the more developed and urban among them. 

Strong field links arc essential in promoting RSIE. Such links may only be 
sustained. through whatever organizational mechanism. by a local apparatus; 
lccal offices and extension workers belon1;ing to national agencies, or wholly 
local agencies. There arc indications (DAT in Argentina, PSIC and SIDB in the 
North-West Frontier Province in Pakistan) that a strong local presence 
(including a strong local, provincial or state Government) may be a useful 
countervailing power agaimt over-centralization. Such local strength may have 
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a better chance 10 de\·elop in countries where !he Go\"ernment is organi1ed 
federall~ l•r local aulOnl>my has real meaning. The inslilu!ional mechani .. r1 has 
nol onl~ lo be a decentralized one. bul should preferably de\l)l\·e on l1lcal 
personnel and enlrepreneurs lhemselves. 

!\.1ere local presence. while essential is nol enough. A few cemrally
direcled ant! naiiona:-le\"el ins1i1u1i•J!ls-such as !he Senegalese '.\tinistry of 
Sl)Cial De\·elopment-are able to maintain a widespread effecti\e presence. by 
effecti\e decentralizaiion. mobility arid knowing their clients' needs. '.\fore 
often. ~uch institutions-for e:i1ample most SMIDAs and banb-are not 
effecti\"e, e\"en though •hey may possess dispersed offices. Their branch staff 
tend to lack autonomy. mobility and lle:i1ibility. 

While the balance thus favo• rs local organizations. these must have some 
te•:hnical expertise or basic mar~c:ement competence to offer. as-to take one 
e:i1ample-the district develoµment corporaiions in the tinned Republic of 
Tan1ania did nil!. 

Priratt•-wctor institutions and .\"(iOs ha~·e a definite and prohahfr t•i:pancling 
roft> to plar in RS/£ .H:pport. hut it is doubtful 11·hether they can take on the 1rholc 
tuik. A primary need is for the public-sector institutions themscfrn to hccomt• 
more clt•centra/i:ed. .flexihle and selectfre in their RSIE support. 

Privalt' NGOs and public institutions each have a role to play. On the 
private-sect.>r side. very few larger private firms consciously and deliheratel~ 
"assist" RSIE. however beneficial the purely commercial trading rela1ions 
between large :tnd small enterprise may be. Some RSIEs may themselves 
associa._ in small industries associations, but these will probably not have the 
financial or technical capacity to conduct technical upgrading. or nrgani1e 
SI.As. unaided. 

NGOs can provide such aid. but have so far done so on a relatively limited 
scale. Almost certainly. this can still he beneficiallv extended. and the technical 
content of NGOs' services strengthened. However. attempts to expand NCiO 
operations too rapidly and radically-even if the expansion were politically 
acceptable to Governments-would probably erode their present s1rength~. 

which Jre field-work. high motivation an(! non-bureaucratic approach. Using 
NGOs as channels for external assistance seems to offer good possibilities for 
expanding their operations. as IA DB's experiences in Colombia. lhe Dominican 
Republic and Peru indicate. 

The puhlic-~ector institutions may or may not always suffer from a 
"bureaucratic" disadvantage. However, much of their generally lower effec
tiveness is attributable to their being the wrong types of institution for RSIE
promotion in the first place. SMIOAs. centralized national bodie:.. large 
commercial and development banks. training centres. technology centres are all 
examples. In other words, public institutions owe most of their ineffcctive,1ess 
10 centralized rigidity. 

The need, therefore, is for changes in public institutional policy away from 
centrali1a1ion. The crucial issue for RSIE-assisting institutions j, not whether 
they are puolic or private, but whether they develop mechanism~. which will 
involve the beneficiaries t:1em~elves and make possible the transfer of 
technology, market opportunities, or development of viable credit. Institutions 
at the local level, such as the recently started Northern Region Rural Industry 
Proje1.:i in Zambia, are one example. 
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(c) Other institutional questions 

Finally. some other institutional questions arc briefly considered. 

(i) There is very little co-operation bet"·een support institutions and this 
should be reco~nized when designing RS/£ support programme.f. 

On the issue of co-operation. the talc is a short one-there is very little 
co-operation between support institutions. An exception is found at the local 
level in Peruvian medium-sized cit!es, where small industries associations co
operate with NGOs (who also co-operate with SLAs) and with the !,xal 
authorities. Elsewhere, each institution-bank, SMIDA, training body, business 
advice service, technology centre-in practice goes its own way. despite 
national committees (as in the Philippines), or regional ones (as in the United 
Republic of Tanzania), or even bilateral agreements (as between SIDO and the 
National Bank of Commerce in the United Republic of Tanzania). which 
attempt to co-ordinate them. NGOs themselves have found it difficult to co
operate with bureaucratic public-sector bodies. The Colombian laws on micro
enterprise ( 1984) and small-to-medium industries ( 1987) aim to provide the 
institutional framc\llork precisely for such co-operation. It would appear 
worthwhile to monitor future developments closely. 

This lack of co-operation often leads to wasteful duplication, particularly 
of equipment, but .1,_tters less than perhaps it would if partial (as opposed to 
comprehensive) support to RSIEs were less effective. The greatest sufferers are 
the business advice extension services, whose advice is usually not much use 
unless they can secure the co-operation of, say, a bank or a technical service. 

(ii) localization and geographical spread of effective types of in.Hitutions is 
to be encouraged, but the set-up of new institutional types is not. 

There is certainly room for encouraging more locally autonomous 
organizations as close as possible to RSIEs (local SLAs, small industries 
associations or self-help associations, NGOs) and more local offices of banks 
and industry departments (such as DAT, a provincial organization at Rosario 
in Argentina), provided these are given, like DAT, programmes and incentives 
which emphasize mobile field-work, on-location technical upgrading etc. 

On the other hand, the range of functional types of institutions is already 
broad enough, if not indeed excessive. Few RSI Es would feel any the worse off 
for the closure or disposal of a good many industrial estates, common service 
facilities, vocational training centres, technology diffusion centres, business 
advice extension services, or traditional bank small-industry credit pro
grammes. On the other hand, the more effective functional types of 
programme, e.g. market-oriented technical upgrading of existing RSIE, can be 
handled by the range of existing institutions (given the improved outreach of 
some of them via an expanding branch network) in many developing countries. 

To these considerations, we may add the observation above that co
operation between institutions is extremely difficult to secure and maintain. 
Setting up new institutions-other than new local examples of proverl modeb
should be a last resort, in the face of persistent failure of existing institutions to 
concentrate on effective functi<,ns and spread their delivery at local levels. 



(iii) Relative(r fe'rl· RSIE-support institutions are financial(J· self-sustainable. 
For many institutions. .he issue is mounting effective programmes 'rl"hic11 can 
secure the loyalty of staff and outside funding. Cost-effectfr~ness can only be 
assessed impressionisticalfr. but the like(J• benefit \'ersus cost per recipient should 
nevertheless al'rl"ays receive cool prior assessment. 

RSIEs themseh·es are more sustainable if they have been ind•·~ed to do 
new things for th~msclves based on unsubsidized inputs. On this count. small 
industries associations. SLAs. NGOs. with their emphasis on promoting sclf
rciiance. and market and technical upgrading programmes based on existing 
RSI Es. come out best. 

Sustainability of institutions rests either on their independent financial 
viability. or on effective programmes which can secure the long-term motivation 
of competent staff and the goodwill of funding sources, public. private. or 
philanthropic. Among RSIE-support institutions, only SLAs and bank-run SLA
type programmes. and possibly also some small industries associations with a 
partial-input approach, and-in more developed areas-some technical service 
facilities fall into the former category of self-financing sustainability. 

Sustainability of the latter category is more difficult to assess. Many NGOs 
have it. Probably. small industries associations do. too. As for many public 
institutions. it remains to be seen whether they can re-group themselves around 
the more effective types of programme and dispose of their whit.: elephants. 

Cost-effectiveness is even more difficult to assess. In most cases. 
disaggregated costs by function are not available. while some institutions
SIDO in the United Republic of Tanzania. for example-have not published 
even aggregate quantitative reports for several years. Again. the di\·ersity and 
: nprecision of outputs makes comparison of cost-effectiveness over any 
. $asonable range of institutions impossible in practice. Precise information is 
lacking on trainees. RSIE clients "technically-assisted" (in which ways. in 
locations of what degree of rurality. and with what precise effect?). loans made 
(in wha~ size categories, in which locations. with what repayment rates?). kind 
of prototype products developed etc. The judgements in this chapter could not 
be based on quantitative a3sessments. 

Notwithstanding this. one receives the strong impression that. for example. 
promoting SLAs or SLA-type programmes (because they can be financially 
viable once set up). and market-oriented technical-upgrading of existing RSI Es 
in reasonably prosperous nr densely-populated areas (because of the spread 
effects to other RSIE), arc cost-effective activities. On the other hand. efforts 
based on centres and hardware, efforts duplicating what the private sector 
would probably do for itself (e.g. accommodation), efforts based on long trips 
from central locations and in remote, sparsely-populated and poor areas are 
much less likely to be cost-effective. 

As with all general indications, such impressions should be scrutinized and 
tested in each situation by planners and institutions. The planners in particular 
should ask whether. in a particular case, there is a cost-effective role for any 
supply-side support alongside demand-side policies and inputs into agricultural 
development and general infrastructure. And when considering a particular 
supply-side proposal. the best procedure may be 10 estimate the number of 
RSIE participants it is likely to reach with any material effect. divide the total 
programme costs by that number. and then try to obtain an impres,ion of 
whether the benefits per participant are likely to exceed the costs per 
participant. 
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(fr) Self-monitoring by RSIE-support institutions is not general(r impres
sfre. In any case. supen•isory and planning agencies ha,·e an external monitoring 
responsibility. t/oP execution of "·hich will keep them in closer touch "·ith sectoral 
problems. linkages and broad policy options. 

Relati\·ely little such monitoring seems to be done, or at least published or 
made available to outsiders. Not surprisingly, the best and frankest reports arc 
published by institutions which have some plausible achievements to record, 
e.g. the Punjab Small Industries Corporation in Pakistan. Such institutions can 
afford to be frank even about their less successful activities. 

Gi\·en the generally low level of RSIE-promotional effectiveness (cf. 
section IV.2). the organizational weakness of many of the i11stitutions, and their 
obvious interest in preserving their programmes and budgets, it is not very 
realistic to expect acute and searching self-monitoring. 

Whilst future build-up of self-monitoring capacity is certair.ly to be 
encouraged, a major external monitoring responsibility rests with the super
visory and planning agencies. Again, Punjab in Pakistan provides an example. 
The Provincial Govemment"s Planning and Development Department monitors 
PSIC's programmes through. iffier alia, commissioned research studies. Regular 
monitoring by a planning agency's own staff also seems an essential function. 

Apart from checking in a narrow way things like the rural outreach and 
assimilability of institutional efforts. such monitoring and research will keep 
planners in stronger and more continuous touch with the problems and 
potentials of the RSIE sector, and its relationships with the general rural 
economy and the framework of broad economic and demand-side policies. The 
reader will recall that this was already urged in section IV.2 (a) on policy
forming bodies. 

IV .4 Summary of effectiveness 

Much of this chapter has been a recital of the generally low effectiveness in 
RSIE-promotion of supply-side direct-assistance institutions and programmes, 
inter a/ia of: 
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• The traditional isolated si.:pply-side approach .. ,.iolicy-formulation and 
-transmittal; 

• General-purpose SMIDAs; 

• Public supply of raw materials and marketing of RSIE products; 

• Publicly-controlled RSIEs or rural production centres; 

• Industrial estates and related common services facilities: 

• Traditional small industry credit schemes administered by formal banks 
or industrial promotion agencies; 

• Business advice extension agericies without strong co-operative links 
with financial or technical institutions; 

• Formal vocational training centres; 

• Technology development and diffusion centres; 

• Area authorities and IA DPs. 



In panicular, only a few institutions effectively promote the smaller and 
more rural enterprises, which make up the great bulk: of RSIE. 

Howc\·cr, the more imponant question is: "Within the supply-side 
approach to RSIE-promotion, what DOES work:?" Herc the catalogue is 
rather shoncr. 

By way of background, it may be recalled that in most circumstances RSIE 
can be relied on to do many things effectively themselves. They can stan 
themselves up, finance themselves privately, accommodate themselves, collec
tivc1j train themselves in familiar techniques, and produce and market familiar 
products using relatively little capital. RSIEs arc reluctant to plunge into 
market or technical innovations, but arc quick to diffuse these once their 
practical profitability has been seen. 

Institutions which effectively promote RSIE-usually by enhancing their 
capacity to help themselves-arc found in the following circumstances: 

(a) Policy /e,·el 

• RSIE policy formulation and transmittal is improved if high-level 
planning and supervisory bodies .. re involved in research into the rural 
economy and monitoring of supply-side institutions' programmes 

{b) Supply-side support me~·hanisms 

• Where RSIE CO··Operativcs offer evident and attainable advantages over 
proprietorships (e.g. in equipment or market access) they can succeed, 
but only with careful and laborious preparation; 

• Where market or raw-material access is an evident problem (e.g. in 
cxpon markets, or in the case of material shonagcs in provincial towns) 
external stimulation of RSIE's own effons may be effective. The public 
handling of goods generally is not; 

• Savings and loan associations (SLAs), or SLA-type programmes run by 
well-motivated and organized banks with a strong local presence, can 
provide small short-term loans to a large and expanding clicntcle of 
small enterprises. Such SLAs and programmes can be financially viable, 
based on high interest rates and local savings. RSIEs can benefit from 
them, but only on the basis of competi1.g with other sectors. RSIE 
panicipation is likely to be relatively small; 

• On-location technical upgrading programmes, particularly technical 
training associated with new markets, generally benefit RSIEs, who 
then diffuse the innovations among themselves. The ability to sustain 
such programmes is less general, given the centre-based approach of 
many institutions; 

• Business advice extension programmes can be useful in support of some 
other specific beneficial and attainable end, for exampl~ access to new 
markets based on technical upgrading. If the end is not attainable, or 
the advice is too general. such programmes will not be helpful. 

(c) Institutional types 

• Small industry associations have proved effective in Peruvian and 
Colombian large and medium-sized cities. Further support for small 
industry associations in small cities and regional towns, probably via 
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local NGOs. is a reasonable line of action. It remains an open question 
whether these can promote RSIE effectiveness outside such towns; 

• Collecti\·cly. NGOs can perform a uricty of functions on a limited 
scale. They arc particularly strong in field-work. localized operations. 
reaching the smaller and more dispersed RSIEs. and pror.loting the sclf
reliancc of RSIEs and their associations. But they should be encouraged 
to place more emphasis on the technical and market upgrading of 
established individual RSIEs. A few public-sector institutions. matchin., 
!'l:GOs" strong local presence and commitment to field work. have been 
equally effective at RSIE promotion. However. most public-~cctor 
institutions have hitherto adopted a more formal centre- and hardwarc
based approach, sometimes on a multi-functional .. comprehensive" 
basis. These characteristics have blunted their RSIE-promotional cffcc
ti\·cncs~. 

(d) Other aspects 
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• Turning to other aspects. the following generalizations broadly hold: 

Organizations with strong local presence arc more effective than 
centralized ones. provided they have some expertise and competence 
to offer; 
Partial support to RSIE is more: likely to be effective: than 
comprehensive support; 

For other services to RSIE. however. for example those intro
ducing market or technical innovations. careful selection and 
serving of target groups (in particular. existing RSIEs in selected 
bran1.:hcs). is much more effective than a blanket approach; 

Cost-effectiveness is difficult to assess. However. it is likely that 
promoting SLAs and SLA-typc programm~ and market-oriented 
technical upgrading of existing RSI Es arc cost-effective approaches. 
whereas approaches based on centres and hardware. duplication of 
what RSIEs do for themselves. and attcm11ts at supply-side 
promotion of RSIE in remote, backward, and sparsely populated 
areas arc less likely to be cost-effective. 



V. External AWstance and Rural 
Small Industrial Enterprise 

This chapter will begin by recapitulating briefly the economic and the 
poliq environment of RSIE and the institutional suppon that it receives (the 
subjects of chapters II, III and IV). This sets the scene for the role of external 
assistance, that is, technical co-operation assistance (TCA) and other forms of 
suppon from donors and agencies. Is external assistance provided at the level 
of national policy, or to build institutions, or to provide direct suppon to 
RSIE? How do donors and agencies practice e1nernal assistance? What makes 
for good project design and management? How is sustainability best achieved? 
Finally, a brief review is made of the specific nature of donor and agency 
policies towards RSIE, approaches to co-ordination of external effons, and 
some of the problems involved in the selection of host-country counterpan 
agencies. 

V. I Midway recapitulation 

Tire typical rural small-scale industrial entrepreneur is a loner. As long as 
national policies ensure the proper economic environment (demand-side policies). 
specific support supplied by national or local inst;tutions. unless s,wcifically 
requested, . .,_.;11 be taken as an unwa"anted intrusion. M11ny of such institutions 
were established because it was thus hoped-wrongly. as it turned out-that 
negative effects of policy on RS/£ development could be remedied. Not all s11ch 
assistance should be rejected out of hand. although the list of institutions that is 
effective is far shorter than the one that is not. 

RSIE is a relative and country-specific concept. The small rural industrial 
enterprise is different in each country because the structure of economic activity 
and the levels and distribution of national income also differ considerably. In 
some countries, such a5 most of those in Latin America, the rural share of 
population is less than 40%, in many poorer African countries it is over 80%. 
High rates of urbanization go hand in hand with specialization, all industry 
becomes urban and rural areas go agricultural except for the regional and 
market towns that serve as centres where produce is sold and implements and 
consumer goods, often made locally, are bought. That, too, is RSIE, because it 
depends on surplus production in rural areas, on income obtained from 
agriculture and other primary activities. Without that surplus, RSIE stands no 
chanr,e. 

The best way to obtain such a surplus is by adopting the right policies. For 
agriculture, that includes a pricing system that allows local agricultural produce 
to compete with food imports, often subsidi1..ed, and a tax system that leaves 
the farmer with a good disposable income. 
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What v.ill that income tend to be spent on? In most countries. RSIEs 
produce basic goods for local consumption. (RSIEs rarely get in\'ol\'ed in 
expons. and. when th¢y do. this mainly concerns handicrafts.) These basic 
goods can be made vf meta' 'such as farm implements) or wood (!:uch as 
furniture. doors, v.1ndov.· l«uncs etc.t They always include clothing and 
footwear. Some food-proccs~:;lg may be involved (mainly of daily staples in the 
least de\cl'lped countries). L.ilding materials (cement blocks. bricks. tiles) are 
often also included. 

Many small-scale industries and RSIEs feel no need for general outside 
suppon. The neragc small in<kntrial entrepreneur. rightly or wrongly. tends to 
be extreme!)· sclf-rdiant and sielf-assured. Thus: 

• He repairs or .;·,:;-.designs his own equipment: 

• He accommodates his business in his house or in specially-acquired 
premises nearby; 

• He trains his own labour force (training facilities tend to be either non
existent or do not meet the entrepreneur's training needs); 

• He finances the stan-up of his er~ ... ;:. ~sc from personal sa\ings or those 
of close rclati\'cs and friend:< .... J. to a lesser degree. also finances 
expar.sions himscli; 

• He tends not to look favourably on outside intervention (as a result of 
previous unfonunate experiences, especially of government agencies 
and institutions. whic.;1 arc only too easily equated with tax-collecting 
agencies); 

• He panicipates in all activities of the firm and us:1ally is unwilling to 
delegate 3Uthority or responsibility (except-and often not even 
that-to a close relative); 

• He tends to have a strong-minded and often precise perception of the 
fundamental problems he faces (or of the inputs he lacks) and is willing 
to accept external assistance for the solution of these problems. 

(Note: Throughout this section "he" and "his" also stand for ··she" and 
"her"!) 

From the pnint of view of this typical small entrepreneur, in'.'ltitution~I 
interventions arc only too easily equated with ilndesirable interruptions of daily 
activities. 

As long as the macro-economic climate docs not discriminate against 
small-enterprise development, there is a tendency for outside intervention to be 
equated with unwanted interference. It was noted in chapter Ill that any policy 
that assists in increasing disposable income and in improving personal-income 
distribution will assist small-industry development. If such measures panicu
larly favour the creation of additional rural in:::ome. they will assist RSIE. 

In practice, however. policies which aim to change macro-economic 
conditions (demand-side policies). will often fail to bear fruit for small-scale 
industries and RSIE. Government industriali1.ation policies. regardless of 
whether they arc aimed al import substitution or ellporl diversification, have 
tended 10 favour large-scale industry only, rather than the development of a 
balanced industrial structure with high interlinkagc between large-. mcdium
and small-scale industry. Attempts at achieving such a balance have. in most 
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cases. taken more of a supply-side approach by relying on the building of 
specific (prcfcrabl~ national) institutions to assist the dc,-clopmcnt of small
scalc industry and RSIE. rather than attempting to make macro-policies more 
fa,·ourablc for the rural small-industry sccto(. 

As was seen in chapter I\'. most assistance to small-scale industf}· and 
RSIE has been more on the supply side. Institutions ha\"C been established (or 
existing institutions ha\·c been gi,-cn a nc•· dimension) that either tend to co,·er 
all imaginable needs of small-scale industry and RSIE (KIE in Kenya. a~ •·ell as 
the SIDOs of the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia were set up •ith 
this in mind). or hnc a more limited scope. focussing on such issues as credit. 
or extension and training. 

Chapter IV has sho•·n that few institutions seem able to make a systematic 
contribution to the dC\·clopmcnt of RSIE. either because they arc not suitable 
for such a task or bc<:ause they arc inadequately managed. Those that do work 
•-ell tend to be local rather than national. provide panial rather than 
comprchensin suppon. pro,·idc financial seniccs for many sectors rather than 
just for RSIE. and do not belong to !he public sector (i.e. they arc NGOs. trade 
associations or PVOs). 

In the light of RSIE's economic policy and institutional emironment. this 
chapter will re\iew the role of external assistance by the United Nations system 
and bilateral donors. Has such assistance any role to play in the development 
of RSIE. or is it just another unwarranted intrusion"? 

V .2 Le.els of external assistance 

£:uer1111/ assislance 10 RS/£ fas M.·el/ as to any otlrer sec1or) can be prm·ided 
r/ 1/rree /e,·e/s. Firstly. 1here is policy suppon. "'·hiclr-1hough ideal-has onf.r 
occasionalf.r b·l!n prm·ided. Secondly. tht'1. is instilution-building. on which mos1 
emphasis has been laid. but M.·i1h disappointing resu/IS thus far. This has led cenain 
donors 10 emphasize a 1hird possibili1y. direc1 support to RS/E. 

J'.2.1 Prdimi11ory r~morks 

External assistance-from bilateral donors and multilateral agencies alike. 
is provided. basically. as a support to national (host country) activities. 
External assis1ance can be grouped under three headings. as staled above: 

fiJ Macro-policy support or policy making; 
(ii) lnstilu~ion-building (or in\1i1u1ion sustenance); 

(iii) Direc1 supporl 10 enierprisc. 

Of 1he projects desk-reviewed in 1he course of 1his study, 13 were 
implemen1ed by a donor (the Netherlands) and 43 by agencies (UNIDO and 
ILO). Of the latter, all received funds from UNDP. bu1 a number also received 
funds from 01her sources (UNCDF. Uni1ed Na1ions Fund for Drug Abuse 
Con1rol I UNFDAC). Uni1cd Na1ions Deveiopment Fund for Women (UNIFEM) 
and bila1eral co-financing in so-called "multi-bi" projr.cts). Furihermore. 



during 1he \arious field \isils. many prnjc:cts were obsc:n.c:d 1ha1 were nol desk
reviewed for lhis s1ud\. These were oflen finan'--cd and implemenled by 01her 
don.ns and agencies such as World Bank. Gesellschafl fiir Technische 
Zusammenarbcil 1GTZ1i•flhe Federal RepublicofGc:rmany. IADB. ~<lrwegian 
Agency for lntc:mational Dc\clopment t~ORADI. l'SAID. ~GOs such as 
~XFAM. <lr \oluntccr Mganizalions such as SS\". 

In \ iew ,,f lhe differences in procedures and appwacho in lhc: projccls 
rc:\iewc:d and obsc:n·c:d. nol onl'.)o belwccn donors and agencies. bul also amtlng 
d•mors. 1hc: confining tlf mis chap1cr 10 TCA • altlnc: would fail lo do jus1ice lo 
ihc: range .1f c:'.\lc:mal in1c:n·c:ntions found in suppon of RSIE. In 1his c<1ntc:x1. it 
should be rc:mc:mberc:d lhal lhc: sponsors of 1his sludy also include: a bila1c:ral 
donor and 1ha1 bilaleral imc:n·entions of1c:n c<lmbinc: TC A and financial 
assislancc: fr.•m 1hc: same: source:. 

for l'.-tc:sc: reasons lhc: original purc:I• TCA-agc:ncy approach has been 
c'.\pandc:d to include: all lypcs of C:'.\IC:mal a-.sistance 10 RSIE. 

['.\lcrnal assis1ance is intended lo be complc:mc:ntary· lo hosl countrv 
a\."li\ilies. ~luch agency assis1ance ITCA and fund:.) is only made: a\·ailabk ~1 

1he e'.\plicil rc4uc:s1 of lhe hosl coumry. AncmplS at lc\·crage 1hrough 
condi1i,,nali1y. lhal is. 1hc: gi\·in;; of assislance on ct>ndilion lhal lhc hosl 
cov;11ry enacts cenain i;o!ic'.)o or adminis1rali\·c: reforms. by ima a/ia 1hc \\ .. lrld 
Bank group and l'SAID. ha\·e only had some measure of success in cases of 
slruclUral adjuslmc:n; and s1abili1a1ion. This ha!' ne\·cr dirc:clly im·ol\-ed small
scale induslry and RSIE which lends 10 be viewed t.y hos'-C<lUnll) policy
maker' "l11d C:'.\lernal policy advisors in lerms of sec10ral de.-elopmcnl ralher 
lhan general adjuslmenl. ll musl be recognized. howncr. thal s1ruc1ural 
adjus1mcnl programmes ha\·c influenced RSIE lhrough macro-policy influences 
Cc.g. nchange rales. impon libc:rah1a1ion. pricing policies clC .. cf. chap1cr Ill). 

The e'.\lcnl hl w:1ich e'.\lcrnal assislancc in support of RSIE will be 
prtl\idcd in :nost cases depends <lR lhe tJriorily il is accorded in national 
dc\·clopment programmes and the i~1cally-nailable funds and human resources 
for 1hi., purp<lSC. The larger the local ~fforts. the less likely 1hc need will be for 
multifaceted and \"oluminous external a.'sistancc. 

Among the coun1ries studied. the nature and role of C'.\tcrnal assistance has 
\aried v. ith lhc lc\"cl of de\c:lopmcnl. Donor policies hnc: been more significant 
for the African c.1untric .. sludicd-Kcnya. Senegal. the lJni1cd Rcpuhlic of 
Tan1ania and Zamhia-than for Colombia. Indonesia. Pakistan. Pcrn and 1he 
Philippine ... ~loreo\cr. in lnd,mcsia and Pakis1an. muhilatcral assistance from 
lhc Worid Bank and other parts of the I :nited ~a1ion' system has been more 
1mpor1ant than hilateral assistance. whereas gmernment or national policies 
ha\c hecn m••rc important than don1•r policies in 1he Asian and Latin 
American countries. 

The alm<l'I tolal donor-dependence in th.: African counlrics s1Ud1cd has 
hccn due to \anou' fach1ro;. Concentration on large-scale: indus1riali1ation has 
left luck or n11 rc:,ourcc,--finance •>r manpower-for small-scale enterprise and 
RSll' .. ·\ policy f1lCu' for small-scale enterprise and RSIF. has similar(~ hccn 
wanuni. The acute 'hortagc: of horh domestic and foreign financial resources in 
recent ~cars 1n lhc l:nued Rcpuhlic of Tan1ania and Zamhia has accentualed 
dependence: on donor~ not onl~ for expatriate ci1pcrtisc and imported 
e4u1pment. hul abo. incrc:asmgl~. for mee1ing 1hc co'" of l•lCal personnel and 
inpuh. 



The operation."!! nature of bilateral assistance has merit in that funding and 
TCA can be prO\·idcd from a single source. This is normally not possible within 
the United Sations system. Herc the ··multi-bi .. projects implemented inter alia 
b~- ILO share this ad\antagc. but to a lesser degree. A special cffon for fund 
raising and co-ordination is required which is usually already built into the 
bilateral approach. Meeting the -:osts of local personnel may reduce high costs 
of foreign expertise to some extent. However. the \iability and sustenance over 
tile medium and long term of the programme depends on phased replacement 
of donor funding of operations by domestic (gm.-crnmcnt) funding or 
generation of own resources through production acti~ities or com·crsion into a 
commercial operation. h should be realized. howc\·cr. that it will take a long 
time to achic\·c commercial operation of extension and technical services in a 
backward area and in respect of RSIE dc\·clopmcnt. 

Two more features may be mentioned. Firstly. where there is lack of a 
national foc:.1s. Go\·cmments arc not only not able to influence donor policies. 
but ha\·c to tolerate different and conflicting donor and agcnc; policies in the 
same country. In the trnitcd Republic of Tanzania and Zambia, different 
donors ha\·c different prm·inces or centres hJ experiment with their approaches 
and methods. Secondly. the role of foreign NGOs and of volunteers has 
increased in the African countries. They arc used both by Governments and by 
bilateral donors. Some foreign NGOs arc able to liaise with local NGOs. 

Two C.... of Donor Dependence In Africa 

In the United Republic of Tanzania. SIDO. since its foundation in 1973. 
has heavity depended OI" donor assistance. As a parastatal. its development 
budget was not integrated in the national planning system. It has been 
receiving annual grants from the government budget for maintenance 
expenditure and was left free to negotiate development projects with foreign 
jonors. Thus. about 60% of SIDO"s development budget from 1974 to 1984 
was met from donor funds. In 1984. the donor share was 75%. The major 
share of donor assistance has gone to machinery supplies (83%). marketing 
services (7.5%) and buildings and training centres (5%). 

Ma1or donors to SIDO include: 

(1) Sweden. through the Swedish International Development Agency 
(SIDA). has set up a .. sister industry programme .. with Tanzanian plants on 
industrial estates and equipment hire-purchase programmes inside ("urban") 
and outside (""rur.~I'") industrial estates. Where necessary. additional import 
support was ava11aole. All assistance-on a grant basis-to SIDO and related 
industrial institutions totalled SUS 11.500.000 for the period 1985-1987: 

(i1) The Nethe:lands have provided volunteer assistance since 1974. 
equipment since 1975 and experts since 1980. Total outlay (1977-1986) was 
SUS 7.800.000. according to UNDP: 

(i11) TP- ~ Federal Republic of Germany hzs provided SUS 1.700.000 
(1986-1988); 

(1vJ India (the Indian small-scale industry model was an inspiratio11 for 
SID01 provided much training. especially in the early years of SIOO: 

(vJ Total UNDPtUNIOO assistanc9 (1979-1986) amounted to approxi
mately SUS 1.500.000. 
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SIDO has lacked a strategy for utilizing donor aid. Donors seem to have 
influencea the type of projects and kind of assistance provided. Donors 
themselves have failed to co-ordinate their efforts and to benefit from each 
othe(S experience. Urban small-scale industry rather than RSIE has received 
ma1or attention. The institutional strength of SIDO. and its ability to manage 
and administer programmes. does not seem to have substantially increased. 
Donor assistanc:e has. however. developed some capability in managers and 
supervisors of the common services facility and the common facility foundry_ 

In Zambia. the lack of a coherent government policy and the inadequacy 
of resources for small-scale ent!rprise and ~SIE development. has led to 
independent approaches by donor agencies in line with their own pe1·cep
tions of development needs and priorities. As against assistance from the 
United Nations system of les:> than a million United States dollars. NORAD is 
providing over SUS 5 million in programmes which have just started. 
Denmark. the Federal Republic of Germany. the Netherlands (SNV). the 
United States of America and NGOs are other donors. 

Several features of donor assistance should be noted. Assistance for 
small-scale enterprise and RSIE is recent and only now gathering momen
tum_ UNDP1UNIDO assistance--small and fragmented-reflects the Govern
ment's lack of a unified policy and diffusion of responsibility. During 1982-
1985. UNOP devoted 2-3% of its total technical co-operatio•. assistance in 
Zambia to the industry sector. In the small-scale enterprise and RSIE sector. 
assistance was for institution-building and contributed to the initial setting up 
of SIDO and strengthening of the village industries services (VIS) 

On the other hand. assistanc~ from bilateral donors seeks to achieve 
operations thro1r', the funding of both investment and operations as well as 
through technical assistance. Bilateral agencies tend to prefer VIS to 5100. 
perhaps becaU!~e of the farmer's flexible institutional structure as an NGO. VIS 
will have direct involvement in the NORAD project in Kasama. Northern 
Province. It will be the counterpart agency. but its costs will be met by 
NORAD funding. The SNV project in Mongu. Western Province. will also be 
irntial:y donor-financed (even though from counterpart funds) and managed. 
It is hoped. however. that the District Council will become tne host 
organization. 

Except for the NORAD programme. Nhich is both for ·ural industries 
country·w10, (Special Fund for Rural Development and the Development 
Bani: ui Zambia) and for a specific area (Northern Province). all other bilateral 
aid 1s area-specific or community-specific. 

Jl.2.2 External assistt. ""ce for macro-policits 

A.uiJtance at the policy level is potentially the most effective form nf externa.' 
o.ui.uance tn RSIE becauu it can be directed towards the creation of an RSIE
friendly emnomic environment and can reach all RS/£ more or le.u rqual(r. Such 
a.uiHance could cut arro.u bureaucratic barriers at the top. Unfortunately. man_1· 
muntrieJ cnn.fider Juch intervention aJ an unwarranted intrusion and will prnhah(r 
rontinue tn dn JO, un/e.u TCA po/iry iJ handled OJ a mutually-persua.rive dialol(ue. 

Macro-policies or a demand-side approach to RSIE developmenl rely on 
small en1repreneurs using the opportunities that are offered 10 them b) 
increased disposable income (lax relief, support of agriculture. import· 
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restrictions etc.). As opposed to more specific supply-side j)Olicies. demand-side 
policies ha\·e two parti.:ular advantages: 

(a) A far larger outreach (in principle the benefits are available for e\ery 
entrepreneur. a feat no credit programme can even hope to match); 

(b) The entrepreneur is free to act as he chooses and is not .:onfronted by 
a host of bureaucratic procedures and complications, of which past experience 
has made him suspicious. 

As long as national policies are following such lines. no outside 
intervention. which, particularly at this level, tends to be resented, need even be 
considered. Where this is not the case, however, TCA should be made available 
as tactfully as possible. Should the need for external assistance in the wake of 
an economic crisis arise, the opportunicy should be used to include RSIE
famuring policies in the economic-adjustment programme. 

External assistance for policy formulation has been observed in three 
forms: 

(a) External missions for policy recommendations; 

(hJ TCA in projects (as part of a project that also aims to assi5t RSIE 
development at other levels. or as part of a policy assistance project that also 
covers RSIE policy); 

(c) Donor or agency support of national policy research. 

No mis!ions have been traced that dealt exclusively with small-scale 
industry and RSIE. The nearest to this were the ILO missions in the late sixties 
and early seventies which elaborated national employment plans for a number 
of countries such as Colon1bia, Kenya, the Philippines and Sri Lanka. To a 
varying degree, these missions emphasiled the role of small-scale iridustry and 
the informal sector as important sources of employment. In some cases, such as 
the Philippines, RSIE (although not by that acronym) was identified as a key 
element in a strategy of balanced and enhanced rural development. 

International Monetary Fund and World Ban!; policy missions (as distinct 
from narrower sectoral ones) tend to be concerned with overall national 
economic policy formulation, although adopting such a new policy may well 
have some consequences for small-scale industry and RSIE. No examples have 
been found of the Fund or the Bank applying their potential for leverage. 
which is considerable in cases of structural adjl'~tment or stabili1.ation 
programmes. to promote policies that particularly favour small-scale industry 
or RSIE. Field-missinn offices visited as well as the Washington headquarters 
expressed no high priority for small-scale industry and RSIE but rather for the 
concept of small enterprise in general. When the World Bank provides funds 
for credit to small-scale industry, these tend to be reserved for the upper 
echelon of small-scale industries (in Pakistan and Peru, for example) or at best 
for small formal enterprises (such as KIK-KMKP in Indonesia). Unlike the 
IADB, the World Bank has no special small-projects departme;it channelling 
credit t~rough NGOs and PVOs with outreach to micro-enterprises. And 
although good sector papers on small-scale industry and RSIE 'lave lieen 
produced by the Bank, these are by now ten years old. 

The Resident Representative of UNDP in theory shares responsib»ity for 
field co-ordination of agency and donor activities with the Government nf 1he 
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host country concerned. Annual foreign-assistance re\"iews are drawn up by the 
local UNDP office for this purpose. This should place l'NDP in a good 
position to provide host-country Governments with a framework for the input 
of internal and external resources.• This role could then innll\·e some policy 
le\·erage for RSIE. which. coming from UNDP. Wtluld tend to be more 
acceptable than from bilateral donors. 

llSAID considers polic~· dialogue as the first of its .. four pillars"' of 
development assistance.•• Policy dialogue aims to achieve agreement with a host 
country on the nature of key policy constraints and on feasible and practical 
changes in macro- and sector policies of the host Cl.'Untry. This dialogue can 
range from informal meetings between U~AID and local staff. via technical 
assistance and formal training to conditionality imposed on projects and 
programmes. The African Economic Policy Reform Programme IAEPRP) for 
African countries is an example of this. namely that assistance that was 
previously agreed upon is withheld till specific policy or administration changes 
have taken place. A similar approach helped to abolish tariffs on small sewing 
machines in Sierra Leone that are used by small tailors (they had previously 
been taxed as luxury items). The AEPRP was most successful in influencing 
general economic policies (exchange rates. budget spending etc. I and agri
cultural policies rather than thco;e specifically farnuring RSIE. 

To sum up, le\"crage is most likely to be effecti\"e when the following two 
"conditions" arc met: 

(a) The host country concerned is in the throes of an economic crisis and 
has requested external assistance to work out stabilization and adjustment 
programmes; 

(b) The donor or agency involved in the adjustment programme 1s 
recognized as influential. 

The furthering of small-scale industry and RSIF is normally not 
considered by policy-makers as a suitable contribution to the solving of the 
economic crisis nor docs :t have a high priority with influential ..,,mors and 
agencies. Therefore. the possibility of directly obtaining RSIE-farn~1rable 
results in this manner should not be overes~imated. What results can be 
achieved in this way for RSIE are due entirely to spread effects from the new 
policy approach, for example to the extent that such changes stimulate 
agricultural production and rural-income generation. 

The second form of external assi'itance for policy formulati0n refers to 
TC A in projects. Of the 56 projects desk-reviewed for this study. 24 had 
national policy and programme connotations. In virtually all cases, however, 
ihis reflects the role of national policies i•iJ-a-riJ the proje<.:ts rather than any 
attempted impact of the projects on macro-policy. 

None of the projects desk-reviewed were found to be centred on providing 
assistance on macro-policies or to policy-making government bodies. (lJNIDO 
assistance to BIPIK in Indonesia in the second phase. DP/INS/7!V07X. while 
providing comprehensive support to BIPIK. wa~ not concerned with policy 

"CT Speech h) Se1herland,· Min"ter for l>c\clopmen1 Co-opera111in al 1he opcnm11of1he 
bgh1h l>evelopmeni Seminar for Senior Slaff oft 'Sl>P. The lla1111e. J 7 "io\cmhcr 1'1~~ 

.... he 01hen are the improvement ol , ·~titut1onal capac111e,. the fuller par11c1pa1ion nf 1he 
private ~ec101. and •timulaling md1genou• cap;icity to adapt. creale and apply 1echnnlogy. 
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formulation ri.Hi-,·is small-scale industry and RSIE in indonesia.) Field mission 
experiences haw not basically altered this conclusion. It has been obsen·ed that 
~>eru. Senegal and Zambia ha\·e agreed to TCA from UNDP/Ur-.ilDO to carry 
through industrial-restructuring policy projects that will also gi\'e some 
attention to small-scale industry and RSIE. 

In Pakistan and Indonesia. World Bank/lnternattonal Development 
Association llDA) credit schemes for small-scale industry and RSIE have been 
the result of mutually agreed macro-policies. At a subnational level. Netherlands" 
aid to PSIC in the Pakistani Punjab will fol!ow a similar but more rural 
pattern. while the Kredit Union Pedesaan ( KUPEDES). formerly supported by 
USAID. now by the World Bank. though nationcl in scope. achieves most of 
its results i" Java and Bali. 

No real e\·idence has been found of TC A at high government level. except 
for a chief technical ad\'iser in Kenya. in practice also informally doubling as a 
government advisor on small industry. and French advisors to the Directors of 
Artisanat and Industry in Senegal. Little has been found of TCA in practice 
suppvrting general policy that will result (or has resulted in) impro•.-ed 
economic conditions for RSIE. Whereas the effectiveness of TCA for macro
policy remains largely unproven. this does not mean that no case can be made 
for macro-policies that support RSIE. 

The evidence that has been observed on this point in particular refers to 
two projects in Indonesia. One is an ILO employment-creation-strategy project 
with r!le Ministry ,Jf Manpower in Indonesia (INS/84/006) aimed at policy 
research and recommendations for the promotion of labour-intensive sub
sectors. including small-scale industry. In the other case. USAID is embarking 
on a policy-formulation project with the National Development Planning 
Board (BAPPF.NAS). Both projects invoh·e long-term expatriate TCA. 

The third form of policy support concerns outside support ol policy 
research. T!te following approaches have been noted: 

(a) TCA in order to prepare a loan (World Bank in Bangladesh). This 
invol\'es a type of le\·erage. The disbursement of the loan depends on the 
implementation of the policy changes suggested by the research. Like al! 
leverage it 0nly works in times of crisis and is usually resented; 

(h) A more long-term approach that concentrates on universities, 
research institutes. fellowships etc., in an attempt to build up policy-oriented 
research capabilities in the host country. This comes und r the heading of 
policy reformulation and as such it may also favour RSIE; 

(c) External funding of small-scale-industry-related research. In Peru. 
evidence was found of two NGOs (based in the Federal Republic of Germany) 
stimulating small-scale-industry ind RSIE-related research in general and 
working for a small-industrie~ association and a Government department 
inrnlved in small-scale industry policy-making in particular. The operational 
quality of this intervention i~ high. It is not clear whether it can be sustained 
once external assistance end~. 

Much policy-support effecriven;:ss remains unproven. because it has been 
tried relatively rarely and the results depend on the degree to which policy can 
change environment. 
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Y.2.J lnstit11tion-bui/4ing and institlltion sllStenance 

Donors and agencies have a marked preference for external assistance for 
institution-building. because. if such assistance helps an institution to take off. the 
latter can then continue its activities without outside support. Many institutions, 
ho"·ner. nei·er reach that stage and just sun-ive on outside sustenance. whereas 
already effectil'I! institutions make good use of external support. RSIE-spec(fic 
institutivns are few and far between, as are new institutions established through 
external assistance. 

In the desk-reviews.age of this thematic study, it was found that external 
assistance to RSIE addressed mostly one or more of the following problems (in 
decreasing order of occurrence); lack of technical skills, access to credit. access 
to markets. lack of marketing skills, problems of or~nization. lack of 
accountancy skills. lack of management skills and access to raw materials. The 
corresponding el(ternal-assistancc interventions usually refer to; training, 
extension, research and development credit, infrastructure, associated or any 
combination of the preceding. 

There is no clear-cut answer as regards the ideal channel througti which to 
deal with these problems, because the problems arc highly location-specific and 
the institutions to deal with them arc often not in existence at that location 

The revealed preference for providing external assistance through institu
tions is based on the expectation that such institutions in due course can take 
over the activities previously carried out with external assistance and that the 
demand for these activities will be si.stained after external assistance has come 
to an end. 

Practically all projects in the field of RSIE in one way or other attempt to 
fortify institutions or even to build them up from scratch. Only one case was 
observed (a USAID project in Senegal) where local NGOs were used to try to 
determine the effectiveness of a certain approach. Once the approach is 
established, all external activities are to be discontinued and the external 
structures dismantled. The other extreme occurs when support to an institution 
becomes more or less permanent because the institution is too weak financially 
or technically to survive, let alone provide support to the target group it was set 
up to assist. Rather than letting such an institution expire, an artificial lifeline is 
introduced via a long-term operational involvement of expatriate funds and 
.:xpertise. Although a miracle may occur and long-term involvement may end 
up producing an effective result (KIE in Kenya•). normally, the situation will 
progresively deteriorate (SIDO in the United Republic of Tanzania) with 
foreign participation continuously increasing. External assistance becomes "the 
great provider". Here, helping the institution survive as an institution has taken 
over from helping the institution help the target group. Institution-building has 
degen:rated into institution-sustenance and the survival of the institution has 
become the development objective. 

Not all lengthy external assistance to institution-building should be 
rp~arded as institution sustenance. Long-term outside invol\.~ment may well be 
the result of factors su<.h as the target group requiring comprehensive direct 
support over a long period of time, for example, RSIE in Andean Highland 
Villages supported by PRODERM, where industry basically has to start from 
scratch. The effort involved could well be too large for the host-country 

•The fact that Kenyan Government policy hu increasinaJy over the years aivcn support to 
small-.cale industry and RSIE development may well have contributed to this "mirac'· 
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institution to tackle alone and in tum would require long-term external 
assistance for the duration of the specific effon. Most in!>titution-building refers 
to external assistance to an existing institution to make it function more 
effecti\·ely or to broaden its scope of activities. The external-assistance effort 
inrnh-ed may in itself be quite time-consuming (a period of 10-15 years for 
reaching results is no exception). Once the institution is .. built ... howe\"er. it 
should be self-sustainable as an effective institution to channel external funds to 
target groups. or as an in -titution that can charge for its sen·ices because of 
their quality (fees to target groups for the value of the services rendered and 
handling fees for outside providers of funds for target groups). If long-term 
inmh-ement docs not lead to (a) an institution that is self-supporting from a 
managerial. technical and administrative point of view. or (b) an institution 
that can pro\"ide for the financing of its staff and other normal running 
expenses. then the assistance provided will have sustained the institution rather 
than ha,·e made it self-sustaining. 

The frequent lack of tangible outputs in institution-buildini makes it 
difficult to asses.> the cost effectiveness of the external assistance inrnlved. In 
most cases. institution-building will tend to include some direct-support 
acti,·iries such as field-training exercises in training programmes etc. This 
complicates matters even further! 

The point of external assistance is to contribute towards de\"eloping hos1-
country capabilities. and is thus aimed at making itself superfluous. But such 
institution-building can often be pursued through pilot or exemplarv direct 
assistance to RSIE in co-operation with the institution ·s staff. Only four of the 
56 projects desk-reviewed for this study (7'?c) were dedicated exclusively to 
direct assistance. Of the 52 remaining projects that in one way or other were 
invol\"ed in institution-building. 11 did nothing else, 40 were inrnlved in local 
and 31 in national institution-building. These figures reveal two important 
conclusions: 

(a) local institution-building is already receiving slightly more anenrion 
than national institution-building; 

(hJ Institution-building at local and national levels is often combined in 
the same project. 

The advantages of RSIE-promotion at local levels have already been 
explained in chapter IV. Here it should be added that exterrtal-assistance 
providers seem in practice to have reached the same conclusion. but that for 
outsiders it is difficult 10 assist at the local level without going through national 
channels. 

Most projects tend to combine institution-building and direct support. The 
combination can be of a purely nominal nature with a minor clement of direct 
support included in a project that is basically of an institution-building nature 
(e.g. practical field work in a t~acher's training programme) or the other way 
round. More often, however, substantial direct support and institution-building 
are combined in ~ single project. On the one hand, such an approach recognL~cs 
that in:;titutions and external assistance should maintain contact with "real 
world" activities, or that implementation of external assistance has no lasting 
results wi1hout some institutional transfer. On the other hand, assessing cost
effectiveness tends to become even more complex. The risk of having 
conflicting and confusing objectives should be borne in mind. such as 
at1emp1ing to maximize rounterpart training while trying to increase RSI F. 
employment simultaneously. 



1 Sustenc:11ce can give results on occasion 

Over a 10-·year period. UNDP has provided $2.357.000 to KIE in Kenya 
where industrial-estate building of the nursery type (see chapter IV) has 
gradually made way for a sites-and-services approach. in particular in 
Eldoret The failure of the former approach (an investment of $1,650,000) led 
to the success of the latter (an investment of $707.000). It must be pointed 
out here that UNDP/UNIDO was but one of the many external funders of 
KIE. which at one time had no less than 47 external advisors. The tum-about 
is not the work of UNDP alone. 

A similar result is being achieved in Senegal, where central funding for 
provincial industrial estates has run out. forcing them (without outside 
sustenance) to earn their keep by branching out into other activities. such as 
warehousing and transport. 

2. But it usually does not 

From 1974 onwards, the Netherlands (one of lhe many donors and 
agencies involved) have poured approximately $10,500,000 into SIDO in the 
United Republic of Tanzania. at first on a bilaterally-agreed programme 
basis and later on a project basis (1986 onwards). Large amounts have also 
been provided by SIDA (Sweden). The established common-services 
facilities and "sister industries" remain dependent on outside support and 
SIDO's external funding (which also includes assistance from India, the 
Federal Republic of Germany and other donors) is now 751\b of its budget. 
After 15 years. the institution is still not able to service its target groups, to 
co-ordinate its external assistance and to firiance its investments and 
operations. It is sustained more than ever by (i.e. is dependent on) external 
assistance. 

3. Or will not 

NORAD is implementing a number of projects in Zamt:ia for which not 
even a take-over target-date is fixed. One of these is a credit-guarantee 
scheme for developing small-scale enterprises in the Northern Province. 
This project cannot be said to be badly designed as such. However, the 
conception of the project has a weakness which may result in it having 
limited effects after its five-years duration. Not only the investment cost of a 
VIS office will be financed by NORAD but also the recurrent cost (including 
staff salaries) during the five-year project operation. No national inputs are 
foreseen, nor is there a formal commitment to gradual transfer to a national 
budget. It remains to be seen what will happen to the v::; regional office 
when, in five years' time. NORAD pulls out. 

Even if the design of the project on paper has attempted to limit this 
conflict, implementation will not always go according to plan. Extension visits 
to RSIEs can be cancelled because of the lack of transport facilities or, on the 
other hand, can prove to be exorbitantly costly because of the transport to 
really remote RSIEs. Examples of the former were observed in a UNIDO 
project in Liberia, where lack of adequate transport made a small-industry 
support project much less rural than intended (especially in the first phase of 
the project) by forcing extension visits to be limited to the capital city 
Monrovia an:.! its immediate surrounding., where taxis could be used. At the 
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other extreme, it was found in a project supported by the Danish Agency for 
International Dc\'clopmcnt Assistance (DANIDA) in Kenya that the justifica
tion on grounds of equity of also paying extension visits to more remote RSIEs 
meant that the cost of an extension visit to a single remote entrepreneur could 
equal the entire annual income of the client. It is extremely unlikely that such 
visits can be continued once external assistance is withdrawn. 

Of the 56 projects dcsk-rc\·icwcd for this study. it was found that 70'( 
combined direct and in:lircct support to RSIE. This combination was found in 
all of the projects in\'Ol\'cd in a comprchcn~i\·c approach. in production or 
scnicc workshops and in infrastructure. The figures for projects in\'olving 
credit, training. extension and research and dc\'clopmcnt arc 83"(. 69c:;. 58"( 
and 40'( rcspccti\'cly. 

The desk and field C\'idcncc of external assistance playing a s1.cccssful role 
in supply-side institution-building for RSIE docs not hold out much promise. 
In that respect it mirrors th.: <.onclusions reached in the prc\'ious chapter on the 
institutions themseh·es. This docs not necessarily mean that the external 
assistance itself was ineffective. but rather that the institution rccci\·ing the 
assistance was not able to handle it effectively. No cases could be found of 
external assistance being the linchpin for turning an ineffective institution into 
an effective one. The case of the Peoples· Bank of Indonesia (BRI) proves this 
point. Confronted by low effccti\·cness in its operational activities. BRI. with 
powerful support from the Indonesian Ministry of Finance. successfully carried 
ou• a reorganization. Only then did :< become an effective channel for external 
assistance (credit to rural prod1Jcers). External assistance alone in all 
probability could ne\'er have both masterminded the reorganization and have 
provided the funding for the credit programme. It can, however. if and when 
the institution is effective, increase this effectiveness by providing the means to 
broaden the scope of the institution's activities. This indicates the vital role of 
host-country institutions in the process of external assistance (cf. section V.4). 
In cases where there arc no counterpart institutions available or the existing 
ones arc considered inadequate for a variety of reasons. a number of solutions 
arc possible: 

(a) Assisting in the development of other sectors (e.g. encouraging 
agricultural surpluses) as a precondition to RSIE; 

(b) Attempting some kind of leverage to improve policies and institutions 
(which will only be effective if the host country is affected by an economic crisis 
or the donor or agency involved can be persuasive in other ways); 

(c) Choosing direct support as an alternative (highly cost-ineffective); 

(d) Assisting in the establishment of new institutions or of new 
departments in existing institutions. 

Approach (d) has only rarely been encountered. Of course. it is often 
forgotten that some of the. by now. well-established institutions owe their 
existence to external assistance in the past (DAT in Argentina. ISSI in the 
Philippines). In desk-reviewed projects, only few institutions or departments 
were found which had been established relatively recently with external 
assistance (such as PRODERM in Peru and SIC AT A in the United Republic of 
Tan1ania). 

More often. however. such special efforts were not made and the choice 
was limited to existing institutions. In practice. •his had often led to what 
proved to be the altogether wrong choice of institutions. They could prove to 
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be too urban (for example. the rural women artisans promotion in Burkina 
Faso). beset with cash now problems (for example. SENATI in Peru) or even 
insoh·ent (for example. a women's NGO in Kenya). wrongly staffed with more 
administrators than trainers (for example. in the Industrial Development 
Centre in Oshogbo. Nigeria or the Bangladesh part of TRUGA). 

Special RSIE institutions are few and far between. The CNPAR training 
centre in Burkina Faso. VIS in Zambia. SEFCO in Kenya are a few examples. 
although the last mentioned also provides credit to rural services such as hotels 
and silos. Instead, RSIE is usually covered by institutions involved in 
ag1iculture or in small-scale industry. In both cases. RSIE runs the risk of only 
being accorded an .. also-ran·· status when project design is too complex or 
implementation runs into problems. Industry institutions. furthermore. tend to 
have an urban bias. 

f/.2.4 Direct support to enterprise 

Fe11· external assistance projuts to RS/E are dedicated exclusfre(i· to direct 
a.uistance. The combination of direct a.uistanct• and in.uitution·buildin.~ is more 
ejfectfre than either of the approaches sepa1ately. l>onor.( han• been kno11·n to opt 
for dirt•ct assistance either because they feel that ho.u-countrr agencies are 
inad1•quate or because they are of the opinion that the duration of the required 
inten-ention does not ju.uify the e.Hablishment of an mHitution. 

TCA projects that are dedicated exclusively to direct assistance arc few and 
far between (only four such projects were found in the desk phase of the study 
and the field visits yielded little a<.'ditional evidence). However. if the concept of 
external intervention is broadt".1ed to include other forms of aid such as 
financial assistance. the eviuence of direct support to RSIE increases. Donors 
will often combine TC A and funding in 0ne projec• where agencies tend to 
maintain separate identities (ILO and UNCDF with the pre-co-operatives for 
women in Senegal, UNIDO and UNFDAC in the cocoa factory in Peru). Some 
donors will also channel funds directly to RSIEs while multilateral funding 
agencies make use of local institutions (Gmnnment or NGO). 

The combination of TCA and funding as direct assistance to RSIE has 
been implemented in the United Republic of Tanzania by SIDA and GTZ in 
the following ways: 

(a) Under the .. sister industries programme" of SIDA. some 20 Swedish 
companies co-operate with 29 companies in the United Republic of Tanzania. 
Although this programme has succeeded in tra!tsferring certain know-how, 
technology and management skills, the Tanzanian .. younger sisters" have 
remained highly import-dependent on goods supplic<.! via the Swedish 
import-support scheme: 

(b) Similarly. GTZ has provided direct assistance in Tanga (the United 
Republic of Tanzania) tor the establishment of small-scale enterprises and to 
assist in operating then until 1hey arc self-reliant. A revolving fund is bcinp •et 
up from repayments of initial loans. No Tanzanian intermediary institution is 
em·isaged. 

Roth cases indicate. albeit differently. the \\eaknesses of direct assistance 
on it~ own. In the "sister industries programme", direct assistance forms the 
sustaining lifeline of the programme. Between 1977 and 19114. the programme 
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had absorbed about 50'( of total SIDA suppon to small-industries dc\·clop
mcnt in the United Republic of Tanzania_ The sum of 92 million Swedish 
crowns (SUS 14 million) was spent and 700 new jobs were created at an a\·cragc 
cost •>f S20.000 per job. Without continuous Swedish suppon. the majority of 
these jobs arc in jeopardy. as there is no Tanzanian funding a·.-ailablc to replace 
Swedish employment subsidy. 

In the SIDA example. no local institution is a\·ai[ablc. In the GTZ case. no 
local institutions ha\·c been involved because it is considered that a long-term 
inrnh·cmcnt with direct suppon will make the target group more self-reliant 
than by supponing or C\"Cn creating penincnt local institutions.• This may well 
be the case. but a country·s dc\-clopmcnt cannot depend on the selection 
criteria of a donor. 

Direct assistance, while efficient from a shon-tcrm ,·icw-point in "getting 
things done". would seem to go against dc\rclopmcnt logic (especially when no 
training of counterparts to take o\·cr the job is included). Clear examples of the 
risks incurred in this manner arc the Jabotabek (Regional Project Management 
Unit) and the Small Enterprise Development Programme (SEDP) projects in 
Indonesia (the latter is more or less the continuation of the former)_ In this 
case. the training of local bank officials by a mixed team of cxp3triatc and local 
consultants did not include a "training of the trainers" clement. When it was 
decided in the second stage to leave this aspect of the project entirely to local 
consultants. the host country decided to employ a different firm of consultants 
without any c\·idcncc of malfunctioning by the first team. Thus any possibility 
of building on past experience was lost and meanwhile no instructors had been 
1rained within the recipient institution. 

Direct assistance may be justified in cases when an emergency situation has 
arisen. and when institutions arc non-existent or incapable of doing the job 
required. Direct assistan~c is also considered by some donors such as USAID 
and GTZ to be au acceptable alternative to institution-building for RSIE. when 
the required intervention is estimated to be of limited duration which docs not 
justify the establishment of ar; institution and no adequate one is in existence. 

Although the reasoning behind such decisions can well be understood. it 
probably underestimates the high cost per beneficiary involved (cf. section V.3). 
In cases where a donor or an agency is tempted to bypass host-country 
institutions and is aware of the risks involved of adding a new institution to an 
already bloated bureaucracy, it may well be to the ad\'antagc of both donor or 
agency and recipient to redirect external assistance to another sector or area. 

V.3 Project mechanisms and their particular relevance to RSIE 

The mechanics of project prer1ration, implementation and folloK·-up are 
project- and not RSIE-specific. From an RS/£ anf(le. special importance is 
accorded to the complexitie.f of design (rural and indu.uria/), the intricacies of 
manaf(emeflf. M.·here assistance to RS/£ is but part of a lar.~er project. and the 
need to de~·elop models of external assistance that become expendable in due 
course. Donors and af(encies have not developed a unified approach and field co
ordination leaves much to he desired. 

•A \lmilar approach is adopted by GTZ and Krcdi1anstalt for Wicdcraulbau !KfW> or 1hc 
Federal Republic or Germany in the SOOIDA induslrial cslale in Dakar (cf. section V.4). 
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J' J.I Prnimilulry ttlllBb 

It is definitely not ~he intention of this section to review all the ins and outs 
of project identification. preparation, implementation and follow-up, not even 
•'ith respect to RSIE. The reason for this is that none of the field missions or 
the preceding desk reviews of countries and projects have revealed problems 
and issues •·hich arc not also found in non-RSIE projects. Project mechanisms 
and project logistics hnc been the subject of many studies, to which it seems 
unDCC\!SSary to add another. 

Instead. the issues that have arisen in desk and field research on the 
\"arious aspects and stages of the project cycle will be reviewed here as briefly as 
possible. It is hoped. thus. to review project-cycle issues mainly from an ~IE 
angle rather than \'ic• versa. It should also be remembered that the study is 
thematic rather than project-based. Projects arc considered primarily as points 
of cnu1· to the general issues of RSIE development. The focus of this section is 
the extent to which external assistance can contribute to RSIE development. 
Attention is also drawn to some donor-specific issues which arc more widc
ranging than TCA. Since the promotion of RSIE requires the upgrading of 
technical and entrepreneurial skills (in an individual, a group. a co-operative, a 
community. a region or a country), the development of demand-side policies 
and the stimulation of markets, institutions, infrastructure and technology, 
intervention will tend to be aimed at the development of these prerequisites and 
external assistance will have a supplementary role in this process. In this 
section. external assistance will be reviewed in the whole context of RSIE 
d~\·clopment cffons. The issues under consideration h.i.vc been arranged 
according to the three major phases of the project cycle: 

(a) Project design (identification, feasibility study, project document); 

(b} Project management (input delivery and logistics, appropriateness of 
inputs. monitoring); 

(c) Project follow-up (sustainability of cffons. carry-over of lessons to 
utcrnal assistance elsewhere). 

V.3.2. Project usip 

.\tony problems of project management and folloM.--lip can bt rtductd to 
trrors in project dtsign. but good projtct dtsign in itstlf murt not bt considertd as 
a guarantee of successful managemtnt and follow-up. Good projtct design is 
rather a precondition than a guarantee of succtss. An analogous lint of reasoning 
iJ le.u valid for the project documtnt. Whertas inadtquatt identification and 
(pre)feasibility studits will ctrtainly result in a poor pmjtct document. good 
groundwork in idt'ntification and fea.fibility analysis account for 90% of a good 
project document. 

The early stages in the project cycle arc decisive for the outcome of " 
project No projects have been found wh~re bad design has led to good results. 
At best. a good project team is able to make the best of a bad job and can 
initiate improvements through revisions of the projec1 documenl. Whereas 
agency ITC A) projects are bound to a rigid framework of project mechanisms, 
many donor projects operate in a far looser mould. Often there is neither a 
production nor a feasibility study and projecls simply evolve out of a bilateral 
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pledging agrttment bct•;cen donor and host count11·- At p!cdging meetings. a 
general aid document is drawn up and agreed upon and ccnain lines of 
assistance (which may be in project form) arc set ouL In ccnain donor 
countries such as the Netherlands. the last fc,..· years hue seen an increasing 
formalization of the project process ,..·ith projects now being official!~· identified 
and documented. but this is by no means a uni\-crsal donor principle_ 

The looser approach to the project cycle has the ad\Olntagc of greater 
flexibility. but the disadvantage of no built-in control mechanisms and there is 
n..> appro,·ed project document to fall back on_ The agency approach on the 
other hand lacks flexibility and this can only be introduced \ia a system of 
rclati,-ely frequent rC\-isions of the project documents_ 

The ideal place for flexibility is at the ,·cry beginning of the ilrst stage: of 
the project cycle. the project iden1ifica1ion_ This is too of1en 1aken ra1her lightly 
as a rush job_ Shon missions hne 10 iden1ify a large number of projcc1s Ca task 
which can become especially pressing towards the end of any budgcta11· year). 
On the other hand. good and thorough idcntificalion missions could help to 
avoid many of the problems frequently encountered in later stages of lhe 
project cycle (wrong selection of coun1erpan agency or target groups. for 
example). 

An imponant role in identificalion must be given to local rcprcsc:ntati\"cs 
of donors (embassies) and agencies (Resident Reprcscntali\"cs). ~-ho should 
have bencr insight into host-country policy. en,·ironmcn1 and institutions than 
donor and agency headquaners, who should concentrale on sectoral expenise. 

In the United Republic of Tanzania. in panicular. e\·idencc has been found 
of much bilateral external assistance being based on the donors· sympathy with 
host-country ideology. for example. the post-Arusha-declaration experiment. 
Thus. the Netherlands· in\·olvemcnt in SIDO-which began in 1974-was 
without any documen1ary foundation till 1980. when an c\·alua1ion report 
reco:nmcnded that it be put on a multi-year planning basis_ It was nor until 
l986. however. that a formal project document was prepared. (for other 
examples. sec lhe box on 1he con:.equenccs of design below.) The conclusion 
was not drawn. apparently, that sympathy with a host country·s policies is only 
an entry-point for country selection and nc,1 a combination of identification. 
feasibility study and project document a!I in one! 

Identification refers to the $Clcr.tion of project Iheme and target group. 1hc 
selection of the host country insti1u1ion• and, if applicable. the lcx:ation of 
project implementation. An example of thorough project idcntifo::ation and 
preparation in general was obscn·cd in the Pak-Holland Metal project. where 
during a nine month pre-project period, not only was a sample of 1he target 
group surveyed. bul lhis was done in close co-opera1ion between 1hc donor and 
the prmincial small-industry dcvclopmen1 board. This made possible a clearer 
and more workable delineation of 1hc projccl's and the host-coun1ry agency·s 
responsibi lit ics. • • 

Once general idcn1ification has been carried oul. rhc specifics of the projec1 
have to be determined. In the complex area of small-scale indus1rial 
development wi1h i1s difficult-lo-define 1argc1 group and complex ins1itu1ional 
environment, global identification has to be followed by a more specific 
feasibility study. 

"Th""''" he deall wuh 1n more de1a1l 1n 'ICCtmn V.-1 

.. Pakl\lan C"oun1r~ Repori I 19M71 p .. 19 lnnl ~el puhh•hed h111 ;1•;11l;1hlc hom !he 'r"""'r' .,( 
1he s1udy: Nr1herlands Govcrnmen1. IJNOP. ILO or IJNIOO>. 
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Field ,·isilS confirmed that the more successful RSIE-projccts were those 
v.hid1 had been preceded b) a feasibility study. The)· also confirmed that )Ome 
of the most unsuccessful projects •·ere those :.where no feasibility stud). or a 
•·holly inadequate one. had been carried out. This should not be taken to impl) 
lhat properly uccuted feasibility studies arc a guarantee of success. Some 
feasibility studies by donors tend to be prejudiced by the donors· preference for 
ccnain types of intcnention. and this can result in assistance being supplied 
that docs not coincide v.-ith local demand (sec follov.ing box for some 
examples). h is more common. however. to find that projects fail tu li\-c up to 
expectations because of the lade of adequate feasibility studies rather than in 
spite of them. Except for reasons of cost. as in the case of the micro-projects. 
often in remote areas. that arc funded through such organizations as the 
European [)c,·clopmcnt Fund and the Netherlands. Small Embassy Project 
programmes. there SCC!lli to be no valid reason not to carry out a fcasibilit) 
study. no matter how ob,,·ious .:1c need for a project appears. 

An identification mission should lay the groundwork for a feasibility stud) 
by indicating: 

(a) The scope and location of the project (if possible. ahcmati\·e choices 
should be indicated); 

(bJ Sature of the target group; 

(c) The national policy cn,·ironment in relation to the proposed project; 

(JJ The availability and quality of host-country agencies. 

The fe•sibility study should use the data obtained from the identification 
to establish realistic objectives (identify relevant host-country development 
objectives. as well as set targets in the project) and t:> quantify the 
corresponding outputs and activities. within the limits of the human and capital 
resources a\·ailab:C from the donor or agency. 

For RSIE. it is imponant in this context to establish inter alia: 

(OJ That there is a marketable surplus in rural production. This surplus 
must be nailable as disposable rural income. (If this docs not exist. external 
assisrancc should concentrate on this first.); 

(b) That there are population clusters. or a high overall population 
density in the rural (or non-metropolitan) areas; 

(c) What the host-country policy environment with respect to RSIF. is 
(for example. docs it favour positive demand-side policies such as stimulating 
high disposable per-<apita rural income?); 

(dJ What the choice of counterpan agency is. If there 1s an agency which 
is adequately competent. then external assistance could well be limited to !he 
financing of new or expanded activities through this agency. 

The more these questions can be answered. the more specific external 
assistance can be. 

It should not be forgotten, however, thar no matter how thMoughly 
project preparations arc made. they do not guarantee success. Some further 
assurance (but not necessarily enough) can be derived from an approach which 
combines an intermediate pilot-project phase with risk analysis. as used hy 
SNV in Zambia. Herc. an ex-ante analysis is made of how ro react if the pilot 
project fails 10 be continued or replicated by a host-country institution. 
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The CoMequiw:ea of Design In ASE Pnlfeds 
Good de$ign leads to good pro;ects 

(a} In Senegal, the ILO-UNDP-UNCDF pr<>iect (SEN/82/004) for pre-co
operative grain mills emerged from a sequence of: 

• A sample survey among rural women; 

• A UNICEF-financed conference on the results of the survey; 

• A prefeasibility study; 

• A pilot phase for the introdu.:tion of 500 mills which was successful. 
(The preceding phase of t11is pro;ect. on the other hand. laboured 
under the diSadvantage of se.?rious design defects.) 

(b} The International Developmer.t Research Centre (IDf ~). also in 
Senegal. has subjected its grain decorticators to test runs in Botswana 
before providing the technical details to two different groups of manu
facturers in Senegambia (the large-scale SISMAR in Senegal and the small
scale artiSans in the Gambia). who were req. :ed to make test runs and 
check with women (the most knowledgeable group when it comes to grains). 
This approach is potentially highly successful. If this successful pilot stage is 
to be the cornerstone of a larger and more differentiated programme. any 
c! . ..nges introduced should themselves be subjected to prefeasibility study. 

(c} Pak-Holland Metal in Pakistan started with an exhaustive field survey of 
the requirements of village metal-workshops in the North Western Frootier 
Province and this information is updated continuously. Although the project 
has only recently become fully operational. the first results are promising. 

Bad design (or no design at all} leads to bad projects 

(a} An attempt to assist product development and marketing for rural 
women in Kenya (KEN/80NOI) by ILO via a handicrafts co-operative was not 
preceded by a market or financial analysis. because the need for the project 
was considered obvious. Bad management has furthermore left the co
operative heading for insolvency. 

(b} Assistance to Artisan Chambers (Chambres des Metiers) in Senegal 
(ILO/SEN/821007) was aimed at establishing regional training-cum
production centres for artisans. The need for these centres was felt to be 
self-evident so that the feasibility study was skipped. Many of the centres 
were built but only one or two are in any way operational. Sites and choice 
of technology are wholly inadequate. 

(c) Because the Netherlands faile.1 to carry out a fea~ibility study on its 
production contribution to an IDA small-enterprise loan in Pakistan, it only 
found out later that the money was not going to small enterp~ises but to 
medium-sized enterprises instead. 

Wrong feasibility studies lead to wrong pro;ects 

Three examples from the United Republic of Ta'lzania. 

(a) A study by the Netherlands' Research Institute for Managemdnt 
Science (RVB) on the needs of small-scale industry found a need for 
management, marketing and accounting assistance, which was not :elt by 
the target group of small entrepreneurs. As a result. the supplied training
cum-extension was not well received by lhe small entrepreneurs who (rightly 
or wrongly) gave priority to technical problems. Apparently, no thought was 
given to usirig technical problems as the starting point for management 
training. 
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(t. I The Japanese feasibility study for the economic development of the 
K 11manjaro region and the setting up of the Kilimanjaro Industrial Develop
ment Corporation in particular was concerned mainly with a purely technical 
approach and thus arrived at solutions of development problems that proved 
rather far removed from the ··,otential and needs of the local population. 
proposing. for examp1e. large-scale rice milling and modern manufacturing 
of simple agricultural tools that can be and are also effectively manufactured 
by rural blacksmiths. 

(CJ For the SIDO common facilities workshop in Morogoro. the range of 
equipment provided by the Netherlands proved more suitable for training 
than for ?roduct development or technology diffusion. (It is beside the point 
that this same equipment is not suitable for the direct production it is used 
for now.) 

Two from Peru: 

(dJ In the Arequipa training centre of SENATI. Japanese assistance 
provided training and equipment for various types of welding. Because there 
was a shortage of all types of qualified welders. it was decided to train expert 
welders capable of doing all types. There proved to be no demand for such 
universal welders who are now being respecialized in the same training 
centre in only one typ... of welding. 

(e) The project UNIOO/PER/81/020 is instrumental in the setting up of a 
leather training institute. also in Arequipa. Local tanners actually prefer to 
train their own staff but are anxious.y awaiting the small pilot plant to be 
installed in the centre so that they can use it for quality-control testing 
purposes. 

And one from Indonesia: 

(f) The Netherlands' (l TA/77 /K12) small-industry promotion in Northern 
Aceh (Indonesia) did not adapt its design when the identified target group 
proved to be non-existent. The targetted migrant workers did not settle but 
continued to migrate. Although the design was not changed. the activi!ies 
were. and the as:;istance was provided to others. 

The Tennlnology Is not Confusing, but It Is Often Confused 

In project documents. which are .Jften based on a logical framework 
approach. clear distinction should te made (l.)ut often is not) between 
objectives (development or long-term and immediate or short-term), outputs. 
and activities. Ob1ectives must be reached. outputs are the results of 
activities that must be carried out. In this way the training of extension 
workers (activity) will produce trained extension workers (output). who 
strengthen the extension service (immediate objective) which will promote 
RSIE development (development objective). Inputs and outputs never seem 
to get confused. but outputs. activities and objectives do. as can be seen 
from the following RSIE examples: 

fa) The mixing-up of outputs and activities with objectives in the 
institution-building project. OPIZAM/801005. This pro1ect states one of its 
ob1ectives to be. "to carry out the comprehensive development programme 
for small-scale industry". This is an activity. The objective 1s "the develop
ment of Zamo1an small-scale industry"; 
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(b) Vague and unspecific project desigri. as in DPllNS/78/015, a 
project aimed at assisting the Sura::>aya Centre of the Ministry of Manpower 
(Indonesia) in its operations to develop and test curricula for the training of 
"drop-outs". The design does not distinguish the centre from the project and 
does not define the target group clearly. The designed curricula have not 
been accepted by other centres: 

(cJ Sometimes. even the approach gives reason for confusion. and 
direct support and institution-building. instead of being combined, get mixed 
up. An example is the project. DP/ZAMt82/019. Assistance to Village 
Industry Services in Zambia. which aims to promote village industries 
through voluntary organizations. providing training by demonstrating train
ing. training a group of artisans and li3ison with other institutions in 
demonstrating new possibilities for village industries. 

Finally it bears pointing out that the same type of activity implemented 
by different institutions can r~ally be a different activity. The monitoring of 
external assistance by a donor or agenr.y refers only to the inputs of that 
donor or agency whereas the monitoring of host-country RSIE intervention 
(with or without external assistance) refers to the effects of that intervention 
on RSIE. 

It is of course clear that none of these misadventures is RSIE-specific. but 
it must also be observed that few RSIE projects were found that proved to be 
exceptionally well designed from the start. (The second phase of the women's 
pre-co-operatives in Senegal. and Pak-Holland Metal in Pakistan stand out 
among the few exceptions.) What does occur is that subsequent stages of a 
project can show marked design improvements, or in other words that project 
design can learn from preceding projects (KIE. for example). Th'· would 
appear to relegate, with hindsight, previous phases to project-preparation 
status. 

Finally. it should be noted that the criticisms listed here of project design 
confirm the need for projects to be as specific as possible. which in this case 
means RSIE-specific rather than multi-purpose in the sense of serving many 
different target groups. 

J'.J.J Project management (input delivery and logistics, appropriateness 
of inputs, monitoring) 

The dfrerse and multifaceted nature of the RS/£ sector and its problems 
makes co-ordination and project manaxement particularly difficult. Problems 
encoumered arow from this complexity rather than from the nature of RS/£. 
Monitorinf( 11·as on~r found in the more succen/ ul projects. 

With hindsight. many problems in the implementation of external 
as~istance can be reduced :o errors of judgement in the design stage. One 
example is the use of inappropriate hardware and expertise. as in the ILO 
Chambres des Mcticrs project in Senl"gal, shown in the box later in this section. 
Another is the wrong appraisal of a host-country agency. as in two ILO 
projects in Kenya for vocational rehabilitation of the disabled and co-operative 
manufacturing and marketing of handicraft goods by women. in both of which 
cases the chosen host-country agency proved to be insolvent. Also possible is 
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the \Hong appraisal of socia~ conditions, as in two ILO projects for women in 
Pakistan. In the first of these. if no role for men were included. women would 
not be allowed to p;;rticipate by their menfolk and, in the second, women 
trainees are not permitted to receive instruction from male teachers. 

One of the focal points in project management concerns the deli\'ery of 
i!aputs and the appropriateness of these inputs for the project. Because of the 
number of agencies involved (host-country and expatriate, often more than one 
of each). each with different approaches, budgetary periods and constraints. the 
task of managing these inputs can indeed be a formidable one. Project 
management is concerned to an important degree with the co-ordination of 
external support and the harmonious blending of this with host-country inputs. 

Such problems are common in all sectors and RSIE is no exception. 
Howe\'er. co-ordination of project inputs may be particularly difficult where 
RSIE is concerned. because of the diverse and multifaceted nature of the sector 
and its pro'llems. and because these may be handled by several agencies in 
different locations. particularly at the national level in the host country. The 
result may th.!n well be the absence of a national focal point resulting in the 
inrnh"ement of se\'eral host-country agencies (governmental. parastatal. NGO. 
\'Oluntary etc.) with se\'eral donors and international agencies assisting them in 
se\'eral projects focussed on different agencies and functions. SIDO in the 
United Republic of Tanzania. for example. has received assistance from \'arious 
Nordic and East European countries, India. the Netherlands and Turkey. 
among others. without any co-ordination or harmonization of donor inputs. 
(This subject will be dealt with further in section V.4.) As a result. each donor 
had a "fief' of its own where it could more or less do what it pleased. 

Among the logistical and management problems that can impede effective 
proj~ct implementation, the following. in particular, seem to affect RSIE 
projects: 

(a) Transport. If this was the respon!>ibility oi the host-country agency. it 
often proved to be defective, thus making rural extension vi!>its etc. virtually 
impossible. unless TCA funds could be made available for this purpose. This 
problem is common to all types of rural projects and the RSIE projects 
reviewed in Liberia and observed in Indonesia, Senegal and the United 
Republic of Tanzania. were all at one time or another beleaguered by this 
problem; 

(hJ Lack of co-operation with government organizations who are not 
directly involved. This was noteworthy in the case of Peruvian customs offi :ials 
who repeatedly held up (once because of a strike) the import of project inputs, 
which under the terms of a project agreement should have proceeded without 
any problem. Delays of this type are not the monopoly of host-country 
agencies, however (see box); 

fcJ Problems within the host-country agencies themselves, such as lack of 
funds to meet project commitments or lack of interest in a project. For 
example. in Peru, the project UNIDO/Sl/PER/84/801-Prefabricated Modular 
Bridges-was transferred to two new host-country agencies, because the original 
one had lost interest and had shelved the prcject. The involvement of two 
agencies, while rekindling interest in the project, unfortunately introduced an 
element of lack of co-ordination and agreement between the two; 

(dJ Delays in the transfer of funds. For example. the Netherlands
supported SEFC'O project in Kenya has suffered from delays in receiving funds 
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from the Treasury which had been transferred some time pre\·iously by the 
donor. 

Except for the complexities inrnlvc:J in RSIE as a sector and the problems 
involved in dealing \11,ith rural projects in general. no evidence has come to light 
as far as project management and logistics in general is concerned that is 
RS IE-specific. 

It Is Not AMys The Counter Agencies TMt C.U• The Delays 

While donors and international agencies frequently and often not 
without reason voice complaints about irksome delays and procedures in 
host countries. they themselves can be at the root of tardy implementation or 
other forms of mismanagement. The following are some examples found 
during the RSIE study: 

(aJ ILO/KEN/801V01-Assistance to Women's Handicraft Co-opera
tives-was the victim of undue delays b.::cause of the large number of United 
Nations agencies involved; 

(b) UNIOO/COL/76/020-lntegrated Technical Assistance for Small 
an1 Medium Industry-a training programme with the Corporaci6n Finan
ciera Popular. suffered from frequent chang6s of expatriate staff, while the 
non-resident chief technical advisoi· paid flying visits from time to timt: and 
wrote unrealistically optimistic reports. even just before the proiect folded; 

(c) The Small Enterprise Development Project in Indonesia. financed 
by the Netherlands, was unnecessarily delayed because project officers 
insisted on a further additional study for the project; 

(dJ UNIOO/ARG/84/004-Assistance to Small and Medium Scale 
Industry of Santa Fe Province-suffered undue delays, because the pur
chase of an electron microscope required long review at headquarters 
(Vienna. New York). 

Logistics is but one of the elements of day-to-day project management, 
although an important one. It can. however, only be effective if the inputs it 
has to handle arc appropriate. Any attempt at promoting self-sustained 
development should begin by reviewing the ingredients required in comparison 
with those available. The lacking ingredients should then be critically 
considered for proxies or substitutes that are or could become available locally. 
Donor assistance helps in filling the gaps temporarily, the principle of external 
assistance being that national counterparts are trained tu take the place of 
expatriates. 

Unfortunately, nearly every field mission of this thematic study has been 
confronted with cases of excessive donor or agency intervention leading tr 

incr~ascd dependency or decreased likelihood of host-country agencies even 
considering future take-over. While many of these excesses can be linked to 
tlaws in project design. some go back further and are the outcome of 
inappropriate development philosophies adhered to by donors and agencies. 

This tendency to excessive intervention is mirrored in the wide range of 
institutions that supply a whole series of goods and services to RSIE. which 
most RSJE do not want in the first place. What they do want is the right 
em·ironment to do the job; policies that favour them, credit they can get and 
afford and .!nough space to build a shed and install the equipment they need. 
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If institutions fail to meet demand. and external assistance emphasizes 
instituti~n-t>uilding. many external inputs will be found to be inappropriate, 
including the following: 

(a) Import-support programmes (which tend to lead to import depen
denc-:); 

(b) ixcessive imports of often sophisticated equipment (which needs. but 
often lacks local back-up facilitie!>); 

(c) Excessive deployment of expatriate experts (who tend to become 
operational rather than instructive); 

(d) Wrong choice of external exl'.:rtise (together with bad identification 
and design). 

The first three instances result in delaying the take-over of the activity i>y 
the host co•H1try. The fourth is an indication of how things can go wrong 
irrespective of the project design. 

1. Does Import Support Equ.i Import Dependence? 

Import-support programmes have by and large contributed to undue 
import dependency in small-scale industry. In some cases imports may 
indeed be essential, but more often than not inventive entrepreneurs can 
come up with local substitutes, or even manage to earn foreign currency by 
supplying goods to TCA projects, which can then be used instead of 
imf)orts. Cases of inappropriate import support observed include: 

(a) Complahts in the United Republic of Tanzania about the lack of 
scrap and pig iron for foundry work. and of refractories for foundry lining 
(Grey Iron Foundry Company, Arusha Industrial Estate, Swedish "sister 
industries programme"), because not enough funds were available to import 
these materials under the Swedish import-support programme. At the same 
time. however, neighbouring industries are making acceptable refractories 
and using local scrap for foundry work. Scrap may even be had virtually free 
(Moshi blacksmith youth economic groups). Finally, the Kilimar.jaro Industrial 
Development Corporation, which receives large amounts of assistance from 
Japan. imports pig iron from Japan to make the same product!' as the young 
blacksmiths they helped to get started, i.sing on virtually free local scrap: 

(b) A chemical plant on the Arusha Industrial Estate (the United 
Republic of Tanzania), which was also established under the Swedish "sister 
industries programme", is at a standstill while battling for a foreign
exchange license to import inputs of which inferior, but acceptable, qualities 
are available locally: 

(c) GTZ and KfW have converted the Dakar Industrial Estate for Small 
Industry (SODIDAl in Senegal into a luxurious and self-contained estate for 
what. given Senegalese conditions, must be considered medium-sized 
industry. Because of impatience with slow national institution5, the donors 
have created special facilities. such as quick credit, for a number of firms 
that least need it. It should not come as a surprise that the installed firms do 
not want to leave and that the nursery estate has permanent occupants who 
"r.ever had it so good". 

Plants that have never received import support. in the United Republic 
of Tanzania at least. are more able to cope than those which were born 
under the aegis of import-support facilities 
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2. Complicated Tools Miike Simple Jobs Complicated 

&cessive imports of sophisticated equipment. for which local back-up 
is lacking, perpetuate irnoort dependency. This is often the result of 
inappropriate choice oft riology. Because bilateral assistance and import
support programmes a;e usually tied to purchases in the country supplying 
the foreign exchange, the range of available equipment is often limited and 
machinery from different countries often cannot be matched up. The 
following are some of the cases of excessive or unsuitable equipment 
provision that have been no1ed: 

(a) The Swedish rural hire purchase pfogramme in the United 
Republic of Tanzania has provided imported equipment for small-scale rural 
industry withot..t checking the feasibility of the requests beforehand. When 
an evaluation showed much of the equipment being put to bad use or no use 
at all, a Swedish expert was put to work to correct this by carrying out 
rep&irs rnd installation. rather than training Tanzanians for the job 
1assuming that no trained Tanzanians were available). The suitability of the 
installed equipment was never questioned, apparently; 

(b) In the Northern Province of Zambia, NORAD finances a guarantee 
scheme as well as all supporting costs, investment as well as recurrent. 
There are no national inputs and no plans for future take-over by any 
national agency whatsoever; 

(c) The evolution of SODIDA in the Senegalese capital of Dakar into a 
luxurious estate (with assistance from GTZ) for medium-sized enterprise 
was guided inter alia by the consideration that smaller firms, for which the 
estate was originally intended, proved to be insufficiently profitable. 
Advanced facilities, such as a rapid credit scheme via KfW, are offered to 
firms on the estate; 

(d) In Kenya, the Rural Industrial Development Programme (RIDP) has 
established over-elaborate machinery services with under-utilized schemes 
for training and skill improvement (aid from DANIDA) and undertaken the 
development of products to be made by small artisans, without any market 
research. There proved to be no interest in making these goods because the 
entrepreneurs knew that there would be no effective demand for them; 

(e) In Arequipa, Peru, SENATi through e'l(ternal assistance, has 
obtained a lathe with numerical control for training purposes. Unfortunately 
such equipment is exceedingly rare in Peruvian industry. SENATI also have 
long series of tools and machines for training that seem over-sophisticated 
CTCA and equipment from the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan 
and Spain); 

(I) The assembling of a pilot modular wooden bridge near Piura, Peru, 
is continuously delayed because the chief technical advisor wishes to use 
hardwoods that have to be brought in from the jungle area of P~ru, across 
the Andes. In other countries, local woods are always used, even if they are 
not ideal, and bridges for emergency situations are rapidly assembled. 

The establishment of over-elaborate equipment and installations makes 
it ver'f difficult for the donor or agency to retire in due course, without the 
achieved results retiring with him. Excessive support has institution
sustenance built into it. 
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3. Too Many Cooks . .. 

Excessive deployment of expatriate expertise has also been found. This 
has either led to the wrong services being offered, or too much attention to 
operative tasks. The excess also results from an inadequate number (or 
ir.sufficient preparation) of host-country counterparts. Some examples: 

(a) In the Netherlands-supported SICATA project in the United 
Republic of Tanzania, too much emphasis "'.;?<1 )lit on off-shop-floor training 
in management, accounting and marketing t8'.hniques rather than on 
extension service on the shop floor and the solving of production problems. 
A random selection of client files showed that the training had had little 
impact and that there was little follow-up to the extension services provided. 
Expatriate expertise concentrated on what it thought it could do best; 

(b) In the Kilimanjaro Industrial Development Corporation in Moshi, 
United Republic of Tanzania, expatriate experts put too much emphasis on 
in-plant training at their own excessively equipped centres. because they are 
specialists in tllis kind of knowledge transfer. Field visits and extension are 
considered of secondary importance to be left to Japanese volunteers and 
their counterparts; 

(c) In the Jabotabek regional project management unit (RPMU) in 
Indonesia, too few loan officers were too exhaustively (and hence too 
expensively) trained. The base-line studies that were the product of their 
field training are hardly used. Expatriate staff were only operationally 
involved in training. No trainers were trained to ensure further training after 
the completion of the project. 

4. Or Jam A B8CI Jobi 

A project can of course have the misfortune to be ineffective 
because of accumulation of bad identification, design and management. 
This leads in turn to an improbable series of badly conceived and executed 
project outputs. Such was the case with ILO/DP/SEN/82/007, Technical 
Support to the Directorate of Artisanship and Chambers of Trades 
(Assistance Techniques au Directorat de l'Artisannat et aux Chambres des 
Metiers). Output of this project. which was visited by the Senegal mission 
includf's: 

I IR 

A shut-down tannery, because traditional tanning vats were preferred 
(Louga); 

An over-equipped garage at a standstill in a city where the busy 
mechanical workshop of the industrial estate has virtually no equipment 
(Kaolack); 

A "Centre de Formation" (Training Centre) consisting of a locked and 
empty building (Ziguinchor); 

A bridge which took three years to build because the local population 
did not wish to work on it. There has always been a better alternative 
road nearby (Ziguinchor-Nyankit); 

A small complex consisting of two kilns (one damaged by a lorry) for 
making bricks, unglazed tiles and pottery, without a wheel, in Nyankit, a 
village that has no ready water supply and no "pottery-safe" road 



connection with bigger towns. even after the above-mentioned bridge 
was built; 

An over~uipped furniture shop, where for want of a few saw-blades. 
the most expensive equipment is not working (Oussouye). The staff of 
the workshop have become accustomed to project officers passing by 
with the necessary supplies. 

This project had no chief technical advisor for a long time and an 
expatriate technician had to double in this function. None of these excesses 
described here is RSIE- or Senegal-specific. Bad design, conception and 
management are not bound to any sector in particular. It may be hoped that 
such a cumulative combination is more unique. 

The illustrations in the four boxes above show that, in practially all these 
cases. less sophisticated and cheaper solutions (especially in terms of foreign 
exchange) could have been found, quite often by simply looking at more 
successful local entrepreneurs (in the United Republic of Tanzania. for 
example) who have often found the solutions that the assistance programmes 
and host-country institutions are trying to find. It would even seem that such 
opportunities to solve problems may not be taken up precisely because it is the 
external assi.itance (the supply-side approach in general) that fails to encourage 
the adoption of these local solutions. 

Monitoring 

One of the essential tools of project management is monitoring. All of the 
.. derailments" already described in this section could probably have been 
avoided if the projects h1&d been effectively monitored from the start. Where no 
or insufficient monitoring occurs, this is not necessarily the fault of inadequate 
local project management, it can also occur for reasons of undcrstaffing and 
the remote location of small project activities. However, except for such cases. 
where to insist on monitoring would definitely be cost-ineffective. there is no 
valid reason to be found for not monitoring proj'=cts. 

Effective monitoring seems to go hand-in-hand with effective projects and 
agencies. For bilateral projects that arc not based on a project document, 
systematic monitoring requires a special effort by the experts in the field. In 
agency TCA projects, this should be built into the system. Nevertheless, 
experience indicates that good monitoring is not always self-evident. The 
establishment of the mechanics of monitoring on paper (e.g. a periodic 
reporting system according to a standard format) may lead to effective 
monitoring, but in no way guarantees it. 

Monitoring may also be used as a guide for future projects, as in fic-ld
bascd construction of a script. Examples of how this is done have been found in 
projects of USAID and GTZ: 

• USAID in Kaolack (Senegal) is monitoring its RSIE project extensively 
in order to use the results for project implementation elsewhere (lo 
prove the general effectiveness of the "Kaolack" approach); 

• The GTZ project on "Innovation Advisory Services" in Indonesia 
started without a detailed design or study of the area and subject. 
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beyond the general study on metalworking and machinery in the 
Medan Area. This project. together with a similar one in Brazil. is a 
pilot project. No institutional structure or legal position is defined and 
the two projects regularly compare notes. Initial experiences prcdi:-tably 
have been rather poor. It is hoped. nevertheless. to develop a project 
concept in this way for future implementation elsewhere. Prospects do 
not seem good. however. 

Jl.3.4 Pro jut foil ow-up (s11st11in11bility of ~ff orts, ca"y-ov~r of 
l~ssons to uurnal assistanc~ ~luwlr~r~) 

Excessive donor or agency intervention stimulates donor dependency, thro11·s 
up a barrier against future host country take-01·er and hence against sustainability 
and replicability in general. External assistance to RSIE is no excepti!Jn. The 
potential to carry over external assistance experiences 11·il/ be greater if cost 
effectiveness is high. 

The sections on institution-building and project management have 
provided a number of illustrations of how excessive external support becomes 
counterproductive in the sense that it diminishes the possibility of the project 
activity being sustained by itself or by local funding (clients or local 
institutions). 

Sometimes, promises of a local take-over exist, as in the case of the 
NORAD rehabilitation project of the disabled in Zambia. Sometimes no 
follow-up is considered at all, as with all projects in the United Republic of 
Tanzania, the ILO/SEN/821007 Chambres des Metiers project in Senegal, and 
the NORAD guarantee scheme in Northern Zambia. 

Few of the projects desk-reviewed for this study have shown convincing 
evidence of sustainability. Those which have include: 

(a) The Netherlands-supported Prime Mover Projc t in the Surkhet 
Valley of Western Nepal. Whereas the establishment of the industrial estate, 
which lay at the heart of the project design, suffered from numerous delays, an 
adjacent loan scheme proved highly successful (200 loans in two years resulting 
in 526 new jobs at an average cost of $350) and has since been taken up by the 
Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal; 

(b) ILO/SEN/82/004-Pre-co-operatives for Rural Women-where the 
demand for grain mills to be installed would well allow a price for t:1em being 
charged, and it has also led lo increased production of mills by rural 
metalworking artisans. The approach has awakened interest in Burkina Faso, 
Mali. Mauritania and Niger. TCA is limited and could be even less; 

(c) UNIDO/PAK/79/022-Leather Production Development Centre
successfully trains large numbers of leather workers and manages to cover I 5'1(; 
of costs through fees and sales. Training, together with export incentiV!"'i. 
contributed to the more than tripling of exports between 19RO and 1985; 

(d) VNIDO/ ARG/81 /004-Assistance to Small and Medium-scale In
dustry of Santa Fe Province-was instrumental in revitalizing rhe regional 
small and medium agricultural equipment industry through new designs and 
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improved qualit) control. Clients proved willing to pay three times as much for 
scnrices. This approach has been copied in other pans of Santa Fe Pro\·incc 
and Uruguay. The external subsidy is declining. 

These four cases indicate that external assi!'tance can promote sustaina
bility. but only if supply to and demand from RSIE coincide. In Nepal. there 
was only demand for credit and not for an industrial estate. In Argentina. there 
was only a demand for technology extension but not for the industrial estate 
which was originally included. In Pakistan, the leather processors wanted 
training, where as those in Arequipa do not. The needs of Senegal~ women 
were established by a survey. Sustainability is also helped where local outreach 
is effective. as in the cases above in Argentina. Nepal and Senegal. 

These cases also show the potential for successful projects being able to 
charge for sen·iccs and the potential for their duplication elsewhere. Other 
projects (USAID in Kaolack) are designed as experiments to be applied in 
different locations. Here the carry-over of lessons to external assistance 
elsewhere has taken priority over the need io1 local impact or institution
building. Although, from a donor point of vu:w, such an approach may be 
rewarding, the .. guinea pig" approach to the target group can produce an 
undesirable backwash for future donor or agency intervention in that area. 

Sustainability is also related to cost and effectiveness. A too-expensive 
approach usually stands no chance of follow-up or duplication. In terms of 
numbers of clients reached. the effectiveness of the intervention is determined 
by the level of intervention. In decreasing order of scale, these may be said to 
be: 

(a) Regional projects, such as the ILO (RAF/85/M 10/FRG) project for 
the training of b:-.nk officials of the West African Economic Community• 
countries to make loan procedures to small-scale industry and RSIE quicker 
and more effective. In due course outreach should be to small-scale industry 
and RSIE in all member countries; 

(b) National projects to assist in the rc:structuring of macro-policies of a 
country to favour small-seal.: industry and RSIE; 

(c) Assistance in institution-building so that these institutions can assist 
small-scale industry and RSIE; 

(d) Direct assistance to RSIE (not self-sustainable). 

The cost per small entrepreneur increases from (a) to (d). although the few 
entrepreneurs reached in (d) may be the most effectively assisted of all, if supply 
and demand of intervention coincide. The typical entrepreneur will prefer (h) 
and probably has no idea of (a). 

No records of external assistance to RSIE were available to allow any 
quantitative estimates of cost-effectiveness. Even with the grossest of heroic 
assumptions and "guestimates" the outcome would be virtually bereft of 
significance (the exercise itself would be a clear example of cost-ineffective
ness), if only because the number of clients reached gives no indication of the 
effectiveness of the outreach and what the beneficiary does with the 
intervention. 

"The Wes1 African F.conomic l'ommuni1y. or Communau1e Econom1q11e de l'Afrique 
Occiden1ale (CEAO) includH Burkina Faso, Cille d'Ivoire, Mali. Mauri1ania, Niaer and SeMpl. 
Benin and Toao have observer 11a1U1. 
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V .4 Specifac donor ud ageacy is.sues (speciflCity. field co-onliaation, 
selection of laost-couatry iastit•tioas) 

Donor:r and agencies have different approaches and procedures in e:cternal 
assistanu_ There is some indication of an increasing preference among donors and 
agencies for policy assistance. although only few projects-mostly recent-provide 
assistance at this /eve/_ Differences are found in approaches to RSIE. but these 
main(a· concern "·ays to bypass ineffective institutions. 

This section is not intended as a review of cffons by donors and agencies 
lo assist RSIE development (for The Netherlands. UNDP. ILO, UNIDO. cf. 
chapter I)_ The aim here is to try to find out whether those donors and 
agencies. whose interventions in RSIE development have been observed in desk 
and field studies, do this according to any standard pattern, or whether there 
arc significantly different donor- or agency-specific approaches. 

Donors and agencies do not seem to be able to agree on the procedures to 
be followed by a host country requesting external assistance. Procedures arc 
completely donor- or agency-centred and usually incomprehensible to all but 
the most seasoned host-country bureaucrat. Funhcrmorc, they have the 
unfonunatc tendency to be revised frequently. On the other hand. in some 
cases procedures do not exist at all and decision-making is entirely ad hoc. 

Whereas some United Nations agencies contend that they arc supposed to 
limit their TCA interventions to specific host-country requests, donors have 
more leeway in this respect. They can enter into negotiations with a host 
country to work out a plan of external assistance with specifications of sectors, 
programmes and projects. Especially in large pledges of external assistance, it is 
possible to work out a set of interlinking aid activities (TCA plus funding plus 
import support) that allow for a comprehensive approach and lessen the 
problems of assistance co-ordination and management. 

Among those interviewed, donors (Netherlands, USAID} and agencies 
(UNDP, IADB) expressed a theoretical preference for a macro-policy approach 
to RSIE development. Among the reasons mentioned were: 

(a) Cost (it is the cheapest way of reaching target groups, cheaper than 
by institution-building, which, in turn, is cheaper than direct support in terms 
of cost per target-group member reached); 

(b) Effectiveness (it leaves the RSIE entrepreneur free to act as he or she 
chooses); 

(c) It is what the entrepreneur wants (no outside interference in his or her 
affairs, but instead a favourable economic environment). 

Although RSIE development receives a variety of external assistance, this 
seldom takes the form of policy assistance, which is never found on its own, but 
at best as part of a package deal in TCA (UNDP/UNIDO, USAID policy 
dialogues). 

Support at the institutional level (which covers more than institution
building) is given in a number of ways: 

(a) As part of integrated rural area development programmes. This has 
been obscr\<ed on two occasions as an clement of Japanese external assistance 
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policies. for example. in the Kilimanjaro Industrial Development Corporation 
around Moshi in the United Republic of Tanzania and the Southern Peru 
dc\·clopmcnt programme around Arequipa_ Both programl'I'~ include sophisti
cated Japanese hard"arc; 

(b) As part of a large development programme concentrated in a 
rclati\·cly small number of countries. as with Nordic aid in Kenya. United 
Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. These programmes arc characterized by a 
comprchcnsi\·c approach and generous concessional terms; 

(c) As a specific attempt to bypass existing institutions (especially those 
"·ith a national scope) which arc deemed ineffective. Various options have been 
found: 

(i) Going direct to local institutions, such as local NGOs or trade 
associations. This approach is farnured by the IADB Small 
Projects Programme, USAID in their Project for lm·estment in 
the Small Capital Enterprise Sector, and the Konrad Adenauer 
Foundation inter alia in Peru; 

(ii) Stimulating the establishment of local NGOs. as the organization 
l.)f American States is seeking to do in Peru. 

Direct support can be deemed effective by the donor or agency. although the 
cost per target-group member may be high. Reasons for insisting on direct 
support have included: 

fa) Impatience with the incffccfo·c performance of pertinent national 
agencies. This is a charai:teristic of assistance by the Federal Republic of 
Germany to small-scale ind11stry and RSIE. Herc it is felt that direct support 
over a certain period of ·ime and as comprehensively as possible will lead to the 
target g;·oup becoming self-reliant in due course and docs not saddle the host 
country with a. by then. useless institution. Evidence of this approach has been 
found at the GTZ-supported Small-Industries Promotion Unit project in Tanga 
(United Republic of Tanzania) and it also characterizes the GTZ-KfW package 
of external assistance to the SO DI DA Industrial fatale in Dakar; 

(h) The need to develop a new approach to RSIE development. Pilot 
projects with this in mind have been started by, among others. USAID <and 
GTZ. The USAID project in Kaolack was set up to determine the effectiveness 
of promoiing RSIE development through local NGOs. h is not intended to 
lca\·e behind any institutions once the effectiveness has been demonstrated and 
the donor decides to retire. The GTZ Innovation Advisory Services in 
Indonesia (Medan) and Brazil arc even more experimental. No design is made 
beforehand and the two teams meet regularly to cxchang!: experiences; 

(c) The lack of an institutional framework with the donor so that no 
projects can be designed in advance. but teams of experts arc fielded to work 
out a project within the framework of a gcncr2I pledging agreement between 
donor and host country. for example. Netherlands' assistance to SIDO in the 
United Republic of Tanzania and PRODERM in Peru. 

Although a large variety still characterizes assistance policies of donors 
and agencies. there arc certain tendencies that arc preferred by many and 
implemented by a few "pathfinders": 

(a) There is a marked preference for assisting host countries to adopt the 
"right" policies that will lead to an economic environment that favours RSIE 
{World Bank and USAID. in particular); 
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(b) There is a general dissatisfaction with national institutions which has 
led all d\lnors and agencies to prefer local institutions and some to rely on 
direct assistance. 

Despite some general agreement. however. the differences between the 
,·arious prO\·idcrs of external assistance form an added problem for the field 
co-ordination of de nor activities. 

Y.4.2 Field co-onlill.iiot1 

Field co-ordination of donor activities is in theory the responsibiliry of the 
Resident Representative of UNDP who reviews annual foreign-assistance 
efforts. As co-operation in this exercise is voluntary. coverage is far from 
complete and co-ordination results arc usually not impressive. Donors might 
well agree to formalize the pi\"Otal role of UNDP in field co-ordination. In the 
United Republic of Tanzania. the UNDP Resident Representative has taken the 
initiative in calling informal monthly meetings 'Aith donors and agencies. This 
could be a first step towards the co-ordimition of field efforts for specific 
subscctors. 

At the same time there is usually a department of Government (Central 
Planning Agency. Treasury. Ministry of Foreign Affairs) that agrees to and 
co-ordinates all external assistance. Herc again co-ordination is limited because 
the responsible agency is often no more than a window for other departments. 

Thus. co-ordination and harmonization of policies. if they exist. arc often 
the result of informal arrangements. In most cases they arc non-existent. 

Co-ordination of external assistance has an additional importance in the 
case of RSIE because it usually lacks a focal point in the host country. (This 
may be an additional justification for donors and agencies to go for local 
instead of national institutions.) 

In general. donor policies have been more significant for the African 
countries studied (Kenya. Senegal. United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia) 
than for the Asian and Latin American ones. where host-country policies and 
in\titutions arc generally more developed. and multilateral assistance from the 
World Bank and the United Nations system has been more important than 
donor assistance. An txamplc of effective co-ordination i! found in Indonesia. 
The Central Bank (Bank Indonesia) acts as recipient of foreign loans for the 
KIK-KMKP programme and divides the country into sections, regional project 
management units. which arc allotted to various donors and agencies. Co
ordination has obviously been ineffective in Zambia where donors and agencies 
in the field simply decide on a course of action and obtain local "rubbcr
stamp" approval. In the United Republic of Tanzania, donors fail to establish 
uniform criteria for assisting target groups. This leads to charges being levied 
by one institution for what is given away free by another. A similar practice 
was also found in Senegal for grain mills. 

Lack of co-ordination is also seen when many donors (and national 
institutions) concentrate on the same target group or institution, either because 
it is the only institution dealing with the subject (for example SIDO in the 
United Republic of Tan1.ania) or because it has performed particularly well (for 
example the Commonwealth Development Trust Fund in the United Republic 
of Tanzania and Villa Salvador in Peru). This leads to a skewed distribution of 
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scarce funds and cxpenisc which could be avoided by better co-ordination. The 
overall result is a series of. at best. loosely-conncctc~ projects that do not come 
near to effective country programming. 

Y.4J S~ltttiot1 of ltost-co•fr)· ilutitations* 

Donors and agencies alike seem to be moving away from national 
institutions as a channel for RSIE support (cf. chapter Ill where the 
inadequacies of such : ;,utions for RSIE are rc"'icwed). The rclati\-c 
inaccessibility of much RSIE puts most institutions that work on a national level 
at a disadvantage, unless they have a built-in strong regional and local outreach 
and autonomy. 

If no local institutions arc available the options arc to create them or to 
provide direct assistance. As has already been mentioned. USAID and GTZ 
have been active in this field as has the Ncthcrlands-supponcd PRODERM 
project in the Andean Highlands of Peru. The only other ahcmati\·cs arc to 
''make the best of a bad job'" with existing institutions that arc not location- or 
RSIE-spccific (or both) or to attempt a conditional approach: ··1f certain 
conditions cannot be met, further funding and TCA will be curtailed"". 

When to make such conditions is not easy to determine. because it also 
involves a long-term perspective. Many interventions. especially those chat have 
to start from scratch (i.e. where there is no RSIE tradition or where none is left) 
not only take a long time to bear fruit, it may also take quite some time until it 
is clear that no results arc forthcoming! 

•see also lhe suMeclion on mslllulion·lmildmg and ins111u11on •us1enance. 
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VI. Findings and Recommendations* 

Early industrialization policies in most developing countries emphasized 
the establishment of modem large industry as the focal point of a general 
modernization drive. lmpon substitution and, later, expon-lcd growth failed to 
anchor large industry in a balanced industrial structure of small-, medium- and 
large-size industry. Effor•s to redress this imbalance were by and large of a 
supply-side nature. Institutions were established (or existing ones were given an 
added dimension), often with external assistance, to provide services for small
scale industry and RSIE in order to allow this sector to catch up and link up 
with industry. Macro-policies to influence demand factors for rural industriali
zation only began to emerge under the threat of worsening economic 
conditions. Newly emerging policies, however, that incorporate small-scale 
industry and RSIE into a more general policy framework have not been found 
in this study. 

I. Macro-policy fayouring the growth of rural income should be gi•ea priority in 
RSIE-de•elopmcat strategies aad should preferably precede supply-side measures 
of support to RSIE. 

On average 10% of rural employment in developing countries is involved 
in manufacturing. The share of a country's total manufacturing employment 
located in rural areas decreases with development. This can be observed by 
cross-section analysis as well as within a single country over time. The share of 
non-farm income in total income is more imponant for households with small 
landholdings than for those with larger ones. 

There is no clear separation between urban and rural. Rural environment 
characteristics vary with agricultural prosperity, population density, the degree 
of urbanization and the development of rural infrastructure. In the African 
countries studied, Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania have large 
subsistence .:;ectors, whereas Senegal and Zambia are more involved in 
commercial production. African urbanization rates arc among the lowest. In 
Asia, and especially in Latin America, agriculture is increasingly developing 
along commercial lines and urbanization rates are high. Whereas non-farm 
activities in rural areas arc of considerable importance in countries such as 
Indonesia, Pakistan and the Philippines, much RSIE in Colombia and Peru is 
located in small towns and shanty towns. 

2. The detelopment of an aericul:ural surplus is a precondition for the 
stimulation of non-fannin& activities such as RSIE in rural areas. If no such 
surplus exists, efforts should primarily be directed towards achie•ing such a 
~~ ' 

There are no clear-c\lt universal definitions for small and rural industry. 
For this study, micro-enterprise covers 0-4 employees and 'small enterprise 5-

•.\nu: 1hc rccommcnda1ionl arc in bold 1ypc. 
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25 ::mployees. Rural in most cases includes towns up to 20.000 mhabitants as 
well as larger urban areas where rural characteristics pre\·ail. Most manufactur
ing enterprises in rural areas pnwide part-time employment. arc micro-si1c:d 
and ha\·e emerged from traditional artisan craits (food-processing. clothing and 
footwear. metal and wood products) to meet local demand. As demand 
increases. these production activities tend to gravitate towards small towns or 
market centres with household or cottage industries thus e\·oh-ing inw small
scale industry. 

In the microsphere. there is a high participation rate by women. both as 
owners and as workers. Products made tend to be linked with the processing of 
rural produce (food-processing and oil extraction. but also basketware and 
pottery) and geared to meeting rural demand for services (tailoring and 
dressmaking). 

3. Because RSI[ pro'"ides a supplementary source of income for an au~rage of 
50% of rural "omen engaged in agriculture, emphasis might be placed on 
expanding and adding ulue to this actiwity. Attention should be gi'"en to reducing 
drudgery and manual "ork and lo training for new types of RSI[ "ork (electrical 
"iring, electronic assembly etc.). 

Linkages provide the obvious path for RSIE to become part of a balanced 
national industrial structure and arc, thus. crucial for enhancing RSIE's own 
development. The process of de,·elopment involves increasing interlinkage 
betwe .. ; the various sectors of the economy. Linkages for RSIE in particular 
are furthered by promoting agricultural production. by the development of 
rural infrastructure. by making available assistance for technical upgrading and 
credit. 

4. Policies for the support of RSI[ should concentrate on maximizing the 
linkages of RSI[ with other sectors. 

Rural industrialization requires a successful environment which is provided 
by successful agriculture coupled with the successful development of infra
structural and social services as well as successful macro-policil"~. None of these 
can be wholly isolated from external stimuli or the constraints of the 
ir.ternational economy. Vulnerability declines when exports are less dependent 
on one or a few primary products and urban and rural economies are more 
diversified. 

5. In order lo stimulate RSI[, more emphasis should be given lo favourable 
macro-policies and general strategies aimed at economic diversification. Such 
policies should include; investments in rural infrastructure and social sen-ices. 
p1·ice policies favouring farmers, wide distribution of benefits in rural areas lo 
generate effective demand, and general supporting measures for agriculture 
(irrigation, exlen.,ion, research, credit). 

In practice most macro-pc11icies have favoured large-scale enterprise (tariff 
protection. access to cheap credit. licensing etc.) and have thereby stunted the 
growth of small-~ale industry and RSIE. Industrial and trade policies and 
incentives should be non-discriminatory and unbiased between sites and 
locations of industrial enterprise. 

There is lillle evidence of sp(:cial countervailing measures effcctivel) 
stimulating i-.mall-scale industry and RSIE. In the: ~~w cases where this ha~ been 



found. benefits are restricted to the larger small-scale industry and RSIEs. 
Demand for small-industry products can be effectively stimulated by en
couraging sub-contracting from large enterprises (u.!iuced linkage). For this a 
certain le\el ,lf technological development in specific sectors is required. 
Products such as garments. metal-working and rattan furniture can be supplied 
by small firms working according to !arge firm designs or patterns. 

6. Sub-contracting from large and medium industries to small-scale industry and 
RSI[ should be promoted through policies for upgrading technical skills and 
special training and extension programmes for small-scale industry and RSI[. 
Sub-contracting information exchanges are more effectively operated by industry 
associations than by extension agencies. 

Although gO\·ernment purchase and product reservation schemes (as well 
as tax rebates) may initially pro\·ide an incentive to small-scale industry and 
RSIE. the) detract from the ultimate competitiveness. which small industry 
must achie\·e if it is to become \·iable in :lie industrial strm.1ure. 

7. Purchase. resen-ation and tax-in1o. ·naive schemes for small-scale industry and 
RSIE should only be introduced as temporary measures. 

The nature of institutional support of RSIE is to supply ser..-ices to RSIE 
in order to cor;ect percei\·ed weaknesses. Overemphasizing these weaknesses. 
which are often not felt as such by the RSIE themselves. has led to an 
e:ilaggerated emphasis on the crucial role of e:iristing or proposed national 
institutions in the development of RSIE. Thus. the far more essential macro
polic) changes required tend to be disregarded. Institutions can only assist 
RSIE effectively when macro-policies are fa..-ourable to RSIE: they are in no 
way a \a lid substitute for such policies. Very few institutions ha\·e been found 
that cater exclusively for RSIE. In most cases. the institutions cover all small 
industry or even all small enterprise. Most institutions that in one way or other 
support RSIE are either policy or general-purpose or functionally based 
institutions. Other support institutions are NGOs or PVOs. or arc institutions 
based on particular target-groups. 

Experience with policy-making and with general-purpose small industry 
de\elopment agencies (SMIDAs) has been disappointing in respect of policy 
advice. They have concentrated on a wide ·ange of supply-side activities. for 
which there was often no corresponding demand. SMIDAs. furthermore. tend 
to be over-centralized and this gi..-es them an urban bias. 

8. S~11 DAs should concentrate on the functions which the)" can perform most 
dfecthely and adjust their organizational structure ~ccordingly. This usually 
inrnh·es decentralization and, in particular, hiving off :ndustrial estate and credit 
operations. 

lndu,trial estates. by and large. have proved to be ineffective for new RSIE 
development. Some degree of success ha~ been found. however. in industrial 
estates whi~h provide .site" and services for existing small-scale industries 
requiring e\panded premises. Whc:re industrial estates \:ontain commn'l services 
facilitie,. these tend to he used more by firms ,>ff than or, the industrial estates 
and. as -.uch. often provide appreciated services. 
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9. Common services facilities should be hi•ed off from industrial estates and be 
transformed into technology centres providing senices to nearby small-scale 
industry and RSIE. 

Banks ha\'e not served small-scale industry and RSIE well. (The same is 
true for non-bank financial institutions.) Savings and loans associations have 
performed better in this respect. These tend to focus on individuals rather than 
on enterprise and do not limit themselves to small-scale industry or RSIE. 
Many small-scale industrie'i and RSI Es seem to be able to find other sources of 
finance without too much trouble. 

10. Credit for small-scale industry and RSIE should be made available in as 
decentralized a form as possible. The role of non-bank financial intermediaries in 
this conlext should M- enlarged. 

Although business ad\'ice to RSIE may be useful. the need for it is often 
not felt by the entrepreneur. The same is true for training that is provided on a 
non-extension basis. Many small entrepreneurs have no wish to lea\·e their 
premises t:xcept outside working hours which are often long. This is especially 
true for rural entrepreneurs in view of travel difficulties. On the other hand, 
on-location extension and training are well received. In more remote areas, 
mobile training units can assist in providing training and extension. 

11. Because on-location branch-specific technical upgrading programmes (in
cluding mobile training units) are often effective RSIE promoters, especially in 
more remote areas, they should be stimulaled. 

Small industry and trade associations can be a useful tool to assist RSIE 
de\·elopmcnt. because they exemplify a from · e-bottom-up approach by RSIE 
for RSIE. They tend to be more effective i11 the more developed developing 
countries. 

SGOs perform a range of activities for small-scale indui.try and RSIE such 
as research. marketing, technical training, and even small credit programmes, 
mostly on a local basis and with low overheads. Donors and agencies arc 
increasingly seeking to involve them in programmes where local outreach is 
deemed crucial. 

12. In lhe promolion of RSIE developmenl, increasing use should be made of 
NGOs and rvos as agents of change, because they tend to have a better grasp of 
the local demands of RSIE than national institutions. 

More developed RSIEs in towns-the least "rural" and "small" RSIEs, 
and also much the least numerous-may be reached by. and probably benefit 
from. well-organized institutions or programmes of the following types: 

• SMIDAs. in the sense that such RSIEs are likely to be the traditional 
SMIDA"s most favoured RSIE clients; 

• Marketing and raw-material-supply stimulatory schemes; 

• RSIE co-operatives (with the necessary qualifications. for example. that 
1he benefits to members must be clear-cut); 

• Formal commercial or development banks (but in many cases this 
assistance is inadequate); 
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• Savings and loans associations and programmes; 

• On-location or near-location technical facilities and technical-upgrading 
training; 

• Small industry and trade associations. 

For smaller RSIE:. in rural towns and regional cities, the range of possibly 
useful institutions and programmes is reduced, because the smaller RSIEs are 
less formal, appear less creditworthy to banks, and are more difficult to 
organize. They include: 

• Marketing-stimulatory schemes; 

• RSIE co-operatives (with the necessary qualifications); 

• Savings and loan associations and programmes; 

• On-location or near-location technical facilities and technical-upgrading 
training; 

• Small industry and trade associations (less cenain); 

• NGOs. 

Village and countryside RSIEs, usually very small, arc more dispersed. 
They are thus less likely to associate fruitfully in small-industries associations. 
On the other hand, a well-organized target-group programme may benefit some 
of them. The potentially effective institutions and programmes for this class 
include: 

• Marketing-stimulatorv schemes; 

• RSIE co-operatives (with the necessary qualifications); 

• Savings and loan associations and programmes; 

• On-location technical facilities and technical-upgrading training; 

• Social target-group development programmes; 

• NGOs. 

13. In order to optimize its effectivenes.~, supply-side institutional support for 
RSIE should be framed in a macro-policy which enhances the growth of disposable 
rural income. Comprehensive intervention should be limited to situatirns where 
RSIE has to be built up from scra•ch. 

External assistance to RSIE is provided as policy suppon (external 
missions, external assistance in projects or support of national policy research), 
as institution-building, or as direct support. External assistance for macro
policies is the donor or agency complement of the demand-side policies that are 
considered best-suited for RSIE development. This is beC2.usc of its large 
outreach and non-discriminatory nature (each entrepreneur can react as he or 
she wishes). External policy formulation missions have not been very RSIE
specific, although RSIEs have been known to benefit from the results of 
mission policy recommendations. Policy dialogue or leverage is usually less 
successful because it can only be implemented in an adjustment or stabilization 
programme where RSJE is usually not considered. Here again, there may be 
some indirect effects (for example, support of national policy research). 
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14. Donors and agencies should focus on persuading host countries to adopl 
appropriate macro-policies that favour grass-root and small-enterprise de,·elop
ment in rural areas, rather than CM1 mounting suppay-side programmes and 
projects. Or they should insist on these macro-policies as a precondition for 
supply-side assistance. 

The preference of donors and agencies for institution-building in their 
external-assistance progra~me is justifiable in terms of the promotion of self
reliance and presumed cost-effectiveness. However. little e\·idence has surfaced 
of external assistance actually making institutions more effective and there are 
numerous instances of external assistance acting as a lifeline for the survival of 
ineffective institutions. 

IS. Every effort should be made to make use of existing institutions rather than 
b)·passing them with direct assistance or setting up pew ones. National institutions 
of the SMIDA variety might be streamlined through external assistance (cf. 
recommendalion 8). 

Little evidence has been found of project mechanics (preparation. 
implementation and follow-up) being RSIE-specific. Certain problems. how
ever. tend to crop up because of the complex nature and often remote location 
of RSIE. Good design is a precondition for (but not a guarantee of) a 
successful project. The same can be said for monitoring. 

Donors and agencies should be wary of excessive ir.tervention because it 
promotes donOi-dependency and postpones (maybe permanently) self-reliance 
and sustainability. 

Donors and agencies are particularly weak when it comes to field co
ordination and the specificity of their approaches to RSIE development was 
found to be more a question of procedures than of policy content. 

16. Donors and agencies should make every effort to harmonize lheir exlernal 
assistance procedures and co-ordinate their field activities. This is especially 
important when ii comes lo sectors where enterprises are often located in remole 
areas, as is the case with RSIE. 
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Annex I 

SUMMARY OF COUNTRY REPORT FINDINGS 

A. Basic data on the countries studied 

Colombia /11do11u10 Ktlt)'O /'o/ciJIOlt """ /'l11/ippint1 

28.4 162.2 20.4 96.2 18.6 54.7 
1.9 2.1 4.1 3.1 2.3 2.S 

I 139 I 919 583 804 1 285 ~00 
I 320 530 290 380 1 010 580 

2.9 4.8 1.9 2.6 0.2 2.3 

22.S 10.7 10.0 8.1 98.6 19.3 
6S SS 54 SI S9 63 

1.9 3.S 3.1 6.0 -J.6 -0.S 
1.8 3.1 2.8 2.1 1.9 1.7 
2.9 1.0 2.0 8.ll -3.0 -2.8 

- 6.4 3.8 10.1 -3.8 -1.2 
1.6 6.3 3.9 6.8 -1.2 -0.1 

Stnt1al 
Unl1td Rrp11b/1r 

of Zambia Zambia 

6.6 22.2 6.7 
2.9 3.S 3.S 

196 94S 753 
370 290 390 

-0.6 -1.6 

9.7 19.6 14.7 
47 52 52 

3.3 0.8 0.1 
1.8 0.7 2.9 
4.S -4.S -o.s 
4.9 -4.6 0.4 
3.3 2.8 -0.4 
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ODP(l98'J: 

• Apiculture % 20 24 31 2S 11 27 19 SB 14 

• lnd\lslry % 30 36 20 28 38 32 29 8 39 

• ManufaClurina % 18 14 13 20 20 2S 18 s 22 

• Services % so 41 49 47 SI 41 S2 33 46 

• lnduslry "' 30 36 20 28 38 32 29 II 39 

Populalion of workina aae 
(IS-64 yrs)(l98S) o/c S9 S6 4S S3 S6 S6 S2 so 48 

Labour force ( 1980) 

• Apiculture o/c 34 S1 81 SS 40 S2 81 86 73 

• Industry % 24 13 7 16 18 16 6 s 10 

• Serv1cei C.t 42 30 12 30 42 33 13 10 17 

Annual arowth of labour force 
( 1980-198S) % 2.8 2.4 lS 3.2 2.9 2.S 1.9 2.8 3.2 

Urban population (198S) % 67 2S 20 29 68 39 36 14 48 

Urban population 
annual powth (1980-1985) % 2.8 2.3 6.3 4.8 3.8 3.2 4.0 8.3 s.s 

E:lchanae ra1e (May 1987) pesos rupiahs shillinas rupees intis pesos CFA shi!linas kwach1 
local currency = SUS 1 241.39 I 64S.2 16.3 17.3 IS.I 20.4 francs S8.3 8.3 

298.48 

Sotl'Cr•: World Bank, Worl• IHvr/o'"'"" Rr,ort. /P81(Wa1hin11on, O.C., 19171. Exchanp raies arc 1aken rrom IMF, lrtltrrtatlortal Firtarttlal S101l11ir.1 (Wa1hin11on, D.C., July 1987). 



B. Coutries risited* 

( .. ~order of Yisits) 

The mission to the United Republic of Tanzania took ph>cc from 12 May to S June 
1987. It was undenaltcn by the three core consultants: James Kcddic, S. NanJUndan and 
Roger Teszlcr. S. Nanjundan acted as team leader. There was no national consuhant. 

Summary of findings 

Stn1cture, ffllfctions and problems of RSIE 

The concept of small-scale industry is based on the aims of socialism and sclf
reliancc. Data for RSIE arc largely unavailable. RSIE is not clearly separated from small 
industrial enterprise in general. Rural craft industries may have de··lincd, anistic ones 
arc moving to urban areas and rural blacksmithing is declining in imponancc. To some 
extent these have been replaced by more modern agricultural processing, weaving. 
carpentry. pottery and repair shops. 

There is some evidence that small-scale industrial enterprises employing between S 
and 2S workers arc more efficient in the use of capital and labour than very large 
enterprises. However. these arc likely to be largely in urban areas. Four industrial 
branches (food products. textiles, wood products and metal produ.:ts) account for the 
bulk of small-scale enterprise and RSIE. This structure gives promise for sustained 
robustness since the branches involved specialize in highly localized markets and small
lot orders. 

Sources of entrepreneurship for RSIE which could be further tapped include former 
traders and agricultural processors, accountants a11d civil servants, skilled technicians or 
engineers. 

A noticeable trend has been the recent conversion of publicly-owned common 
facilities on industrial estates. research institutions etc., into production activities, in 
order lo earn revenue to cover costs in the context of reduced government funding. It 
seems desirable that production activities of such institutions be hived off and operated 
commercially. so that they compete fairly with private or co-operative enterprises in 1hc 
same field of production. 

lntcrlinkagcs with other sectors play a crucial role in the development of RSIE. In 
the United Republic of Tanzania. until very recently declining investments in agriculture 
resulted in r=duccd .<tgricultural surpluses, available raw materials for industry, e"ports 
and industrial production. As a result exploitation of the linkage potential in agriculture 
for RSI E development has been minimal. except in certain regions such as Arusha. 
There is considerable evidence, especially in more recent ye;;.rs, of forw;;rd-linkage 
enterprises, for example, maize mills, oil presses and sawmills. Backward-linkage 
activities have mostly taken place in rural towns rather than villages. Farm implements 
and transport equipment are made in rural towns, but assembled sometimes in village 
centres. 

linkage potential with large industry has been almost totally neglected. because of 
the encouragement of large integrated para5ta;als (for example, in cotton and leather). 
With the gradual development of small-scale metal industry, some linkages arc 
beainning to develop. This process has been assisted by the severe shonage of foreign 
exchange for the import of spare pans and components by large enterprise. 

"This information and 1ha1 in section C is summarized from rhc nine individual .:ountry 
rcporrs. which arc nut yet published, but which arc available 10 interested panics on rcqucsr from 
any of rhc spons.>n of rhis srudy {Nerherlands Govcrnmcnr, UNDP. ILO and UNIDO). 
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Urban-rural linkages exist between small towns and the rural hinter!and. The 
increase in agricultunl prosperity will in future strengthen such linkages. 

The bad condition or rural roads. the high cost or fuel. the absence of electrification 
have all affected the development or RSIE. Investment in expansion of the all-weather 
network. maintenance. and supplies of parts and fuel have all been inadc-quate due to 
general economic conditions and policies. The development of infrastructure and 
transportation may remo\·e the disadvantages of remote rural areas. 

There has been no evidence traced or positive or negati\·e effects of education on 
RSIE. It seems donor policies may have created training facilities not specifically 
directed towards rural vocations. There may be gaps in skills in rural areas. for example. 
in repair and maintenance. Specifically tailored training programmes may be needed to 
establish and operate appropriate RSIEs. 

Policy and institutional framework of RSIE 

The effectiveness of RSIE development has been considerably influenced by the 
denlopment strategy. exogeneous factors. macro-policies, instituticnal policy and 
dependence on donors. Although the Arusha Declaration (1967) accorded prime 
importance to agriculture and rural development. in actual practice strategies fa\·ouring 
large-scale processing and basic industries through parastatals were followed. thus 
allocating inadequate resources to the agricultural and rural sector. 

Low producer prices along with monopoly procurement proved a disincenti\·e to 
generaung marketable surpluses and increasing agricultural incomes. Subsistence 
farming increased and production of cash c..Tops decreased, thus leading to large unutilized 
capacities in i>rocessing in<!ustries. At the same time. protectionist policies. foreign
exchange allocation. cxch<1ng~-ratc policy etc .• favoured large-scale industries at the 
expense of small-scale industries. 

Recent macro-policy changes, for example, in producer prices for agricultural 
products. prices of foreign exchange and interest rates, have had a fa\·ourable effect on 
the growth of small industrial enterprise 2nd RSIE. 

The institutional frame11o·ork has provided a combinarion of centralized and 
decentralized planning apparatus. SIDO was established in 1973 as a parastaral 
organi1.a1ion principally concerned with the establishment of small-scale and rural 
industries. At the same time, regior.al development authorities. directly under the Prime 
Manisrer's Office. enjoyed some delegated authority to organize or assist producrion 
activities. Al another level. district development authorities (including the District 
[)e,·elopment Corporation) under the Ministry of Local Govemmenr could also engage 
in industrial activiries. Finally. at the village level, village committees had the sole 
responsibility-lo the exclusion of individuals. pannerships and co-operati\·es luntil 
1973)-for organizing and operating rural industrial acti\·ities. There were also 
ind11s1rial-cum-social projects operated by village committees or district authoriries. 
which were funded by NGOs working through the Commonwealth De\·clopmcnt Trusl 
Fund and micro-pr'ljects financed by the European Communiries and other cuernal 
sources. Acros~ the entire RSIE sector. financial channels were essenrially limited w 
hire-purchase ioans from SIDO and grants via the district and regional authoriries. 
almost all of them financed by donors. Commercial and co-operative bank financing is 
minimal, and almost non-existent in the rural areas especially for small-scale indu,rrial 
acrivirics. 

SIDO has developed a network of 20 re&ional offices. 16 industrial estares with 
common service or common foundry facilities and 10 rc,;onal rraining-cum-produclion 
centres. While detailed programmes arc prepared airer obtaining informa1ion from 
regional and dis1ric1 levels, projects approved and cxccu1ed in ac1ual pra<.1icc arise from 
donor con1ributions. These have largely been small- and medium-scale industrial 
enterprises mostly situated on urban industrial estates and occa5ionally oul5ide 
industrial eSlates, financed by the Rural Hire Purchase scheme. 

A special feature of the programmes is their substantial dependence on donors 
(federal Republic of Germany. India. Japan. the Nctherland5, SIDA etc.). Bilateral 
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assistance has been sc\·eral times more imponant rhan in!ernational (United Nations) 
technical co-operation assistance in the fidd of small-~ak enterprise and RSIE. 
Howe\·cr. there has been no ddiberate strategy for utilizing donor contributions within a 
L-Oherent RSIE-dc\·dopment programme. As a result. projects ha\·e been established 
mostly in line \llo"ilh separate donor percepti.ms •>f small-industry development. Thus 
hard\llo·are (equipment and buildings I in urban areas has been he;l\·ily emphasized. lntra
donor co-ordination has been conspicuously lacking and donors hne not perceptibly 
influenced policy regarding public \"Crsus pri\ate institutions and enterprises. 

Effectfreness of RS/E ins1i1u1ions 

Pri\·ate enterprises (including partnerships) appear lo be far more etTectivc as 
recipients of assistance and as producti\·e units. They also promo:.: diffusion of 
technology and new products and are a major source of training for skilled and semi
skilled workers. Communal and co-operative enterprises can also be successful. 
Facilities directly owned by the State ha\·e proved definitely less productive. 

The O\·erall pwducti\·ity of SIDO has been very low. Howe\·er. despite concerns 
over SIDO"s outreach and the po~sible effects of the wide ran~ of its acli\·itics on ns 
overall productivity. it is not clear thar NGOs ha\·e any decisi\·e ad•·antage in the 
deli\·ery of RSIE projects and extension assistance o\·er public agencies in rhe United 
Republic of Tanzania. 

No systematic comparison has been possible of trainin,tt prO\·ided by private firms 
and public agencies. Priute apprenticeship in the informal small-scale sector has been 
relatively successful. but public rraining faciliries ha\·e generally· been underutili:i:ed and 
have often pro\·ided types of training for which there \llo"as no demand. 

The public-sector monopoly in banking and finance has sen·ed RSIE ill. Financing 
of RSIE may need new mechanisms. linking sa\·ings to loans and p•oviding mutual 
guarantees through co-operative savings and credit as.~ociatiens. 

Effectiveness of assistance does not decisively differ w·ith the location of 
institutions. as the national institutions invoh·cd (National Bank of Commerce and to a 
lesser utent SIOO) have •·cry utensive branch networks. Despite this. SIDO at least 
has \·cry limi1ed outreach beyond the regional towns into :he countryside. Regional 
pmjecrs ha•·e a mixed record. Some achie\·e very few local linkages and rural ourreach. 
others achieve considerably more. The district authorities arc capable of promoting .-cry 
simple small projects. although the priorities of di,1rict programmes lie rather in 
agricullure. transport. education and social sen·iccs. 

Despite their branch networks. the national institutions exhibit some rigidities of 
centralization. particularly in financing and procurement. 

Mos! assistance appeared to be based on lhe sectoral approach. !'llo true example of 
the integrated area approach. linking sectors. "as obo;ened. One partial approach to 
this. a11emp1ing 10 interlink wood and mineral resources II> industry in the Kilimanjaro 
region. has had .-cry liule success. 

Co-ordination among host institutions is auemptc:d through a system of comminees 
particularly at the regional level. Howner. in practice 11 1s \er, limiled. 

Donor assistance has rather detracted from rhan con1ribu1ed 10 inter-insti1111i1inal 
co-ordinal ion. In pr.,..iding TC A. donors ha"e unduly re,1ric1ed their choice of recipient 
ins111u1ions. Despite the fact thal they ha•e concen1ra1ed on public ra1her than private 
insti1u1ion'. they ha•e contribu1ed linle IO\lloards solving 1he 'hnrlcoming.s of public
scc1or management. 

Proxramme and project i.uur.\ 

Allhoua.h the field v1si1s showed up many case' of a1d-addic1111n ldonor
depcndenc.-) in RSll'.. !here were also ins1anccs of self-rdianl grow1h or good u111i1a1ion 
of par1ial .• upporl. The shortage of public funding for para,1a1al '"'1i111tion' ha' led to 
many RSIE-..cr.-icmg 1ns111u1ions going inro producmc aCli\ n~ 1ha1 '' 111 direct 
competition w11h 1hc:ir clients !for c:umple. rhe common-facilitic:' workshops and 
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CAMARTEC). RSIEs. especially on industrial estates (""sister industries programme .. ). 
hne remained eiu:cssi\-cly impon-dcpcndcn1. 

From 1he scan1 information a\·ailable. pre-feasibility sludics for RSIE ,.-ould app.:ar 
10 be either 100 much 1ied 10 the idiosyncracies of a specific donor agency or were C\cn 
pi:rposcly neglected for lack of manpow·er. 

There is 100 liule C\idcncc to C\·aluate the cffccti\·cncss of multi-purpose as opposed 
to RSIE-spccific projects. Most programmes co,·crcd either all small er1crpriscs 
generally. or. at the district or rural IC\·cl. all sectors. Neither t~pc puts much emphasis 
on small industrial enterprise in the countryside. A rather successful e~pcrience w-ith 
rur.1 industrial ntcnsion in Arusha district centred around the de,·clopment of 
appropriate technology for industries with forward and backw.ard linkage to agriculture. 

Inadequate monitoring of RSIE programmes and projects was found to be due to 
understaffing. lack of • project document. lack of institutional co-cpcration. a too 
panial approach to TCA. the possibility of relying on another agcnc~·. and similar 
factors. 

No tangible C\-idcncc of built-in follow-up in assisted projects was found. It would 
seem rather that assisted host-country institutions are i~-rcasing in their aid
depcndencc. Enluations w-crc often too late to sa\·e gross \\"astc. for cumple. SIDA 
eulua1ion of 1hc rural hire purchase scheme and the Ne1hcrlands· c\·alua1ion of 
common-sen-ice facili1ics. 

Specificity of approach by donors is 1ied more 10 1he aid policies of donors 1han 10 
1he needs of the target group assisted. Rccipienl attitudes seem 10 \·ary from a laisscr
fairc approach (SIDO) 10 a parcelling oul of regions to ccnain donors (Commonwealth 
Development Trust Fund). 

2. Se•111/ 

The mission to SeneJal took place from 4 June 10 JO June 1987. II was undcnakm 
by a 1eam consis1ing of Sidatc Gueyc (Na1ional Consultant). Frieda Panis (UNDP 
Technical Advisor) and Roger Tcszlcr (Core Consulta11t and Team Leader). 

Summary of findings 

The inadequacy of quantifiable information and 1he prescnl t;ansi1ion stage of 
Scnepl's development policy make it difficult to arri,·e at a clear diagnosis of the slate 
of RSIE (or of industry in general). 

Structure, functions and problems of RS/£ 

From an RSIE viewpoint, 1hree categories of indus1ry can be distinguished; 
anisans. small indus1ry and r:iedium-sizcd industry. It is believed that 1herc arc JS0.000 
to 400.000 anisans in rural areas. There arc also 200 small-scale and I SO medium-sized 
enterprises. 750< of them in the Dakar-Cape Verde area. 

The combined problems of drought and a decline of world commodi1y prices have 
made a re-orienta1ion of economic policy necessary. The new policies for agricultur: and 
industry have been established in principle but must now be worked out in detail. The 
envisaged priva1ization and the opening up of the Sencplesc economy ha!i no1 ye1 been 
analysed in terms of the artisanate and small and medium en1crprisc. Whal programmes 
have been established are aimed at assisting special groups (such as discharged civil 
servants or •Jncmploycd degree holders) in setting up firms. 

RSIE h.as most linkages with agriculture-forward and backward linkages. rather 
than linkages due 10 increased rural incomes. It is hoped that the new irrigated lands of 
the "apres barrage'" scheme will also s1imula1e nor,·agricultural activity which at preKnt 
suffers along '4"ilh agricultural decline. Some signs of a renaissance have even preceded 
the irrigation (St. Louis-Richard Toll-Podor). An important link with agriculture is 
formed by mainly dicsel·opcratcd grain mills that are often made by artisans and small 
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or medium enterprises. and for ,.-hich special designs hne been promoted by 
f.n\lronment [)c,·dopment Acti,1n la regional SGOI. among others. Artisans success
ful!\ c<1py the designs of large producers (SISMAR1. These mills arc most!~ used in 
•omen's prc-co-opcra1i,·cs. The pnx~mg link •ith agriculture is mainl~ for dira."t 
c•1nsumptiun. 

linkage •ith large indusrry is limited IO purchase and imitation although some 
small and ll'edium enterprises show signs of anempring 10 obtain contract ,.-·ork fwm 
large industry 1SODIDA. SODIZll. 

The lo•· linkage lc\·el of Senegalese industry thigh import content and lo,.- ,·aluc 
added for e\portl make it difficult for RSIEs to forge any links ,.-·ith other enterprises. 
High transport costs and lo,.- lc,·cls of education also hinder the spread of rural 
industr'.". RSIE agglomeration effect may be enhanced through the otablishmcnt of 
~nice cenrrcs in industrial estates and through co-operarinn "'·i1h .. Chambrcs des 
~fcuers ··I Artisan Chambers). 

Polin· and institutional frameM·ork 

Despite an a\·erage annual growth of o\·er 4'"( in manufacturing. income gro,.-1h has 
been ~luw. because of slow growth in agriculture. rhe high population growth rate and 
low rate uf sa\ings. GDP per capita has been declining and i' now below the a\·crage for 
Africa. The cri,.is m the econom~· is strucrural and long-term. Adjustment measures 
during the eighties ha,·e included appropriate pricing policies. cuts in budget deficits. 
Jehl "~'cheduling and reducing the role of rhe public sector. Since 19116. rhe '.'liew 
lndu,.lr'." Poli.:~ has aimed at increasing manufacruring efficiency. increasing exports and 
achie\ mg bcner in1egration ,.-ith other sectors of the economy. 

RSlf gro•th •ill depend considerably on rhe dc,·clopmenl of agriculture in the 
different region". and the generation of small .. agro-induslr'." .. and .. pre-agricultural .. 
acti\llles. 

Sc\eral institutions take care of RSIE with diffcrcn1 but sometimes similar 
function,.. The Government of Senegal 1ricd to organize the RSIE sector by financing. 
fr,1m 1b .:apnal budget and from foreign assistance. !he establishment of promotion 
organi1a11ons. while pulling in place an ennronmenl supportive of development. In 
'Pile of all the policies dnclopcd. including the credit policies. the local development 
and cnmmen:ial banh did not •ant to assume the risks im·olvcd and preferred directing 
1heir credll h> 1he more profitable largc-induslr'." sector. 

Likewise. 1hc concern for decentralization. which wa,. the origin of rhe creation <>f 
1hc mJu,1nal estates and of the regional centres for artisans. did nor produce 
sa1isfact.•ry results because of an e11ccssive ccn1rali10.tion of aurhoriry and of the services 
pro\tdcd. 

Onl~ "ome socio-~r,~fessional groups. such as the cducarcd unemployed. those 
made redundant and returning emigrants. were able 10 find financing. The e\periencc 
~as. howC\cr. not a success because the nc• cn1rcprencurs did not ha\C rhc necessary 
training. The 'ituation is being redressed ar present. ~evcrrhcless. the potential which 
exisr- in the Vallee du Fleuvc with the ··aprcs barrage .. and in !he south of the country 
with agricullure. make deccntraliiarion indispensable for the de\·clopmcnt of RSIE. 
Col:aboration between the different organi1a1ions which concern 1hemsclves with RSIE 
is equally indispensable. 

Ef{rctit'eneu of RS/£ in.stitutions 

An mtegratcd. comprehensive and al least moderarcly detailed policy and 
organi1ational framework is widely perceived to be necessary for the effcctiH 
opcrauonal and economic functioning of individual ins1iiu1io:ts acting wilhin or upon 
the small mdustnal enterprise··· RSIE subsec1<>rs. The absence of such a framework has 
weakened the structure of 1 •• 1cutions and diminished effective collaboration .1nd co
ordma1ion between institutions within Senegal. 

The: shor1-1erm effectiveness of urcrnal assistance and the longer-1crm sustamah1-
h1y and p111en11al growth of the institutions and p1ogrammcs built up with external 



assis1ance depend on the prior existence of a minimum core na1ional s1rue1ure. acli\·e 
participation by that siru.:iure and the allocation of real national inputs. 

An anempt was made to re\·iew 1he requirements. strucrurcs and lc\·els •>f 
effccli\·encss of ins1i1utions opcra1ing 111o·i1hin diffcren1 parame1crs (public \·ersus priu1e. 
local \·ersus na1ional. geographical \·ersus scc1oral) so as 10 idcnufy possible differences. 
The configura1ion of Senegalese ins1i1u1ions docs OJI. ho111oc\·cr. lend itself 10 dear 
comparisons or comparali\·c rankings. There is some c\·idcncc fa\·ouring ins1i1u1ions 
111o"i1h a s1ruc1urcd outreach-and-feedback network cx1cnding in10 1hc regions. 

Allhough a wide range of public. pri\·a1c. NGO. c~ra1ivc and autonomous 
ins1i1utions cxis1s in Senegal. 1hc mission has seen no empirical evidence of dear 
differences be1•·ccn 1hc various 1ypcs of institutions when ii comes to 1hcir economic or 
opcra1ional cffccti\·cncss or C'l•Cn their modlls operandi. All financial ins1i1u1ions. of 
whalc\·cr hue. have small portfolios and underutilized crcdi1 resources for the small-and
mcdium-cntcrprisc seclor. They arc all Dakar-based. and have in cffccl fnourcd 
commercial and scn·ice cnlcrpriscs ra1hcr 1han industrial. The main difference bc1111o·ccn 
public development banks (including special crcdil funds) and private commcrci;.I banks 
lies in the fact 1ha1 rhc former. by \·ir1uc of mandates. have a11cmp1cd 10 gel inn>l\·cd in 
small indus1rial enterprise and RSIE financing and 1hus ha\·c a grca1cr rnlumc of 
opera1ions rcla1ing 10 RSIE. Ex1crnal donor funds and funds intended for specific 
purposes (for example. 10 assist groups of educated unemployed) arc somewhat more 
effccti\·cly used for small industrial cntcrprist and RSIE 1hrough public ins1i1u1ions. 
such as SODIDA. Socie1f Financierc SCnegalaisc pour le De\·cloppemcm de rlndustric 
cl du Tourismc (Senegalese Finance Corporation for rl>c Development of lndus1ry and 
Tourism. SOFISEDIT). SONEPI and Sociele Nationale de Garantic d"Assis1ancc er de 
Credi! (Na1ional Credit Guaranlcc and Assis1ancc Fund. SONAGA). The channeling of 
USA ID-financed programmes for local community and rural cnlcrpriscs in rhc Kaolack 
region through NGOs has apparently been successful. rhough there is no c\·idcncc of its 
sus1ainabili1y aflcr cx1crnal funding disappears. since no ins1i1u1ional follow-up has been 
built in. 

P1ogramme and project issues 

Su.rtainab1/i1y. Small and medium cnlcrpriscs on industrial cs1a1cs arc mos1ly srill 
far from self-reliant since they depend on low rents and cs1a1c assis1ancc. Dependency 
may be furt!lc:r increased by c:s1ablishing service ccnlrcs in indus1rial cs1a1cs. Successful 
entrepreneurs remain rare and artisans who have buill up a business seem to be fc111o and 
far be1wccn. II is encouraging to sec certain industrial estates (in their new role as service 
ccn1rc'i) 1akc initiatives 10 make 1hc estates pay 1hcir way by encouraging new acti\·i1ics. 

A11empis to promote self-reliance among artisans haH only met with a limited 
degree of success lif the success story of the women's co-operatives is not considered as 
an artisan effort). The conslitution of women's groups was effected by introducing lhc 
p1h'iibili1y of forced sa\·ing 1hrough grain milling and 1hus paving the way for collcc1ivc 
self-reliance and ccoaomic impro\·cmcnl. This example shows 1he importance of local 
support and of slrong national structures for sclf-sus1aincd devclopmcnl. 

Refe,·ance of pre-fea.rib11i1y .rtudieJ. There appears 10 be an indication. at least 
among.'il the projccls observed in Senegal. of success being measurable in 1erms of the 
thoroughness of prc-fcasibility study. The women's pre-co-operatives had a multi-year 
pilot phase which was prc:ccdc:d by a feasibility study-cum-survey. Whereas. assistance to 
the: ""Chambrc:s des Meticrs·· through the: ""Direction de: I" Anisanat .. scc:ms to have bc:cn 
implc:mcntc:d without any pre-feasibility study al all. 

Planmnx difft'rrn1ia11nn accnrdinK tn 1arxr1 xroup. Practically all interventions have 
bc:rn diffc:rc:n1ia1c:d, cvc:n to the: c:xicnt that. for example. redundant civil servants 
\tarting small industrial c:ntc:rprisc~ rccc:ivc:d different assiuancc: than uncmploy::d 
graduate:~ aucmpting the same. The: idea that mechanisms can be built into more: gc:nc:ral 
prnJcCts 10 ensure that certain groups gc:t their share:. has only bc:c:n brought forward a~ 
dc:~irablc but sc:c:ms not to have: been implc:mc:ntc:d. 
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Co,,,prelrensil-e versus partial. Varying dcgRCS or partial input support seems on 
the •·hole It> ha,·c been more succcssfol. This approach would seem to fit in -.-ell with 
the nc•· go,·cmmcnt policies. 

Inappropriate lrarth·au or t'Xpt'rtise. Inappropriate hardware was found in nearly 
all sub-projects or the project 10 assist the .. Chambrcs des Meticrs .. through the 
.. Direction de l"Artisanal'". Inappropriate expertise was not found. although in some 
cases the expatriate TCA can be considered excessive. Perhaps the proposed UNIOO 
871001 will pro,;dc much needed poiicy approaches to small-scale industry and RSIE (it 
seems unlikely that it will also consider artisans). 

The prc-co-operati,·cs for womm form the only case observed where a follow-up 
was considered in the design stage. (The first phase was a pilot phase.) 

J. Ztunbi11 

The mission tu Zambia took place from 8 June to 10 July 1987. It was undertaken 
by a team consisting or S. Nanjundan (Core Consultant and Team Leader) and Jan 
Versluis (ILO E,·aluation Officer). There was no national consultant. 

Summary o_f findings 

RS/£: Types. structure. tut.Ai 

Zambia is unique among developing countries or comparable size and lc,·cl or 
development in its high degree or urbanization. high share or large and medium-sized 
enterprises in total manufacturing. low development or agriculture and existence or large 
unused agricultural resources. Rural small industrial enterprises currently play only a 
minor role in the economy. 

Historical. structural. institutional. legal and policv constraints have resulted in the 
dnclopment or two distinct economics. urbanizing along the line-or-rail and rural in 
most of the rest of the country. Rural areas arc sparsely populated and the population is 
widely dispersed. Rural underemployment is combined with a large and growing urban 
unemployment. 80".( of rural and 25<;( or urban households have incomes below the 
basic-needs minimum. The economic crisis of the last 10 years or so. resulting from 
deteriorating terms of trade. declining mining output and employment, and lack or 
foreign exchange for maintaining industrial production. has underlined the imperative of 
agricultural and rural development. 

Recent data arc available on the number of small enterprises and employment in 
rural areas. where there arc estimated to be about 350.000 enterprises providing 
employment to about 500.000pcrsons. These arc very small individual or family enterprises 
of one or two persons each on average. Two-thirds of them provide only a supplementary 
income to subsistence farming. About half of the enterprises are forest-based and about 
two-thirds arc owned by women. 

Development of agriculture has become a first priority of the authorities and 
agricultural production is beginning to be geographically redistributed in favour of the 
rural prm·inces. There is an undoubted potential for both forward and backward linkages 
of RSlf with agriculture. Food proce$sing (such as maize milling) and the production of 
agricultural implements and tools are the obvious examples. Government price policies in 
certain cases. however. constitute disincentives for the dr. elopmcnl of the small-industry 
sector. 

forestry provides an important linkage to RSIE. for example. in furniture-making. 
The potential has not been fully exploited. Problems in thi~ respect arc the availability of 
timber. the use of imported metal componcnrs (M:rcws. hinges) and marketing. 

Leather tanning is another promising sector for RSIE development. It is also one, 
howc\·er. where the potential linkages to urban smlll industrial enterprise have nor been 
sufficiently explored (linkages to furniture-making or the small-scale shoe industry. for 
example). 
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Ob\·iously. if agricultural ou1pu1 were lo increase al a sigr.ificanl rare. potenlial 
markers for RSIE would de\·elop. However. in \·iew oflhe remo1eness of rural areas and lhc: 
sparse dis1ribu1ion of rural popula1ion. markc:1ing and iransport of bo1h RSIE inputs and 
outpuls need specific attention. in order 10 impro\·e RSIE linkages wi1h urban markers and 
industries. 

Lack of rural infraslruclure and scarcily of basic consumer goods in rural areas further 
limi: 1hc: dc:velopmenl of RSIE. Dc\·elopment of such infrastructure could pro,·ide an 
important incentive in this connection. There are examples of partial payment in kind in 
consumer goods by marketing organizations to rural craft producers. as an incenti\·e (lo 
counlerbalance scarci1y of consumer goods). 

le,·els of general educa1ion do nor seem to be directly rela1ed 10 RSIE dc\·elopmc:nl. 
Howe\·cr. skill dc:\·elopmenl and managemc:nl I raining conlinues 10 be pertinent. There are 
a number of remarkable anempts in 1his area. bul lhe !raining of lrainers remains an 
imponam area for technical co-opera1ion assis1ance. 

Since potential linkages of RSIEs among 1hc:m~elves or wi1h other scciors ha\·c nol 
been sys1ema1ically explored. it would be advisable for donors and executing agencies in 
collaboration with national institulions to review this question carefully and aim for 
multiplier effects wi1hin the RSIE sector. 

The social and cultural con1cxt has robe 1aken into accounl in programmes of RSIE 
dc\·elopmenl. Non-nailability of time and labour in subsis1ence households during peak 
agricultural periods. 1he rights and obligations imposed by the exlended famil~. the land 
lenure and inheritance sys1ems. are all important. The sparse population in villages. the 
small size of 1he local market. the poor de\·elopment of infrastructure. and 1he scarcily of 
skills and entrepreneurship are unfa\·ourable factors in \·illages. besides 1he fact of 
decreasing nur.ibers of lraditional artisans. such as blacksmiths. carpenters. wood can·ers 
etc. Rural enirepreneurs have 10 be crea1ed 1hrough voca1ional and lrade training as well as 
work-oriented education. II may also be possible 10 attracl 10 rural 1ownships and small 
1owns re1ired or redundan1 workers and !rained young men from urban areas. Thus 1he 
rural 1ownships and small !owns offer better pros peels for RSIE developmenl than villages. 
Sclec1ed rural 1owns may be developed as grow1h cenires for RSIE. 

Policy and institutional framework of RS/£ 

Se\·eral factors ha\·e cor>strained agricultural and rural de1;elopmcnt. Historically. 
policies based on copper mining and la1er on large-scale industries and commercial 
farming. resulted in neglect of peasant agriculture and migration from rural to urban area.,. 
High wages in urban areas and 1hc system of administered prices did not pro,·idc incentives 
for agriculture. As regards the indus1rial s1ruc1urc. policies concentrated on capital- and 
import-intensive consumer goods and on line-of-rail locations. and did not provide 
linkages for small-scale enterprise and RSIE development. The: issues of administered 
prices. differential prices and producer prices on the one hand. and of structure of tariffs on 
raw materials. intermediate~ and finished goods on the other hand. arc important for RSI E 
and small-scale enterprise de\·elopmenl. There are legal constraints on the establishment 
and location of small-scale cr.tcrprisc and RSIE. while positive incenti\·es arc difficult to 
administer. 

The institutional framework lacks cohesion. There is little central co-ordination. 
SIDO was meant to be a co-ordinating agency. but has not functioned a' su~h. lacking the 
resources and manpower required. as well as influence over other agencies. The Village 
Industry Sen·iccs (VIS>. a non-governmental society. has been more successful with Its 
more hmitc:d resources in organiling and assisting very small urban enterprise' and village 
groups. including women's groups. It has been able to attract donor resources to rural 
areas. However its organi1ational strength needs to be built up. Both SIDO and VIS have 
come lo be looked upon as apex institutions-1hc former for 1he more: m11dern organ11c:d 
urban small-scale: enterpri'e and the latter for the rural small enterprises. 

Financial resources and mechanisms arc in the process of development. The 
Drvclopmcnt Bank of Zambia (DBZl has assisted urt-an small-scale enterprise: 'incc: 1911.1. 
Small-scale Enterprise' Promotion l.td. (SEf'l has been succc~sful ro a hm11ed extent m 
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m.:eung tb~ requirement' of small and medium enterpiises al.mg the lme-.>f-ra1l. Wnh 
~ORAD finance and suppor:. the Sj)Ccial Fund for Rural lk\elnpment ha, been 
cstabh,hed for guaranteeing loans to enterprises e,,tablishcd 50 kilometres away from the 
line-..lf-rail. Small re\·ol\ing funds for certain pnwinces. for example. the Sorth. are bcing 
established. !inked to bilateral projects. While the more modern and <>rgani1ed small-,cale 
enterprise could be financed through commercial banks backed by credit guarantees. the 
question .,f financing RSIE will remain a ditlicult problem. bccause of legal constraint' on 
establishment and location and the dilTiculties of obtaining collateral. The cn-operati\·e 
cr::di1 system-operated thwugh credll unions-offers perhaps the best possibilities for 
financing RSIE. The co-operative system will make ptlssible loans lo memhcrs ol a group 
against mutual guarantee of it' members and backed by the '3\"ings ,,f the group. It will als,, 
11tler a channel for supervising loans. 

Outreach lo rural entrepreneurs is dilTicdt for central insti1111ions. L • ..:al orgamla
tions. such as district councils ha\e to play a key role in promoting RSIE. 111e acute scarcity 
,,f resources makes central planning. co-ordination and allocation of resource' b\ the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry imperati\e for RSIE de\"dopmenl. Furthermore. the 
n>les of central and pnwincial agencies should be carefully demarcated and the specific role 
,,f S.100 in the light ,,f the proposed co-ordinating rnle of the Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry. needs to be defined. It will bc useful to have a functional distinction bct\\een 
central agencies and local agencies. and also 10 separate promotion and ntensum functi1>ns 
from financing and com!llercial functions. Local agencies. such as district councils. \\ill 
need central assistance and allocation of resources. which may be done on a selecti\e hasi,;. 
with incenti\"es for mobili1a1ion of local resources. Duplication or <l\"erlapping of efforts 
"hould be avoided in the light of the acute scarcity of resources. The respc:cti\e 
responsibility of SlDO and VIS may be pragmatically defined. so that. for ellample. the 
former is for .. urban .. pnwinces. and the laner for .. rural .. pnwinces. 

While the UNDP approach focuses on institution-building and ad\·1sor~ services. 
bilateral donors seek 10 achieve their objecti\·es through technical assistance a.s \\di as 
funding of investment and of operations. Complete funding of projects by· donors may 
perpetuate donor dependence and a polic} is required to phase out donor financing of l1•cal 
costs by substituting local contributions (supported by the Government) for achie\"ing 
long-run \·iability and sustainability of the programme. 

Long-term donor assistance is required before commercial operation of e\ten,ion 
and technical services in a backward area can be achieved. While commercial 
operations. such as purchasing. sales. production etc .. should be run on a commc:rc1al 
basis. it is legitimate to subsidize the provision of t~chnical and eittension services for 
RSI E de\Clopmcnt. This is an important policy question which should receive serious 
consideration from the authorities as well as allocation •>f resources for this purpo'ie 

EJ]t•ctfrene.u of RSIE institutions 

The impact of SlDO is likely 10 be on small-scale enterprises in lht' urban area, and 
line-of-rail provinces rather than on RSIE. However. its role should he clearly defined so 
a• no1 to overlap. tor example. wuh the Copper Mining Enterprise Trust (COMFll in 
the Coppcrbclt. Its capabilities in project preparation and appraisal and appropriate 
technology ~hould be utili1cd by local institutions promoting RSIE. 

The operations of the Integrated Rural l)evclopment Programme llRDPI rela1ing 
to RSll' in the North-Western Province ;.ppcar to have hecn highly cffect1\e. 1hough 
I heir impact cannot a.~ yet be evaluated. The IRDP approach has the mcril of (aJ 'mall 
lll\C,lments; fhJ development of appropriate technol0gy and tools; {cJ learning hy doing; 
and (dJ c\Cnlual m~titu1ionali1a1ion. It may have the disadvan1agc of ,10\\er 
development of new a1:tiv111cs. for example. in farm implements and metals. 

VIS activities have met with a measure of success. hut lhe instllUllon depends overlv 
on donor financing even for i1s d;iy-10-day operations. VIS"s handicraft-market 1ng 
activnies .;crnld hcncfi• from assistance from the United Nations system m pr· "luct 
dr .ign and export marke1ing. Hand1craf1-markc1ing opcralions may ncn111ally be 
cllpdndcd and generate increasing surplus. some of which may be used 10 finance 1he 
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extension acti,·ities of \"IS. VIS may also consider passing over its urban small industrial 
enterprise ;.cti\·i1ies 10 urban councils or other NGOs. in order lo devote its full 
capability lo RSIE de,·clopment. 

The financing of RSIE needs a ne" institutional channel. The credit union s\·stem 
may offer the best pos~ibilities for developing a system of loans lo RStt:. taking into 
account legal constraints in rural areas. insufficiency of outreach by commercial banks. 
the small size of loans required and the need for personal knowledge of clients by 
creditors. 

There is as yet insufficient experience of local institutional arrangements. 
Localization of institutional arrangements is essential for RSIE promotion. The district 
council. the co-operative credit union and the co-operati\·e society may play an 
important role in ,-illages. In small towns private companies may pro,·ide sc:n·ices. 
!'liational institutions. such as SIDO and VIS. may channel technological and training 
scnic-cs through local institutions. 

RSIE de\·elopment needs area-specific sectoral institutions. Area organizations. 
such as IRDP. have had some impact •1n RSIE de,·elopment whereas national sectoral 
organizations hu·e had only a \·cry limited impact. 

TCA projects have hitherto concentrated on a limited number of host <'rganiza
tions. There is scope for developing activities with other potential counterpart 
org;nizations such as CUSA. 

The design of UNIDO projects for assistance to SIDO and VIS has in the past been 
confused between institution-building and direct-support activities. There has been 
insufficient counterpart support and training has not been sufficient to enable the 
institutions 10 become self-supporting. Partly because of design defects. the projects 
ha,·e had to be extended from time 10 time. The latest project documents for both SIDO 
and VIS ha\·e. however. been well prepared. 

~ilate~al projects. for example, those of GTZ. NORAD and SNV. are. on the 
whole. better designed. However. the NORAD project does not provide for national and 
local financing of inputs. The GTZ pro_iect in the North-Western Province is a good 
institution-building project. providing for national conunuation of activities. A unique 
feature of the SNV project for the Western Province is the inclusion of a risk analysis on 
sustainability of the institution. 

4. Pakistan 
The mission to Pakistan took place from K June to IO July 1987. It was undertaken 

by a team consisting of Khalid Aftab (Na!ional Consultant). James Keddie !Core 
Consultant and Team Leaden and Hermine Weijland (Netherlands Government 
C onsu lta nt ). 

Summary of findinv 

Structure. functioninK and linkaf.:eJ of RS/£ 

Despite unfavourable policies. RSIE is a sizeable and dynamic sector in the 
Pakistani economy. About 10':; of the rural population earn a living from it. i.e. about 6 
million people supported by 500,000 small workshops or household enterprises. 

In work-force terms, the single most important hranch is clothing, footwear and 
leather products, with 301·1 of workers. In income terms, wood and metal products 
probably come higher. The latter are made primarily for local customers. but the rrcnd 
of RSI E is lo outward-orienred growth, towards inputs to and outpurs of goods 
marketc·d in, 1n centres or even abroad. 

There are two broad rypes of RSIE; a predominantly male section. clustering in 
small towns and at cross-roads, and a predominantly female section. in rural cottage,, 
which is fragmented and often on the smallest imaginable scale. 

Borh rype~ are highly commerciali1ed. The female sector is almost enrirely 
depcndenr on sub-c<•nlracting. as is also one part of rhe male secror. The other pare 
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produces on its own account for local customers, er for urban markets via a network of 
competing traders. 

The existence of a large dynamic RSIE sector is the result of four strongly 
favourable factors in Pakistan: 

(a) An age-old industrial tradition; 

(b) A strong agricultural base; 

(c) A pattern of local population concentrations in the most prosperous 
agricultural areas; 

( dJ A well-developed transpon and trade sector. 

These factors show wide regional variations. they arc applicable mostly in Punjab, 
somewhat less in the Nonh West Frontier Province and least in Sind and Baluchistan. 
Where only one factor is lacking. RSIEs arc not doing well or arc almost absent. 
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Funaions in the econ£Jm_r 

• A substantial part of RSIE goods is cxponed. 

• RSI Es ha\·c strong linkages with agriculture: 
They produce machinery and equipment for the small farmers who cannot 
afford sophisticated products and do not know how to go about 
purchasing such expensive products from large, urban traders. RSIE skills 
arc compatible with small farmers' bargaining practices, and both have a 
common technological background; 
RSIEs also process and transform agricultural products (basketry, wood 
products. grain and oil milling, leather industry); 

RSIEs can absorb seasonally unemployed agr:cultural labour; 
RSIEs also absorb agricultural savings. Many farmers turn int<> small 
industrial entrepreneurs. or finance RSIE; 
RSIEs provide cheap consumer goods for the farmers' households. 

• RSIEs have very useful linkages with large: industry and commerce. In the 
agriculturally developed areas, RSIEs are part and parcel of the larger 
manufacturing sector. 

• There are most beneficial linkages between PSIE and the transport sector. The 
latter is organized mainly by private small entreprenet:. s who can have their 
vehicles built and serviced by RSIE. The automoti-.e branch in RSIE is very 
dynamic. 

• RSIEs play an important role in training labour. They take many apprentices 
and arc the basis of informal training. Although the illiteracy rate in RSIE is 
higher than 80'"i. they can create skilled artisans. 

Oh.uac/eJ to RS/£ de1·elopmen1 

• In some regions. there is a lack of industrial tradition. Where this is the case, it 
is very difficult to start RSIE (people do not want it). 

• In all regions. RSIE needs upgrading of technology to meet the requirements of 
a fast-growing economy. 

• Capital has not been a stringent constraint. RSIE has been financed with family 
savings (from farming. migrant labour, or trade) and from suppliers' and 
buyers' credit. Technological improvements, diversification and expansion. 
however. require credit facilities. 

• Accommodation is a constraint. the purchasing or hiring of a workshop is very 
cosrlv 

• Marke•in!? is a constraint only for the isolated cottage workers. 



Policy and institutional frame11·ork 

lni1iall~·. 1he Go\·cmmcnfs broad policy was 10 di\·crsify 1hc economy inlo 
mdustf}. In !he la!>t decade or 1wo. howc\·cr. increased ancntion has been given to 
agricullural de\·clopmcnl. 

The industrializa:ion policies and instruments ha\·c all favoured large-scale industry 
rather 1han small (for example. crc:di1. exchange ra1c. industrial and impon licensing). 
The bias has been reduced wi1h liberalization. but still exists. Concern for small industry 
has not yet singled oul RSIE. so that an urban bias remains. 

Credit and 01her .1ssistancc institutions h3\·c been seen as separate. and arc only 
partially decentralized. 10 the detriment of RSIE promotion. NGOs remain weak. and 
ha\·e no1 been effccti\·ely encouraged. 

The donors have 1akcn few. »r only marginal. initiatives to affect policy or 
instilutions. except in general liberalization measures. They have tended to follow 
Pakistani initiati\"cs. 

Institutional e£frcrfreness 

The RSIE sector is o\·crwhclmingly privately-owned. The relatively few publicly
owned production units arc. with few· exceptions. inefficient as viable producers. 

The sector"s assistance institutions are overwhelmingly publicly-owned. NGOs arc 
weak in this field. and mostly im·olvcd in representational work. There are not many 
associations of the RSI Es themselves. 

Despite considerable efforts. the assistance offered to RSIEs by in5titutions has 
been \·cry small relative to !he size of the RSIE sectcr, and of very uneven effectiveness. 
Mos! RSIEs arc self-rcli<\nl (or reliant on other small private parties) in terms of 
markets. skills. labour and "lccommodation. Public-sector assistance has been effective 
at introducing new markets. products. technologies and training in exploiting these. 
These efforts arc paralleled and multiplied by the private sector and the RSIEs. 

Prol"incial-lcvcl organizations seem to be more effective at promoting RSIE than 
national ones. The provincial organizations sec the need to decentralize their own 
dccision-makiny. 

Secloral ::.\lc:nsiun centres have: a limited geographical outreach to RSiE. if wcil
planned. mobile unils offer considerable promise of greater outreach and higher 
producti\·it y. 

Area. as uppose<l to sectoral. development programmes have offered linlc to 
promote RSIE. 

There is a fairly general lack of co-operation between various assistance 
inslitutions. in particular between the banking system and the promotional agencies. 

Donors have only recently become seriously interested in RSIE-promo~ion. A~ they 
have become so, their selection of institutions and their TCA offerings arc becoming 
more appropriate. 

Pro1rramme and p1 oject issues 

Although !here is some evidence tha1 local-community support has promoted 
dcvelopmcn1 projects, most of this has not been directed towards RSIE. 

Muhi-sectoral or mulli-target group programmes have given no effective support to 
RSIE. e~ccpl, on occasion, from spil!-c»er cffecls. RSIE is a low priority for such 
~rogrammcs. The impac1 of RSIE-spccitic projects is greater. 

Comprehensh·e assistance is not needed by many RSIEs. who typically need only 
one or two types of assistance, for example, !raining in new skills or product 
development or credit. Where comprehensive assistance may be required, for example 
for female carpet-weaving in remo1e areas, it cannot effectively be provided by the 
public sector, which lacks the necessary commercial discipline and contacts. 

Choice of foreign equipment wnhout local consultatio'! with field staff can be 
damaging. Expatriate advisers can function effectively at almost all levels, usually 
working in tandem with counterparts. 
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u.m.1r.. Jesagn prnjc:cls based on policies for u1iliza1ion of funds. They Jo ROI 

pro\iJc: p•>lac)> ad\isc:rs or design projecls for policy ad\·ice. Careful selec1ion of 
ins1i1u1ion> i> therefore important. 

Monii.mng resulls of past programmes (in Pakistan or outside) appears 10 be 
widespread and useful in designing ncv.· programmes. ~n Pak-Holland Mc1al. a spedal 
effort " made: 1.1 self-monitor 111oithin projec1s. assisted by an ou1sidc permanent ad\·isory 
group. 

l.i1tle explicit attention seems to be paid 10 the fol10111o-up capacity of 1hc hos1-
Cllun1r~ in>lltulion. T"?is does not seem 10 be a pressing issue in techmcid assislance 
proJC:Ch in Pakistan. 

5. /ndonnio 

The: massi•m tll Indonesia took place from 13 Augusl to 14 September 1987. It was 
undertaken t-~ a team consisting of Adric de Grool (UNIDO E\'aluation Stafl) and 
James Kc:ddic: ;Core C•.rnsultanl and Team Leader). There was no national consultant. 

Summary of findings 

Structure. functions and problems of RSIE 

There i,, no strong general industrial or entrepreneurial tradition in Indonesia or in 
its rural areas. Agriculture still predominates in the countryside. and rural induslry
largcl~ rcstrict-.:d to food. clothing and textiles. wood, clay products and metal
working-is nol the dominanl secondary sector. Rural life is characterized by mobility 
and pan-lime use "f labour and capital between sectors and 1radc. of1c11 in\'olving credit 
to producers. i" a \·cry promincnl ~tclor. Many rural people and RSIEs have sc\·erc 
liquidi1y problems. 

:\lthough cmploymcnl and value added an small induslry and RSIEs arc growing in 
lndone~ia. RSll' v.agcs arc nol high. Both men and women participalc 111 RSlb. which 
:1rc: more heavily concenlralcd in Java and Bali 1han in 1hc oulcr islands. 

The chief "trcnglh of Indonesian RSIEs is !heir ability 10 produce a fair · ingc of 
consump1ion and handicraft goods with low labour costs and using minimal capital. and 
to re,,pond rapidl} lo growth in demand for a known product. Against this, there arc 
sc\crc.1 major weakne,,ses. RSIEs arc predominantly passive in skills. product range, 
marke1ing and the raising of capital. They rarely innovate wilhoul a determined external 
s1imulu,,. They s1ick 10 known products and wait for buyers to come to their door,,. This 
ha,,. hov.c\er. no1 prevented an encouraging success in exporting furniiurc. clolhing. 
baskcls. canings c1c. 1hrough buyers. who arc attracted by the RSIE sircngths. 

The main linkage IO agriculture seems to be backward, via consumer goods 
produced in response 10 rising agricullural incomes. There is relatively lilllc agricuhural 
processing in RSIEs cxccpl in rice milling, and only limited production of simpk 
agricuhural implcmcnls, mainly hand wols. The RSIE sector is not strongl~ linked 10 
larger industry by sub-contracting or intermediate proceHing. excepl in isolated cases 
and in 1he handicraf1s export sector. Even in that :;ector, however. the rcla1ionship is 
more akin :o trading lhan IO division of manufacturing functions and RliIEs most 
marked linkage: is commerce, both urban and rural. on which it relics for supplies. credit 
and marketing. Improved tra.,sport probably has generally helped RSIE by increasing 
rural mcomc:s. Most RSIE.s d:> not use electricity, which may. however, have helped the 
spread of rice: mills, sawmills clc. There is scant eliidence of modern techriical skills 
wi1hin the: labour for ... c. Thus. although RSIEs benefit from some favourable 
circum,tances-growing rural prosperity and infrastructure and some export prospec1S-
1hcir main problem i.s 1heir passivi1y. which makes development of markets, capi1al and 
~.ighc:r skill, a laborious prospccl. 
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Policy and institutionalframe"·ork 

On 1hc poliq side. 1hc record is mixed. The Govcrnmcn1 has for man} }Cars 
adop1cd a rcalis1ic exchange r::lc and an cxpansionisl agricultural policy. Bui ii has 
prac1iced marked industrial protection and. by this and other means. has farnurcd large. 
import-substilUting industries and has. at least rclati\·cly. dis.:ouragcd 1hc labour
intcnsi\·c upor. sector in which RSIEs might panicipatc. Recent measures of credit and 
trade libcra!i1ation appear sincere but. 11.-hilc signs arc hopeful. it is too earl} to assess 
their RSIE-promoting effects_ Perhaps the main lesson from the policy standpoint is 1hat 
a sensible expansion of agriculture-and a related wide distribution of oil re\·cnues--i:an 
worlt wonders for RSIE. c\·cn where other measures force up industrial-input costs. 

On the institutional side. GO\·crnmcnt is not hostile to priutc enterprise but 1s 
regulatory of NGOs. It operates a massi\·c and highly complex apparatus of public 
agencies-banks. official co-opcrati\cs. dcpanmcnts of industry. manpower. social 
affairs. home affairs. education. trade-all of which hnc separate programmes rclc\·ant 
to RSIE. The state banks· credit terms and programmes ha\·e recently grown mo~c 
market-oriented but some subsidized programmes remain. 

Effecti\'eness of RSIE institutions 

Precise comparisons of the RSIE-promoting cffecti\·cncss of ins1i1utions arc difficult 
since few institutions arc specific to RSIE and they mostly hne differing objccti\cs and 
operate under different conditions. Although RSIEs in Indonesia arc capahlc of 
considerable self-help in their response to evident new opponunitics. the sector is not 
very dynamic in itself and clearly benefits from well-designed outside assistance. 
including perhaps credit (though continuing to rely chiefly on its own. and informal 
sourcts of funds). It receives some assistance from other private firms and NGOs. which 
seems to be of a high quality. b•Jt limited in extent and likely to remain so. 

While many pans of the Government apparatus arc locally effecti\·e (81PIK in 
established centres, BRI with Kredit Union Pedcsaan (KUPEDES). many LBKsl. on the 
whole its effectiveness is seriously impaired by low pay and travel allowances to its field 
staff. rigid project budgetary and operating procedures and the reluctance of it~ \·ariou\ 
agencies to co-operate with each other. 

Thus. all in all, there is a limited and inefficient national system of RSIE
promotion. in spite of many agencies with widely decentralized operations. Such 
operations seem to be a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition of effectiveness. It <llso 
seems that efficient multi-sectoral programmes such as KUPEDES credit cann.11 place 
much emphasis on RSI Es. due to the diversified and trade-intensive nature of the rural 
economy. It was. however. found that carefully selected inputs can be as effective as a 
comprehensive package of assistance. Flexibility is the key. 

TC A project i.uues 

Turning to project issues, it is sad to record that while TC A has had some local 
successes. it has not yet been able-with the exception of TC A ;,1 BRI for KUPEDES
to !:ontribute significant improvements to the national system of RSIE-promotion For 
that. one or two things seem to be necessary; either a reform of procedures and working 
practices in more Government programmes, and a real willingness to co-operate witl; 
other agencies and the private sector, or (possibly but implausibly) the wide~pread 
turno\·er of the more active Government promotion functions to private or :'llGO 
mechanisms. 

In the meantime. TC A has largely concentra!ed either on ~ocal direct-support 
activities to RSIE. with varying success dependent on good judgement of the needs and 
potentials of target groups. or on mostly ineffective governmental institution-building 
projecu. !'liot many ronclusions on project issues can, therefore. be drawn from the 
Indonesian data alone. Perhaps the chief ones arc that project designs should he honest 
and modest m their objectives when faced with simultaneous weaknesses in tht' RSIF. 
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and the institution and that. if an institution (like BRI) wants 10 change. it can be 
effectively assisted 10 do so-even in higltly dispersed opcrations-b~ ""indirect"" pure 
institution-building TC A from well-informe<I expcns. 

The mission to Peru took place from 17 August w 11 September 1987. It ,.·as 
undertaken b~· a team consisting of Oscar Gonzalez-Hernandez (UNIDO. Chief of 
E"-aluation Staff). Teobaldo Pinzis (National Consultant) and Roger Tcszler (Core 
Consultant and Team Leader). 

Summary offindings 

Structure.functions and problems of RS/£ 

The observations of the mission during its stay in Peru hne gi\·c:n rise to a 
classification of Peru\·ian RSIE into three global categories: 

(a) Industrial enterprises in rural communities. This can be organiLed on a \·illagc: 
community or on a more indi\·idual basis. The~· exist mainly in the Andean highland 
area of Peru; 

(b) Micro- and small industrial enterprises in .. pueblos jo\·c:ncs·· (shanty towns); 

(c) Small industrial enterprises in secondary cities. 

Whereas enterprise in the (a) category requires integrated TCA o\·er a long period 
of time. the others depend much less on intervention of an in1c:gra1ed nature. Instead. 
they usually lack specific elements such as space. industrial inputs. or credit. They may 
lack all of these elements but they do not want assistance in all of them. It ma~· be 
possible-although no proof is yet available-1ha1 an industrial-estate 1yp:: of approach 
could solve some of the problems of small industry of the (a) category. 

Village community enterprise usually only has linkages with rural acti\·i1ies of the 
primary sector (agriculture, extraction). Sales are al the local or the district level. 

Type {b) enterprise is characterized by a dynamic class of entrepreneurs who give 
much auention to organization (associations) and who are increasingly found to be 
producing consumer goods (clothing). intermediate and even capital goods (metal 
workshops) rather than processed food products. Their main markets arc: in the larger 
cities, they do no primary processing and have few linkages with larger industry (such as 
sub-contracting). The small metal-working industry (but it holds true for the entire 
branch irrespective of plant size) in Peru has problems in obtaining steel (national 
production is deficient and impons are restricted). 

Category (c) firms which are larger in size than (a) or (b) firms go in more: for 
sub-contracting and do most of their selling in national and e\en in international 
markets (e.g .. hydraulic presses from Piura). 

Small-scale industry has succeeded in increasing its role in the Peruvian economy. 
In all subsectors of industry, more than sor; of the establishments a1e small. In some. 
this figure is even higher than 900 (footwear, clothing. printing. metal products). 

In the 1970s, small-scale industry grew faster in metropolitan areas such as l.ima
Callao. The present decade has seen a reversal of this trend together with an accelerated 
overall growth of the sector in terms of number of firms. persons employed and gross 
production value. Fastest growth appears to have been a.:hic:\·c:d in a number of 
secondary urban centres I Arequipa. Chiclayo, Trujillo. Iquitos. Cusco. Piura in 
panicular) and slowest (i.e .. even slower than in metropolitan ar~a~) m smaller towns 
and rural areas. Building-up the (a; type enterprise is a lengthy process because it 
involves introducing industry virtually from ~cra!ch. On the other hand (hJ and (CJ 
category enterprise has a number of both strong and weak points. Among the former 
mention should be made of: 

• The high degree of technical self-sufficiency of the: entrepreneur; 
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• The rapid adaplability of the firm to sudden changes in the market; 

• Low labour turno\-er ratios (much labour is family labour). 

Weak points include: 

• Difficulty of access to formal credit; 

• Lo111; bargaining pow-er ¥is-Q-,-;s large suppliers and customers. 

Policy and institutional framn..·ork 

Go,·enrment a11i1udes: Small-scale industry in general and RSIE in panicular have, 
until recently. been rclati\·cly ignored in Peruvian industrialization policies. In 1982. the 
new· general law on industries (Nuc\·a Ley General de Industrias) proposed special 
treatmmt for the small-industry sector. hut it is only in 198~ that this change came into 
force. In this new law. the treatment of small-scale industry does not differ considerably 
from that of larger industry. No special policies c:itist for promoting industry in rural 
areas. Only from 1985 onw·ards has the Govcrnmmt staned to show specific interest in 
the small entrepreneur. Statcmmts by previous administrations and the ongoing 
(October 1987) process of nationalization of pri\·atc banks (which measure seem to have 
been inspired. inter alia. b~· the wish to channel more funds lo small entrepreneurs and 
consumers) hne nol yielded significant results in this respect. 

Fiscal incentfres: The 1985 law proposes few and limited fiscal incentives, the main 
one being. for all practical purposes. lower application rates of the general sales lax to 
small-scale industry. The newest law that is now before lhc Parliammt proposes a single 
tax for small-scale industry (imposicion unica) to replace a whole series or laxes and 
IC\·ics. such as income tax, general sales tax and the levies for the various national 
institu1ions for housing. indus1rial !raining and industrial technology. This may be 
considered 10 be an imponan1 s1ep forward as a simplification of existing legislation. 

Financial incentfres: Ahhough a number of credi1 li11es (including funds from 
donors and inlcrnational agencies) cxis1 for the financing of small-scale industry, the 
main sources of small-scalc-indus1ry financing arc found in personal (or family) savings, 
commercial and informal credit. The po1en1ial role of the banks is limited by the 
extreme complcxi1y of the paperwork required for the extension of a loan and the 
scarcity of other more easily available funds (soft loans). In this respect, the newest law 
on small-scale indus1ry contains an interesting and probably quite effective proviso that 
reserves a minimum of 30'1 of available indusirial credit from public development 
banks for small-scale indus1ry and at least sq (should be more) from commercial 
privale banks. 

Formalization and registration: The paperwork and other bureaucratic procedures 
that form part of the registration procedures of small-sc.lle industry are overly 
cumbersome. II has been estimated that. on average, the whole !>rocess requires no less 
rhan 11 separate au1horiza1ions that take approximately 10 mont"s to obtain. The 1985 
law and its regulatory procedures have simplified this proce.u. For rural areas, such 
procedures are even more complex because the regis1rat;on of firr.i and products to be 
made has to take place in the offices of the Ministry of Trade, Tourism and Industry in 
Lima or one of its area represcnta1ive offices in the capi1al city of a d.:panmenl. Some 
assislance is prO\·ided by associa1ions of entrepreneurs. 

The e//ectivene.u of in.ftitutiom and in/rastruc111re 

Judging by the limi1ed success of indus1rial esta1 ~ as a means or promotin1 
indumial development in the past (e.g., Trujillo), it should be considered remarkable 
how much interest there is, al least in Peru. in building industrial estates for RSIE. It is 
~rill too early to form an opinion on the impact of ~uch estates on RSIE development, 
because none of 1he e~tates intended uclusively for small-scale industry and RSIE are 
yet operational. 
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Alth.mgh it may seem obvious that the availability or more and better production 
~itcs •ill pro\e to be bencficia.l to c;itrcprmeurs no.., working under curcrncly cramped 
.:onJi11.ms. npericnccs in other countries (such as Kenya. Senegal and the l'nited 
Republic ,,j Tanzania) ~ould modiry the high hopes or this solution. Funhermorc. the 
delays in 1he building. of approved cstalcs or C\cn in the use of already opened ones. has 
led h> land imasions and lhc search for other solutions so that the appeal of industrial 
estate.> for RSIE is losing ground. The nc,.·es1 law on small-scale industry continues 10 
emphasize 1he positi\·c r••lc of industrial estates. 

Wh.:rcas the industrial-estate concept is characterized by the concentrated supply· of 
induslrial iatpuls l•atcr. sewage. electricity. production sites etc.). in Peru. the 
entrepreneur outside such an estate usually encounters serious problems in obtaining al 
least some: ,,j 1hcse inputs. 

ff11- and !CJ-type enterprises seem lo ha,·c rcw problems as far as electricity is 
.:oncerncd. c,·cn though supply is sometimes interrupted. The transpon system fa,·ours 
entrepreneurs located in areas ,.ilh dense traffic bc.:ausc of lower prc,·ailing freight 
rates. 

Wat.er did prove a problem in cenain areas (the same applies for drainage). Ca.<cs 
obscn·.:d m.:ludc: 

• \'ilia Sahador tshortage cf waler. deeper drilling would only provide brackish 
"'aler because of proiumity to the Pacific Ocean); 

• Tanners in Arequipa continue lo contaminate the Chili River. bcc2use the new 
indus1rial estate Rio Scco has not yet been opened. 

A rdaU\dy large number of institutions. public a.~ well as private. render scnices 10 
small-scale industry and RSIE. Common characteristics include: 

fllJ :'1.lany institutions render identical scn·iccs. In view of the fact that each 
instituuon ser,cs a \·cry specific location. this need not be a disadvantage. On 1he 
.:o!ltrary. it oflcn pro\·cs to M decisive for bencr and more effective contacts be1,.·cen 
the target groups and the institutions. Ne\·cnhclcss, 5ome co-ordination efforts may be 
required 10 noid o\·cr-in1crvcn1ion at one location and non-intervention at another; 

ff!J Link is kno,.·n about the impact made by these service institutions in their 
re~pecme fields (exlension_ training. finance etc.); 

f•J The ..-ay· in ~-hich an institution is financed may well influence i1s modus 
t1p<'rand1 tor ,,-ice ,-ersa). as may b.• seen in the case of SENA Tl. Because this institution 
is financially independent (il is runded by a sales levy on irtduslry). there is no 
relationship bet,.·een the services SENA Tl offers It> small-scale industry and RSIE and 
that sechlr's requircmen1s. SENATI receives no financial support that i,; conditional on 
ii• hdpmg small-scale industry and RSIE; 

rdJ Co-ordina1ion between institutions could be improved. but it is desirahle 10 
anlid the: crea1ion of ne" inslilulio ... for 1his purpose. For that reason. the proposal 10 
crea1e 1he (omi1e de Dcsarrollo de la Pequer\a Empresa lndus1rial (Commillet for the 
Dnelopmcnt of Small Industrial Enterprises) as a co-ordinating agency under the new 
la" for small-scale industry. should be treated with caution. Much. if not all, 1he 
objec1ives aimed a1 could be achieved by improving eJtisting institutions. 

In principle there arc various fund~ and lines or credit available for small-scale 
industry and RSIE in Peru. These can come from: 

fa) Industrial banks or development finance institutions such as Banco Industrial 
del Peru (Industrial Bank or Peru) and Corporaci6n Financiera de Desarrollo 
(Development Finance Corporation. COFIDE); 

(bJ Guarantee funds run by NGOs such as Fondo de Garantias del Sector 
Informal 1Guaran1cc Fund for the Informal Sector) run by Programa de Desarollo 
Social y Emoleo ( Progrllmme for Social Development and Employment) for financing 
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"U the Co-operarh·c Credit Centre. or by finance institutions such as the hmdo de 
Garantias para Pristamos a la Pequda lndustria (Guarantee Fund for Loans to Small 
Industry). run by COFIDE. 

Fund! from banks and development finance ins1itulions for small-scale industry 
and RSIE ha,,-c not been used effectively. Not much credit has been made a'ailablc. This 
is not the result of demand shonfall. but of the forbidding procedures. guar.mtccs and 
collaterals required by the banks (in accordance •ith national banking regulations that 
do not distinguish clients by size) and the time delays inrnh·ed in processing loan 
requ~ls and disbursements of the funds. Simplification of access to credit .-ould 
undoubtedly lead to a shonagc of a,.·ailablc funds. 

In the meantime it •·ould appear lhal many loaM arc obtained by small-sale 
industry ,,·ia informal channels. (This is also true for C;thcr sectors of the Pcru,,·ian 
econ.1my.I 

The second group of funds seems to be much more flexible and dynamic. As i' 1hc 
case wi1h sa\ings and c:rcdi• co-operatives. the amounts loaned arc 'cry· small and 
among the recipients no clear distinction can be made belw·ecn industrial and 
commercial enterprises. Another advantage of this approach is 1hat 1hc managers of the 
guarantee funds can (but do not often do so) pro\idc TCA to their clients. 1hus making 
it possible to use received loans more effectively and to arrive at high payback. ratios. 

The largest industrial training institute in Peru is SEN A Tl. Although in practice 
most .Jf its cffons arc directed towards medium- and especially large-scale industry. it 
docs make a special cffon 10 pro\idc assistance to small-scale industry as well. in 
particular through its subsidiary lnstilulo de Apoyo a la Mcdiana } Pcqucna lnduslria 
(Institute for Suppon to Medium and Small Industry. IDAMPEI). which mainly w-.,rll.s 
in Lima. A positi,,·c impact on small-scale metal workshops w·as observed fuse of 
IDAMPEI equipment by small entrepreneurs for productive purposes). Bui in general it 
must be concluded that the acti,·itics of SENA Tl. by and large. do not correspond w·ith 
the specific needs of small-scale industry and RSIE. This became particularly clear in 
Arequipa where SENATI equipment and SENATI courses (general as .-cu as for 
tanning) do not harmo>nizc with the needs of the small industrial entrepreneurs. 

Training for business management (administration, accounting etc. I is also 
pro\·ided-apart from IDAMPEl-by NGOs in close co-operation with local authorities 
and small enterprise associations. Results SI.) far have been good. 

Issues of external assistance 

In rural peasant communities. intervention 10 encourage industrial development 
should be of an integrated nature (even though this may be ,,·cry cxpcnsi,·c). because all 
industrial activity in such circumstances-in the Andean highlands of Peru at lcasl
starts ,,-inually from scratch. 

In the other two categories of small-scale industry and RSIE. assistance should 
rather be dircc1ed towards the solution of well-specified problems than be based on an 
integrated approach. This would probably not be acceptable anyway because of its 
pa1cmalis1ic connotations. 

In all probability this would be the most effective manner to provide assistance to 
RSIE. It would be usefol if !he DP/PER/871010 project on industrial restructuring 
would incorporate this approach. 

The obligations of national counterpans should be well defined. Some projects 
seem 10 lead a life of their own, independent of the counterpan. Project staff on 
occasion give more attention 10 other objectives 1han those of 1he project. In general 1he 
projects rr.vicwed are weak on ins1itu1ion-buildin1. 

Because of the wide ranac of professionals available in Peru. ii would appear that a 
larae number of national experts can be used in TCA projects of the 1ype under review. 
On the other hand. assurances mus! be nailable 1hat these professionals will really work 
full-lime on 1he project they are assianed 10 and that national staff will continue 10 run 
the ins1i1u1ion, once TCA has come to an end. 
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1. c,,,.,,,.. 
The Colombian desk re,;ew by Roger Teszler is based on readily available sources 

and some recent Colombian material which was gathered by the author during a 
stop-over in Colombia on completion or the RSIE field mission to Peru C 17 August to 
II Septmiber 1917)_ 

Summary of findings 

Tire uonomic environmnrt of RS/£ 

Large industry and to a lesser extent small and medium-sized indu~try are 
increasing their share in Colombian manufacturing employment at the cost or micro
enterprise (cottage-shops)_ The continuing migration to urban areas. funhermore. is 
relegating RSIE to more remote rural areas. 1£. ho•·ever. the term rural is allowed a 
somewhat broader interpreiation by defining it as all micro- and small industry outside 
the eight Colombian metropolitan areas.• Colombian RSIE also includes consiJerable 
smaller-town manufacturing or basi.: goods (food. beverages. tobacco. textiles. clothing. 
leather). 

Over the last 120 years or so. urban and rural industry have: switched roles in the: 
wake: of the: rnral-urban population migratory flows_ In 1870. 80't of manufacturing 
employment was rural and in 1978 only 1~- Even in absolute: tC'rms. there was a 
decline: or SOo/c in rural manufacturing employment. In the: mid-nineteenth century. free 
trade led to the decline: or rural industry and income: from trade (.:offee. conon. wool) 
promoted the surge of modern industry in predominantly urban areas in the beginning 
of the twentieth century. The geographical conditions (moutain-ridges and highland 
valleys) led to the: dc:vdopment of a series of urban centres with Bogota gradually 
outstripping the: others. 

Tire policy environment 

After waves of free trade and impon-substitution protection policies. from the mid
sixties onwards anc:ntion was increasingly given lo the export of manufactures (e.g .. tax 
facilities). The: expon promotion board. PROEX. _.also stimulates small-scale: industry 
to upon (e.g .• leather goods). Effons to stimulate: small-scale industry were: channelled 
throuah the: parastatal Banco Popular and its development finar.ce subsidiary, 
Corporaci6n Financic:ra Popular (CFP). The: 1982 law (Ley de: Microemprc:~s) 

established rapid procedures for formalization and other forms of assistance to the: 
informal sector (industry and others) and. in March 1987. an integrated plan was 
announced for the: promotion of small and medium-sized industry. No specific anc:ntion 
is given to RSIE. all policies arc: formulated in sectoral rather than territorial terms. 

Tire institutional framework 

There arc: a large: number of institutions involved in providing credit and related 
facilities to small-scale industry and RSIE. but none: or them is RSIE-spc:cific. They have: 
channelled large loans from the World Bank and IADB to small-scale: industry. Among 
the: more important of these:. the: Corporaci6n Financic:ra Popular has made approxi
mately JS.000 loans in 20 years to small-scale: industry and S.000 loans in five: years to 
micro-enterprise:. The: Fondo Nacional de Garantias (National Guarantee: Fund) 
auarantc:es loans to ~mall-scale: industry up to 80%. The: Fondo Financiero Industrial 
(Industrial Finance: Fund) also provides loans to small-scale: industry and levies a higher 
interest rate in metropolitan areas. 

•1.c .• outside Boaot'· Medellin. Cali. Baminquilla, Bucaramanp, Maniulcs. Pereira and 
C1r11pn1. 
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CFP in panicular also pro\·idcs technical assistance to small-scale induslry through 
an e1clusive ne1work of branch offices and ntension officers ( .. moni1orcs .. )_ Others 
pro\·iding technical assistance include the National Apprenticeship Service. SENA. the 
major \"OCalional !raining institulion wi1h 3 well de\·clopcd nalional branch ne1w·ork 
w·l1ich has programmes for micro and small indus1~· reaching 500-600 clienls per 
annum. There is also an increasing number of NGOs such as 1he Caraujal Foundation. 
w·hich provides suppon 10 micro~n1erprisc. ini1ially only in Cali and 1he immedia1e 
surroundings. h is now rccei\·ing funds from IADB and pro\idcs assis1ance in 01her 
regions of Colombia as well_ 

E.ttemal assistance 

Because Colombia has buill up considerable expenisc in promoling small-scale 
industrv and RSIE. e:uernal assistance has been limited in rcccn1 years 10 financial 
support (IADB. KfW. USAID and World Bank). There is no evidence of policy 
suppon. 

I. Kmy11 

The Kenyan desk re\·iew of RSIE by Roger Tcszler is based on 1he dossier compiled 
in lhe preparalion of a field \·isil in April of 1987 which had 10 be cancelled. No effon 
has been made to update lh:":: material. 

Summt.. ;· of findings 

Structure. functions and problems of RS/£ 

In Kenva there arc estimated to be 14,000 rural and urban micro-industries as 
against 2.oOO modem small m.inufacturing units. RSIE. i.e .. small-scale manufacturing 
outside Nairobi and Mombasa. is at least a part-time activity for more than SO•( of rural 
households in Kenya. For a long time it seemed possible to limit the migralory flow· to 
urban areas by subsidizing land and increasing switch-overs to cash-crop cullivation. 
apa~t from RSIE. There are signs that this process is reaching i1s limits and that non
farm acti\·itics will become more imponant. 

Most formal small-scale industry is in urban areas. In terms of employment in 
informal manufacturing. 40'< is found in Nairobi and Mombasa. 30'( in smaller cities 
and the remainder in rural trading centres. 

Really .. rural .. RSIE is mainly involved in (cod-processing and carpentry. Other 
activities tend to drift to rural trading centres and small towns. All non-rural inputs 
have to come from Nairobi. 

Policy environment 

Afler nearly two decades of rapid general (and even more rapid industrial) grow1h. 
:he economic recession of the current decade and the worsening debt and crisis situation 
has slowed down growth considerably. The early emphasis on large-scale-industry 
developmenl gradually made way for shifts towards Africanization. agricuhural 
developmen1 and small-scale industry and RSIE developmenl. As far as the last is 
concerned. attention gradually moved from urban small formal industry. via small-scale 
industry in smaller towns. 10 RSIE. There is some evidence of demand-side suppon 
(intt'r alia governmen1 procurement reservation schemes and "by default". ~s when 1he 
worsening balance of p1yments siluation put a slop 10 the impon of goods 1ha1 compete 
with small-scale indus1ry and RSIEI. 

lmtitutional framework 

There are a large number of institutions in Kenya supplying assistance to RSI f.. 
ran1in1 from the comprehensive national ones like KIE to more parlial ones limiting 
their operations 10 very specific localitie.~ (often NGOs). 
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There has been a general shift away-as exemplified in the c\·olution of KIE-from 
a .:omprchcnsh·c: approach to the suppon of RSIE development to a more panial one. 
Industrial estates arc losing their inward-looking approach and arc offering their service 
facilities to RSIEs outside the estates. 

Financial suppon Ccredill has raot been o\·crly effective. showing considerable 
arrears IA"hich could ha\·c been less if more field eiaension had been provided CSEFCO). 

Enema/ assistance and RS/£ 

Most external assist;. "ICC has been directed towards institution-building and to 
pro\·iding institutions with llnancial means to provide direct assistance to RSIE. Results 
have not pro\·ed generally sustainable. but it is interesting tQ observe how UNIDO TCA 
ro KIE in three succeeding phases set up and abandoned the nursery or breeder 
approach to industrial estates in fa\·our of a more global approach which considers the 
needs and demands of RSIE. 

9. Tie Pllilippilles 

The desk re\·iew of Philippine RSIE was carried out by Jam~ Keddie. In order to 
gain access to written materials which were readily nailable only on the spot. Manila 
and QuelOn City were \·isited between 15 and 18 September 191i7. after completion of 
1hc Indonesia mission. 

Summary of findings 

The economic em·ironment of RS/£ 

Despite pest-war industrialization. the Philippines has remained a heavily agricul
tural and rural country in population. employment. output and-until the mid 19705-
ellports. Ahhoul!h agricultural production has grown. the high density of population 
and the unequal distribution of land have ensured that rural people do not depend 
O\erwhelmmgly on agriculture. but di\·ide their activities between sectors (including 
RSIEI. and also migrate to the tuwr'"· 

Growth seems to have continued in rural manufacturing overall, but very small 
household manufacturing has declined relative to firms with five or more persons 
employed. Traditional branches like weaving. charcoal. and most food-processing have 
also declined. 

However. based on the increased rural consumer demand associated with growth of 
agricultural production. local market branches. such as tailoring. building materials. 
furniture. job-order m.:tal-working etc .• have expanded along with rice and maize 
milling. Ellpansion has been widespread but strongest in the rural towns of above (say) 
10.000 inhabitants. and it has proceeded parallel to the expansion of rural trade. 
services. construction etc. There is no evidence that RSIEs have been a leading sector. or 
that they have promoted agriculture: through forward linkages. There is also little 
evidence that they have been helped by improved infrastructure (except perhaps rural 
roads). or that. overall. they have relied on external finance and training facilities. 
However. they seem to have paid a price for their limited linkages, remaining for the 
most part conservative in their outlook and product lines, and confined to a few 
consumer branches. 

Policy and imtitutional framework of RSIE 

for virtually the whole of the post-war period, the Philippines has pursued a policy 
of industrialilation which to this day is mcxtly charactcrilcd by import-substitution, 
largeness of scale. capital intensity. and concentration in and near Manila. This pattern 
was nurtured by import protection (first by physical rc~trictions, later by high tariffs) 
cheap credit predominantly available to the protected large industries, and other benefits 
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(fiscal incenti\'es. licenses. rebates). which were more easily auilablc in practice to large 
firms located near Manila. This pattern of development pmalizcd agriculture. and 
reinforced itself by· building up wealth and markets in Manila. 

During the 1960s and 1970s. agricultural development began 10 recei\'c more 
attention. with irrigation schemes and the introduction of high-yielding grain \·arieties. 
Although RSIEs ha\·c been somewhat sustained by the rural consumer demand thus 
generated. the 11.·eight of economic and industriai policies remained against them. These 
policies hnc had rclati\·cly little effect through imposing competitive disadvantages on 
RSIE 1·is-i:-,·is large urban industry. Rather. the primary factors have been macro
economic; the stunting of economic growth through the promotion of inefficient 
protected industries (accentuated in the 1980s by related budget and trade deficits). the 
di\·crsion of resources away from agriculture. and the concentration of wealth and 
markets near Manila_ All these have depressed demand for RSIE products. 

Despite this. most of the institutions at all penincnt 10 RSIE have been set up to 
counteract their presumed competitive disadvantages and to palliate. rather than alter. 
adverse macro-economic policies and conditions. Most of them offer-to other small 
and medium industries as well as 10 RSIE--subsidized inputs such as technical and 
entrepreneurial training. research. marketing assistance. business advice. and credit. 
These institutions ha\·c mostly been Government-owned or largely supponed by public 
funJs. Most arc national-level and ha\·c headquarters in Manila. although some ha\'C: a 
\·oic:d prcfcr:ncc for operations and sn>all industrial enterprises in the provinces and 
rural areas. 

Effectfreness of RS/£ institutions 

Pri\·atc-scctor commercial operations have limits as RSIE-promotcrs. Although 
supplying most of their own inputs. and diffusing commercially-proven innovations 
among themselves. m0st RSIEs arc conservative and limited to a few consumer 
branches. The e:ucnt of sub-contracting by larger firms to RSIE is not known. 

Policy-making for RSIE has mostly consisted of devising input-supply assistance 
proti:rammcs. Attempts to co-ordinate these have not been very successful. 

Integrated area development programmes have yet 10 be effective RSIE promoters. 
as also have display and sales emporia and sub-contracting schemes. but trade fairs hl'vc 
been more effective. 

On the technical side. rescarc.h and technical consultancy centres have not been 
much help to RSIE. There is also liulc evidence that formal vocational training centres 
have been helpful. However. product-specific short-term training and design assistance 
seems 10 have been quite effective in upgrading existing RSIE. 

Entrepreneurial training programmes have not had any significant RSIE impact 
and the performance of the Ministry of Trade and Industry's business advice network 
(SBAC and MASICAP) has 11ot been generally impressive. It has had difficulty in 
securing the co-operation of the banks and the technical institutions. 

The only major small and medium industry loan programme-that of the 
Oe\·clopmcnt Bank of the Philippines and private-sector banks co-operating with the 
Industrial Loan and Guarantee Fund-has achieved substantial provincial outreach. 
and has sharply reduced its Olo'erall arrears. But its most viable clients have been 
medium-sized, rather than small- or micro-, and the programme is not financially 
attractive 10 the banks. 

Of the private-sector institutions, industry and business associations arc still weak 
outside Manila, and NGOs, in their provincial and rural efforts, concentrate primarily 
on agriculrure and physical and social infrastructure, not on RSIE. 

Thus .werall, neither the public nor the private assistance institutions have been an 
effective palliative against general policies discouraging RSIE growth. 
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Annex JI 

SUMMARY OF THE PHASE I REPORT 

(The preparatory desk study for the thematic evaluation of technical 
co-operation in suppcn of rural small industrial enterprises, 

completed December 1987) 

Introduction (chapter I) 

I. Phase one consisted primarily of a desk review of 56 TCA projects (23 from 
UNIDO. 20 from ILO and 13 from the Netherlands). covering 18 countries, and 
2 regional projects (one each in Asia and Africa). Project data assessment sheets (PDAS) 
were designed and completed for each of the projects. after a study of the files and the 
rcpons on the projects and. wherever possible. discussion with the project officers and 
evaluation officers. After completion of the assessment sheets. lnc key issues of rural 
industrialization were analysed on a cross-project basis and supplemented by a survey of 
recent studies on substantive issues including policy and strategy. choice of programmes, 
project design. institutional requirements. and assessment of benefits. 

The role and significance of RS/£;., development (chapter II) 

2. The role and significance of RSIE arc reviewed with reference to scope and 
coverage. rural employment and income growth, linkages with agriculture. rural-urban 
linkages. types of rural industries. type:; of programmes and projects. role of policies and 
scope and limitations of outside intervention. 

3. Analysis of development experience indicates that non-farm activities. especially 
rural industries. provide an increasingly imponant source of employment. income 
growth. upgrading of the poor, and removal of income inequalities. 

4. There is considerable empirical c"idence that agriculture is related to rural non
agricultural activities directly through its forward and backward linkages and inA;~'."ctly 
through the consumption levels of farm households. 

5. As the economy progresses from the suMistcnce stage. demand factors become more 
important than supply in influencing the non-agricultural rural sector. Further growth 
of the economy is facilitated by development of infrastructure and linkages with urban 
markets and urban industries. 

6. Three approaches to promoting RSIEs and it.cir cffons arc distinguished; the 
integrated rural-development approach, the problem-solving approach. and the sectoral 
approach. 

7. Macro-policies may affect RSIE development positively or negatively. Financial and 
fiscal policy instruments may be used to remove constraints 10 RSIE. 

8. The functional scope and institutional range of outside intervention have been very 
great. Its effective limitations arc not yet known and have not been subject to much 
critical evaluation. An accepted dislinctive approach for assistance to RSIE. as against 
small and medium enterprise in general. has yet 10 emerge. 

Analysis of the issues special to RS/£ (chapter Ill) 

9. A review and analysis of the issues arising from experiences of the 56 projects was 
made. These issues are: 

• Objectives and purpose of TCA to RSIE; 
• Direct or indirect assistance; 
• Eifecuveness and impact; 
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• Linkages to the rural economy; 
• Nationa: context and role of policies; 
• CCK>rdination of complementary inputs; 
• Institutional requirements. 

10. Tentative judgements were made on .. effectiveness .. or .. success". even on the basis 
of limited data. using the criterion of something useful achie\·ed in employment. loans. 
training or ne\ii enterpnses staned. at a reasonable cost and cffon. 

11. Chapter Ill. section 8 of the phase I rcpon• contains a fuller summary of the issues 
and their significance for funhcr investigation. Only a few aspects arc reported below. 

12. No dear picture has emerged from the desk review of the effectiveness of different 
types of institutions. Th .. re is little experience in the projects reviewed of NGOs and 
private institutions. This is a ~crious gap requiring attention in phcise II. 

13. Data in the files have been inadequate for undertaking a cost-benefit analysis of 
projects. Purely on the basis oi the criteria given in po;.,t 10. an interim analysis has 
been made of 45 projci:ts. The results arc of very lim,,cd value in the absence of 
sufficient data. Phase II will need to undertake (a) a cost-benefit analysis for some 
projects. and (b) an assessment of more projects on the basis of more general success 
criteria and (c) the collection of the required data. 

14. While linkages with agriculture are apparent in the desk review. there is inade '.~ate 
information on inter-industry linkages. rural-urban linkages and linkages within 
clusters. This is a gap to be filled in phase II. 

15. The role of macro-policies and their linkage to rural development are no; clear in 
the projects studied. There are hardly any projecb dealing with policies as such. This 
gap needs to be filled in phase II. 

16. There arc some indications that local institutional presence is more effective for 
RSIE development than assistance through a national or centralized institution. No 
conclusion on the type of institution is possible. The desk review identifies problems of 
co-ordination between projects and institutions at the country level. as well as between 
donor ar-cncies. The evidence is insufficient on the mechanisms required to achieve 
co-ordination. 

17. A tentative conclusion is chat not enough is being done to assist organizations in 
lobbying for improvements in demand conditions. Although the sample of 56 projects is 
heavily skewed towards public and national institutions, the interim lessons of the desk 
evaluation to be tested and verified in phase II arc (a) that institutions below the 
national level. with strong field linlcs, work belier than centralized institutions, (b) that 
promoting and assisting private RSIE 10 run commercial operations wnrks bencr 0n the 
whole than cntrus1ing public TCA institutions with this task. 

Recommendations for phase II (chapter IV) 

18. Simultaneous change in !he perspectives and auitudes of donors and rccipicnls, as 
well as !he gaps revealed 1hrough 1hc desk review (points 12-17 above). underline the 
approf>riateness and usefulness of in-depth country studies at this time. 

19. The issues requiring further investigalion in the field have been grouped under (a) 
economic policies and environment, (h) success and failure criieria, (c) instiiu1ional 
qucsiions, and (dJ project design questions. Bricny. the policy and environment issues 
relate to 1he significance of bo1h supply-side and demand-side intervcn1ions. !he impact 
of macro- and sectoral policies on RSIE. market linkages and their implications, and the 
limitations of the politico-economic framework. Regarding success or failure criteria, 

"The phase I report 1s available to intere~ted pames from any of the spon~ors of this ~tudy; 
UNDP. ILO, UNIDO. Netherlands Govcrnmcn1. 
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Annex Ill 

CONSOLIDATED LIST OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN 
THE PHASE I DESK STUDY 

Co/11111n H~adings: 

Project Data and Assessment Sheet (PDAS) number 
II Donor (NL-Netherlands) or Executing Agency (ILO-UNIDO) 

Ill Country (arranged by continent) 
IV Project number 
V Project title and date 

VI Latest available budget of Technical Co-operation Assistance (TCA) in dollars 

II Ill 

AFRICA 

I NL• Botswana 

2 ILO Burkina 
Faso 

3 ILO Burkina 
Faso 

4 NL Burkina 
Faso 

S UNIDO Burkina 
Faso 

6 UNJDO• Ethiopia 

7 ILO Kenya 

8 ILO Kenya 

9 UNIDO Kenya 

10 UNIDO Kenya 

NL-I 

BKF/79/003 
+ 821009 

BKF/77/003 

NL-2 

BKF/81/206 

ETH/83/012 

VFDW/KEN 
/80/VOI 

KEN/781004 
+ 84/0IS 

KEN/77/006 
+81/017 

KEN/84/011 

I' I'/ 

s 

Grapple Proccssin1. 1986- 210,000 

Promotion de l'Artisanal FCminin 1,024.000 
(Promotion of Women Artisans), 1979-
; 9ss 
Formation d'Artisans pour lcs Tech- 640,000 
nologics Ruralcs (Artisan Training in 
Rural Technologies), 1980-1982 

FAAC, Fonds d'Assistance ARCO- 200,000 
MA-COREMA (Assistance Fund 
ARCOMA-COREMA), 1980-1983 

Assistance a la Direction du Develop- 23.274 
pemcnt lndustriel ct de l'Artisanat 
pour !'Elaboration d'un Programme 
National de Promotion des Industries 
Viilagcoiscs (Assistance 10 the Direc-
torate of Industrial and Trade 
Development for the Elaboration of a 
National Programme of Village In-
dustry Promotion), 1981-1982 

Handicrafts and Small-scale Industry 2.S00.000 
Development (phase II), 1983-1986 

Development of Small Enterprises in 
Handicrafts for\. .,,,,·n, 1980-1982 

Rehabilitation of the Disabled. 1981-

Assistance to Small-1cale Industries, 
Kenya Industrial Estates, Ltd .. phases 
I and II, 1978-1985 

Assistance to Small-scale Industries, 
Kenya Industrial Estain, Ltd., phase 
Ill, 198S-

122,000 

1,361,000 

707,42K 

707,4211 

•Addi11onal pri1iec1, outside country sekclion. 
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II Ill 

AFRICA (co111i1111rd) 

II UNID0° Liberia 

12 ILO Nigeria 

13 UNIDO Nigeria 

14 ILO Senegal 

IS lLO Seneg.d 

16 ILO Senegal 

17 ILO Senegal 

18 UNIDO Senegal 

LIR/110/007 

NIR/711/014 

NIR/73/014 

NETH/79/ 
INT 3 

SEN/83/ 
M06/ITA 

SEN/82/007 

SEN/82/004 

SEN/84/001 

19 NL United NL-3 
Republic 
of Tanzania 

W NL United NL-4 

21 lJNIDO 

Rcpub!ic 
of Tanzania 

United 
Republic 
of Tan1ania 

22 lJNIDO Unit~d 
Rc1mblic 

23 lJNIDO 

24 lJNl!>O 

of Tan1ania 

United 
Republic 
of Tan1ania 

United 
Republic 
of Tan1ania 

US/URT/77/ 
003 

BR/URT/84/ 
110I 

RP/URT/84/ 
llOI + 
IW/URT/RJ/ 
002 

URT /K 1/0.18 

Eucnsion Services to Small-s.:ale In
dustries. 1982-

Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled 
Persons. 1981-

lndustrial Development Cent7c Oshog
bo. 1976-1984 

Possibilites d·Emplois pour lcs Femmes 
en Milieu Rural (Employment Oppor
tunities for Rural Women through 
Organization). 1981-1983 

Education Ou.-riere dans le Cadre des 
Ent reprises C ooperati\·es des Travail
leurs au Senegal (Worker Education 
Assistance in W.>rkcrs· Co-operati\·c 
Enterprises ;n Senegal). 1984-

s 

1.440.000 

534.000 

3.l71.S43 

587,000 

l.855.000 

Souticn Technique ii la Direction de 1.089,000 
l"Anisanat ct des Chambres des 
Mctiers (Technical Suppon to the 
Directorate of Artisanship and Cham-
bers of T ;a<' es). 1982-

Pre-cooperatives pour lcs Femmes au 2.149.000 
Milieu Rural (Pre-co-operatives for 
Rural Wcmen). 19~2-

Assistance au Developpemcnt dc:s 
PME dans les Regions du SCne-Saloum 
et de la Casamancc (Development 
Assistance to Small and Medium 
Enterpri;c in the Sene-Saloum and 
Casamance Region). 1984-

404.191 

SIC AT A (Small Industries Consul- 2.100.000 
tancy and Training Assistance). 1983-
1986 

SIDO (Small Industries Development IO.S00.000 
Organization). 1974-

Thr Consolidation 1>f the Village 
R~public Production of Agricultural 
Implements by Local Blacksmiths. 
1979-1980 

Rehahilitatic'.l of th~ Leather ~epubhc 
Footwear and Leather Products of 
lndumy. 1984-1985 

Seminar for Women Entrepreneurs on 
Managc•ia~ ~nd Technical Aspects of 
Expansion of Small Industrial Enter
pmn. 1984 (April-December) 

Assistance 1,1 lnd.istr: ·I fatale Zan-
1ibar. 191!4-

119.11411 

135.3.;7 

52.000 

357.900 

• Additmnal proJC:CI. ou1side ~ounrry selection. 
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fl Ill II' 

AFRICA (c011titriml} 

2S UNIDO• Zambia ZAM/l!.YOl9 

26 UNIDO• Zambia RP/ZAM/SS/ 
601 + XA/ 
ZAM/861601 

27 ILO Regional SIDA/821 
Africa RAF/48/6 

ASIA 

28 ILO 

29 ILO 

Bangladesh BFD/79/007 

Bangladesh SIDA/80/ 
RAS/37 

JO ILO Indonesia 

31 NL Indonesia 

32 NL lndor:lSia 

33 UNIOO l11donesia 

34 UNIDO Indonesia 

JS NL• Nepal 

36 ILO Pakis1an 

37 ILO Pakistan 

38 NL Pakistan 

39 NL Pakistan 

40 lJNIDO i>akist11n 

41 ILO Philippines 

42 NL Philippines 

43 UNIDO Philippi~.:s 

44 ILO Rc1ional 
Asia 

INS/78/023 
+ 821011 

NL-S 

NL-6 

lNS/77/004 

INS/78/078 

NL-7 

RAS/NET 
84/071 

DDA/80, 
PAK/lb 

NL-8 

NL-, 

PAK/79/022 

PHl/84/009 

NL-IO 

PHl/83/008 

Fll'l/HI/ 
R~.S/10 

,. I"/ 

s 

Assis1anc:c 10 Village lndus1ry Ser- 194.000 
\-ice. 1984-1986 

Rural Industry Dc11clopmcni. 198S- 164.000 
1986 

Skill Dc11clopmcn1 for Sclf-relian..:e. 2.614.889 
phase II clc .• 1980-191i6 

Couage Industries Dcvelop:ncnt. 1981- 2.290.000 

Training for Rural Cainful Activities 1.109.000 
for D1Sadvantaged Groups ITRUGA). 
1983-1986 

Community-based Rehabilitation of 1.884.000 
the Disabled. 1979-198612 i>hases) 

RTA-65. KIK-KMKP Small Enter- 2.000.000 
prise Development Financing Jabo-
tabck Region. 1981-1985 

Small Enterprises Development Pro- 4.800.()1)() 
ject (SEDP). 198S-

Assistance to the Development of 
Small-scale lndu.\try IBIPIKJ. 1978-
1980 

Assistance to the De.-elopment of 
Small-scale Industry (phase II). 1981-

Prime Mover Industries. 1981-1984 

Employment Opportunities for Rural 
Wnmen Through Organization. 1982-

Craft Training for Rural Women. 191l2-
j983 

Metal Industries Dc.-elopment Pro
je~t (NWFP1. 1986-

Co-financing Second Small Industries 
l'roje.:t. 1985-

1-eather Prc.Jucts Developmenl Centre 
lli'DC). 1981-1986 

Community-bued Approach to Re
habilitation of the Disabled. 19HS-

lnstitute for Small·\cale Industries 
(ISSI), 1966-1986 

Quality and Productivity Improvement 
f~r Cotrage lnJustrie\, 1984-

~lf-employment Schlme' for Fl!'male 
Headed Households. 19H.O-

S31.238 

2,447.157 

725.000 

!07.965 

504.000 

2.m.000 

2.000.000 

1,014.904 

326,000 

2.330.000 

8J.R50 

747,000 

•Additional proitc\, outside country selection. 
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II Ill 

LATIN AMERaCA 

4S UNIDO Argmtina 

46 UNIOO ~olombia 

47 ILO Haili 

48 ILO Haili 

49 ILO Haili 

SO UNIDO Haili 

SI NL Peru 

S2 NL Peru 

SJ lJNIDO Peru 
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ARG/81/00C 

COL/761020 

HAl/831003 

HAl18S/OIS! 
8/011!1 

HAl/lll/G09 

HAl/841008 

NL-11 

Nl.-12 

PER/84/46S 
• 467 
PER/86/4S8 
+ 4S9 

,. 

Asistcncia Trcnologica a la Pequma y 
Mcdiana lndusuia de la Pro~incia de 
Sania Fe (Assis1ancc 11> Small and 
Medium lndustf) of Sania Fe Pro
vince). 19112-19116 

Asislcncia Tecnica ln1~gral para la 
Pcqucila ~ Mediana lndusma (lniegra
lcd Technical Assis1ancc to Small and 
Medium lndus1ry). 19711-19115 

Consolidation de:. Struo:turcs de Finan
c:emcnt. de Commcrcialisa1ion cl de 
Gcstion Coopera1ifs (Consohdalion cf 
Financing. Marketing and Co-opera
tive Managcmcnl ;)lructurcs). 19114-
1985 

Consolidation des Structures de Fina:i· 
.:cmcnt. de Commcrcialisarion ct de 
Gcstion Cooperarifs - Phase Com
plemcntaire (Consolidation oi Finan
c:ina. Marketing and Co-opcr•tive 
Manaaement Srructurcs - Complc
mcniary Phase). 1986-

Projet de f-"rmarion. Rcc:1erchc ct 
Promotion de l"Emploi dans le Scc
~cur Artisanar dans la Peninsulc du Sud 
(Pilor Project for Trainirg. Rcscarth 
and Dcvclopmcnr of Employmcnr in 
the Artisan .icctor of rhc Sourhcrn 
Peninsula). 1982-19116 

Assistance a l"lnstitul de Dheloppc
menr Agricole ct lndustricl llDAI). 
dans la Promotion. l'Adapration cl la 
Producrion d'Ourillages Agricolcs 
Simples I Assisranc:c to the Agricul
ti;ral and Industrial Development 
Institute for rhe Promotion. Adapra
tion and Production of Simple Agricul
tural Tools), 1981-1984 

Proyccto de Dcsarrollo R1·ral en 
Microrc&iont> (PRODERM); Peque-
1\os Proyectos Productiv1•\ I Rural 
Development ProJect in Micro Re&ions: 
Small Producti>c Project.i), 19i9-

Formac:i6n de Empresarios y Servicios 
de Consultoria para la Pequella y 
Mediana lndusrria (Education of 
Entrepreneurs and Con,ultm11 Ser
vices for the Small and Medium 
Industry). 1978-1980 

Erradicaci(ln de la Coca, Cultivaci<'n 
y Proccsamiento dcl Cacao y Pcquclla 
Aaroindumia en la Rc&i6n de Tinao 
Maria (Coca Eradica11on, Cocoa Cul-

IJ 

s 

1.330.222 

252.802 

783,000 

S77.000 

89.238 

120.000 

675.000 

S,717,040 



II Ill 

LA TIN AMERICA (eo111iltwd) 

S4 UNIOO Puu 

SS UNIOO Peru 

PER/81/02\. 

PER/841801 
(+ UC/84/ 
102) 

AFRICA (co111in~d) 

S6 NL 
(Illa) 

Kenya NL-13 

tivation and Processing and Small
scale Agro-industry in Tingo Maria 
Region). 1984-

Asistencia z. la lndustria en la Formu
lacion de Estudios de Factibilidad: 
.. C:ueros y Pieles.. (Assistance 10 
lndus1ry in the Formulation of Feasi
bility Studies: .. Hid-=s and Skins .. ). 
1983-

Desarrollo de Puenles de Madera 
Modulares Prcfabricados (Dc\·elop
ment of Prefabricalcd Modular 
Wooden Bridges). 1984-

s 

108.744 

79.634 

SEFC:O (Small En1erprise Finance S.000.000 
Company). 198~ 
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Summary table or phase I project data 
0: 
~ /JOttor or a,,,.,.,. 

/LO .'VL UN/DO TOTA/ . 

(N-lwrt>f (Nvtrtbrrof (Nvtrtbrrof (N11trtbrr of 
C-tT)' (SJ proj«u) {SJ profe:u) {S) proj"IJ) fSJ pro}trlJJ 

.4/riCG 

Burkina Faso 1664 000 2 200000 I 23 274 I I 887 274 4 
Kenya 1483000 2 s 900000 I 2 357 673 2 8 840 673 4 
Niacria SJ.i 000 1 - 3 171 S4J 1 3 70S S43 2 
Scnepl 3663 000 4 - 404 191 I 4 067 191 s 
Uni1ed 

Republic: of 
Tanzania - 12 600 000 2 66S 29S 4 13 26S 295 6 

Other 2 614 889 I 210 ()()( I 4 298 000 4 7122 889 6 - - ---- - -
Tora/ Africa 1197S889 :o lR 010000 s 10 919 976 13 40 905 86S 28 

Asi11 

Ban&ladesh 3 399000 2 - - 3 399 274 2 
Indonesia 1884000 I 6 800000 2 2 978 39S 2 11 662 395 5 
Pakistan 61196S 2 4 125 WO 2 I 014 904 I 5 751 869 s 
Philip;>illes 326 000 I 2 330 000 I 83 850 I 2 739 850 3 
Other 747 000 I 72! 'l()O I - I 472 000 1 - -- - - - -
Tora/ Asi11 6%7 96S 7 13 980000 6 4 077 149 4 25 025 114 17 

Llti1t A111rric11 

Arsen1ina - - I 330 222 I I 330 222 I 
Cok>mbia - - 2S2 802 I 252 802 I 
Haiti I 818 414 3 - 89 238 I I 907 652 4 
Peru - 79S 000 2 S 90S 418 J 6 700 418 5 - ---
To1al L11i1t 

A111rric11 I 818414 3 79S 000 2 7 S77 680 6 10 191 094 II 

Gl'lllld 101al 20 762 268 20 32 78S 000 13 22 S74 BOS 23 7612207) S6 



PROJECT DATA AND ASSESSMENT SHEEP 

I. BASIC DATA 

1. Prepared by 

2. Date 

J. Project Number 

4. Project Title 

s. Country 

6. Region 

7. National Agency 

8. Executing Agency 

9. Preparatory Assistance 

Date P.A. approved 

10. Date full project approved 

11. Is this the first phase of the project? 
If no, how many previous phases: 
Phases + Duration (dates) 

12. Status of project 

13. Original estimated starting date 
Actual starting date 
Original estimated completion date 
Current estimated completion date 
Actual completion date 

14. Original Propoud Donor Contribution 

Donor 

Experts 
Trainin1 
Equipment 

TOTAL 

Fnr Up<fll al•o 1nd1ca1t w/m. 

•Reproduced a5 u5ed, withou1 edi1in1. 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Comi>leted/ ongoing 

USS 
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Latest Estimate of Donor Contribution (Date ... ). 

Donor 

Experts 
Training 
Equipment 

TOTAL 

NOTE: 

USS 

All non USS amounlS 10 be con,-encd into USS accordina 10 IMF Tndc Ddlation Factor ITDF as pvcn m 
IFSl. Wbtte no annu:.I budarU a~ available the TDF lo be applied is lbe one available for lbe qnal cstimaied 
stanin1 date; or - when applicable - lbe TDF for lbe TDF for lbe dale of 1be latest es1imale. 

Please describe bridl) other inpuu ~laled lo objectives of this project and in panicular 1hosc on which 
implementalion depends. 

II. PROJECT FORMULATION AND DESIGN 

IS. Did the project resu!t from an adequate 
diagnosis of a ~roblem? 

166 

If there was no clearly defined national policy, 
on what basi, ··.~the TCA developed? 

Were target gr<-'ups adequately identified? 

Was account ta~en of the \temal environment, 
including the national policy context? 

Were reasonably foreseeable chanacs considered? 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 



16. OriKilflll Profec1 ~sip• 

a) Devdopmentobjcctives 

b) Immediate objectives 

c) Outputs 

d) Activities 

ls/was the project desian. sjven the objectives 

• comprehensive 

• realistic 

• coherent 

I 

0 
0 
0 

Specify outstanding merits or flaws. 

2 

0 
0 
0 

3 

0 
0 
0 

4 

0 
0 
0 

•Sec appcndi" for chcckli111, if ncce11ary. Evalua1e: I r. 1ood. 2 = accep1able. J = inadequaie. 
4"' poor. 
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17. Were the resoures budgetted commensurate Nith 
the achievement of the immediate objectives? 

168 

Was there a worltplan in the design stage? 

If not. when was it first drawn up? Specify. 

Was the worltplan coherent and logical? 

Were the objectivcs/outputs/orma//y revised? 

Comments on revision. if applicable: 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 

Yes/No 



Ill. PROJECT DETAIL AND IMPLEMENTATION 

18. Were objectives/outputs revised d~ facto 

If yes, comment: 

19. Project level of entry 

• national policy making 

• institution building at national level 

• institution building at the level of 
support structures 

• direct support to RSIE 

20. Recipients of the TCA ... 

local 

Who are/have been the direct recipients of the 
TCA 

• policy level staff 

•• senior staff 

• technical and extension staff 

• actual entrepreneurs in the RSIE 

• potential entrepreneurs in the RSIE 

21. Problems of RSIE addresses 

• lack of technical skills 

• lack of accounting skills 

• lack of marketing skills 

• orpnization (e.g. co-operation) 

• access to credit 

• access to markets 

Yes/Ne 

!Hsig11• /mpl~m~11tatio11•• 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 [] 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
CJ 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Indicate with an asterisk the two most important categories in planning a~ well as 
in implerr.entation. 

•If necessary, also compare implemen1a1ion with dt facto desian. 

••Include formal redesian. 
•••Give quantil), if available. lndicale women, if kn.'lwn. 
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22. Comment on the appropriateness of the RSIE project (design and implementa-
1ion) in view of the level of industrialization in the area. Consider the imponance 
of lhe larget group for the Economy. 

23. Projecl Staffing 

• timing 

• quality 

• quanlity 

24. Training 

• liming 

• quali1y 

• quantily 

25. Projec1 Equipmenl 

• liming 

• quali1y 

• quantity 

26. Agency Support 

• administrative adequacy 

• substantive adequacy 

27. National Support Inputs 

170 

• timing 

• quality 

• quantily 

Specify oulstanding merits or flaws for questions 
23 through 27. 

• 1 ~ good, 2 ~ acceptable, J = inadequate, 4 = poor. 

Planning• /mplrmrntation• 



IV. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE 

Quality•• 

28. Project Records 

• Project Document 

• Progress Rcpons 

• Internal Evaluation Rcpons 

• External Evaluation Rcpons 

• Tripanitc Review Rcpons 

• Terminal Rcpon 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

V. NATIONAL CONTEXT {environment and poliq framework) 

29. Which external factors have borne significantly on the implementation of the 
project and on its effects? 

• natural environment changes 

• national financial position 

• overall project financial position 

• industrial policies and priorities 

• policies towards other sectors (agriculture, 
education etc.) 

• institutional framework 

• 
• 
• 

{includes weaknesses/strengths imposed on 
national agency or rell':vant private) 

+ 

Please indicate by asterisks the three most impor·.ant factors. Comment on 
predominant factors. Include an assessment of whether the magnitude of the 
effects was rcasooably foreseeable. 

•specify number. 
••Evalua1e 1-4. 
••• • posi1ive, - nep1ive, 0 in1i1nifican1. 
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VJ. PROJECT ASSESSMENT (narrative) 

Cliec:klist of topics lo be Rriewcd 

1.1 Did the project achieve any of the fo//oM:ing? 

• Quantifiable (vs. cost on same S scale) rural economic benefits? 

• Other quantifiable "benefits" (positive indicators. e.g. rural employment. 
wages, value added, new/eJtpanded enterprises not already failed or patently 
about to fail)? 

• Significant direct development inputs to the rural economy (e.g. rural people 
trained, rural loans made)? 

• Build-up of infrastructure of a quality likely to benefit rural people and 
accessible to them (e.g. training/elltension/credit staff with some motivation 
and training. probably located ir. rural areas and likely to stay there. or with an 
effective rural-oriented institution, for some time)? 

• Build-up of above, probably benefiting either: 

a) non-rural SI 
b) any other sectors (specify) 

• Immediate outi:-uts not completely unrelated to project's immediate objectives 
(specify with care)? 

• Anything significant at all? 

• Its immediate objectives, ditto? 

• Its development objectives, at least to a degree reasonably possible given the 
scale of the projects? 

1.2 If the reply to the previous question is negative. check the significana for the project 
of items such as: 
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• Increase in number of RSIE (net) 

• Increase in output of RSIE 

• Increase i., employment (direct and indirect) 

• Are these increases self-sustaining? 

• Are these increases "robust" (net)? 

• Can replication be expected? (either automatic or as the result of application of 
•he same mechanism) 
Has rhi5 been achieved? 

• Has urban drift been slowed down? 

• Have local wage rates risen? 

• Have disadvantaged groups attained an increase in their total and/or low 
seasonal incomes? 

• Has the local balance of rrade been improved? 

• Has the 101al urilization of local re5ources been increased? 



• Ha! local enterprise become a mort effective interest group? 

• Has the effect on Government policy been beneficial? 

• Have specific institutions for the support of RSIE been strtngtbencd? 
Has this led to the possibility of charges to be levied for services to RSIE's? 

• Have any new types of industry been developed? 

• Have new markets been tapped? 

• Has a more accessible credit system be.:ome available? 

• H.ve transport flows been modified in a favourable way? 

Sec checklist subquestion 1.2. but also consider the following; 

Comment on tire project's level of achievement ta·itlr '"tr1iC11lar reference to: 

• Scale of donors' inputs 

• Quality/appropriateness of donor inputs 

• The effectiveness of the national agency and its inputs 

• The wider commitment of Government 

• The econmic environment 

• The strengths/weaknesses/accessibility of the target (or alternative) groups 

• Performance monitoring and technical and administrative backstopping 

• Could application of similar TCA resources to other ends (sectors. areas) have 
achieved more viable results? 

• Were the institutional means (incl. types of assistance) used the most cost
cffective for the objectives of the project (including level of entry)? 

• Should the TCA have been dir;:cted towards f<SIE in the fint place? More 
suitable alternatives? 

• Was the chosen level of entry suitable for the taraet sroups? (Direct Assistance 
and/or institution building. Direct Assistance as a precondition for institution 
building. Direct .Auistance as a follow-up 10 institution buildins?) 

• Would ii appear that in this case RSIE support would have been better 
achieved via other channels such as Government suppon. private suppon; at 
ocher levels (decentralized national, local). Any ocher combination of these 
channels and levels? 

• Is che besc policy vehicle in this case: 

• 1h1rd party voluntary 

• chird party commercial 

• directly based on the tarset sroup 

• any combination of che above. 
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• Wo:ild a different distribution of auth:>rity/responsibility within ~he project 
have led to more effectiveness ~r sclf~ufficiency? 

• If the project ~uffered from a lack of its budgettcd inputs, what lessons can be 
learned about a better supply or adaptation to inadequate s•Jpply? 

• Would diffe:ent types of business assistance have led to better results? Specify. 

Checklist for question 16 

Possible objectives 
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• Development of existing enterprises 

• Creation of new enterprises 

• Regiona; dispersal of industry 

• Rural urban migration 

• Rural ::mploymcnt 

• Imr·on substitution 

• Use of natural resources 

• Expon policies 

• The definition of industrial and other policies 

• The promotion of new or expanded industrial activities through incentives. 
preferential treatment etc. 

• The provision of physical infrastructure, industrial estates, workshop clusters, 
ancillary equipment, common facilities etc. 

• The establishmcnc of new and the s1rengchening of cxiscing developmenc ins•i
tutions 

• The provisions of exten~ion services and in-plant counselling 

• The improvement of information and rcsourcn flows 

• The acneration or upsradin1 of managerial, entrepreneurial, orpnizatic,nal, 
financial, technical and production skills through training 

• Decentralizacion of the supportin1 system 

• Development of the credit system 



Annex V 

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE THEMATIC EVALUATION 
OF TCA IN SUPPORT OF RSIE 

The following terms of reference govcrriing the thematic evaluation study arc 
excerpted from the background paper finalized in August 1986. 

Tiie Study 
hrpose 

The aim of this thematic study is to help Governments, executing agencies and 
UNDP, on the basis of experience, to improve the planning and implementation of 
current and future activities of technical co-cperation in th~ suppon of RSIE 
development and to draw practical conclusions, mainly through a Programme Advisory 
Note, on the further improvement of project design and implementatio>n. The study will 
do so by examining technical co-operation activities in support of RSIE in rural areas, 
especially the appropriateness of the assistance rendered and the efficiency with which it 
was delivered. While some conclusions may only ~ relevant to individual countries 
where the projects examined were located, the intention is to develop general 
conclusions which will be of wider rclc~'llr.ce and application to international, regional 
and national agencies. Special endeavours will be made to identify promising 
approaches and techniques that appear to deserve wider application. 

Scope t111.: 01U1lytir.ol /rt1m1worlc 

The study will do so by examining the recently completed and on-going 
programmes and projects at international, regional and national levels, in ,articular 
those supported by UNDP, ILO, UNIDO and the Government of the Netherlands. The 
review of past expcrier.ce will focus on programmes and projects completed or started in 

·he last five yrars. although, should circumstances wam~nt, the review may go bac" 
beyo-.d ten vcars. It is expected that some pricrities for future technical co-operation 
will emerge. The study will utilize written records and project documentation of rhe 
U nitcd Nations system, and wherever possible, of national development agencies. 

Reports relevant to the subject matter, 1-·anicularly evaluations by other agencies 
and Governments. will be consulted where appropriate and considered useful and 
practical, supported either by correspondence or through face-to-face interviews. 

The study will examine the outcome of individual projects against the original 
objectives. as defined in project documentation and, as far as pos~iblc, against 
perception by ltey personnel, within the context of national and sech>ral strategics and 
programmes for RSIE d.:vclopment. The study will address ltcy issue. of technical co
operation as it was actually delivered coverin& such matters as project identification and 
design, development of analytical concepts, approach and mcthodolo&Y selection and 
delivery of expertise and ltnow-t:ow, quantity itnd quality of local support, project 
manaacmcnt, execution and external and internal factors affcctina take-up, but most of 
all, the rc~uhs of the projects, i.e., their impact. Economic, managerial and technical 
Hpects of the ;>rojccts wilt receive equal emphasis. 

Project ulectiot1 

1hc study will examine a sample of recently completed and on-aoing project~. The 
sample will be selected in the preparatory desk study, after preliminary review .,f the 
population of relevant Uni•cd Nat:ons system projects so as to provide a cross section of 
the ;,,ajor types of technical co-operation activities and of project experience iYI i:ach of 
the rrajor regions. At least one third of !he projects sciectcd will be on-goir" so as to 
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provide ample opponunity to address current priorities and problems and relate closely 
to the current .. state-of-the an··. Care will be taken to examine projects both in 
countries with more developed industrial sectors and in those where this sector is not so 
advanced. · 

A. Completed projecu (primarily for assessment of impact): 

• Large-scale projects and projects above $200,000; 

• Ousters of projects with total value ofSIS0.000 and abo1. .. ; 

• Gi,ring adequate geographic representation; 

• Giving adequate fun..:tional coverage (institution-buildmg, direct suppon, ex
perimental). 

B. On-going projects (primarily for assessment of effectiveness and systems perfor
mance): 

• Large-scale projects and projects above S 100,000; 

• Clusters of projects with total value ofS 100,000 and above; 

• Giving adequate geographic r~prcscntation; 

• With sufficient project implementation to justify and enable mid-term review; 

• With sufficient maturity to permit uamination of the possibility of achieving 
immediate objective and subsequent impact on higher l'bjectives; 

• Giving adequa1e funclional coverage. 

Implementation of the Study 

Pllosiag of tile mdy 

,<>hase one: Preparatory desk study (August 1986-January /987) 
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The prepara1ory des:C study leam would: 

• Work oul a methodologicaily sound framework, starting from an initial list of 
basic issues. linked with ILO's, UNIDO's and the Dutch Government's 
!Jreliminary documentation, statistical profiles and based on an analysis of 
relevant materials; 

• Draw-up desk studies of approximately SO projects selected to match the prime 
focus of the s1udy. During phase one, contacl will be es1ablished wi1h other 
concerned aaencies to examine their experience on the ':ey issues of the study; 

• Select a represen1ative sample of projects for the intended evaluations by field 
missions; 

• Review all documentation on the sample projects available in The Haaue as well 
as in UNIDO and ILO headquarters and, if appropriate, in UNDP head· 
quaners. In doinJ so the suitability of the framework can be checked and if 
necessary improved; 

• Finalize a de~ian ror the field studies which is considered 10 be 1hc core of an 
exercise wh' h should provide lessons to be learned for the future from findinp 
on actual policies. performance and effectiveness; 



• Draw up proposals for terms of reference fo: the field teams. which inter alia 
should reflect full consideration for the position of women and youth; 

• Draw up proposals for a time schedule and items to be costed. as a basis for an 
amended budget; 

• Prepare a repon on their findings and proposals_ 

Desk studies of app. _,ximately 50 projects. selected to match the prime focus of the 
~tudy will result in a phase oae report and preparations for phase two. During this 
phase. contact will be established with other concerned agencies to establish their 
experience on the key issues of the project. The Steering C omminee will meet before and 
after the phase. 

The projects will be drawn up from a portfolio consisting of projects executed by 
UNIDO and ILO and financed by UNDP or by other agencies. Projects financed 
exclusively by the Government of the Netherlands will also be included. For the purpose 
of understanding the iss11es involved. project data assessment sheets will be finalized ;,y 
the consultant, with the assistance of the UNDP Central Evaluation Office. 

The phase one report, to be produced four months after commencement. will 
concern itself with: 

• An overview of the general nature of technical co-oper:-tion in the sector. and 
identification of specific issues in the subject matter area; 

• Examination of the design of the projects including the appropriate definition of 
desired ou!puts and 1argets; 

• The role of the United Nations system and the Government of the Netherlands 
in support of the projects; 

• Problems of implementation; 

• Identification of the reasons for success or failure in fulfilling any objectives; 

• Summarizing the findings of the des It study: 

• Identifying issues for field study; 

• Selecting countries and institutions 10 be visited; 

• Preparing terms of reference for the-~ visits. 

A team of three consultants who will constitute the core team will implement this 
phase over the four-month period, assisted by all the participating organizations as 
appropriate. Details of act.ial im!Jlemcntation of this phase will be di;;cussed at the first 
Stccrina Commit~cc mcetina. 

The !ucceeding phases arc given in outline for informative purpose~-

Phas' two: Fie/ti-study visiu (to be determined) 
(lo be reviewed at the end of pha.~ one) 

Field studies of a limited sample (al least 1hree projects in each of six countries) in 
the contcxl of nati<'nal policies and proarammcs in each country will result in phase two 
reports. The Steering Comminec will meet after 1hc phase. 

Sil field visils (lo six countries) arc cnvi~agcd. These missions will be of five weeks 
duration each and will consist of not more than three members including an upcrt from 
the country visited. 

The mission reports will be finalized by the misshn leader in either ILO or UNIDO 
headquarters. The draft report and finding.\ should be discussed with 1hc Governmen1 of 
the country concerned, 1hc UNDP and agency representatives and with 1hc Embas~y of 
the Netherlands covcrina that cc1un1ry. 
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The Governments of the countries to be visited will be informed of the :nission and 
its terms of reference through the office of the UNDP Resident Representati\·e in 
consultation with !he Embassy of the Netherlands. 

The full implementation of phase two is expected to take place O\er sc\·eral months. 

Phase three: Synthesis of report (to be determined) 

The Steering Committee will meer to re\;ew the mission repons of the second phase 
and to make arrangements for the synthesis of results of the field mission and desk study 
in the final report. By tht end of the period. the core team is to complete this final 
report in draft. This draft final report will be r<:viewed by the Steering Committee. 

Phase four: Publi.-ation of the report and preparation of tire programme oth·isory 
note (lo be determined) 

The final report of the core team will be published, translated and distributed to the 
governing bodies of the respective partners. A programme advisory note will also be 
prepared and distributed to Governments, UNDP and agency field and headquarrers 
staff. 
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